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Foreword

Promoting populations’ health is an enterprise whose complex and often subtle dimensions challenge scholars and practitioners from diverse disciplines. Epidemiologists, social scientists, educators, policy scientists, economists, urban planners and biomedical scientists (most recently including geneticists) all contribute perspectives that illuminate one aspect or another of health promotion. Each discipline also offers an evaluation scheme appropriate to its strategic focus. It is easy to understand how casual observers may be frustrated in their search for a single, clear analysis to answer the bottom-line question of just how effective health promotion is. As the authors represented in this book attest, the answer very much depends on what aspect of the health promotion initiative is being addressed. Of course, matters of theoretical justification, intervention strategy, adequacy of resources and other issues of quality—the process questions—pertain, but at the end of the day the results should be measured in ways that are consistent with the stated objectives. Who benefits and how, and who is missed and why, are the central evaluation questions.

The genius of this collection of evaluation approaches to diverse health promotion programmes and related policies is what it reveals about the spread of options: options that do not compete but supplement each other. For the builder of a health promotion strategy, the task is to discover the available evaluative technology with the best fit, and to apply it in a way that balances a comprehensive view with a necessary parsimony of effort. Cost-effectiveness must apply to evaluation design as well as programme design.

For organized health promotion efforts to be positioned as key resources in pursuing social and economic goals, there must be evidence of their effectiveness and their relative costs as compared with other health promoting options: for example, approaches targeting reductions in individual risk versus those seeking reductions in risk conditions through policy change.

The requirement for evidence-based health promotion pertains to public health practice in general, from designing an intervention through evaluating its impact. Criteria for such evidence are expanding to include negative impact as well as positive benefits and a wide range of effects on community wellbeing and economic and social development goals.

Until the publication of this book, it was difficult to juxtapose the myriad dimensions of health promotion, the spread of their assumptions and theories, the challenges faced in planning and undertaking evaluations of health promotion initiatives, and the basis for choosing an approach to evaluation. Further, it is now easier to appreciate the value-added potential of combining several measures focused, for example, on personal, community, environmental and political impact. The chapters of this book demonstrate the conundrum that the whole may be greater than the sum of its parts.

As health promotion comes of age as a theory-informed, evidence-based and broadly accountable practice, this book provides a landscape of evalua-
tive issues and options that can help refocus health promotion planning before resources are committed. It is much more than a catalogue of evaluation methods. Implicit in each chapter is a closely argued rationale for the design or choice of a given intervention, a rationale that helps clarify the potential limitations of the method, and the necessity of having a systems-based strategy for promoting the health of populations and individuals. The principal benefit of this book for health promotion practitioners is a sense of how disparate kinds of technology can join together as complementary parts of a strategic whole.

This book – with two shorter companion documents aimed at practitioners and policy-makers – is a major link in a series of developments aimed at strengthening the capacity of national and local resources to broaden the health promoting impact of both programmes and policies. With more powerful evaluation tools, used with greater specificity to pursue diverse objectives, health promotion efforts can be more equitable, more empowering, more participatory, more accountable and more sustainable.
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Part 1

Introduction and framework
Introduction to the book

Irving Rootman

WHO European Working Group on Health Promotion
Evaluation

The WHO Regional Office for Europe and other organizations committed to health promotion have come under increasing pressure to evaluate or support the evaluation of work for health promotion. This pressure has come from both outside and inside the field. Externally, it has come from people involved in health reform, who are anxious to have evidence on the contribution of health promotion to reducing costs, and from the critics of health promotion, who are sceptical of its efficacy. Internal pressure comes from practitioners, who want to document and show the value of their efforts, and improve their practices, policy-makers, who want to defend their investments in health promotion and the Regional Office, which has initiated a series of projects using a health gains framework. This pressure has raised questions about, for example, where are the health investments with the greatest potential benefits, and what new analytical skills will be needed to evaluate the trade-offs involved in and the implications of health investments (1).

The pressure for increased attention to evaluation led the Regional Office to seek partners and funding to support the establishment of a WHO European Working Group on Health Promotion Evaluation. Both were obtained from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States of America, Health Canada and the Health Education Authority (HEA – now the Health Development Agency) in the United Kingdom. To promote homogeneity, the members of the Group were selected to represent diverse perspectives, and came from Canada, Europe and the United States; from governments, WHO and the academic community; and from different evaluation backgrounds. Membership was limited to western, industrialized countries, however, and the Group focused on evaluation efforts there. Its work began in July 1995, when the purpose of the Working Group was agreed to be (2):

- to stimulate and support innovative approaches to the evaluation and practice of health promotion, by reviewing the theory and best practice of evaluation and by producing guidelines and recommendations for health promotion policy-makers and practitioners concerning evaluation of health promotion approaches.

Its objectives were:
- to examine the current range of evaluation methods, both quantitative and qualitative; and
- to provide guidance to policy-makers and practitioners both to foster the use of appropriate methods for health promotion evaluation and to increase the quality of evaluations.

**Process**

The following process was adopted to achieve these objectives. Eight meetings of the Working Group, sponsored by CDC, HEA, Health Canada and WHO collaborating centres, were held in North America and Europe. Over 30 background papers were commissioned to address relevant topics. The papers were sent to a range of individuals and groups with stakes in health promotion, including the WHO European collaborating centres for health promotion, the European Committee for Health Promotion Development, the CDC Chronic Disease Conference and the Canadian Consortium for Health Promotion Research. Three reports were planned. The first was a background paper presenting a framework for evaluation of health promotion initiatives, released at the Fourth International Conference on Health Promotion in Jakarta, Indonesia in 1997 (3). The second was a report for policy-makers released at a meeting of the European Committee for Health Promotion Development in 1998 (4). A third report, to provide guidance on evaluation to practitioners interested in health promotion, is being developed with assistance from WHO health promotion collaborating centres in Europe (5).

This book is the fourth product of this collaborative effort. It comprises papers commissioned by the Working Group or submitted for its consideration. Although not all of the background papers submitted were selected for this volume, the Group considered all, and many of their ideas found their way into this book and the above-mentioned documents. The manuscript was produced by an editorial group of seven and reviewed by the full Working Group.

**Guiding principles**

Early in the discussions of the Working Group, the members agreed that certain basic principles tending to characterize health promotion should guide their work and recommendations. These principles underlie much of the discussion in this book and help to define its content and structure. Specifically, the Group agreed that health promotion initiatives (programmes, policies and other organized activities) should be:

- empowering (enabling individuals and communities to assume more power over the personal, socioeconomic and environmental factors that affect their health);
- participatory (involving all concerned at all stages of the process);
- holistic (fostering physical, mental, social and spiritual health);
• intersectoral (involving the collaboration of agencies from relevant sectors);
• equitable (guided by a concern for equity and social justice);
• sustainable (bringing about changes that individuals and communities can maintain once initial funding has ended); and
• multistrategy (using a variety of approaches — including policy development, organizational change, community development, legislation, advocacy, education and communication — in combination).

On the basis of these principles, the Working Group concluded that approaches appropriate for the evaluation of health promotion initiatives share four core features. The first is participation. At each stage, evaluation should involve, in appropriate ways, all with a legitimate interest in the initiative. These can include: policy-makers, community members and organizations, health and other professionals, and local and national health agencies. The participation in evaluation of members of the community whose health is being addressed is particularly important. Second, evaluation should draw on a variety of disciplines, and a broad range of information-gathering procedures should be considered for use. Third, evaluation should build the capacity of individuals, communities, organizations and governments to address important health promotion concerns. Finally, evaluation should be appropriate: designed to accommodate the complex nature of health promotion interventions and their long-term impact.

Limitations and strengths
As noted, this book is limited to evaluation work in western, industrialized societies. This does not make it irrelevant to other parts of the world, but people working in such countries should use judgement and caution in applying the work discussed here. Further, the book does not purport to be a methodology textbook, but considers a whole range of issues pertaining to evaluation of health promotion initiatives, of which methodology is only one. Chapter 1 outlines the types of issues addressed.

This book does not consider in great depth issues in the evaluation of approaches to individual behaviour change. The Working Group felt that other sources provide such discussions, and preferred to focus on issues pertinent to evaluating approaches addressing settings, policies and systems. Similarly, the book does not emphasize the evaluation of traditional work for disease prevention; there is a large literature on this topic. In addition, the Group wanted to focus on evaluation of health promotion efforts consistent with the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (6). As the Group believes that a health promotion approach can strengthen the evaluation of disease prevention efforts, however, the discussion here is relevant to that topic (see Chapter 1).

Finally, the book takes a broad view of what constitutes evidence, which often serves as a code word for accountability and hard science. The Working
Group suggests that a broad view is entirely appropriate to health promotion, given its underlying principles. For example, the Group’s report to policymakers concludes that the use of randomized controlled trials to evaluate health promotion initiatives is “inappropriate, misleading and unnecessarily expensive” in most cases (4). Chapter 2 provides an extended discussion of this issue.

Structure
This book is divided into five parts addressing particular topics. Each contains chapters that identify key issues in relation to the topic, discuss the theory and best practice of evaluation, and suggest guidelines for policymakers and practitioners. The book is aimed at researchers, students, practitioners, policymakers and others who want an in-depth understanding of the current issues in evaluating health promotion initiatives. The Working Group hopes that it proves useful.
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A framework for health promotion evaluation

Irving Rootman, Michael Goodstadt, Louise Potvin and Jane Springett

This chapter presents both conceptual and practical frameworks to assist in the evaluation of health promotion initiatives. The first section considers what health promotion is; the second, what evaluation is in general and in the context of health promotion. The third section presents an appropriate and useful framework for evaluating health promotion programmes, policies and other initiatives.

What is health promotion?

To evaluate health promotion initiatives, one needs to be clear about what health promotion is. We attempt to clarify health promotion’s meaning in three ways, by examining: its recent origins, including the circumstances and issues to which it is a response; a variety of proposed definitions; and what it seems to constitute in practice.

Recent origins

Although the idea of health promotion is not new, and several attempts were made in the first half of this century to give it prominence (1,2), its rise as an organized field can be traced to 1974 when the Canadian health minister of the time, Marc Lalonde, released a paper entitled A new perspective on the health of Canadians (3). This was the first national government policy document to identify health promotion as a key strategy. It was subsequently used as the basis for similar policy documents in other countries, including Sweden and the United States, and contributed to a growing international enthusiasm for and acceptance of health promotion as both a concept and an approach that could be used by governments, organizations, communities and individuals. In 1986, the first International Conference on Health Promotion captured this growing interest and endorsed the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (4), which in turn has reinforced the development of health promotion throughout the world.

The basis for the recent interest in health promotion can be traced to the confluence of a number of disparate forces. Anderson (5) considered these under five headings:
1. growing emphasis on positive health and improved quality of life;
2. people’s greater desire to exercise control over their lives, associated with trends in consumerism;
3. the limited effectiveness of traditional didactic strategies often associated with health education;
4. recognition that many health problems are related to individual lifestyles; and
5. growing evidence of the weak relationship between health care and health status, especially the poor return on increasingly costly resources invested in health.

Green & Raeburn (6) identified additional, sometimes related, influences, including:

6. the community development and communications movements, which promote grassroots, in contrast to top-down, initiatives;
7. the influence of the self-care and women’s movements, which requires a shift in the distribution of power to individuals and communities;
8. the pressure brought to bear on social programmes and high-technology medical care by deterioration in economic conditions around the world;
9. better social, behavioural and educational research on health issues; and
10. greater recognition of the holistic nature of health: that is, the “social, mental and spiritual qualities of life”.

(Green & Kreuter (7) and Macdonald & Bunton (8) also discuss such influences.)

Finally, challenging arguments for reorienting public health have come from epidemiological research, which clearly documents the powerful influence of the broader determinants of health. These are factors beyond individual genetic and behavioural characteristics, and are often most strongly associated with socioeconomic conditions, equity and access issues, national wealth, social support and other structural or systemic factors (9–16).

This mixed pedigree has resulted in an understanding of health promotion, sometimes called the new public health (8, 11), that extends beyond health protection to include:

1. strengthening health;
2. redistributing power and control over individual and collective health issues;
3. reducing the negative impact of a broad range of health determinants associated with social, political and economic environments;
4. shifting the allocation of resources upstream, towards preventing problems before they occur;
5. giving attention to the domains of health beyond the physical, including the mental, social and possibly spiritual dimensions;
6. taking an ecological approach (17,18); and
7. recognizing community development and involvement as legitimate and
effective strategies.

Some of these characteristics are more concerned with the goals of the new
public health (1 and 5), while others address the means of achieving these
goals (2–6 and 7). Not surprisingly, the various definitions of health promotion
that have been proposed reflect these characteristics.

Definitions
Many definitions of health promotion have been proposed over the past two
decades. Table 1.1 lists some of the most important. At first glance, these def-
ititions differ in significant ways. Closer scrutiny, however, suggests that the
discrepancies represent differences in perspective and emphasis, rather than
fundamental conflicts in substance.

A useful distinction has been made between health promotion as an out-
come and as a process. Kickbusch (18) refers to health promotion in the latter
context as “a process for initiating, managing, and implementing change... a
process of personal, organizational, and policy development”. The analysis of
other conceptualizations provides further insights into the ways in which
health promotion has been understood. What distinguishes health promotion
from other approaches is the nature of the expected outcomes (goals and ob-
jectives) and the strategies (processes and activities) involved. The nature of
these outcomes and processes ultimately determines how one answers the
questions of what works in health promotion and how evaluation might best be
conducted. (Buchanan (30) discusses the “purpose–process gap” in health
promotion.)

Borrowing from Rokeach’s distinction between terminal and instrumental
values (31), one can characterize the goals and objectives of health promotion
found in various definitions as falling into two categories: terminal goals and
instrumental objectives. Terminal goals refer to the ultimate (usually longer-
term) goals of health promotion, or “the desirable end-states” (31), that guide
and motivate health promotion strategies and activities. The terminal goal of
health promotion most commonly includes a desired end-state of improved
health or wellbeing, although WHO has defined health as a resource for living
(4,24) and therefore not an end in itself. Nevertheless, health clearly has intrin-
sic value and is a generally accepted outcome for health promotion efforts.

Instrumental objectives refer to the intermediate (usually shorter-term) ob-
jectives, the achievement of which is believed to mediate the attainment of the
terminal goals. For example, smoking cessation, as an objective, is instrumen-
tal in the attainment of improved health or wellbeing, as measured by improve-
ments in life expectancy, reduction in years of life lost, quality of life, etc.

A further distinction can be made between instrumental objectives and the
instrumental processes by which they are achieved. For example, the objective
of smoking cessation may be achieved through the instrumental process of in-
increased self-efficacy (feeling of competence). Finally, one can identify the instrumental activities through which the instrumental processes and hence the instrumental objectives and terminal goals can be achieved. For example, participation in a smoking cessation programme can help a smoker come to experience greater self-efficacy, in being able to take steps that are effective in quitting.

Table 1.1. Definitions of health promotion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source and date</th>
<th>Definition (emphasis added)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lalonde, 1974 (3)</td>
<td>A strategy “aimed at informing, influencing and assisting both individuals and organizations so that they will accept more responsibility and be more active in matters affecting mental and physical health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1979 (19)</td>
<td>“A combination of health education and related organizational, political and economic programs designed to support changes in behavior and in the environment that will improve health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green, 1980 (20)</td>
<td>“Any combination of health education and related organizational, political and economic interventions designed to facilitate behavioral and environmental changes that will improve health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green &amp; Iverson, 1982 (21)</td>
<td>“Any combination of health education and related organizational, economic, and environmental supports for behavior conducive to health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry &amp; Jessor, 1985 (22)</td>
<td>“The implementation of efforts to foster improved health and well-being in all four domains of health (physical, social, psychological and personal)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutbeam, 1985 (23)</td>
<td>“The process of enabling people to increase control over the determinants of health and thereby improve their health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO, 1984 (24), 1986 (4) and Epp, 1986 (25)</td>
<td>“The process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodstadt et al., 1987 (26)</td>
<td>“The maintenance and enhancement of existing levels of health through the implementation of effective programs, services, and policies”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kar, 1989 (27)</td>
<td>“The advancement of wellbeing and the avoidance of health risks by achieving optimal levels of the behavioral, societal, environmental and biomedical determinants of health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Donnell, 1989 (28)</td>
<td>“The science and art of helping people choose their lifestyles to move toward a state of optimal health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labonté &amp; Little, 1992 (29)</td>
<td>“Any activity or program designed to improve social and environmental living conditions such that people’s experience of well-being is increased”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definitions and concepts of health promotion have differed in goals, objectives, processes and actions. Table 1.2 analyses the concepts of health promotion as contained in the definitions listed in Table 1.1. These definitions are deconstructed according to their terminal goals and their instrumental objectives, processes and actions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source and date</th>
<th>Activities (programmes, policies, etc.)</th>
<th>Processes (underlying mechanisms)</th>
<th>Objectives (instrumental outcomes)</th>
<th>Goals (ultimate outcomes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winslow, 1920 (2)</td>
<td>“Organized community effort for the education of the individual in personal health, and the development of the social machinery”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“… to ensure everyone a standard of living”</td>
<td>“… the maintenance or improvement of health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigerist, 1946 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“… by providing a decent standard of living, good labor conditions, education, physical culture, means of rest and recreation”</td>
<td>“Health is promoted”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lalonde, 1974 (3)</td>
<td>“… informing, influencing and assisting both individuals and organizations”</td>
<td>“… so that they [individuals and organizations] will accept more responsibility and be more active in matters affecting mental and physical health”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1979 (19)</td>
<td>“A combination of health education and related organizational, political and economic programs”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“… designed to support changes in behavior and in the environment”</td>
<td>“… that will improve health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green, 1980 (20)</td>
<td>“Any combination of health education and related organizational, political and economic interventions”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“… designed to facilitate behavioral and environmental changes”</td>
<td>“… that will improve health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green &amp; Iverson, 1982 (21)</td>
<td>“Any combination of health education and related organizational, political and economic supports”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“… for behavior”</td>
<td>“… conducive to health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source and date</td>
<td>Activities (programmes, policies, etc.)</td>
<td>Processes (underlying mechanisms)</td>
<td>Objectives (instrumental outcomes)</td>
<td>Goals (ultimate outcomes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry &amp; Jessor, 1985 (22)</td>
<td>“The implementation of efforts”</td>
<td></td>
<td>“... to foster improved health and well-being in all four domains of health (physical, social, psychological and personal)”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutbeam, 1985 (23)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“The process of enabling people to increase control”</td>
<td>“... over the determinants of health”</td>
<td>“... and thereby improve their health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodstadt et al., 1987 (26)</td>
<td>“… through the implementation of effective programs, services, and policies”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“The maintenance and enhancement of existing levels of health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kar, 1989 (27)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“… and the avoidance of health risks by achieving optimal levels of the behavioral, societal, environmental, and biomedical determinants of health”</td>
<td>“The advancement of well-being”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Donnell, 1989 (28)</td>
<td>“The science and art of helping people choose their lifestyles”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“… to move toward a state of optimal health”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green &amp; Kreuter, 1991 (7)</td>
<td>“The combination of educational and environmental supports for actions and conditions of living”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>... conducive to health”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen, most definitions of health promotion express the desired end (terminal goal) in terms of improved health or wellbeing, although several also give health maintenance as a goal. The definitions are more diverse in their identification of objectives, processes and actions; that is, they show greater variability in defining how health promotion is thought to improve health. Some leave components unspecified. This diversity, however, is more apparent than real. The instrumental objectives of the definitions fall into two clusters, clusters that are not mutually exclusive. The first focuses on the environment, and the second, on the individual. Most definitions, however, recognize the need to focus on both.

The instrumental activities vary in their level of specificity and particular elements. For example, some refer to efforts or measures and others to types of intervention, such as programmes, services or policies. Nevertheless, most refer to or imply some sort of action.

Few definitions identify the processes. The exceptions are the WHO definition (4), its elaboration by Nutbeam (23) and the definition put forward by Marc Lalonde (3).

Thus, recent conceptualizations of health promotion differ, but share important elements. Specifically, the makers of definitions see health promotion as involving a diverse set of actions, focused on the individual or environment, which through increasing control ultimately leads to improved health or wellbeing. We nevertheless recognize the pre-eminence of the definition first proposed by the WHO Regional Office for Europe (24), and subsequently endorsed by the first International Conference on Health Promotion and published in the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (4); this defines health promotion as “the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to improve, their health”.

An expanded version of this definition, used in a glossary of health promotion terms developed by Nutbeam (23), is: “the process of enabling people to increase control over the determinants of health and thereby improve their health”. This definition has the merit of making explicit a concern with individuals and communities, what is being controlled and a possible causal mechanism. Nevertheless, there are determinants of health that individuals and communities cannot control, but some of whose negative influences health promotion efforts can help mitigate (such as the establishment of mutual aid among people with genetic disease, and community kitchens for low-income families). In addition, health promotion efforts aim to reinforce or accentuate the positive influences of some determinants of health that cannot be controlled directly (for example, increasing social support – see also Chapter 22). Further, some evidence indicates that increasing personal control or self-efficacy in itself strengthens health (32–34). The Ottawa Charter definition (4), however, captures some of the key elements of health promotion as understood and accepted by many people working in the field.

In particular, it embodies the key underlying concept or cardinal principle of health promotion: empowerment. That is, it suggests that health promotion
is fundamentally about ensuring that individuals and communities are able to assume the power to which they are entitled. Thus, we suggest that the primary criterion for determining whether a particular initiative should be considered to be health promoting, ought to be the extent to which it involves the process of enabling or empowering individuals or communities. The absence of empowering activities should therefore signal that an intervention does not fall within the rubric of health promotion. Attempts to encourage public participation are critical to the process of empowerment. Other criteria that help to distinguish health promotion include taking a broad view of health and emphasizing equity or social justice and intersectoral collaboration (35).

Given these criteria, one can argue that a health promotion approach can be applied in a number of domains, including prevention, treatment, rehabilitation and even long-term care. One can also argue that not everything in these domains constitutes health promotion. In particular, health promotion and disease prevention are not synonymous, but complementary. Even so, most if not all activities for prevention (and even treatment and rehabilitation) can be carried out in a health promoting way, by empowering individuals and communities, encouraging public participation, taking a broad view of health and the determinants of health, emphasizing social justice and fostering intersectoral collaboration.

**Practice**

Notwithstanding these criteria, practitioners have applied the label of health promotion to a wide range of their activities. For example, Downie et al. (35) identify seven different types of activities that they consider to fall under this rubric:

1. preventive services (such as immunization, cervical screening, hypertension case-finding and provision of nicotine-containing chewing gum);
2. preventive health education (such as efforts to influence lifestyle and to increase the use of preventive services);
3. preventive health protection (such as the fluoridation of water);
4. health education for preventive health protection (such as lobbying for seat-belt legislation);
5. positive health education (aimed at influencing behaviour on positive health grounds, and including encouraging productive use of leisure time and helping people develop health-related life skills);
6. positive health protection (such as the implementation of workplace anti-smoking policies and provision of leisure facilities); and
7. health education for positive health protection (such as obtaining support for positive health promotion measures).

Whether all of these activities fit the above-noted criteria is a moot point, given the fact that influential organizations in the field, such as HEA in the United Kingdom, support these activities as part of their work for health promotion.
In a number of countries, many different types of activities take place under the banner of health promotion, whether they meet the above-noted criteria or not. For example, in Canada, the following activities have been funded and carried out in the name of health promotion: mass-media campaigns to increase awareness of the dangers of smoking and drink-driving; school-based, comprehensive health education programmes; efforts to mobilize community concerns about heart health, low birth weight and other prevention issues; community development projects to enable disadvantaged mothers to strengthen their parenting skills; efforts to enable workplaces to assess and deal with lifestyle and environmental issues that affect them; efforts to build coalitions to respond to cut-backs in services; lobbying for changes in policies on smoking and other issues; and efforts to enhance the preventive practices of physicians and other health care workers.

In addition, health promotion activities are increasingly planned and conducted in combination. A comprehensive approach typically uses a mix of strategies to change individuals’ behaviour through environmental and policy changes. The current approach to intervention is to develop multilevel (national, regional, community) action and multidimensional approaches to ensure sustainability. In other words, health promotion initiatives are increasingly complex.

Thus, many different kinds of activities have been called health promotion, whether they fulfil all or any of the criteria derived from theoretical writings. The question is whether all of these activities increasingly should be considered health promotion from an evaluation perspective.

It is tempting to take the view that only the activities that meet at least one of the criteria for health promotion should be included. This, however, might exclude a wide range of interventions, some with very modest scope and objectives, which nevertheless contribute to promoting health. In any case, many of the considerations that apply to evaluation in health promotion also apply to evaluation in other domains, especially prevention. Thus, one should not be too doctrinaire about what health promotion might include for evaluation purposes. At the same time, one should recognize the importance of the principles of health promotion, particularly empowerment, as a means of guiding activities, including those associated with evaluation.

**Conclusion**

This review of definitions of health promotion from the point of view of the development of the field, theory and current practice shows that health promotion is far from being monolithic. It is multidisciplinary and still full of unresolved tensions. Nevertheless, some areas of broad agreement can form the basis for integrating and resolving some of the existing paradoxes. In particular, there seems to be some agreement that guiding principles such as empowerment and participation are important, and a wide range of activities constitutes health promotion practice aimed at improving the health of individuals and communities. What are the most appropriate ways of evaluating these activities?
Meaning and practice of evaluation in health promotion
Over the last 40 years, many authors have suggested definitions for evaluation. Among the broadest is Green & Kreuter’s “comparison of an object of interest against a standard of acceptability” (7). Once this has been said, however, many questions remain. What is the object of inquiry? How is the comparison made? How is the standard defined? For what are evaluation results used? What is the role of evaluators in the life and death of programmes? Evaluation theoreticians and practitioners have proposed many answers. This section presents an overview of development and debate that illustrates the range of possibilities for the evaluation of health promotion.

Fundamental issues and challenges
There are many evaluation textbooks, such as those of Suchman (36) and Wholey et al. (37). Each has proposed a particular set of tools and perspectives for handling the task of evaluating programmes or other kinds of intervention. In addition to the writers of textbooks, many pioneer thinkers have developed their own perspectives in articles published in major peer-reviewed journals of the field, including Evaluation and program planning, Evaluation review, Evaluation and the health professions and New directions for program evaluation. Readers should glance through them to capture some of the richness and worth of these scholarly debates.

Evaluation has been enriched by contributions from many disciplines and professional activities. Many evaluators have come from the field of education. Education systems’ needs for evaluation are the source of concepts such as summative and formative evaluation (38) and goal-free evaluation (39); these are used to characterize activities aimed at producing, respectively, an overall judgement on a programme, information that helps improve its implementation and delivery, or information on unexpected outcomes.

Social sciences such as social psychology, sociology, social work, political science, anthropology and economic science have also been major sources of input. Taxonomies based on process and impact evaluation (40), the distinction between internal and external validity (41, 42), the introduction of cost–benefit and other costing methods (43, 44), taxonomies of evaluation based on epistemological paradigms such as “post-positivism”, “constructivism” or “critical theory” (45–47) and “empowerment evaluation” (48) are major contributions.

The health sciences have provided another influence. The development of the randomized clinical trial for evaluating medical treatment (49), the use of epidemiological models to take account of population-level variables in evaluation projects (50), the division of programme development into a sequence of evaluative phases that emphasizes the distinction between efficacy and effectiveness (50) and the development and implementation of large-scale preventive programmes (51) have all been integrated into the arsenal of evaluation.

Finally, evaluation has been an important issue outside the academic world. With the adoption of the Planning-Programming-Budgeting-System in all
executive-branch agencies of the United States federal Government in the mid-1960s, in an attempt to rationalize its decision-making about social programme issues \((52)\), evaluation became a major preoccupation of public administrators. Evaluators involved with government programmes promoted concepts such as accountability \((53)\) and evaluability \((54)\) and the emphasis on programme management \((55)\) that are now part of the thinking about evaluation.

This broad overview illustrates the multidisciplinary nature of evaluation and the variety of issues and preoccupations that have led to the development of the field. In addition to these contributions, there have been limited efforts to provide analytical frameworks to organize all this activity. Worth noting are House’s taxonomy of types of evaluation \((56)\), and Guba & Lincoln’s developmental phases of the field \((57)\). Particularly helpful for the present discussion are five fundamental issues, identified by Shadish et al. \((58)\), related to defining and understanding all programme evaluation: social programming, valuing, knowledge construction, knowledge use and evaluation practice. According to these authors, a definition of evaluation:

1. is usually based on a perspective on the way that social programmes develop and improve in regard to the problem they are supposed to address (defining the object of inquiry);
2. should identify how values can be attached to programme descriptions (defining the range of acceptable standards);
3. should reflect evaluators’ thinking about the conditions that are necessary to produce knowledge about the programme (helping to identify the comparisons that are allowed);
4. usually reflects how evaluation information can be used and the objectives it helps to pursue; and
5. should identify the approaches and practices evaluators follow in their professional work (determining their role with regard to programmes or other initiatives).

These five issues provide a framework for exploring and clarifying the nature of evaluation in general and in the context of health promotion in particular.

**Social programming**

Programme evaluation is about the systematic study of programmes. Programmes are not natural objects, but human artefacts composed of resources that are assembled to create activities and services that, taken together, pursue objectives addressing a problem in a given context for a specific population \((39)\). These activities are expected to produce some effects on the situation.

This dimension of evaluation delineates a series of components that can legitimately be assessed, and it encompasses many of the existing typologies. For example, process evaluation \((40)\) focuses on resources and activities, while outcome evaluation deals with the relationship between the activities
and services and changes in the situation. In the health field, where preoccupa-
tions with the efficacy and effectiveness of interventions are paramount, pro-
gramme evaluation has often emphasized establishing a relationship between
the programme or its elements and some aspects of the situation addressed
(60). We recommend neither constraining the range of questions that can be
addressed nor establishing a hierarchy for valuing the questions. Rather, we
suggest that any question that is relevant for the programme or its actors is
worth addressing. Any programme has more than one interesting feature.

This aspect of evaluation also emphasizes the fact that programmes are
context bound. They are put together as answers to specific problems in spe-
cific contexts. Programme evaluators should thus be aware that these
programme–context relationships might be crucial in explaining some of the
programme’s features. Weiss (61) and Cronbach et al. (62) have been among
the strong advocates for a “contextually realistic” theory of evaluation. This
means that the information produced by evaluation should be useful for under-
standing how programmes are designed, implemented and modified, both
locally and as generalizable knowledge. In addition, Weiss (63) argues that
programmes are not static. They are dynamic entities that change as time
passes and as information from evaluation is fed back. Thus, no matter what
question evaluation addresses, evaluators should remember that the informa-
tion produced is locally defined by the unique unfolding of the programme in
relation to the social problem it addresses.

More recently, Guba & Lincoln’s Fourth generation evaluation (57) pro-
poses that evaluation should focus exclusively on describing programmes’
evolution in relationship to their social context. Without limiting evaluation to
that kind of description, we certainly think that there is a gain in understanding
the unique dynamic of any single programme. The more complex the pro-
gramme, the more useful such descriptions are.

Finally, this definition suggests that the relationship between the problem
and the programme can be modelled into a programme theory (64). Chen and
Rossi (65,66) have developed the concept of theory-driven evaluation to ex-
emplify how the effective mechanisms of a programme can be specified from
the knowledge of the problem, and how immediate, intermediate and distal
outcomes can be identified and then assessed as a test for programme theory.
In health promotion, Green & Kreuter’s PRECEDE/PROCEED model (7) is
an example of such a process. Each one of the social, epidemiological, educa-
tional, organizational and environmental diagnoses that form the PRECEDE
(predisposing, reinforcing and enabling constructs in ecosystem diagnosis and
evaluation) part of the model corresponds to specific outcome indicators that
form the PROCEED (policy, regulating or resourcing, and organizing for edu-
cational and environmental development) or evaluative phases.

**Valuing**

This is the process by which a value is given to a programme following its
evaluation. In the early days, many evaluators thought that facts spoke for
themselves and therefore evaluation was value free (39). They were proved wrong on three counts. First, social programmes are themselves value laden. Second, because evaluation data are used to help decision-making that involves the distribution of social resources, they bear value and ethical meanings. Third, data have to be interpreted to gain meaning. As a result, more attention is being devoted to valuing, even though most evaluation thinkers and practitioners do not address this issue (58).

Theories about valuing can be either prescriptive or descriptive. Prescriptive theories promote particular values, such as social justice and equity. These high-priority values provide the standards against which programmes are to be compared. Descriptive theories present the values held by the stakeholders, and these determine the criteria used in judging the programme. Even though most evaluators use this latter form of valuing theory (58), House (56) claims that prescriptive ethics are inherent in evaluation because evaluation is a political activity helping decision-makers reallocate resources.

As noted above, health promotion is increasingly defined in terms of values such as empowerment, equity and participation. In this context, holding descriptive theories is very difficult. Evaluators are forced to become active promoters of the values of the field and to use them in assessing the worth of programmes. Evaluation is not politically neutral or ideologically innocent, but well suited to serving political or ideological ends. The question is whose ends it should serve: those who have power or those who lack it, the bureaucracy or the community. Such questions are especially pertinent to health promotion, which is based on a set of values including empowerment, participation and equity, all of which have political consequences.

Thus, evaluation in health promotion is to some degree a political activity and should take account of political issues. Evaluators should understand the political context at the macro, meso and micro levels. At the macro level, evaluators need to take account of the ideology of the powerful and to design their evaluations accordingly without compromising their own principles. Similarly, at the meso level, evaluators and evaluations should be sensitive to the concerns of the people of the community and to their need for information that will provide them with tools for achieving positive social change. At the micro level, evaluators should be aware of the political agendas of the people who participate in evaluations.

Knowledge construction
Knowledge construction is strongly debated in the evaluation literature. Early evaluators assumed that, analogous to treatments, programmes can be studied with the methodological tools of the fundamental natural and social sciences (67,68) that are grouped under experimental/quasi-experimental methodology. They saw programmes as complex treatment packages (69) the effect of which could be studied by methods akin to those for studying the effects of manipulations (70). Indeed, Campbell’s emphasis on internal validity is usually retained as an example of these early days (67). Despite the appeal of the strong
research programme advocated by Campbell, it appeared that evaluation results were repeatedly deceptive (61). Programmes were having marginal effects, if any.

Guba (71,72) strongly criticized this approach, arguing that causality is a non-issue, and therefore that evaluation cannot demonstrate effect. His position led the way to advocacy of a naturalistic paradigm of evaluation (73) in reaction to the prevailing atomistic paradigm. This viewpoint is epitomized in the debate over quantitative versus qualitative methodology.

In this debate, researchers can be characterized (and perhaps stereotyped) as falling into one of three positions. The strong positivist position, claiming that experimental methodology is the royal road to knowledge, has been losing ground. It is rooted in a view that reality can be assessed objectively by a neutral observer and that causality can be demonstrated given that all parameters, except the treatment under study, are kept constant. This view is very attractive for anyone who thinks that hard facts are necessary for making rational decisions. Because most programmes take place in open systems in which control is difficult to achieve (74), however, this position is hardly tenable.

At the other extreme, constructivists claim that all knowledge is local and constructed by an observer. They deny the existence of causality and objectivity, arguing that local constructions reflect the values of the actors in the programme. The evaluator is one of these actors, influencing the unfolding of the programme and the knowledge resulting from the evaluation effort. Evaluators holding this conception have attracted a lot of attention from the people directly involved in programme delivery. This emphasis on unique processes results in information that is usually very helpful for programme improvement, but is seen as difficult to generalize to other programmes or other contexts by many potential funders of evaluation research.

A middle position, called “critical multiplism” (75), claims that methods should be adapted to the question that is being asked. If evaluation can legitimately answer a wide range of questions, it is no surprise that a single method cannot answer them all. Evaluators are thus seen as eclectic methodologists who adapt their practice to the needs of particular initiatives as they are formulated by the decision-makers and the programme workers and participants who comprise the stakeholders (76). One major criticism of this position is that methodologies are rooted in different epistemologies that cannot be reconciled within a single endeavour (77). Even less can they be held by a single evaluator.

As with evaluation in general, evaluation in health promotion must face a number of philosophical issues. Caplan (78) identifies two questions in particular that demand attention. The first concerns the evidence on which interventions are planned and revolves around the nature of scientific knowledge; the second concerns assumptions and theories about the nature of society. Caplan goes further, in arguing that the conjunction of these two questions has important implications for evaluation of health education and promotion.

As to the nature of knowledge, one view considers health or illness as the presence or absence of an objective pathological entity. The other is based on
less tangible categories of subjective experience, such as meanings ascribed to people’s health status. Caplan (78) says that “the problem of knowledge on which we base our programmes for action remains the fundamental philosophical question of immense practical import in the struggle over competing systems of rationality”.

Caplan suggests that assumptions and theories about the nature of society are captured in theories ranging from radical change to social regulation. The former is concerned with change, structural conflict, and modes of domination, contradiction, emancipation, deprivation and potentiality; in contrast, the latter is concerned with the status quo, social order, consensus, social integration and cohesion, solidarity, needs satisfaction and actuality (78).

Caplan (78) then combines the two dimensions of subjectivist and objectivist approaches to knowledge with the assumptions of radical change and social regulation about the functioning of society into a typology and suggests that each quadrant “represents a major approach or paradigm to the understanding of health and the practice of health education/promotion”. He further suggests that the typology “provides the necessary concepts with which to assess more deeply and fundamentally what the differences are between the various health education/promotion models and what they have in common with each other”. He then applies these tools in a reflexive analysis of health education and promotion and concludes that various models of health promotion (educational, self-empowerment, political economy and community development) “have a very similar view of society even though they seem to differ with regard to what they consider to be the principal sources of health problems, and the health education/promotion ends”. He suggests that this analysis demonstrates the need to consider epistemological issues in health-related research. This conclusion certainly can be extended to evaluation in health promotion.

What should be the role of theory in health promotion evaluation and which theories are most appropriate? The difficulty is that, in spite of some efforts to develop a grand theory for health promotion, such as those in Readings for a new public health (12), little success has been achieved. This leaves many different theories, each attempting to explain or predict a limited aspect of the field. This situation is particularly important in evaluation, where calls for “theory-based” evaluation, such as those of Chen (66) and Weiss (79), are increasing.

While this problem has no easy answer, one must recognize the need to continue to address it, since theory is extremely helpful in evaluation efforts. For one thing, it provides guidance about the key aspects of programmes on which to focus scarce evaluation resources, thus helping to deal with the need for efficiency. Theory also helps to indicate whether the assumptions on which many specific programme decisions are based are valid, and helps participants reflect on their own assumptions. According to Weiss (79), evaluations that address the theoretical assumptions embedded in programmes can have more influence on both policy and popular opinion. In other words, nothing is as practical as a good theory.
Thus, people evaluating health promotion initiatives should tackle the challenge of learning to develop and use theories within health promotion, as well as to borrow them from other fields in an appropriate manner. Theories on individual, organizational and community change are likely to be especially helpful.

Health promotion, as a developing field, faces a number of conceptual challenges that have implications for evaluation. One set of issues concerns health promotion’s emphasis on empowerment. Aside from difficulties in defining empowerment (80), this concept poses unique problems in evaluating health promotion approaches. For example, the tension that has been noted between the goals of efficiency and empowerment in community health programmes (81) requires evaluators to reconcile these conflicting requirements. Similarly, evaluators must struggle with the challenge of evaluating programmes whose stakeholders espouse conflicting values and goals (82).

Boyce (82) describes one approach to meeting this challenge. He puts forward a methodology for the evaluation of community participation, a key element of empowerment. It consists of the development of a code of participatory ethics through a process of public hearings held by a community panel that is representative of key stakeholders. The code would be approved by a public mechanism such as legislation, and be used to guide the collection of information, which might include data relating to fairness, equality and justice. Once these data were collected, evaluators and community assessors would present them to a community forum; there the data would be evaluated using the code of participatory ethics, with the aim of creating public consensus.

While this approach would not necessarily be efficient in terms of the amount of time or effort required, it has the merit of allowing the various stakeholders to reach some consensus on the importance of efficiency as a criterion for evaluating community initiatives, and takes advantage of existing community resources. As Boyce (82) notes, however, “situations in which program efficiency is the primary goal and which do not claim to involve the public should not be evaluated using this model”.

Other health promotion concepts, including capacity building and control, also pose challenges for evaluation (see Chapter 11). They are in the early stages of development, making them elusive for evaluation purposes, and requiring the development of new research procedures and technologies.

**Knowledge use**

Implicit in many definitions of evaluation is an instrumental use of the results for such purposes as helping decision-makers to make decisions about programmes. This is certainly a major use of evaluation results, and several studies have investigated ways to increase the instrumental use of evaluation data (38,61,83,84). Factors generally acknowledged to do so include: identifying potential users early in the process; having frequent meetings with users, especially during the question-definition phase of the evaluation; studying pro-
gramme features that users can control; providing preliminary and interim reports; translating results into actions; and dissemination through non-technical activities and summaries.

In addition to instrumental use, Rossi & Freeman (40) refer to conceptual and persuasive utilization. Conceptual utilization is defined as using evaluation results to influence thinking about problems in a more general way, without having an impact on specific programmes. For example, researchers in population health make a conceptual use of evaluation results from a variety of sources to generate models on how the health systems in developed countries have reached a point of diminishing returns in terms of population health indicators (10). Rossi & Freeman (40) claim that evaluators should devote as much effort to enhancing conceptual use as instrumental use. Evaluation results provide knowledge about practical solutions in the form of programmes to address contextualized problems. An instrumental use of this knowledge is usually directed at the specific programme under study. The programme is the subject of interest. With conceptual use, a variety of programmes is analysed to elucidate a problem or to generate new hypotheses about how programming should be undertaken to address it more effectively (85). In this case, no specific programme is sufficient in itself, and evaluation results acquire meanings only when they are pooled across programmes.

Presented as being, for the most part, out of the hands of evaluators, persuasive use “refers to enlisting evaluation results in efforts to either defend or to attack political positions” (40). People usually make persuasive use of results when they are in a position to influence political decisions, or political actors themselves. For example, a health officer might use the lack of positive effects on risk factors from community programmes to promote heart health, to argue against community development as a legitimate health promotion strategy.

All three uses of evaluation (instrumental, conceptual and persuasive) are seen as legitimate. Indeed, they serve different purposes for different people, and different theoreticians of evaluation have advocated emphasizing either instrumental (83) or conceptual (85) uses of evaluation. Shadish et al. (58) predict that restricting evaluation to any one use would be fatal for the development of the field of health promotion.

**Evaluation practice**

Finally, questions about evaluation practice address whether to undertake an evaluation and, if so, what should be its purpose, the role of the evaluator, the questions to be asked, the design to be used and the activities that need to be carried out. According to Shadish et al. (58), very few theories of evaluation are comprehensive enough to encompass all these aspects. Rossi & Freeman’s textbook (40) is probably among the most comprehensive, but it falls short of presenting all the diverse positions on each one of these issues.

Shadish et al. (58) claim that a good theory of practice in programme evaluation is mainly about clarifying the trade-offs that go with addressing each issue pertaining to practice. In that sense, evaluation practice highlights the
four aspects (social programming, valuing, knowledge construction and knowledge use) discussed above. They are all part of practice. Two questions, however, seem to be unique to practice issues: whether an evaluation should be undertaken and what the role of the evaluator should be.

Authors have taken different approaches to the evaluability of a programme. Campbell (69), for example, has argued that process evaluation aiming at improving programmes should always be undertaken prior to outcome or impact evaluation: “only proud programs should be evaluated”, after a debugging period made possible by process evaluation. This is in direct opposition to the Nutbeam et al. (86) model for the development of programmes, in which, as programmes evolve from demonstration to dissemination phases, the need for outcome evaluation lessens while the need for process evaluation increases. Others, such as Rutman (54), have been concerned about the conditions and programme characteristics that should be present to increase the likelihood of a successful evaluation, whatever successful evaluation means in terms of producing valid, useful and relevant results.

The last issue to be addressed in this chapter is the role of the evaluator. Conceptualization about the relative positions of the evaluator and the programme participants has evolved over the years, ranging from having evaluators be as separate as possible in an attempt to reach some kind of objectivity (67) to advocating daily cooperation and communication, making the evaluator one of the programme’s stakeholders (67). The general trend, however, is towards establishing close communication and teamwork between programme and evaluator. (Campbell (70) admits that arguing for separate organizations was a mistake.) This trend can also be observed in the health sciences, where clinical researchers evaluate their own treatment or health promotion researchers evaluate their own programmes.

What is the most appropriate methodology to be used in evaluation in health promotion? The American Evaluation Association recognizes more than 100 types of evaluation. Are they all equally appropriate to the evaluation of health promotion initiatives, or are some preferable to others? Moreover, should new methodologies be developed and, if so, how are they to be developed?

Community-based evaluations present a particular challenge. The attributes of community health promotion interventions that make them particularly difficult to evaluate include their complexity, the need to take account of the social and political context, the flexible and evolving nature of interventions, the range of outcomes being pursued and the absence of appropriate control groups for comparison purposes. The measurement of impact or outcome at the level of the community also poses difficult methodological challenges. Any one of these difficulties is daunting.

The increasing complexity of health promotion interventions poses considerable methodological challenges. As noted earlier, initiatives increasingly involve multiple strategies operating at multiple levels. Designing and conducting appropriate evaluations in such circumstances is enormously difficult.
A key challenge is to determine the optimal intervention package and the efficacy of each of its parts.

The long-term nature of health promotion interventions makes it difficult to obtain rapid answers about the ultimate or even the intermediate outcomes of initiatives. This time-lag is often aggravated by the need to develop strategies suited to the requirements of particular evaluations. It also raises the question of whether evaluation efforts should be devoted to process, rather than outcomes, although we think that both are equally needed.

Of the conceptual difficulties mentioned above, measurement is particularly challenging when the concepts are unclear or subject to debate, as is often the case in health promotion. Combining objective and subjective measures is an additional difficulty.

What counts as evidence of effectiveness? Some argue that the only acceptable method of evaluation is the randomized controlled trial, but increasing numbers of researchers and practitioners in health promotion and related fields argue that the nature of health promotion requires a variety of evaluation approaches, and that appropriate techniques need to be developed. We clearly fall into the latter camp, and hope that this book will contribute to a general acceptance of methodological pluralism in health promotion and related fields.

Many methodological issues are associated with evaluation in health promotion, above and beyond the difficulties of programme evaluation in general, which are formidable enough. We hope that this book will contribute to the resolution of at least some of these problems.

In addition, evaluations of health promotion initiatives involve a number of practical issues. For example, what are the appropriate roles for evaluators, practitioners, consumers and funding agencies? This used to be a relatively straightforward matter. The growing emphasis on participatory approaches and utilization-based evaluation, however, has made it more complicated. Certainly, if a participatory approach is to be taken, all parties will have to be more actively involved than before, and their roles will differ. Evaluators, for example, will need to be more respectful of and sensitive to the needs of the practitioners and consumers, and to act more as coaches than experts in control of the process. Practitioners and consumers will have to take more control of the process. Funding agencies will need to recognize the greater power of practitioners and consumers, and to adjust their policies and procedures accordingly.

What should be evaluated? Given the costs involved, it is impossible to evaluate every initiative with the ideal design and maximum effort. Choices must be made about whether and how to invest scarce evaluation resources, but on what basis? Some possibilities include: the cost of the initiative, whether it is evaluable, whether similar initiatives have been well evaluated and whether the technical expertise needed for the evaluation is available. Applying these and related criteria may help in making appropriate decisions on the allocation of evaluation resources. Using an evaluation framework such as the one suggested in the next section of this chapter may also be helpful.
Other practical issues are: how to deal with fuzzy goals and objectives, which unfortunately often characterize health promotion initiatives; how to handle diverse or poorly measured outcomes; how to work with communities in a way that maximizes and builds their own resources; how to ensure that evaluation findings get into the hands of those who need them as soon as possible; how to integrate health promotion and disease prevention efforts at the country, regional and local levels; and how to design appropriate evaluations for them. This book considers such issues.

As do all evaluations, health promotion evaluation faces a number of ethical issues. Aside from the standard ones pertaining to research in general, special ethical issues are associated with participatory approaches to research (87). One type has to do with the potential harm that may come from community members’ active involvement in research; for example, information from such research might be used to discredit members of the community. Safeguards should be built into health promotion research to ensure that this does not happen, but it is also important from an ethical point of view that participatory research include built-in procedures to ensure open and honest communication among stakeholders. Unfortunately, appropriate structures to review the special ethical issues associated with this kind of research have not been generally established.

**Conclusions**

At this point, it should be clear that the field of evaluation contains a plurality of accepted practices, each one contributing to elucidating and developing a particular set of issues and problems. This diversity and richness of conceptualization might be intimidating to anyone who is appraising this field for the first time, either out of curiosity or for planning an evaluation. We think, however, that it is this diversity that makes evaluation such a powerful tool. Depending on the questions of interest, the context, evaluators’ own philosophical positions and the characteristics of the other people involved in the initiative, evaluators can call on any combination of stances in relation to the five issues that have been raised, aware that an infinity of different combinations would also be valid. These combinations vary in complexity. We believe that the right level of complexity is the one that can both be handled by the evaluator and satisfy the need for information that has triggered the evaluation process. Thus, sophisticated and costly designs can be a waste of resources if simpler means can answer the question. Further, evaluators dealing with sophisticated tools that they cannot master can hardly produce useful and valid results.

To conclude this overview, evaluation is the systematic examination and assessment of features of a programme or other intervention in order to produce knowledge that different stakeholders can use for a variety of purposes. This provides ample room for accommodating most current definitions, and endorses our belief that a little knowledge is always better than none at all, and that no evaluation can be global enough to answer all relevant questions about
even the simplest evaluation contributes to the incremental process (88) of building knowledge about specific programmes or social and health problems.

Evaluation in health promotion shares many issues pertaining to evaluation in general, but needs to consider some issues particular to its domain. We hope that this volume will contribute to identifying these issues and suggesting ways to deal with them, and to specifying the appropriate process for evaluation in health promotion. A general set of processes characterizes or should characterize most evaluations, and should be followed in evaluating health promotion initiatives. Nevertheless, the nature of health promotion suggests other key evaluation elements.

Most importantly, health promotion evaluation should be participatory (89). Community participation is not only a fundamental characteristic of health promotion but also helpful in three other respects. It helps to identify the views of stakeholders, especially the less powerful, increases appreciation of the purpose of the evaluation and understanding and acceptance of the findings, and promotes commitment to act on them. This principle should be followed as far as possible, irrespective of the methodology employed. In using this principle and developing community and individual skills, participatory research has been very successful, and very compatible with health promotion evaluation (87). A second principle is that the evaluation be introduced early and integrated into all stages of the development and implementation of a health promotion initiative. In other words, it should be treated as a continuing activity that includes a monitoring and learning process. Third, evaluation findings should be conveyed to all participants and stakeholders in meaningful, timely and appropriate ways.

The potential to empower individuals and communities is a powerful rationale for evaluating health promotion activities. This potential can be realized by involving community members at all stages of the process. In addition to informing the community, evaluation can help in developing skills that in turn will allow community members to increase control over and improve their lives. These include skills in logical thinking, communication and interpersonal relations, as well as specific research skills. In this way, evaluation can both be personally rewarding and contribute to the creation of resources within the community. As well as increasing the legitimacy of health promotion activities and the power of those involved, evaluations can assist in developing networks and contacts, and provide feedback to practitioners and participants. As a means of empowering individuals and communities, evaluation in health promotion is an important tool, one that is often overlooked or misused.

The next section presents a framework based on these and related principles that can serve as a useful guide in evaluating health promotion initiatives. It is not intended to be a handbook for evaluating health promotion; it does not provide the level of practical detail required. Springett (89) gives more fully developed guidance for practitioners on evaluating health promotion programmes.
A framework for the evaluation of health promotion initiatives

Springett et al. (90) have suggested that a model originally proposed to help evaluate workplace programmes (91) can be transferred to other health promotion settings. The model draws heavily on the work of Patton (76) and forms the basis, along with other considerations discussed above, for a framework for the evaluation of health promotion initiatives. This framework is based on the following six principles, which reflect the key ideas already discussed; it should:

1. be applicable to all evaluation approaches, but ensure that the most appropriate method is used for the programme or policy being assessed;
2. be consistent with health promotion principles, in particular empowering individuals and communities by emphasizing participation;
3. focus on collective as well as individual accountability: that is, be designed to apply to both institutional and individual and both synergistic and single outcomes;
4. be flexible in its application, able to respond to changing circumstances, opportunities, challenges and priorities;
5. cover all stages of the evaluation process, from setting the agenda to using the results; and
6. apply to all levels of evaluation: that is, be helpful no matter the level at which the evaluation takes place.

Based on these principles, evaluations in health promotion should include eight steps. The first is describing the proposed programme, policy or initiative. This includes clarifying the initiative’s mandate, aims and objectives, linkage with other initiatives, procedures and structures. A programme logic model is often helpful in this process. This step also includes getting people on board, establishing a group to oversee and undertake the evaluation, examining the health issues of concern, and collecting baseline information.

Next is identifying the issues and questions of concern. This includes deciding on the purpose(s) of the evaluation, clarifying the issues that are likely to concern all of the stakeholders, including the potential users of the results, and specifying evaluation questions about the aims and objectives of the programme or other initiative. These aims and objectives should be clarified before the evaluators decide how to measure the extent to which they have been achieved. There is a danger that, if measurement dictates the aims of an initiative, only quantifiable objectives will be pursued.

Third, the process for obtaining the required information is designed. This includes deciding on the kind of evaluation to be carried out, the objects to be assessed, measurement methods, for whom the evaluation is undertaken, and when the data are to be collected. This step should also include choosing the best approach for the questions being asked, as well as a plan for implement-
ing the design. Ensuring maximum participation in this process ensures that all experience is valued, and that information is collected from all credible sources.

Step four is to collect the data by following the agreed-on data collection methods and procedures, and step five, to analyse and to evaluate the data. The latter includes interpreting the data, and comparing observed with expected outcomes.

Sixth, recommendations are made. All the stakeholders should be involved in interpreting the results. This includes clarifying the short- and long-term implications of the findings, and identifying the costs and benefits of implementing the recommendations and of ignoring them.

Step seven is to disseminate the findings to funding agencies and other stakeholders in a meaningful and useful form. Taking action is the last step. Action is much more likely to occur if the people who need to act on the evaluation findings have been part of the process.

These steps are iterative and, as Springett et al. (90) note:

At each stage there are … questions and key issues that need to be considered explicitly. These questions ensure that the aims of the project and the evaluation are clear, the objectives are set, the correct data are collected in the most appropriate way so as to measure the right outcomes in relation to the original objectives, all within the resources available.

Finally, to be consistent with the principles of health promotion, all relevant stakeholders must be involved in a meaningful way at every step in the process. The more detailed discussion below emphasizes considerations that are particularly important for the evaluation of health promotion activities.

**Step 1. Describing the programme**

As suggested above, logic models provide a helpful tool in describing the initiative. A logic model is merely a diagrammatic representation of the logical connections among the various elements of a programme or initiative, including its activities, outputs, impact, effects, objectives and goals.

Developing a logic model for any health promotion initiative should involve all key stakeholders, including both those whose health is of concern and those responsible for the programme or initiative to be evaluated. Ideally, they should also be involved in examining the health issue of concern and collecting the baseline data. Springett et al. (90) note:

The importance of spending time on this groundwork cannot be overemphasized. Involvement of the right people will ensure commitment, use of information generated and a good response to any questionnaires. The evaluation group (minimum of 3) should reflect the range of interests. Proper clarification makes the evaluation straightforward.
Patton (76) suggests setting up an evaluation task group as a vehicle for: actively involving the key stakeholders in the process of decision-making, providing a forum for the political and practical aspects to be taken into account, and increasing commitment to the results, knowledge about the evaluation and ability to interpret the results. Members should include representatives of the various groups and constituencies that: have a stake in the information generated, have the authority and power to use the findings or the ability to influence the powerful, believe that the evaluation is worth doing, care about how the results should be used and are willing to make a firm commitment of time to the process.

**Step 2. Identifying the issues and questions**
Thompson (92) has identified three issues of concern in a health promotion evaluation: concept and design, processes and impact. Other important issues concern: the operation of the initiative, the effects, the achievement of objectives and goals, and alternatives to the intervention.

Numerous questions about each of these issues are worth addressing. For example, in relation to the issue of health promotion concept and design, one might assess whether a programme is consistent with the concepts and principles of health promotion, or ask whether the implemented processes were delivered in a participatory and empowering manner. As to impact, one might examine the extent to which the initiative produced the expected effects, as shown in the logic model. Here, too, issues of equity can be addressed.

Questions about the operation of the initiative might include whether the programme was delivered efficiently and as intended. Although at first sight this might appear to be merely an issue of audit or quality control, it is important in assessing effectiveness. An unsuccessful outcome may have more to do with the way a programme was implemented than anything inherently wrong with its content. Further, one might want to examine the extent to which the intervention produced the effects indicated in the logic model and achieved the specified objectives and goals. Finally, with regard to alternatives, one might want to assess the effectiveness of the mixture of activities used by the initiative, and determine the best combinations and relative emphasis of components.

In other words, the consideration of a logic model raises many key issues and questions — hence the importance of consensual development. The identification of issues and questions and the specification of purposes of the evaluation should also be a consensual process involving key stakeholders. This will empower the stakeholders and bring into the open for debate any conflicting expectations and paradigms. It will provide an opportunity for each set of stakeholders to understand each other’s paradigms and perspectives better, thereby reinforcing the learning process that is inherent in any effective evaluation.

**Step 3. Designing the data-collection process**
The design of the data-collection process depends on the issues and questions selected for study and the users of the evaluation’s findings. The users will
also be the stakeholders involved in the evaluation process if the right people have been invited to participate. If the process is truly participatory, the actual choice of information to be collected will be one of its outcomes. While policy-makers and managers might be chiefly interested in cost-effectiveness and the bottom line, one of the main purposes of evaluation is to enable practitioners to discover what worked, what did not work and why. Establishing the value of different types of initiative so that other practitioners can replicate them is as important as accountability. Thus, stakeholder involvement will ensure the choice is made through an open debate between the different priorities and paradigms. It will also ensure that successful interventions are not judged ineffective because inappropriate criteria are used to assess them. Moreover, shared decision-making on what to measure and what questions to ask will ensure commitment to both making the evaluation and acting on the results. It will also mean that everyone involved understands the inevitable trade-offs in terms of feasibility and practicality and their impact on validity and reliability.

Among the important decisions made by the evaluator are those related to the kind of data required. These decisions are complex and fraught with challenges. The choice depends on:

1. the goals and objectives of the intervention
2. the criteria for their successful achievement
3. the indicators of successful achievement
4. the perspectives and needs of the different stakeholders
5. the level at which the information is required.

Much could be written concerning the problems related to each of these factors and they are elaborated in the guidelines for practitioners (89). Here it is sufficient to emphasize some of the major difficulties they present in determining the nature of the data to be collected in evaluating health promotion initiatives.

First is the issue of what kind of data should be collected. In part, this depends on the evaluation paradigm, with positivist approaches preferring quantitative data and hermeneutic, qualitative. One can argue that this is a false dichotomy, however, and the selection of data is not necessarily linked to the selection of the paradigm, but rather to the nature of the information required to answer the questions asked (95). Meaningful soft measures are better than meaningless hard ones (76).

Second, health promotion initiatives tend to have multiple goals and objectives, which are often ill specified and/or lack consensus, and can refer to a wide range of desired outcomes related to a variety of domains (individual, social and societal). As suggested earlier, some desired outcomes are instrumental in achieving the intervention’s ultimate goals and objectives. Where evaluation focuses on outcomes, data should be obtained on the achievement of both instrumental and ultimate goals.
Third, identifying goals and objectives is relatively easy; they usually flow readily from the intervention’s overall purpose (vision and mission). Specifying the criteria for and indicators of success, however, is more difficult.

Evaluation poses two questions. First, what are the criteria for success in achieving the goals and objectives? In this context, the term criteria refers to the standards against which success will be assessed, such as a 50% reduction in smoking by young people. Second, what indicators will be used to measure performance against the criteria for success? Here, indicators refer to the data or measures used to determine success as measured against the criteria: for example, self-reported daily smoking, as measured by a school-based survey of young people aged 15–18 years. The challenges involved in these processes include: the multiplicity of criteria required to assess success in achieving a range of goals and objectives, lack of clarity and/or agreement concerning criteria, and the absence of valid and appropriate indicators of success. In some cases, proxy measures will need to be used.

Step 4. Collecting the data
The collection of information raises fundamental and sensitive issues. That all procedures should be followed in a rigorous and ethical manner is axiomatic. Confidentiality and the need to use information about non-participants in a programme may generate problems. Some of these problems can be resolved if the evaluation process has been participatory, if more than one form of data collection is used and if the people from whom the data are obtained are given some feedback. By endorsing and facilitating the active involvement of stakeholders, all participants will be aware of the constraints on the process and the validity and reliability of the results.

Step 5. Analysing and interpreting the data
If all the stakeholders are involved in analysis and interpretation, they will understand the strengths and limitations of the data and be more receptive to qualitative data. Statistics have varying degrees of error, and numbers are only one form of indicator of what the world is like. Stakeholders also need to understand what is being compared with what and why. In addition, the way results are presented can affect their impact.

Step 6. Making recommendations
Stakeholder participation is especially critical in developing recommendations from the evaluation of health promotion initiatives, as Springett et al. (90) argue: “if people have been involved in the process, they will already be committed to acting on the findings and be receptive to the results”. Participation also increases the accountability of policy-makers. Recommendations should cover the immediate practical changes needed, clarify what is useful, challenge existing beliefs and include the costs and benefits of not implementing the findings, as well as those of implementing them.
Step 7. Dissemination
Evaluation findings and recommendations are often disseminated in an ad hoc fashion, if at all, without much thought or resource investment. Nevertheless, investment in dissemination is extremely important, particularly in health promotion, where information can be a powerful tool in empowering communities and individuals (94). Effective dissemination can reduce the need for additional time-consuming evaluation. Guidance should be disseminated not only on evaluation but also on how practitioners can make the best use of it. Such a process will affect quality standards in the execution of programmes, so that practitioners may realize the same benefit as the evaluated programmes they wish to replicate. Thus, developing a marketing or dissemination plan should be a required activity for most, if not all, evaluations of health promotion interventions. It has even been suggested that the effort and resources devoted to disseminating evaluation findings and recommendations should match those spent on creating them.

Step 8. Taking action
Too often, the lessons learned from one short-term project are not translated into action on the next one. Key decisions in taking this step include identifying the resources required for change and developing appropriate action plans. This both completes the cycle and begins it again. This step automatically becomes the first in the next evaluation planning cycle, through which evaluation is integrated into the culture of health promotion.
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Part 2
Perspectives
Introduction

Louise Potvin

Chapter 1 presented five issues that were identified by Shadish et al. (1) as fundamental to defining and understanding programme evaluation: social programming, valuing, knowledge construction, knowledge use and evaluation practice. Articulating a position on these related issues leads to the formation of a coherent approach to evaluation.

The field of health promotion, still struggling to define its theoretical underpinnings (2), is not yet ready to propose such an approach, but a number of current debates in the social sciences and the health research literature can be called upon to investigate these five fundamental issues. Examining these debates through the lens of health promotion provides useful perspectives for discussing evaluation. Each of the eight chapters forming Part 2 of this book develops a perspective on the fundamental issues identified by Shadish et al.

In Chapter 2, Potvin, Haddad and Frohlich focus primarily on social programming and secondarily on knowledge use. To identify the range of questions that can legitimately be asked in an evaluation study, the authors develop a schematic view of what constitutes a health promotion programme. Their concept takes account of two characteristics of health promotion that distinguish it from the more general approach of management by objective usually found in public health programmes. First, health promotion interventions are complex packages of multilevel, multistrategy, population-based approaches that focus on a broad range of environmental changes. Second, some intervention goals may be better described as broad societal changes than as precisely defined health improvements. This leads to conceptualizing health promotion programmes using three dimensions: interaction with the environment, components and evolution. This allows the mapping of relevant evaluation questions, making the usual dichotomy between process and outcome evaluation mostly irrelevant.

In their provocative chapter, McQueen and Anderson develop an argument highly relevant to the issues of valuing and knowledge construction. Reviewing how the concepts of evidence and its corollary, evidence-based practice, are being borrowed from biomedicine, the authors warn practitioners against the potentially misleading attractiveness of the evidence-based argument for valuing health promotion interventions. It is tempting to think that good, solid, quantitative and scientific evidence of programme effectiveness is a prerequisite for decision-making on the planning and implementation issues in health promotion. The authors discuss the methodological and epistemological problems that are linked with the somewhat false reassurance provided by the evidence-based argument in the field of health promotion. They argue that,
because health promotion is largely based on knowledge resulting from social sciences, it cannot count on theories that are agreed by large segments of practitioners to create a repertoire of evidence from which to draw when valuing or creating programmes.

Chapter 4 is primarily concerned with evaluation practice. Springett develops the argument that evaluation in health promotion is different from other evaluation endeavours. Because health promotion is value laden and directed towards ideologically defined objectives, programme evaluation should ideally be health promoting in itself. At least it should not promote values at odds with those pursued in health promotion. This challenging agenda, Springett argues, can only be met through the participation of the programme’s targeted recipients in the evaluation process. Evaluation approaches based on the assumption that programme participants are objects to be studied are inherently disempowering and therefore counterproductive. In addition, the chapter positions participatory research as a general approach to evaluation, instead of a methodology, and presents six issues to be addressed when conducting participatory evaluation.

In the next chapter, Gendron examines the epistemological and methodological implications of the debate about qualitative versus quantitative methods in the social sciences, and develops an argument that is highly relevant to the issue of knowledge construction. She argues that quantitative methods are associated with the production of generalizable knowledge. This kind of knowledge is made possible under the assumption that an objective reality exists and that it can be assessed by means of quantifiable dimensions. Gendron argues that the complexity of projects aimed at social transformation or reform requires the use of a qualitative approach to apprehend the constructed reality to be transformed by the programme. Because health promotion is concerned with both producing generalizable knowledge and transforming reality, qualitative and quantitative methods should be viewed as complementary in health promotion research.

Chapters 6–9 broadly address the issue of knowledge use in health promotion evaluation. Each explores a feature of evaluation research relevant to answering the following question: for what could the information produced by evaluation studies be used? Rejecting the easy answer – to make decisions about the future of programmes – the authors discuss how evaluation results can be used in the debates over what constitute relevant and legitimate outcomes for health promotion programmes. Issues such as quality of life, economic evaluation, auditing and quality control, and policy impact are increasingly relevant for health promotion. The four chapters provide the reader with introductory syntheses of these issues.

Raphael addresses the issue of quality of life as an outcome indicator of health promotion interventions. During the last decade or so, many areas discussed in the health and biomedical literature have designed and used measures of quality of life to evaluate interventions. Health promotion has not escaped this tendency. The multiplicity of definitions used in designing these measures
has created a fair amount of confusion and debate. Raphael presents a conceptual map of the issues related to the assessment of quality of life based on the four scientific paradigms identified by Guba and Lincoln. His main argument is that these issues are not concerned only with the development of indicators, such as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) and disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), as shown in the health economics literature. Rather, indicators of quality of life for evaluating health promotion outcomes should be based on explicit definitions of positive health, the social determinants of health and the aspect of quality of life that is relevant to the programme under study.

In Chapter 7, Godfrey introduces the main concepts in economic evaluation and discusses how they can be adapted for evaluation in health promotion. She presents economic evaluation as an aid to decision-making. Economic evaluation provides data that allow for the comparison of different programmes or of programmes with different types of outcome. Most of this chapter provides an introduction to the jargon used in economic evaluation. What distinguishes it from others and makes it a valuable contribution to this book is the discussion of five burning issues at the heart of potential attempts to use economic evaluation in health promotion. Given the purpose of health promotion, these issues mainly are related to the nature of its outcomes and to the ethical considerations of using economic indicators.

In Chapter 8, Parish describes quality assurance as a monitoring and evaluation mechanism to ensure that explicit quality standards are defined and implemented in all iterations of a programme. He reviews the objectives and principles underlying the quality assurance movement and goes on to discuss how the principles of the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (3) can be used as a starting point for defining standards of quality.

In the last chapter of Part 2, de Leeuw examines the link between evaluation research and policy development and research. Two propositions underline this chapter: that healthy public policy is made largely outside the health sector and that policy is developed in situations in which vastly different players are interdependent. These lead to a perspective in which policy development follows an interactive networking process. This process, de Leeuw argues, is similar to the one described by Guba & Lincoln in their fourth-generation evaluation methodology (4). It aims at rendering explicit the values and stakes involved in programme or policy development.
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Beyond process and outcome evaluation: a comprehensive approach for evaluating health promotion programmes

Louise Potvin, Slim Haddad and Katherine L. Frohlich

Health promotion is an applied field of knowledge and practice. As mentioned in Chapter 1, it borrows theories and methods from the fields of psychology, sociology, anthropology, geography, education and epidemiology (1) to elaborate an understanding of the ways in which populations’ health is maintained and strengthened. A common way of building on this applied knowledge is by designing, implementing and evaluating programmes. In this chapter we use the term programme with the understanding that it also includes what others have labelled intervention, initiative or action aimed at promoting health. Examining health promotion in action – by assessing the links between programme activities and services, the environment in which they are implemented and the resulting changes – is an important means of knowledge accumulation. The knowledge ensuing from any single evaluation may contribute to the improvement of the programme. In addition, evaluations that identify intrinsically health promoting collective processes have the potential to expand the broader knowledge base of health promotion.

The literature describes many types of evaluation questions (see Chapter 1). One of the most widely used distinctions is between process and outcome evaluation. Although process evaluation has been defined in many different ways, the health promotion literature tends to place it in opposition to outcome evaluation (2–4). For Green & Lewis (2), process and formative evaluations are equivalent and relate to the control and assurance of quality of practice. For Nutbeam et al. (3), process evaluation can be used to assess how a programme is implemented: what activities are provided, under what conditions, by whom, to what audience and with what level of effort. Nutbeam et al. (3) add that it can assist in attributing causality.

In this chapter we argue that relevant evaluation questions should be based on a comprehensive conceptualization of health promotion programmes. Because health promotion programmes form complex packages that evolve in interaction with their context, their assessment requires a broad range of evalu-
ution questions. Indeed, the capacity of evaluation results to contribute both to the improvement of a given programme and to the accumulation of knowledge in the field lies in an in-depth understanding of how programmes evolve and interact with their environments to achieve their outcomes. Our conceptualization of both health promotion programmes and evaluation questions renders obsolete the prevailing distinctions between programme monitoring, process evaluation and outcome evaluation.

Programmes

Our conceptualization of health promotion programmes expands the approach of management by objectives that is frequently adopted in public health. A public health programme is commonly described as a coordinated set of activities or services, organized within a particular time frame, which aims to modify a difficult situation affecting a targeted segment of the population (5). A public health programme is thus an institutional or community response to a difficult situation. Both the situation and the programme are embedded in a broader environment.

Health promotion programmes expand this definition in two major ways. First, they have moved away from high-risk approaches (which seek to identify people at high risk through screening and to provide them with health services, as in the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial (6)) to broader, multilevel, multistrategy, community-based approaches. Using such an approach, programmes target for intervention whole populations, broad segments of a community or an organizational setting such as a workplace or school (7,8). An assumption underlying this approach is that programmes that employ multiple strategies targeting the physical, regulatory and socioeconomic environments are more supportive of healthful behaviour (9–12). Health promotion programmes are thus increasingly characterized by their complexity and their focus on a broad range of environmental changes (13) (see Chapter 10).

Second, health promotion programmes are not always designed to respond to specific problems, such as cardiovascular diseases or diabetes. Indeed, health promotion has been defined as “a process for initiating, managing and implementing changes” (14). When such changes aim at community development, they may embrace broad societal issues such as poverty or sexism, which become health promotion issues in their own right (15). Because these issues are related to health in a non-specific way (16), some health promotion programmes’ goals may be better described as targets of change than as problems.

Programmes as living systems

The primary assumption underlying our conceptualization of programmes is that they cannot be seen as kits to be distributed to and used by health professionals with minimal reference to the environment in which they are imple-
mented. Instead, each health promotion programme constitutes a social organization and as such should be characterized as a living, open system (10–17).

Le Moigne defines five dimensions of a system (18). The first is structural; a system is made up of components. The second is functional; a system performs operations that can be observed as transformation processes. The third dimension is evolutionary; a system evolves through life cycles. Although it changes as time goes by, a system maintains its identity. The fourth dimension is contextual; a system interacts with other systems in its environment. These interactions contribute to the individual evolution of all. The fifth dimension is teleological; a system has aims and objectives.

Complex community health promotion programmes can be modelled according to these dimensions (18). Like any public health programme, they can be characterized by their objectives (teleological dimension), their activities (functional dimension), their components (structural dimension), their life cycle (evolutionary dimension) and their relationship with their environment (contextual dimension). In our conceptualization, health promotion programmes extract information, material and human resources from their environment. These are transformed into services or activities aimed towards a previously determined set of objectives. All dimensions of the programme, in turn, evolve through its various phases, responding throughout to the feedback provided by the environment.

Our conceptualization collapses Le Moigne’s five dimensions into three. The first, which parallels Le Moigne’s contextual dimension, comprises the interactions between the programme and its environment. There is a dialectical relationship between a programme and its environment; the programme aims to modify some aspect of the environment – the target of change – and in turn modified by contextual elements. The second dimension is a programme’s internal features: its objectives, structural components (resources and services provided) and transformation processes (19). The third dimension is the evolution of the programme. At any given moment, a programme can be characterized as going through a particular phase in its life cycle.

**Programme-environment interactions**

By environment we mean all aspects of the social system in which a programme is implemented, such as social actors, resources and systems of meaning. These social systems can be organizational settings, communities, municipalities, provinces or a country (11). For clarity of presentation we distinguish somewhat artificially between two subcategories of environmental elements. First, as can be noted in Fig. 2.1, we create a category called target of change, which includes the environmental conditions or relations that are targeted by the programme’s objectives. These targets of change are further divided into initial and resulting conditions. The environmental conditions are those aspects of the programme’s setting that are neither part of the programme itself, nor part of the target of change.
One key element of most community health promotion programmes is the use of participation (20) or other collective mechanisms that are thought to be health promoting in themselves (see Chapter 1). In fact, Stokols (12) suggests that what distinguishes health promotion from disease prevention is the emphasis of the former on the role of people, groups and organizations as active agents in shaping health practices and policies. While community participation can be understood as a means to increase the effectiveness of intervention and hence to achieve better health outcomes at an individual level, it can also be seen to have intrinsic health benefits (21).

Current practice in health promotion values a participatory approach in which practitioners work in partnership with the primary beneficiaries of the programme through all its phases (22). This reliance on collective processes has two implications. First, processes occurring in the programme’s environment create a dense network of relationships between the programme and its environment. Thus, in health promotion, more than in other types of public health programme, the environment cannot be dissociated from the programme. Second, because of these processes’ importance in modifying the programme’s components, they should be included in theories of treatment.

**Programme components**

Like most programme planning models (5,23), ours divides health promotion programme components into three broad categories, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
The objectives or expected results are the driving force of the programme. In principle, these objectives are formulated in terms of particular changes in the environment. Resources are the raw materials – usually knowledge, money, staff and physical infrastructure – necessary for a programme to operate. The activities/services are the means by which the programme pursues its objectives, and comprise the intervention strategy (11). These three categories are linked together by a chain of events (24,25). As noted above, the chain of events should include the elements of the environment that are thought to be interacting with any of the programme components.

When based on systematic knowledge about factors associated with the target of change, a formalization of this chain of events may lead to the formulation of a theory of treatment (26,27). Theories of treatment are often opposed to a black-box conception of evaluation that seeks to establish a input–output link between a programme and its effects (28). For programme planning a theory of treatment provides a framework that ensures the congruence of the sequence of activities and services with the objectives, and the type and quantity of resources that are needed to implement activities and services.

The PRECEDE/PROCEED model is an example of a framework for formulating a theory of treatment (13). This model leads programme planners to establish a series of diagnoses of a situation. Essentially, the task is to identify the behaviour and environmental features that are causally related to a given health problem. Then the programme planner determines which predisposing, enabling and reinforcing factors are associated with these causes. The final task is to mobilize the necessary resources to develop and implement activities.

**Programme evolution**

Programmes change over time. Three broad phases are commonly identified, as shown in the top section of Fig. 2.2, with development as the first. The major tasks in this phase are to identify the target of change, to study the feasibility and acceptability of different intervention strategies, to set objectives, to elaborate the theory of treatment, to plan the sequence of activities and to estimate the nature and amount of resources needed to carry out the activities and deliver the services. In this phase, the programme receives resources and extracts information from the environment. Most activities consist of gathering the necessary resources to launch and operate the programme and selecting, collecting and analysing information about the target of change and other relevant elements of the environment.

The second phase is implementation, in which resources are channelled through activities and services delivered to the targeted population. While the objectives, activities and resource estimates may be revised during the implementation phase as a by-product of evaluation, such revisions are not the primary task in this phase. This phase is the longest; it requires the greatest effort, as shown in Fig. 2.2, and sees the most intensive exchanges between the programme and its environment. The programme directs its activities and services towards elements of the environment. Evaluation activities, for their part,
extract information from the environment, process it and feed it back to pro-
gramme staff, the targeted population or other stakeholders.

Fig. 2.2. Programme phases and evaluation questions

Finally, the programme is phased out, because either it has been trans-
fomed into another cycle, with another set of activities pursuing different
objectives, or the original objectives have been attained and the resources ex-
hausted. Some evaluation activities, such as data collection, can be scheduled
to occur after the end of the programme.

No single evaluation project is likely to address all dimensions and compo-
nents of health promotion programmes. The scope of an evaluation is usually
limited by the components of interest, the timing of the project with regard to
the programme’s evolution and the degree of focus on the interaction between
the programme and its environment. Possible evaluation questions can be cat-
egorized and labelled in a variety of ways. Some are based on the potential use
of the evaluation results, as in formative versus summative evaluation (29),
and others are based on the type of performance indicators used, as in process
versus outcome evaluation (3). We think that our conceptualization of health
promotion programmes provides a theoretically sound starting point for orga-
izing evaluation questions in health promotion.

Evaluation questions
The evaluation of a programme may be called a subproject within a project.
Like a programme, an evaluation project comprises resources and activities or-
ganized to reach previously determined objectives. Evaluation objectives are concerned with the production of programme knowledge, and the questions asked determine the nature of this knowledge. Based on our conceptualization of a health promotion programme, we propose five evaluation questions.

Questions may focus on the programme or its interaction with its environment. Two questions can be asked about programme components.

- How coherent is the theory of treatment linking the programme’s objectives, resources and activities/services?
- What are the achievements of the programme’s activities and services?

We suggest three questions about programme–environment interactions.

- How relevant are the programme’s objectives to the target of change?
- How responsive are the programme’s components to environmental conditions?
- What are the indications of the programme’s results in the environment?

These questions should be considered during specific phases of a programme’s life cycle. Fig. 2.2 shows that questions of relevance and coherence are usually examined during the development phase, while the programme’s achievements and responsiveness should be studied during the implementation phase. We do not think that the question of results is intrinsically linked to any one specific programme phase. To illustrate how each type of evaluation question may be used, we employ the example of the Kahnawake School Diabetes Prevention Project (KSDPP) (30), a description of which can be found in Box 2.1.

**Analysing programme coherence**

As shown in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2, the analysis of coherence focuses solely on programme components and is usually conducted during the development phase. These evaluations tend to examine primarily the correspondence between programme objectives, planned activities and services, and resources, by unveiling the underlying theory of treatment in part or as a whole. When the programme planners have spelled out the theory of treatment in detail, the task of the evaluator is to determine whether the programme plan corresponds with the most up-to-date professional knowledge. Often, however, the theory of treatment has not been made explicit or at best has been only briefly sketched. In such cases the evaluator’s main task is to render it explicit. Chen (28) and Sheirer (25) discuss at length the components of a theory of treatment and how to recover them from programme plans.

When addressing the question of coherence in participatory programmes, evaluators should pay attention to programme–environment interactions. In participatory programmes, the collective processes triggered may not be directly related to the risk factors and behaviour targeted by the intervention.
Box 2.1. The Kahnawake School Diabetes Prevention Project

The Kahnawake School Diabetes Prevention Project (KSDPP) was a community health promotion programme implemented in a native Mohawk community in Canada. Its objectives were to promote an active lifestyle and healthy dietary habits among young people to prevent the onset of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus.

KSDPP was developed as a school-based programme, coupled with community development and activation, with the themes of active lifestyle and healthy eating. The intervention model combines elements from social learning theory, the PRECEDE/PROCEED model, the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion and traditional learning techniques that emphasize the oral tradition and the involvement of the entire community. Activities were designed around four elements of the Ottawa Charter: developing personal skills, strengthening community action, creating supportive environments and lobbying for healthy public policy.

The activities developed during the demonstration cycle of KSDPP included the implementation of an in-class health promotion curriculum for all children in the two community elementary schools (aged 6–12 years), lobbying for the creation of a recreation path and the enactment of policies for a healthy school environment. The underlying principle was that schoolchildren can acquire and maintain knowledge, attitudes and healthy habits if their parents and other adults in the community convey the same message and practise what they preach. The activities carried out in the community aimed to inform adults about KSDPP and diabetes prevention in general. In addition, activities provided families with the opportunity to try out new, healthy ways of living.

KSDPP was developed as an equal partnership between the community of Kahnawake, researchers and academics. Members of the community comprised both a community advisory board and all KSDPP staff. The community’s strong presence in all structural elements and phases of KSDPP created a dense network of relationships and mutual feedback between the programme and many organizations and individuals.

The demonstration phase provided the resources to launch a full-scale evaluation study based primarily on the principles of participatory research. The evaluation and the intervention teams worked together to create a knowledge base:

- to disseminate information to the community on the evolution of KSDPP, the changes in the community environment and the prevalence of diabetes risk factors in the population;
- to provide feedback to the intervention team on various aspects of KSDPP;
- to make a convincing case for arguing that community activation and development on issues such as diabetes prevention can create opportunities for community empowerment and improvements to living conditions in native communities.
Health promotion programmes cannot therefore be seen as simple standardized sequences of events; the black box between an intervention and its outcome(s) is complex (31) and constantly modified by its interactions with environmental conditions.

During its development phase, KSDPP developed a sophisticated and complex theory of treatment, drawing from four domains of knowledge and defining four areas of action. The literature on community intervention shows that such comprehensive strategies can have effects extending far beyond the targeted health problem. For instance, KSDPP could move beyond diabetes to other lifestyle-related diseases such as heart disease or stroke. It could also affect health in a broader fashion by helping the community experience success in dealing with a public health issue and thereby contributing to its empowerment. An interesting coherence analysis might examine the broad array of potential health outcomes, which may lead to redesigning programme objectives accordingly. A coherence question might address how the four domains of knowledge were used in each one of the action areas of KSDPP.

**Analysing programme achievements**

Achievement questions focus on the programme itself, but are asked during the implementation phase. This type of evaluation usually seeks to answer questions related to whether the programme is succeeding in achieving its plan of action. Achievement questions address two issues: the resources and the services/activities produced (quality issues) and the links between resources and activities (productivity issues). Quality issues may be related to organizational and structural features of the programme’s delivery system, such as availability, accessibility and technical quality, or to some descriptive features of the results, such as the coverage of the targeted population or clients’ satisfaction (26). Productivity analysis seeks to estimate the amount of resources necessary to produce given units of activity. Programme achievement questions are usually addressed by what has been called programme monitoring (32), process evaluation (25) or formative evaluation (3). Achievement analyses require the collection of empirical data. The choice of methods for collecting and analysing lies with the evaluator, in consultation with the relevant stakeholders. These methods may be quantitative, qualitative or a mixture of both.

In health promotion, interest is increasing in describing and analysing programme achievements. The Pawtucket Heart Health Program gives a good example of an achievement analysis. Through the years during which the interventions were implemented, a sophisticated tracking system recorded all contacts between individual members of the community and the Program (33,34). This system allowed the evaluators to report on the types of people reached by various Program components (35). The evaluators were also able to analyse the evolution of the public’s participation in the activities (36). This preoccupation with analysing achievement questions culminated in the Child and Adolescent Trial for Cardiovascular Health (CATCH), which applied a se-
ries of assessments to every programme component that was part of the theory of treatment (37).

The evaluation of KSDPP addressed numerous achievement questions. The core component of KSDPP was the delivery of a health promotion curriculum to elementary school children. Data on the acceptability of KSDPP and teachers’ agreement with its objectives were gathered and analysed annually. Each year a cross-sectional sample of teachers was selected and individual semi-structured interviews were conducted. Interview recordings were briefly analysed and the results were reported to both the community advisory board and the intervention team. A second question focused on the acceptability of KSDPP to community members. The data used for this analysis were collected by a telephone survey of a representative sample of the community adult population midway through KSDPP. A third question related to whether an equal partnership between various groups had been constituted: a cardinal principle of KSDPP (38). A programme ownership survey was thus conducted during the second year of KSDPP. The results were reported to the relevant groups and used to enhance the participation of community advisory board members.

**Analysing programme relevance**

Questions of relevance are asked during the development phase and address the relationship between the programme and the target of change. This form of evaluation assesses the appropriateness of the objectives, given the health problems and living conditions of the target population. Some authors have labelled it strategic evaluation (19). Two issues may be of interest: whether the target of change is a relevant issue for the intervention, given the local conditions, and whether the choice of the target population for the intervention is relevant to local people. The method is usually to analyse the process in which the programme objectives were defined. Two sources of information are often available for this task: the scientific literature, which gives justifications for the objectives and target population, and the expressed concerns of the local population.

Evaluations of community health promotion interventions rarely address both of the relevance issues. Further, the reports of such evaluations in the literature indicate that programme designers seem to value only information on the scientific bases of programmes as shedding light on relevance. Needs assessments are almost never conducted before the launching of projects, and targeted populations are rarely consulted about either the hypotheses or the implementation of intervention. This lack of consultation may at least partly explain the absence of effect observed in many community health promotion trials (39).

The evaluation of KSDPP did not include an analysis of relevance. Had one been done, however, it could have raised the problem of targeting elementary school children for diabetes prevention when non-insulin-dependent diabetes is known to affect adults. It could also have raised the question of the
importance of dealing with this particular health issue when native communities throughout Canada have multiple public health problems, many of which are associated with poor living conditions (40). Evaluators could have found data for this type of relevance analysis in the literature on the etiology and epidemiological aspects of diabetes and on public health problems among native populations. Evaluators could have used this information to analyse the process by which objectives were set and the target population selected.

**Analysing programme responsiveness**

Responsiveness questions are investigated during the implementation phase. These evaluations examine how environmental conditions modify various programme components. Any component can be evaluated this way. Discussions of this question in the literature mainly cover ways of standardizing programme delivery processes. The three issues in responsiveness analysis (41) are: variations in programme delivery as a function of environmental conditions (for instance, the variation across implementation sites likely in complex programmes that rely on citizen participation); variation in programme results as a function of environmental conditions; and variation in results due to the delivery system.

When addressing programme components (the content of the black box), evaluations of health promotion programmes have tended to have a narrow focus (42), merely describing how a programme was implemented, how well the activities fit the original design, to whom services were delivered, the extent to which the target population was reached and the external factors that may compete with the programme’s effects. Too often, evaluations have neglected the interactions between programme components and exogenous factors (26). One step that could be taken to study responsiveness would be to examine how the theory of treatment interacts with health promoting environmental conditions. Rather than attempting to enhance the design of future evaluations by identifying key intervening variables and processes (to increase internal validity) and then controlling for them, evaluators might integrate these variables and processes into new theories of treatment (37). This notion of health promoting process, which is equally endorsed by Hoffman (43) and McQueen (44), raises the critical point that behaviour takes place in a context, a context that is a combination of social and environmental factors.

Theory-oriented treatment research should value information that is gathered from testing the fit between prior theoretical frameworks and the empirical world. To comprehend behaviour and change, one must therefore examine the process during which behaviour is modified, as well as the factors that influence this process. This implies that any evaluation endeavour must study and take account of the dependence of any health promotion programme on its context.

An analysis of the responsiveness of KSDPP would have addressed questions about the extent to which environmental conditions modified the planning and implementation of the activities. An important source of data for such
an analysis is the minutes of meetings held during the implementation phase; the KSDPP community advisory board, for example, studied all propositions for action and rated their acceptability. Another potential source of information is documents produced during the planning phase. Analysing information from both sources would reveal how input from the community is sought and taken into account. A further step is to examine how the intervention team modifies its theory of treatment according to what is learned from day-to-day programme management. Studying how the participatory nature of KSDPP interacted with the planned chain of events could lead to useful insights concerning theories of intervention.

**Analysing programme results**

Finally, by result analysis we mean an evaluation that examines the changes in the environment associated with a programme. Results may include both expected and unforeseen outcomes. Many sources of data may be used for these analyses and a variety of research designs may be created to provide valid answers. Numerous textbooks on health promotion (3,45) and evaluation (46) deal with the problems associated with assessing programme results. These problems may be divided into two general categories: those related to the validity of the causal link between the programme and the observed effects and those concerned with the type of indicators selected to assess the effects.

The main problem in result analysis is the attribution of the observed changes to the programme. The literature shows heated debate over the appropriate research designs for evaluating health promotion programmes. Chapters 3 and 10 address this issue at length. Many authors have recently argued that, in community programmes and other complex, multistrategy programmes, observational methods may be more suitable for providing valid results than reliance on randomization and experimental control (47,48).

The second category of issues relates to the confusion created by giving different labels to evaluations according to the result indicators used. For example, some authors oppose outcome and impact (or process) evaluations (2,3), where the former is concerned with the ultimate outcome of a programme and the latter focuses on changes in intermediate processes of the theory of treatment. These processes are thought to be triggered by programme activities or services and in turn affect the ultimate outcome.

The objective of health promotion is not simply to produce changes in individuals’ health behaviour but also to induce or modify intermediate outcomes in communities. The practice in evaluation, however, has been to neglect intermediary processes and to concentrate on assessing individual-level outcomes. To move beyond this, one can employ theories of treatment (21,26). In a community programme, a theory of treatment would include the key inputs, outputs and the sequence of events or processes connecting them (31).

Because KSDPP was funded as a demonstration project, the evaluation emphasized results analysis. It did so, however, in relationship with a theory of
treatment formulated at the start of the programme. The evaluation assessed most elements of the theory of treatment. It measured the behaviour and anthropometric characteristics of elementary school children, as well as community and organizational processes thought to contribute to changes in diabetes risk factors. By helping identify these processes, the data facilitated decisions about programme management, and allowed the revision of some of the theoretical propositions upon which KSDPP was founded.

**Beyond process and outcome evaluation**

Our conceptualization of health promotion programmes and the evaluation questions to which it leads differ markedly from a more traditional view of evaluation, based on a distinction between process and outcome evaluation and administrative monitoring. In this traditional perspective, monitoring is an administrative function that ensures that programme resources are transformed into services and activities. The aim is to document and justify programme expenditures. To support management and daily decision-making, such monitoring is usually very broad in scope and covers the crucial components of programmes. The knowledge produced by monitoring systems is viewed as having limited usefulness for programmes in other contexts.

Outcome evaluation traditionally seeks to find out whether a programme produces the changes intended. The evaluator’s task is to provide valid data establishing causal links between the programme and observed changes in its environment. This focus on causal relationships often leads outcome evaluations to formulate narrow questions. This type of evaluation is associated with research and scientific activities, and, it has been argued, therefore requires expert methodological skills and knowledge (4). It is intended to produce knowledge that can be used to deal with similar situations in other contexts.

From a traditional viewpoint, process evaluation analyses programme activities as they were implemented. It may serve three purposes: to improve the capacity of programme components to reach the targeted population, to document any discrepancy between the programme as planned or adopted from another context and as implemented, and to provide the information required for the interpretation of outcomes. In all cases it is thought to result in local knowledge.

Such an approach – making epistemological, conceptual and methodological distinctions between various forms of programme evaluation and monitoring – might be tenable for simple programmes composed of a limited number of standardized activities and targeting a precise segment of the population within a relatively closed system (49). Implicit in such programmes is a top-down philosophy of implementation in which health planners and practitioners select the best available programme for a diagnosed population health problem. In public health and particularly in health promotion, where programmes are complex, the separation between programme monitoring, process evaluation and outcome evaluation may impede the production of useful knowledge.
In our view, evaluation is a feedback system between the programme and its environment. An important purpose of this system is to produce information that helps to improve local programmes. No less important, however, is to produce knowledge that improves theories of treatment and consequently the understanding of how health promotion works more generally. All five questions presented in this chapter contribute to both of these aims. Ideally, programme evaluations should address them all and share the results with everyone concerned.

In practice, however, no single evaluation may have the resources to address all five questions. We therefore advocate the creation and coordination of broad evaluation agendas (50). The evaluation of different programmes with similar theories of treatment could be coordinated to address issues covering the whole range of evaluation questions discussed in this chapter. Every programme provides an opportunity to replicate and to refine theories and models of health promotion. To the extent that programme evaluation concentrates solely on showing differences between experimental and control groups, the cross-fertilization between programmes addressing similar health issues is limited.

Conclusion

We propose that evaluations of standardized programmes are not the sole source of generalizable knowledge. Like all empirical knowledge, that resulting from an evaluation is indeed local (51); that is, it is rooted in a particular object and produced in a very specific context. Knowledge from any one evaluation, however, contributes to a more comprehensive learning endeavour. Any programme can be viewed as an element of a universe of action, to the understanding of which any evaluation project contributes (52). The knowledge produced can be used to modify theories in health promotion. Using programmes as reforms (53), evaluators thus extract as much information as possible from these social trials to construct a knowledge base that improves with each iteration and is useful to practitioners and decision-makers (54). The more comprehensive and encompassing this knowledge base, the more useful it will be for improving the practice and theory of health promotion.
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What counts as evidence: issues and debates

David V. McQueen and Laurie M. Anderson

In general, unscientific beliefs are held independently of anything we should regard as evidence in their favor. Because they are absolute, questions of evidence are regarded as having little or no importance.

– Irving M. Copi, *Introduction to logic*

The rise of the evidence discussion

Today, in both medicine and public health, practitioners are urged to base their decisions on evidence. In health promotion, an interdisciplinary field that overlaps substantially with public health, the issue of evidence has recently received considerable attention. In May 1998, for example, the Fifty-first World Health Assembly (1) urged all Member States “to adopt an evidence-based approach to health promotion policy and practice, using the full range of quantitative and qualitative methodologies”.

In the discussions that went into the preparation of this book, many themes repeatedly arose. Many issues were resolved and integrated into Chapter 1, and others are taken up in subsequent chapters. One theme, however, continued throughout the discussions and remains as an area of debate: evidence, its meaning and its importance to evaluation.

At first glance, the discussion of evidence might appear to be merely an academic problem, one that turns on questions of epistemology and logic, a subject for debating halls and philosophers of science. Sober reflection shows that the idea of evidence is intimately tied to very pragmatic issues. One wants evidence to take action, spend money, solve problems and make informed decisions. The use of the word *evidence* is at the very heart of current discussions in public health (2):

---

1 For their sage advice, editorial comments, and reflections on earlier drafts of this paper, we are especially indebted to Michael Hennessey, Matt McKenna and Marguerite Pappaiannou, CDC, United States; Don Nutbeam, University of Sydney, Australia; and Alfred Rütten, Technical University of Chemnitz, Germany. The opinions expressed are ours.
A piece of evidence is a fact or datum that is used, or could be used, in making a decision or judgement or in solving a problem. The evidence, when used with the canons of good reasoning and principles of valuation, answers the question why, when asked of a judgement, decision, or action.

This chapter explores the discourse on evidence in health promotion and the evaluation of interventions. It does not provide a set of tools or principles on how to establish evidence for health promotion. This task is taken up in numerous documents and is the subject of many workshops and presentation at professional meetings (3). Here, we examine some of the many assumptions underlying the nature of evidence and so raise issues and provide background for later chapters’ discussions of evaluation and evidence.

**Defining evidence**

Evidence commonly denotes something that makes another thing evident: for example, the fact that a lake is frozen solid is an indication or sign of low temperatures. Words such as apparent, manifest, obvious, palpable, clear or plain may also be used when describing evident things or events, and all share the characteristic of certainty. In many ways this is a very strict definition. No one can fail to perceive what is evident. In brief, the everyday use of the word evidence carries very high expectations. If one has evidence, can there be any doubt?

In legal terms, evidence has a different meaning. In a criminal trial, for example, evidence is introduced to prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that something has occurred. Juries and judges weigh the strength of evidence before a finding of guilt or innocence. Evidence is said to be overwhelming, to convince beyond the shadow of a doubt. Such language seems foreign to the field of health promotion, but this is exactly the framework espoused by Tones (4) in a recent editorial:

Accordingly, I would argue that we should assemble evidence of success using a kind of “judicial principle” – by which I mean providing evidence which would lead to a jury committing themselves to take action even when 100% proof is not available.

Evidence presented in a western legal setting, however, is often a mixture of stories: witness accounts, police testimony and expert opinions, including those of forensic scientists. In short, it frequently comes from multiple sources and people of widely varying expertise. In this sense, determining the value of evidence requires the interpretation of accounts.

Evidence can also be understood as the product of observation or experiment, sometimes over a long period. Such evidence may be described as empirical. In some cases, observation has an underlying theoretical perspective,
as with Darwin’s observations leading to a theory of evolution. Observation as evidence is often tied to the notion of data as evidence, and this usage is quite common in public health.

Weiner’s recent book (5), winner of a Pulitzer prize, explores the notion of observation as evidence in great depth; it uses research on the beak of the finch to tell the story of evolution. Weiner illustrates how modern observational techniques and data collection can reveal the operational mechanism of natural selection. He shows how years of repeated, careful measurement built the evidence base to show that the process of selection is both measurable and observable.

Two critical points might be inferred from this. First, there is no implied hierarchy of sources of evidence; evidence is convincing, whether it comes from forensic pathology or witness accounts. Second, evidence is often the result of a complex mixture of observation, experiment and theoretical argument.

The problem of defining health promotion

When health promotion came into prominence in the 1970s and 1980s, considerable time and effort had to be spent on defining the field. Documents, such as the WHO discussion of the concepts and principles of health promotion (6), attested to the need to make maps and set boundaries. The ensuing and continuing debate about definitions largely focuses on issues of inclusion and exclusion. Every branch of knowledge has probably had such a debate. The end result is usually a more precisely bounded definition of a discipline. Thus, the established discipline of physics has certain characteristic concepts, principles, rules and other agreed features. Eventually, through long years of established use, the field yields textbooks, training programmes, certification, etc. Scholars universally recognize and distinguish a physics text from a biology text, for example. In spite of some shared edges with other disciplines, yielding subdisciplines and specialties such as biophysics, what constitutes physics is clear and largely agreed by all who practise in the discipline and regard themselves as physicists.

In contrast to physics, health promotion is probably not yet a discipline, and lacks an easily distinguishable paradigm. Rather, it sits inside a larger universe of disciplines. When health promotion takes on a particular task – say, advocacy for higher taxation on health damaging substances such as tobacco, alcohol and air pollutants – the appropriate evaluation paradigms may therefore not be found in the health promotion literature, but in other areas, such as the literature of political science and the study of advocacy. In brief, much of the practice of health promotion consists of looking outside the field for models, evidence of what works and the best methods. This wide-ranging, multidisciplinary approach is not only valuable but necessary at this stage of development. This implies a very broad understanding of how evidence is gathered and appreciated in many different disciplines.
Health promotion and the discussion on evidence

While defining health promotion remains difficult, listing its characteristics is relatively easy. The field includes a wide range of research, programmes and interventions, and it has a profound ideological component. It also has a broad theoretical underpinning, which includes contextualism, dynamism, participation and an interdisciplinary approach. Further, it is assumed that relevant theory would arise from multiple disciplines and represent research from diverse traditions. Finally, it is often argued that health promotion theory, research and practice should reflect the expressed needs of communities, groups and consumers (7).

A recent view holds that practice should depend less on quantitative analyses and more on qualitative approaches. Sophisticated data analysis, it is argued, may provide too much unnecessary detail for policy-makers, who may not be sufficiently familiar with the complexity of multivariate analyses and how they should be interpreted. Paradoxically, in a multidisciplinary field such as health promotion, analyses often need to be complex, and a qualitative analysis may be as difficult to grasp as a quantitative one. In fact, complexity is a strong theme in the realm of population health research (8); it reflects much of the current work in health promotion interventions that consider the combined effects of educational, political and social action on the health of individuals, groups and communities. How the debates over qualitative versus quantitative approaches and simple versus complex analyses are resolved should have important implications for the use of evidence in health promotion.

A major viewpoint incorporates the definition of the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (9) quoted in Table 1.1, Chapter 1 (p. 10). How exactly the specified control and improvement of health are to be obtained remains a subject of considerable research. A key factor, however, is the role of the context for action and, for many in the field, the appropriate setting is the community. Indeed, Green & Kreuter (10) call the community the “center of gravity” for health promotion and cite an extensive literature to support their assertion (see also Chapter 19). In the past decade, this notion has been sustained. It appears to derive from the convergence of sources including health promotion ideology, theory, policy and practice. In addition, the idea is tied into the notions of control and empowerment, thus leading to community participation as a fundamental principle of health promotion. The active, participating community is not a new idea in public health (11), but it is a core principle for health promotion.

The concept of community comes with much ideological baggage, but, if one accepts its centrality in health promotion, what does one need as evidence that the community has been engaged appropriately? In answering this question, one must understand that communities cannot be conceptualized as individuals, and should not be reified as such. While members of a community vary in attitudes, opinions and behaviour, communities have collective behaviour. Communal behaviour has to be seen as the outcome of collective deci-
sion-making processes, which have a theoretical basis that is largely distinct from that of individual decision-making (12,13). It follows that many evaluation considerations, including the role and nature of evidence, need to be conceptualized accordingly.

Though health promotion is characterized by its complicated socioenvironmental setting, theories of health promotion have seldom started with phenomena. They have started with ideology disguised as theory: ideologies based on beliefs and cognitive understandings of the world (14), ideologies derived from the behavioural and social sciences that make up part of the ethos of health promotion. This heritage has come from the belief that knowledge is a product of social, historical, cultural and political processes. Similarly, a notion such as evidence cannot be separated from the processes in which it developed.

Health promotion is widely assumed to be based on science and a scientific basis for human behaviour. One could assert, however, that a strictly scientific paradigm does not underlie this scientific basis. In other words, the view that human behaviour is simply a response to physiological and neural processes is largely rejected in favour of characterizing human beings as organisms that live and operate within a society that is a product of human behaviour. Further, a strong case would be made that cognition is important and that human behaviour operates under a general concept of free will. Thus, if this behaviour is to be understood in terms of an underlying scientific paradigm, this paradigm would not be deterministic but probabilistic, in which statistical approaches to methods would be appropriate.

Given the diversity of research and practice in health promotion, another issue to consider is who asks the question: “What do we mean by evidence?” In many sciences the question is moot. The answer refers to established researchers in the discipline, carrying out research in a paradigmatic fashion. Further, the answer is the same for similar audiences. For example, the answer to the question of the type and amount of fuel needed to get a spacecraft from the earth to the moon would be the same for all engineers and advocates of space programmes. The most efficacious way to get funding for this space mission, however, is a very different question, highly contextual and specific to the characteristics of the politics of the country in question.

One could further explore the above example in the light of health promotion concerns. The role of disagreement, difference and dialogue would be critical. In the first part of the example, disagreement and difference are not essential elements. While there might be probabilistic arguments on the fuel type and tonnage necessary to obtain escape velocity, engineers from different countries would be relatively close in their estimates. They would use the same calculating equations, address the same gravitational forces and consider the same propellant alternatives. Differences, if they arose, would be explained as errors of calculation; consensus would be the most likely outcome. In short, disagreement, difference and dialogue would be minimal. In sharp contrast, similar strategies to seek funds are difficult to imagine, and there would un-
doubtedly be disagreement, difference and dialogue among many different groups and people unconnected with the science of the voyage.

**Defining evidence in the context of health promotion**

*Evidence* and *evidence-based* are popular terms and the whole area of evidence-based medicine may be considered a hot topic (15). Both terms are regularly invoked in health promotion and population health discussions. Why should this be so? The literature on the history and philosophy of science does not show an extensive discussion of evidence. The word is seldom used and often appears only in the context of a broader discussion on data, observation, contexts and other aspects of scientific inquiry (16). Perhaps the best reason for the present interest in evidence-based practice is that the sociopolitical climate has permitted it to flower, with emphasis on health care as one enabling element. Although this interest has had a relatively brief career in public health, people working in this domain must now deal with the proliferation of workshops and seminars on and rising expectations for an evidence-based approach. For example, papers commissioned by the national forum on health evidence and information in Canada have recently been published (17) and, in the United States, CDC has taken the lead in assisting the independent Task Force on Community Preventive Services to produce a guide to community preventive services. The document is intended to define, categorize and rate the quality of evidence on the effectiveness of population-based interventions in contributing to the achievement of specific outcomes. It will summarize what is known about the effectiveness and cost–effectiveness of population-based interventions for prevention and control, make recommendations on these interventions and methods for their delivery based on the evidence, and identify a prevention research agenda (18).

Descriptions of the Task Force and its work on the planned guide are available on the Internet (http://www.health.gov/communityguide, accessed 29 February 2000). The recommendations on interventions will be based on the strength of evidence of their effectiveness, their beneficial and harmful effects and their generalizability. To categorize the strength of a body of evidence, the Task Force considers the following factors: the suitability of an evaluation study design to provide convincing evidence of effectiveness, the number of studies made, the quality of study execution, the consistency of their findings, the size of observed effects and, in rare circumstances, expert opinion. The Task Force regards as most suitable studies for which there are concurrent comparison groups and prospective measurements of exposure and outcome (such as randomized or non-randomized clinical or community trials, designs with multiple measurements of concurrent comparison groups before and after intervention, and prospective cohort studies). All designs that are retrospective or have multiple before-and-after measurements but no concurrent comparison groups (such as retrospective cohort studies and case–control studies) are called moderately suitable. Least suitable are designs with single before-and-
after measurements and no concurrent comparison group or with exposure and outcomes measured in a single group at the same point in time. The Task Force has noted that population-based prevention strategies are frequently multiple component and complex, and that randomized controlled trials may not be feasible or desirable to evaluate the effectiveness of community interventions. What is noteworthy about this undertaking is the time and effort that have gone into establishing a way to categorize and define evidence. The Task Force has devoted much effort to defining evidence in terms of intervention design.

**Indicators and evidence**

To provide a background for understanding the relationship between types of evidence and evaluation issues in health promotion programmes, we look at several basic epistemological questions. What is the nature of evidence, science and proof? What is the relationship between health promotion theory and the rules of evidence? How does surveillance as a methodological approach relate to evidence? How is rigour defined in evaluation? Where do the concepts of error and the immeasurable enter into evaluation, and how does the issue of causation play a role? As an exemplar we consider the lessons learned in the failure of attempts to build satisfactory social indicators to illustrate how the epistemological issues intertwine with reality.

Assigning a numerical value to a construct is at the heart of measurement in the social sciences. For example, most people would agree that the concept of social status is a construct with multiple dimensions. It is commonly seen as both determined by concrete factors, such as income, level of education and occupation, and related to many contextual and cultural factors, such as age, race, gender, ethnic and family background, and attractiveness. In short, it is a very complex construct. A general approach taken by those who measure it is to develop and elaborate a scheme to classify all the gradations of relevant factors, and then to select the number of parts to the construct and how they should be mixed or valued. In the end, numbers are assigned to the weighted factors; in brief, the complexity of social status has been reduced to a scale of measurement. This is done to create a numerical assignment to each value of the construct that can be manipulated mathematically. The underlying epistemological assumption is that manipulating the numerical assignment sets up a method for manipulating the construct. Researchers often assume that these assigned numbers are linear and ordinal. Thus, a person with a social status score of 4 conceptually has twice the social status of a person whose score is 2. In common usage, a social indicator is essentially a construct that can have a numerical assignment.

Health promotion researchers have laboured valiantly to develop social indicators, with evaluation as a driving force. Because many both inside and outside the field see numbers as the hallmark of proof, they see quantitative social indicators as the best evidentiary base for illustrating the success of interventions. In the case of a health promotion programme to reduce smoking among
young adults, for example, one would like to see a decrease in the rate of smoking over time in that population group commensurate with the introduction and application of interventions to it. Here the indicator, the rate of smoking, is simple, clear and easily measurable.

In many ways the search for indicators as a solution to the problem of obtaining evidence reflects the general idea that evidence can be conceptualized in terms of design structures. MacDonald (19,20) has suggested combining three evaluative strands in a complementary fashion to provide an appropriate overall design for evidence. The first strand would involve qualitative research methods that focus on process or formative evaluation. The second strand involves developing intermediate and indirect indicators of the delivery of interventions, and the third combines intermediate indicators of success with measures of outcome effectiveness. Thus, indicators play a key role in MacDonald’s design for evaluation that provides the evidence for successful health promotion. This multifaceted, composite approach to evidence has been further elaborated by many who have argued that adding a mixture of designs, including qualitative approaches and process evaluation, to the focus on indicators will provide evidence of success in health promotion (4,21,22).

History and philosophy of science and the nature of evidence

Science can be quite simply defined as the best explanation for phenomena at any given point in time. Such a definition integrates a historical context into the definition. Under such a definition, Aristotle’s biology or Ptolemy’s explanation of planetary motion, despite being discarded explanations for present-day purposes, are clearly scientific. They reigned supreme for millennia: hardly a minor achievement for humanity. Even according to a more rigorous definition – such as that provided by Webster’s (23): “a branch or department of systemized knowledge that is or can be made a specific object of study” – the ancient scientists hold up extremely well. They also provided the evidential basis for proof of phenomena in the context of their science.

Any definition of science contains many challenging words; complications arise from words such as systemized, knowledge, observation and nature. Each of these provides a cascade of additional concepts and issues to be addressed. Even if the additional issues are resolved satisfactorily, a larger question remains. Is health promotion a science and are the activities of science applicable to the health promotion endeavour? For the purposes of this discussion, we say, “Yes”.

The literature supports the argument that many people view health promotion research as a science. For example, the American journal of health promotion, a leader in the field in the United States, has published since its inception a series of reviews arguing that health promotion research should adhere to rigorous scientific principles. The opening issue in 1986 included “Evaluation
model: a framework for the design of rigorous evaluation of efforts in health promotion” (24). Almost a decade later, the editor and publisher announced a series of systematic reviews of the literature, conducted by qualified scientists, on the effects of specific types of health promotion intervention on specific outcomes (25). Since then, the journal has continued to review the state of the science of health promotion (26). The noteworthy characteristic of the series is the classification of interventions according to a rating system for research evidence. The rating runs from five stars (conclusive evidence) to one star (weak evidence). Conclusive evidence shows a “cause-effect relationship between intervention and outcome supported by substantial number of well-designed studies with randomized control groups”, and weak evidence is based on “research evidence supporting relationships [that] is fragmentary, nonexperimental and/or poorly operationalized”; evidence warranting two stars is characterized by “multiple studies consistent with relationship, but no well-designed studies with randomized control groups” (25). Clearly, the American journal of health promotion has attached great importance to randomized controlled trials.

Although considered a science by many, health promotion is also a technical field of practice. This duality has implications for evidence. Historically, technology has been seen as distinct from science, as the application of science. In reality, however, there has always been a continuum between the pure and the applied. Thus, theoretical physics tends to merge into experimental physics and, further, into engineering; psychological theory yields to clinical psychology. Similarly, the field of health promotion shows a continuum between theory and research and intervention. This is important because evidence may vary with its purpose.

Overall, the evidence for a theory may be seen as more abstract and difficult to conceptualize than evidence to show that something works. In general, evidence is seen as easier to find when it is based on a controlled experiment. In the physical and biological sciences, such as astronomy, geology and evolutionary biology, where experimentation is very difficult, evidence must be based on complex, detailed observation of uncontrolled events. Thus, evolutionary theory remained unproven experimentally until the late twentieth century because of the complexity and multivariate nature of the observations needed to obtain proof (5). Even relativity physics has relied less on actual experiment than on the classic Gedankenexperiment (16).

**Health promotion theory should define the methods**

In contrast to the relatively tidy laboratory world of molecular genetics, the territory of health promotion is the community, steeped in historical and political context and consisting of intricate, fluid social relationships. In a laboratory, the observer can manipulate variables, but health promotion is social action through community participation, in an environment with a myriad of mediating and interacting factors that bear on health and are quite difficult to
account for, much less control. Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection provided scientists with a framework to make sense out of observed phenomena that allowed them to move to the next level: new discovery. Health promotion, while multidisciplinary in character, has primarily relied on cognitive-based behavioural theories, with few well developed structural theories of social change and health (14).

As discussed in chapters 1 and 22, health promotion initiatives involve multiple strategies operating at multiple levels. Measurement in particular is challenging when the concepts are unclear or subject to debate, discourse and speculation. When evidence for the effects of a programme on community health is needed, how does one sort out the relevant phenomena? When competing suggestions for action are proposed, what underlying logic guides decision-making? Ultimately, what new knowledge can one provide about successful practices in community health promotion?

E.O. Wilson recently said, “Scientific evidence is accretionary, built from blocks of evidence joined artfully by the blueprints and mortar of theory” (27). Knowledge must be placed in context to communicate meaning. Bringing together experience and knowledge gained in community interventions requires some logical underpinning. As noted in Chapter 2, theory provides a framework. In participatory models of health promotion, making explicit theoretical assumptions is essential to reaching a shared understanding of ways to promote community health. Without theory, how can one evaluate evidence? Evidence is only meaningful in light of the theory that led to its production. People construct models of phenomena from observations in an attempt to explain the phenomena in a broader sense. This is the first step in putting observations together in a coherent pattern. Further elaborations, using inductive and deductive reasoning, attempt to discern consistent patterns or laws that apply to the phenomena, and to construct a theory. A theory is superior to a model because it not only explains observations related to the phenomena but predicts events.

We use the theory of rational action described by Coleman to illustrate the distinction between theory and models. He refers to this theory as the dynamic between social structure and actors within it, in which “each actor has control over certain resources and interests in certain resources and events” (28). One conceptual component of this theory is social capital and its underlying assumptions. Social capital refers to the relationships and norms in a community that are exemplified by trust, cooperation and civic engagement for mutual benefit (see Chapter 19). Parallel to the concept of financial capital, social capital assumes that investment will yield benefits: in this case, public good. A second assumption is that, as social capital increases through civic engagement, public institutions will better serve the community. Coleman (28) describes a model of schools that foster the completion of secondary education as a function of social capital. He asserts that social capital in both the family and the community surrounding a school increases the likelihood that students will achieve this goal. The model describes a specific set of interactions that result in schools that foster completion, while the theory provides a framework for
explaining the broader relationships between civic engagement and the social institutions that benefit communities. The phenomenon of civic engagement, while complex, can be observed more simply through some of its elements (such as attending church and doing volunteer work). Thus, a model would provide the links to combine the discrete observations into a richer description of the phenomenon of civic engagement. In summary, a theory (such as that of rational action) provides the foundation to for a model of a variety of complex social relationships and outcomes (such as community programmes for young people, voting behaviour and community use of leisure time).

Unfortunately, many health promotion researchers put the cart before the horse when choosing research methods. They let research methodology drive the investigation, rather than allowing theory and models to provide the conceptual underpinnings for the advancement of knowledge. With such conceptual understanding, investigators can then seek appropriate methods. For instance, many researchers inappropriately use randomized controlled trials in health research. Although valid and appropriate for testing many hypotheses about the physiological phenomena for which models describe simple and direct relationships, such as the relationship between a drug and a physical reaction, such trials are inappropriate for many of the complex social phenomena that are often encountered in health promotion research. Before choosing a methodology, researchers should gain a conceptual understanding from theory and models of the phenomena being investigated. This approach has the potential not only to increase knowledge but also to lead to better theories and models.

Scientific rigour
Challenges to the scientific status of the field of health promotion often rest on questions of the rigour of methods used to accumulate knowledge within the discipline. These challenges often imply that any discipline worthy of being called scientific must uncover universal generalizations about its subject matter by employing a strict, systematic, consistent approach. Unfortunately, much confusion and misdirection result from the mistaken idea that the scientific method is first and foremost about doing controlled experiments with statistical rigour. In fact, it is largely about the attempt to transform perceived patterns into something of meaning. At the point where controlled experiments are possible and standard statistics apply, a great deal has already been learned (29).

Health promotion is a rather new, multidisciplinary field in public health. The methods and aims of health promotion scientists have varied widely. This raises the question: is such pluralistic activity within the field inconsistent with the notion of scientific rigour? In considering the history of the sciences, Fiske & Shweder (30) note:

Clarity of aim is an uncertain virtue in a healthy science: some activities that turn out to be important seemed aimless originally, and scientists who do have clear
aims in mind are often aimed in different directions or at each other. Typically, in a healthy, developing science, the work at the growing edge is highly contested.

Thus, there is a cautionary note to using standardized, explicit, and precise criteria for judging and regulating the development of a science. Rigour should not be confused with convention.

The methods of evaluating evidence in health promotion are many and varied. They include case studies, correlation studies, narrative analyses, experimental and quasi-experimental studies, interviews and surveys, epidemiological studies, ethnographic studies and others. The nature of the question guides the choice of research techniques. The need to study phenomena in their natural setting is of particular relevance. Some phenomena may be investigated satisfactorily in the laboratory, but generalizations from laboratory results may not be valid due to features of the setting. Studying certain social phenomena outside their natural setting may be impossible, and thus considering samples representative of situations or settings, rather than subjects, may be more important. The consequences of certain phenomena (such as population density, community social cohesion and income equality) may not be addressed adequately outside the natural setting. Reducing social phenomena to individual-level variables (such as annual income and years of education) limits the ability to understand their effects on a community.

**Why evidence is so critical to clinical medicine**

The idea of error is anathema to modern clinical medicine. In his book on human experimentation, Silverman (31) relates many examples of the disasters and deaths caused by the ritualistic application of treatments that were unscientific and of unproven value. Particularly noteworthy is the long and sad history of therapies applied enthusiastically and without observation and recognition of their untoward results. The history of bloodletting, purging and the use of heavy metals and poisons in both heroic and routine patient care is well known. Indeed, even the twentieth century was replete with treatment disasters, such as the inappropriate use of radiation for enlarged tonsils and high concentrations of oxygen for premature infants.

Evidence-based medicine may be viewed as a scientifically agreed protection from error. Sackett et al. (15) and the Evidence Based Care Resource Group (32) argue that evidence-based medicine is the “conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of the current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients” (15). This conceptualization has several notable features. First, evidence remains a primitive term, without further specification and definition. Second, the legalistic term judicious implies that the practitioner judges the evidence. Third, and most critical, the terms relate to the care of and outcome for the individual patient. These are not the grounds for determining the best evidence; rather, the experimental evidence provided by the randomized controlled clinical trial gives final confirmation.
This is the case in ideal circumstances; in reality, decisions related to risk–benefit analyses of treatment and cost–effectiveness considerations also drive patient care.

Nevertheless, clinicians and others with medical training use the word evidence within a broad context of a hierarchy of proof resting on experiment in general and the randomized controlled trial in particular. The idea is that a strong research history underlies the acceptance of any procedure or technique used in clinical practice. Those not supported by many rigorous trials should be regarded as weaker on a scale of evidence anchored by research that is not in dispute. Subtlety of findings is not a characteristic of evidence-based medicine. Consensus on and similar interpretations of findings are its hallmarks.

The medical community contains critics of the pursuit of evidence-based medicine. In his Cochrane lecture at the Society for Social Medicine meeting in 1997, Hart took a very sceptical look at the notion (33). He reflected on the importance and impact of Cochrane’s original work, Effectiveness and efficiency (34). He argued that the advocates of evidence-based medicine (33):

accept uncritically a desocialised definition of science, assume that major clinical decisions are taken at the level of secondary specialist rather than primary generalist care, and ignore the multiple nature of most clinical problems, as well as the complexity of social problems within which clinical problems arise and have to be solved.

Hart’s position parallels much of the participatory research perspective of health promotion practitioners (33): “We need to work within a different paradigm based on development of patients as coproducers rather than consumers, promoting continuing output of health gain through shared decisions using all relevant evidence, within a broader, socialised definition of science”. Hart thinks that evidence-based medicine is heavily influenced by underlying assumptions of economic theory and recent market-driven decision-making strategies in managed care. This counteracts efforts to bring the patient into a more active role in decision-making about care. Thus, a major part of the context of care, the patient’s knowledge and experience, tends to be lost in the search for evidence-based medicine.

**Problems with evidence in health promotion**

The underlying epistemological basis for health promotion is not experimental science but the social and behavioural sciences. To a degree, some subgroups of the latter (such as clinical psychology) model their research and practice on the former. Nevertheless, most social science is non-experimental. Even in the very quantitative domains of sociology and economics, researchers’ manipulation of variables is not characteristic, and experiment is largely absent in disciplines such as anthropology and political science. One could argue that most
of the social and behavioural sciences are highly empirical: characterized by observation and classification, rather than any effort to manipulate the subject of study.

When intervention is intended to manipulate variables (to change knowledge, attitudes and behaviour, for example), the design can rarely possess the rigorous structure of an experiment. As pointed out elsewhere, researchers cannot control all the relevant variables or have a control group for comparison. The most that can be obtained is the oft-cited quasi-experimental design.

As participation is the chief characteristic of health promotion interventions, an ideal design would involve the collapse of the artificial dichotomy between researchers and the researched. This characterization and the attendant assumptions would make a rigorous experimental design totally inappropriate. Because evidence is so closely associated with rigorous experimental designs, the use of the term in health promotion becomes highly questionable.

For all the reasons given above, it is time to assert that the careless application of this term will deflect health promotion practice from concentrating on how best to design and evaluate interventions. It may mislead those who are not familiar with the epistemological base of health promotion into expectations deriving from a clinical science base. People in biomedicine are often criticized for having inappropriate expectations for health promotion research, but one could argue that these expectations result from the failure those in health promotion to provide an understanding of the theoretical foundation and epistemology of the field.

Three critical and unresolved issues

Rules of evidence

Three critical issues await resolution. The first is establishing a basis for the rules of evidence. To begin with, the rules of evidence appear to be tied to disciplines, not projects. Over the years, scientific disciplines have developed their standards for what constitutes proof in observation and experiment. Thus, the appropriate scientific method is both a product of historical development and the characteristic observables in the discipline, and rules of evidence differ between disciplines. Many community-based disease prevention and health promotion projects are not based on a discipline, but represent a field of action. No discipline-based epistemological structure therefore underlies the evaluation of effort. Underlying rules of evidence needed to be distinguished for the disciplines of public health that are related to community-based research and intervention: specifically, epidemiology, social psychology, sociology, anthropology and health education. Similarities and differences should be specified, and rules for fields of action should be considered.

Part of the problem of developing a basis for rules of evidence is the unresolved issue of a hierarchy of evidence. Within the general area of community research, intervention and evaluation, great debate focuses on what constitutes knowledge in the field, what evidence is and even whether the
notion of evidence is applicable to the evaluation of interventions in communities. Researchers and practitioners have not reached consensus on any hierarchy of evidence, and international groups have asserted that it is premature to prioritize types of evidence in a linear hierarchy (35). There remains a need to document this lack of consensus, to consider the pros and cons of consensus in the context of community intervention and to suggest directions for the future.

Finally, the complexity of multidisciplinary, compound interventions makes simple, universal rules of evidence untenable. Rules of evidence are often based on interventions that have relatively simple, demonstrable chains of causation, where the manipulation of single factors produces single, easily measured outcomes. Many community-based health interventions include a complex mixture of many disciplines, varying degrees of measurement difficulty and dynamically changing settings. In short, understanding multivariate fields of action may require a mixture of complex methodologies and considerable time to unravel any causal relationships. New analyses may reveal some critical outcomes years after an intervention. Thus, there is a need to recognize the complexity of community interventions and to suggest areas needing development to reach a better understanding of the analytical challenges. More appropriate analytical methods and evaluation designs should be developed and supported.

**Indicators**

The second unresolved issue is the search for and identification of indicators in health promotion. Despite years of what might be called indicator scepticism by positivists and indicator bashing by anti-positivists (21), two salient factors remain: decision-makers expect and often demand numbers derived from indicators, and most public health and health promotion practitioners and researchers have been trained to produce quantitative data and to respect them and the value of the associated indicators. Indicators and reports based on them often seem to galvanize interest and resources. An example is the strong current interest in general health indicators such as QALYs and DALYs. WHO is undertaking and supporting a large-scale project using DALYs to measure the global burden of disease (36). Individual countries are also taking up this task.

**Appropriate theoretical basis**

The third issue is the development of an appropriate theoretical basis for health promotion. This chapter has highlighted only a few of the many thorny theoretical issues that influence practice and the evaluation of initiatives. Lively discussion in the past two decades (8,10,37) has not led to a general theory of health promotion. Theory provides the foundation for the research and practice paradigms of the field, and one could assert that the more substantial and coherent the theory base, the more credible research and practice will be for the simple reason that the theoretical base establishes the parameters for what constitutes evidence.
Health promotion initiatives draw on a variety of disciplines and employ a broad range of ways to accumulate data. Since the field uses mixed methods to deliver interventions, it should develop a number of design strategies for evaluation. Health promotion is a relatively young approach, which has not had time to establish a deep theoretical base (14) or the accompanying methodology. This forms a marked contrast to the history of clinical medicine, with hundreds of years of development accompanied by a century of experimental rigour. Even the social sciences forming the base for health promotion (sociology, anthropology, etc.) are relatively new, arising mainly in the middle of the nineteenth century and developing strong interest in methodology only in the past 50 years. Thus, the lack of a widely accepted paradigm for the conduct of health promotion research and therefore of consensus on the best evaluation strategies is not surprising.

Conclusions: optimism and the way forward
Despite its apparently critical tone, this chapter is much more a discussion of the issues than a condemnation of the current state of methodology in health promotion evaluation.

There is reason for optimism. First, the recognition of the complexity of the evidence debate reveals that researchers and practitioners cannot apply standard evaluation approaches to population-based community interventions. A need is now recognized for the careful design of evaluation strategies that take account of diversity, multidisciplinarity and local contexts. Thus, the emerging theoretical perspective of health promotion, which embraces participation, context and dynamism, is being brought into the thinking on evaluation design.

Rigour in health promotion research requires the use of methods appropriate to the theoretical issues at hand, which may well mean avoiding one-shot studies in order to emphasize systematic replication in the appropriate setting. The result may be more integrated and productive studies and less fragmented and irrelevant research. Scientific disciplines and the theories upon which they are built require epistemologies and accompanying methodologies that open the doors to new knowledge, rather than barring them.

A second reason for optimism is that the continuing search for appropriate indicators for health promotion success is now better informed, and only naive practitioners would believe that there are simple, single solutions to developing appropriate indicators. Further, the recognition of the need for appropriate indicators has reinforced the awareness that health promotion efforts affect the basic infrastructure of public health. For example, the tracking of behavioural risk factors, the number of health promotion surveys and the general concern with monitoring lifestyles have developed markedly in recent years in the western industrialized world. This development is coupled with the desire that these surveillance systems extend beyond traditional concerns with etiology to address public awareness and expectations. There is an increasing desire to use
these systems to assist the evaluation of population-based programmes and changes resulting from health promotion interventions. The positive aspect of this is the shift of focus towards population health and away from the individual.

Most significant, the debate on evidence has led to a broadening of the base of appropriate evaluation in health promotion and particularly community-based programmes. This debate has always recognized that health promotion interventions could not be separated from issues of policy, resources, community interests, ideologies and other difficult-to-measure parameters, and that many interventions succeeded or failed owing to intangible factors that were known anecdotally but difficult to document. Thus, researchers and practitioners were often forced to rely on traditional evaluation approaches that stressed inappropriate design strategies. The current debate recognizes the many possible directions in which to seek appropriate evidence. Although no perfect designs have yet been found, the accumulating scientific literature promises to identify the best possible.
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Participatory approaches to evaluation in health promotion

Jane Springett

A participatory approach to evaluation attempts to involve all who have a stake in the outcome in order to take action and effect change. Some argue that this is more a way of working than a methodology, and that it reflects the nature of health promotion practice, particularly in community settings (1,2). Its philosophical and epistemological base lies in a hermeneutic tradition of knowledge creation (3,4). Its methodological and ideological roots lie in participatory action research, which has been used extensively in developing countries and is increasingly adopted in the developed world (5–9). Health promotion practitioners see it as playing a particular role in knowledge development (2,10) and use it most commonly in communities and disadvantaged groups where there is a grassroots tradition (11–15). The strength of participatory approaches lies in their contribution to empowerment and social change (16). In other words, participatory evaluation is a health promotion strategy.

This chapter examines the nature and origins of participatory evaluation, its strengths and weaknesses, the challenges it faces and how it might be undertaken in the context of health promotion. Only a few published sources relate specifically to the participatory evaluation of health promotion, but an increasing literature addresses evaluation and the social sciences in general. This literature reflects the growing disillusionment at a number of levels with approaches to research and evaluation derived from methodologies originating in the natural sciences. It also represents a philosophical debate that challenges thinking about how and by whom knowledge is created. On a practical level, the literature is a response to the great divide between research and practice, which is maintained by the tendency of those who commission most evaluation studies to ignore the results (17).

Nature and origins of participatory evaluation

Roots

The roots of participatory evaluation lie in the notion of action research developed by Lewin in the 1940s (18). Since then it has been pursued in a variety of contexts. It is well established as an approach and methodology in three areas: development research, management science and education. Within these areas,
the approach has shown tremendous variety in form and has been applied to increasingly complex problems (7,18–24).

In development research, action research has been extensively used as a vehicle for rural development and is closely associated with approaches to popular education stemming from the work of the Brazilian educator Paulo Freire (8,12). This southern focus, as Brown & Tandon (19) call it, emphasizes mobilizing, raising the consciousness of and empowering the oppressed to achieve community transformation and social justice, notions that have much in common with those of community development and empowerment in health promotion. Indeed, in the 1960s and 1970s, action research was seen in western Europe as an important feature of community development approaches, but differed from the southern tradition in being seen more as the involvement of the local community in research initiated by others than as real collaborative inquiry in which the community leads in identifying the problem and producing knowledge. The latter has been widely used in primary health care and public health, particularly for assessing health needs in developing countries (11,12).

The increasing adoption of participatory principles stems from the southern tradition of aid agencies’ use of action research for the evaluation of development projects (25,26). Such principles have appeared, for example, in the guise of “beneficiary or user assessment” in the work of the World Bank (27). Agencies see participatory approaches as a management tool, and increasingly use them to avoid the inherent weaknesses of conventional evaluation methods (9), especially when clear objectives have not been set at the outset of a project. While the principles are better established in aid work than in many other areas, the practices are taking longer to establish and have been found to challenge many fundamental ideas, including the notion of the project itself. Some see the persistence of the project cycle, with relatively fixed procedures for the individual steps, as an obstacle to the full adoption of participatory principles (28).

Mikkelsen (28) distinguishes participatory evaluation in the development context from fourth-generation and utilization-focused evaluation, arguing that the latter are more concerned with establishing final conclusions and the former, with adapting and adjusting a project in progress to conditions set by the participants. Such an approach to evaluation is seen as a prerequisite to ensuring project sustainability because of the focus on learning from experience. It serves, then, as both a management tool to enable people to improve their efficiency and effectiveness, and an educational process in which the participants increase their understanding of factors affecting their situation. Particularly in development work, it ensures that those locally involved in the project, rather than outsiders, learn the lessons provided by evaluation. Fuertes has written a seminal work on participatory evaluation (29), and suggests that a participatory evaluation in the development context include certain steps (30).
1. All those involved in a programme decide jointly to use a participatory approach.
2. They decide exactly what the objectives of the evaluation are. This can turn out to be far harder than originally thought.
3. When agreement is reached, a small group of coordinators is elected to plan and organize the details.
4. The best methods for attaining the objectives are chosen. The capabilities of the people involved and the available time and other resources will influence this choice.
5. Decisions are recorded in a written plan, specifying why, how, when and where the evaluation will take place and who will be involved.
6. The methods are prepared and tested. Selected participants will need training (for example, in interviewing). The objectives and methods should be explained to all participants; the more they understand, the better their participation will be.
7. The methods are used to collect information.
8. The participants, mainly the coordinators, analyse the information.
9. They present the results in written, oral or pictorial form.
10. The programme participants decide how the results will be used, especially to improve the effectiveness and performance of the programme.

In addition, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has suggested a whole range of appropriate techniques (31):

1. making of a community map
2. preparation of a group resource matrix
3. participatory monitoring wall charts
4. active learning techniques by participants
5. educational games and role playing
6. practical group exercises
7. presentation of findings through stories and drama
8. group field visits and study tours
9. use of real case studies
10. group presentation of meaningful data
11. group analysis of research reports
12. trend and change analysis
13. causal diagramming.

In management science, action research has come to be seen as a form of learning that encourages the systematic collection of data and information, combining rigour and relevance in moving towards high levels of performance in organizations and leading to innovation (32). It is therefore geared to use groups, particularly of decision-makers, to solve major problems with jobs or in organizations. A key feature of recent research in this area is the emphasis on participation, the use of action research to generate networks to support
economic development, and change in multilevel systems rather than single units or organizations (20). Such work has considerable relevance for the evaluation of cross-sectoral work.

Participatory evaluation in organizations draws on this action research tradition to build on the notion of stakeholder involvement. This differs from the stakeholder tradition in evaluation practice (33,34), however, by engaging the primary users in all stages of the process. In addition, rather than being the principal investigator, the evaluator acts as a coordinator of the project. He or she is responsible for technical support, training and quality control but shares the responsibility for conducting the inquiry. The evaluator becomes a partner in a process in which everyone involved is committed to change. Such partnerships may continue to develop beyond the duration of one project. An additional advantage is that managers are less likely to coopt or manipulate the evaluator to support their own agenda (35). Participatory evaluation has thus been defined as (36):

Applied social research that involves a partnership between trained evaluation personnel, and practice based decision makers, organisation members with programme responsibility or people with a vital interests [sic] in the programme or – in Alkin’s terms – primary user.

Underpinning the rationale is the notion of learning, particularly by organizations. This reflects the increasing emphasis of management literature on the importance of participatory decision-making in changing organizations (37).

While education research has an organizational focus, action research in this area gives greater emphasis to practitioners’ becoming researchers in order to become more reflective and to improve their practice (38). Researchers pursue this aim by systematically collecting evidence, through collaborative and collective inquiry, in a quest to learn how to make improvements by examining the effects of changes made, particularly in the classroom (39). Similarly, nursing action research has tended to focus mainly on day-to-day practice on the ward (40). This notion of reflective practice is increasingly a feature of health promotion research (41).

From these different traditions and the research literature, one can identify three types of action research that are relevant to the evaluation of health promotion but differ according to their participants:

• participatory action research, which usually involves a community that, in theory, identifies the problem to be studied and a researcher who acts as a facilitator;
• action research, which involves a practitioner and a researcher, usually with the former determining the agenda; and
• collaborative inquiry, in which the researcher, practitioners and the community are equal partners who generate the initial agenda in the process of inquiry.
In each of these categories, practitioners could include policy-makers or the key managers implementing policy within organizations that affect health. Other authors have made different distinctions; for example, Fetterman et al. (5) have recently coined the term “empowerment evaluation”. The categories identified here reflect the traditions of thought that have developed in the last 50 years.

These traditions have influenced evaluation theory and practice as more participatory approaches have been adopted in a whole range of fields relevant to health promotion, including policy analysis, social work and urban planning. A common factor has been an increasing concern about the variability in evaluation utilization, as well as the failure to develop useful indicators using conventional approaches. Another concern has been the high failure rate of some types of evaluation to affect policy implementation in the public services. For example, a recent study of the evaluation of urban regeneration policies implemented in the United States of America in the1980s found considerable disillusionment with large-scale external evaluation studies using sophisticated methods, such as mathematical modelling, often to answer questions that had not been asked. Evaluations were rarely driven by systems or concepts, but often developed inappropriate indicators that were difficult to measure and failed to influence policy. In response, participatory approaches to evaluation involving learning networks have been developed. The demand for universal indicators has given way to involving users and managers in developing locally sensitive indicators, often of a soft type (42). In the United States, in this area at least, narrowly defined empirical evaluation is retreating before a movement towards an eclectic mix of methods involving the people who manage programmes.

In general, the failure to develop appropriate performance indicators has led to involving the user in evaluation (43):

There is a tendency in both the public and private sectors to develop indicators which reflects [sic] the performance that the provider thinks the public wants. Evaluation must, therefore, attempt to confront the dysfunction, which can sometimes arise, between user perceptions of their own wants and professional judgement as to their needs.

**Relationship between action research, participatory research and participatory evaluation**

The research and evaluation literature makes a subtle and perhaps semantic distinction between participatory research and participatory evaluation. Some consider the latter to be one aspect of the cycle of the former (44); others see it as a distinctive approach to evaluation. The two share the key principles of the active involvement of various parties in the work of and decisions about the evaluation process, requiring the continuous exchange of knowledge, skills and resources (36). Some argue that the two are the same if participation takes place throughout a project cycle (28,45). Others say that action research differs
from participatory research or evaluation only in not viewing power and its relationship to knowledge as a central issue. For example, action research is seen as a process evolving from negotiation, dialogue, learning and change among the participants.

Advocates of participatory evaluation often emphasize the distinction between evaluation and research (46), as well as that between participatory evaluation and participatory action research, which is seen as “explicitly normative and ideological in form and function” (35). Participatory evaluation here is linked directly to participatory decision-making (36). It is distinctive in changing the relationship between the evaluated and the evaluator (47–49), and thus challenges evaluation based on the authority of the outside observer and independent assessor. Similarly, participatory action research challenges the scientific notion of an independent and objective researcher (50).

Given these nuances, practitioners’ confusion about participatory research and participatory evaluation is not surprising, and leads to wide variation in practice (2). Wadsworth (45) has tried to resolve the dilemma by combining the two, calling for an action evaluation research process; she has summarized the basics of the process in a visual model that forms a useful wall chart accompanying her practical book, *Everyday evaluation on the run*. Except in very few circumstances, however, this model is an ideal to pursue, not a reality. Levels of participation vary widely, and small groups of people still set most agendas. At best, practice is consultative, rather than really participatory (51). Opinion in this debate, however, depends on ideological perspective and context. People concerned with the evaluation of community-based projects will be attracted to the ideology underpinning participatory research, which was developed to empower the oppressed, while those evaluating organization-based programmes and policies will emphasize the decision-making aspects of participatory evaluation.

While the distinctions between participatory research, participatory evaluation and action research are blurred, all three differ fundamentally from conventional research in health promotion. Evaluation in this field continues to be dominated by epidemiologists, demographers and biomedical experts with a positivist view of the world that conflicts with the hermeneutic perspective that underpins action research; Table 4.1 contrasts the characteristics of positivism and hermeneutics. Moreover, some studies bear the label of participatory action research but lack its underlying ideological, methodological and epistemological basis, reflecting the appropriation of the term by positivist science (52–54). Participation means engaging in a dialogue at all stages of the process of evaluation and shifting power in favour of those who are being researched: what Vanderplaat (47) calls “evaluation for empowerment”.

**Philosophical and epistemological basis of participatory evaluation**

What unites the definitions of action research and participatory evaluation is their focus on knowledge creation in the context of practice, the development of local theory (55) and capacity building. Such a perspective is based on a
Table 4.1. Characteristics of positivism and hermeneutics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positivism</th>
<th>Hermeneutics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective observation</td>
<td>Critical subjectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation and prediction</td>
<td>Understanding and finding meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search for general knowledge and standardization</td>
<td>View of every situation as unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of social organization as combinations of similar things</td>
<td>Stress on richness, variety and depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface view</td>
<td>Dialectical cycle to gain knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis testing through formal definition of ideas and measurement</td>
<td>Dialogue and subjective participation (understanding is not real unless it is mutual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanistic, with a focus on an object that has no voice and is submissive</td>
<td>Aim: enlightenment, edification, enrichment, personal growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim: the power to control the collection of facts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasis on quantity</td>
<td>Emphasis on quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adapted from Dahlbom & Mathiassen (4).

completely different conception of the relationship between science, knowledge, learning and action from that of positivist methods in social science (50). It assumes that people can generate knowledge as partners in a systematic inquiry based on their own categories and frameworks. This, one can argue, enhances scientific validity, producing richer and more accurate data, and creates active support for the results and therefore greater commitment to change (56).

Learning is the raison d’être of action research, which draws heavily on the notions about the way adults learn that form the basis of the Kolb learning cycle (3) (Fig. 4.1). For learning to take place, all elements of the cycle must be present. Traditional research and practice emphasize the creation and testing of theory and action, respectively. Action research addresses the entire cycle, with the collaboration between insider (practitioner) and outsider (evaluator or researcher) producing knowledge.

The emphasis on change is another distinguishing feature. People engaged in traditional health research and evaluation rarely link their work to action; making use of the findings is primarily the responsibility of others. Further, action research rejects the positivist assumption that researchers’ involvement in the research setting is incompatible with good science (57).

Participatory evaluation aims to make change and learning a self-generating and self-maintaining process that continues after the evaluator/researcher has left. It seeks change with a positive social value: for example, a healthy community. Moreover, the process is as important a product as any evaluation.
Fig. 4.1. Action research and the learning cycle

Concrete experience (doing)

Active experimentation (deciding on future action)

Reflective observation (thinking)

Abstract conceptualization (thinking/learning)

report. This type of evaluation is an emergent process controlled by local conditions. It involves the collective production of knowledge and seeks to empower the participants in a way that encourages endogenous change. While this approach is particularly appropriate to community-based projects, it also has value for those at the other end of the spectrum: policy development and implementation (58, 59). It appears to be an excellent vehicle for breaking down the boundaries between research and policy. No longer would experts produce knowledge that is shelved in offices and libraries but not applied to day-to-day practical problems. Instead, participatory evaluation would involve policy-makers in the research process, which would change the way they act and what they believe. Their involvement would ensure that they own both the ideas of the research and its results, and thus that they would be ready to take appropriate action. The key to this process is dialogue (49). The exchange of ideas starts to shape a new social reality (60, 61); the role of the evaluator is to create situations for such exchanges through, for example, workshops and to allow the joint product, a more integrated and better understanding of the situation, to emerge (62). This process creates a new set of social relations, as well as new knowledge.

This approach represents a challenge to the conventional scientific view of the way knowledge is constructed. Conventional science is predicated on the principle of objectivity, inherited from the positivist natural sciences, but it is an illusion to assume that people can conduct objective, value-free research that will yield immutable facts about the way things really are throughout the social world, particularly in complex social systems. As Schultz (63) argues, what distinguishes people from electrons and subatomic particles as research subjects is that being researched means something to the former. The social sciences thus examine reflective subjects: other thinking, feeling human be-
ings who construct meanings, hold values and have a dynamic relationship with those studying them. If so, the relationship between the researcher and the researched must be central to the research process, not excluded from it (Table 4.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Natural sciences</th>
<th>Social sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who performs evaluation?</td>
<td>External experts</td>
<td>Community, project staff facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is examined?</td>
<td>Predetermined indicators of success, principally cost and health outcomes/gains</td>
<td>Indicators of success identified by participants, which may include health outcomes and gains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How?</td>
<td>Focus on objectivity, distancing evaluators from other participants; uniform, complex procedures; delayed, limited distribution of results</td>
<td>Self-evaluation, simple methods adapted to local culture; open, immediate sharing of results through local involvement in evaluation processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When?</td>
<td>Usually at programme completion; sometimes also mid-term</td>
<td>Merging of monitoring and evaluation; hence frequent small-scale evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why?</td>
<td>To ensure accountability, usually summative, to determine whether funding continues</td>
<td>To empower local people to initiate, take and control corrective action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tenets of participatory evaluation therefore appear counterintuitive to researchers schooled in conventional research methods. Action research urges that the dichotomy between researcher and researched be abandoned and that all programme participants be co-researchers and co-subjects producing the data that constitute the object of research, with even measurement being the product of a negotiated process. Further, analysis of the data would be no longer the sole domain of the researcher but a collaborative venture of all the participants.

**Participatory evaluation in health promotion**

The lack of reports of participatory approaches to evaluation in health promotion is not surprising, given the general lack of evaluation in health promotion and the paucity of outlets, until recently, for reporting this type of research. In addition, this type of study takes time both to conduct and to report in the literature; reports go to funding agencies first. The dominance of medicine in the health field and the resulting sanctity of the randomized controlled trial, traditional epidemiology and the conventional scientific method, however, are ma-
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jor factors. Objections to the approach – lack of scientific rigour and gener-
izability, validity of the results and replicability – stem from its perceived
failure to be objective (57).

Other issues, which do not stem from this perspective, affect the amount of
participatory evaluation that takes place. These include the resources needed
and the messiness of the process, even if it has clear steps, which conflicts with
the desire for clarity, control, and logical and planned activities. Further, fund-
ing is hard to secure for an emergent and often indefinable outcome, as well as
an unpredictable process (64). Moreover, researchers lack the skills required,
and the community, capacity for critical thinking (30). When policy and mul-
tifaceted health promotion programmes are involved, participants must deal
with the potential complexity of the process (65). All these barriers are rein-
forced by the tradition of evaluating health promotion projects from the out-
side and often in inappropriate ways (66). These issues are discussed in more
detail below.

Participatory evaluation or action research in health promotion has rarely
risen to true collaborative inquiry. Formative evaluation or needs assessment
has overshadowed summative evaluation, particularly for projects aimed at
disadvantaged groups (12). Nevertheless, the value of participatory ap-
proaches to health promotion research is increasingly recognized, and they
have formed the focus of a major study for the Royal Society of Canada (2).
They are gaining substantial popularity in research on primary care and health
promotion in developing countries, and in nursing research, particularly in the
community (67).

Participatory evaluations of community-based programmes stem from the
central role of empowerment in health promotion. The process is seen to con-
tribute to the elimination of social inequality, the intended outcome of many
programmes. It openly addresses issues of power, bringing social action and
community development methods to evaluation. It also makes explicit the val-
ues and interests involved in evaluation, thus asking whose interests are being
served. It allows participants to engage in democratic dialogue and thus creates
new social knowledge (61,62,68). Additional advantages include an increased
likelihood that evaluation results will be used. This, according to Patton (69),
is the greatest benefit of participation, alongside the avoidance of orthodoxy
and the encouragement of the use of a range of methods and tools in data col-
lection and analysis. Participation also creates in people a critical awareness of
their problems, an important part of capacity building. In effect, the process is
the creation of knowledge on its own battleground, from the conflict inevitable
in participatory evaluation (70).

Further benefits arise from the sharing of lay and expert knowledge and the
pooling of resources and strengths. For example, if the participants are in-
volved in decision-making, they may even carry out the survey themselves,
thus reducing the cost of evaluation. Finally, participatory evaluation is likely
to produce relevant results, which can help achieve more traditional goals of
behavioural change, as well as social change (71): “When long term behav-
ioural change, self sustaining capacity and universal coverage is [sic] desired, community participation is essential”.

In the United States, empowerment was a feature of the evaluation of the Alcohol and Substance Abuse Prevention Program in New Mexico (72). Freirean ideas of empowerment education formed a crucial role both in the Program and in its evaluation. Operating since 1982, it has sought to empower young people from high-risk populations to make healthier choices using Freire’s three-stage methodology of listening, dialogue and action. Programme evaluation and policy implementation were undertaken by ensuring the same process is built into the organization of the Program. The evaluation has involved both quantitative and qualitative methods, alongside the participatory methods.

In addition, participatory evaluation was applied to the Partners for Improved Nutrition and Health, implemented in 1988 as a five-year collaborative programme by Freedom From Hunger, the Mississippi State Department of Health and the Mississippi Co-operative Extension Agency. Evaluation was an integral part of the agenda for an action research programme that involved developing community competence and was based on outreach programmes with community-determined goals. All stakeholders participated in defining and constructing measures of competence and deciding on the selection of interviewers and respondents, even though they were not involved in selecting community competence as the outcome to be measured. Nevertheless, decisions on what to evaluate were grounded in the experiences and visions of people living and working in the three areas of the programme (15).

The failure to ground evaluation indicators in the needs of local workers and the community led the people in the Drumchapel section of Glasgow, United Kingdom to develop their own evaluation of their project (see Chapter 14 for information on the project). Disillusioned with an externally commissioned evaluation driven by the agenda of a university, they adopted a truly participatory approach that enabled a whole range of innovative methods to be used. These included reporting the results through art and a video (66). The use of art was also a feature of the evaluation of the Healthy Cities Noarlunga Project, in South Australia, which used a participatory approach somewhat constrained by the requirements of the evaluation (73). Roebottom & Colquhoun (74) used participatory action research when working on environment and health issues with a group of adolescents in the Bellarine Youth Network in Australia. They have noted some of the issues (such as the right to privacy) that need to be addressed when working with young people in this way.

The tendency for agencies with direct experience in developing countries to be involved in participatory evaluation is probably no coincidence. For example, charities such as Save the Children, which are working on health promotion in poor areas of the developed world, have spearheaded the use of participatory approaches and action research in needs assessment and programme evaluation in the United Kingdom. Bang & Bang (75) document the benefits
of such an approach; they contrast the lack of impact of a traditional epidemiological study of sickle cell disease in the Gadhchioli district in India with participatory action research on alcoholism prevention in the same district, which led to collective action both at the local and state levels.

Participatory evaluation has been applied to health promotion programmes in the workplace, particularly those dealing with stress (76). Studies have tended to use organizational rather than programme-based approaches to health promotion. Action research is required, it is argued, because organizations can undergo many changes (such as layoffs and changes in product line and personnel) that can undermine the use of control and experimental groups. Studies have used statistical control techniques and time-series design, which demonstrates that participatory evaluation entails not just qualitative techniques but the eclectic use of appropriate methods. The culture of the organization, however, can limit the extent of participation in both action and intervention; cooption and manipulation can take the place of true participation in evaluation projects (34,77).

There is less experience with participatory evaluation of policy development and implementation. Springett & Leavey (78) used action research to evaluate health promotion clinics in primary health care. While making every effort to encourage participation through creating arenas for dialogue, they struggled constantly to engage the general practitioners in the process. Action was restricted to the development of guidelines for primary health care teams that were circulated locally (79).

The development of a tool was also the focus of a participatory approach to developing indicators to evaluate multisectoral collaboration. This project, funded by HEA, is a good example of how the characteristics of the participants affect the outcome. The research involved 200 people and was conducted in three stages. The first began with a telephone survey, which was conducted through the use of the snowball technique to gain an overview of work for alliances for health. Then followed a series of 6 workshops, involving 38 representatives from the sample gained, many of whom were members of the United Kingdom Health for All Network or, the Healthy Cities network of the United Kingdom and employed as Health For All or Healthy Cities coordinators. These workshops generated definitions of the characteristics of alliances for health and measures of success. The results were used to develop process and outcome indicators, which were then critically examined in a consensus forum.

Stage two involved refining the indicators by applying them in three test sites. The results were fed back into the process though a focus group, and then discussed in a workshop of 20 participants, which included some representatives of purchasers of health care services; afterwards, the indicators pack was modified (80). Opportunities for dialogue between the practitioners and decision-makers and resource holders were limited and did not occur until the end of the process, so the final indicators very much reflected the views of the dominant group, practitioners, rather than those of the other key stakeholders.
Moreover, when tested, the pack was found to be inappropriate for small-scale community-based projects, particularly in the early stages of development, and was criticized by community participants. The pack’s main advantage was that it helped to provide a framework for discussion of more relevant local indicators. Despite these drawbacks, the project was an unusually well funded attempt at true participation in indicator development.

Such work has great potential in health promotion. Just as participatory evaluation encourages empowerment, a collaborative problem-solving approach encourages intersectoral collaboration by forcing the participants to make conscious choices on how to collaborate and reflect on practice (81).

The difficulty of developing indicators in complex projects, such as those for healthy public policy, is well illustrated by the development of an evaluation and monitoring framework and indicators for the city health plan in Liverpool, United Kingdom (82). An attempt was made to satisfy a range of stakeholders while incorporating evaluation into the implementation process. The interplay between an ideal model and reality in a particular context produced a pragmatic approach. Costongs & Springett (83) have developed a framework using a participatory approach to policy evaluation.

Guidelines for engaging in participatory evaluation in health promotion

We see participatory evaluation as a cyclical process that is based on the action research cycle but contains a series of steps involving decisions in which all stakeholders participate (see Table 13.1, Chapter 13, pp. 298–299). Evaluators can use these steps as a checklist when engaging in the process. Although participatory evaluation can be called a process, not a technique, the methodological issues involved are concerned with how participants engage in the process, ensure it is systematic, and adhere to basic principles. A key focus is how opportunities for dialogue are created (35). Many issues stem from the need to balance the requirements of participation, the use of appropriate, rigorous, verifiable and valid tools and techniques, and the practical demands of the real world, while retaining the values of social action (84). Participatory evaluation is not clearly understood and is context driven, so it varies considerably in practice. Nevertheless, the following issues need to be addressed.

The first issue concerns the level and cyclical nature of participation. It is a spiralling process, rather than a series of static episodes. In practice, who participates is the product of the negotiated situation. While the ideal is total participation by all stakeholders, the distribution of power and resources between them and the time and other resources available for the evaluation are the determining factors. Inevitably, difficult decisions will have to be made, since who participates affects both the process and the results. Greenwood et al. (55) argue, “the degree of participation achieved in any particular project is the joint result of the character of the problems and environmental conditions
under study, the aims and capacities of the research team, and the skills of the professional researcher”.

Couto (52) notes that this balancing act can have different outcomes in different contexts, and medical hegemony in the health field often tips the balance towards traditional approaches. In addition, participation may change during the process. The larger the reach of a project, the more difficult it is to ensure a democratic process. A great deal of creativity is required. Small-scale community-based programmes are thus easier to manage. In all cases, involving managers and funding agencies is quite important. While managers may try to limit participation, preferring to exercise control, they often see no need to be involved in the process and fail either to attend workshops and meetings or to send representatives. This means that they do not own or understand the results at the end of the process.

Another difficulty in this context is the rapid turnover of project managers and other staff, a particular problem when dealing with a bureaucracy such as a government department. A recent evaluation of the potential for introducing more community participation in decision-making in federal government policy on health and human service delivery in Australia noted the high turnover of career staff as a major barrier to change (F. Baum et al., personal communication, 1995). The facilitator of the evaluation needs to ensure that arenas for dialogue are created and there is feedback at every stage of the process. She or he also needs to be aware of and try to reduce the inequalities in power between the participants. Arenas for dialogue should be varied and include workshops and other meetings varying in formality. While formal meetings can be barriers to effective communication, they are nevertheless necessary.

A second issue is the relationship between the evaluator and the evaluated, and the balance between expert and lay involvement and particularly between insider and outsider evaluation. Each has advantages and disadvantages (Table 4.3). Outside evaluators still have the greatest credibility. At a minimum, an external evaluator can act as facilitator at workshops, writer of the report and controller of quality. Both layperson and expert have something to offer. Indeed, the value of participatory action research is that it adds the technical expertise of the evaluator and the local knowledge of the lay participants to create a whole greater than the sum of its parts. Tied up with this issue is the need to gain the commitment of busy professionals and to negotiate who owns the findings. This is a particular problem for academics; the question of the authorship of research papers is important to them but difficult to settle when participation is broad. A lack of participation flies in the face of the concept of participatory evaluation and reinforces academic hegemony (85). All these issues need to be negotiated at the beginning and the agreements written down, so that all are clear about their roles and responsibilities.

A third issue is the inherent contradiction that is a feature of participatory evaluation’s dialectical nature. The bringing together of different agendas inevitably results in conflict and power struggles. This makes skills in conflict
Table 4.3. The advantages and disadvantages of external and internal evaluators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External evaluators</th>
<th>Internal evaluators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can take a fresh look at the programme</td>
<td>Know the programme well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are not personally involved</td>
<td>Find it harder to be objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are not part of the programme’s normal power structure</td>
<td>Are part of the programme’s normal power structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain nothing from programmes, but may gain prestige from evaluations</td>
<td>May be motivated by hopes of personal gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are trained in evaluation methods, may have experience with other evaluations, are regarded as experts by programme participants</td>
<td>May not be trained in evaluation methods, have little or no more training than others in the programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are outsiders who may not understand programmes or the people involved</td>
<td>Are familiar with and understand programmes and can interpret personal behaviour and attitudes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fuerstein (29).

resolution as important to a good evaluator as knowledge of data collection and analysis techniques. Evaluators have competing and often contradictory tasks to fulfil. For example, an evaluation of health promotion policy and its implementation must be both useful to the policy initiative and relevant to external interest groups and policy-makers. The evaluator should be involved with the policy initiative in order to collaborate effectively with local workers, while keeping enough distance to be critical and ask the right questions (86). Also, the evaluator must strike a balance between the public’s right to know and the individual’s right to privacy, and be discreet (34). Evaluators therefore need a whole range of skills in, for example, communication, negotiation, motivation, politics and facilitation (87). As Long & Wilkinson (88) point out, evaluators “must have the ability to carry out an evaluation, while coping with the complexities of social programmes and conflicting personalities in a less than friendly environment”. Means & Smith (89) reached the same conclusion when they involved stakeholders in their research into a regional alcohol education programme in south-western England.

In addition, evaluators should play a more active role in the policy process (34), going beyond evaluation to sell their ideas to policy-makers (90). Simply publishing in journals is not enough, particularly for qualitative evaluations, which are often less widely read than the compact reports of quantitative work (91). Evaluators must present their ideas and recommendations clearly and attractively to make an impact. Ham (90) remarks that communication and salesmanship must go hand in hand with good academic techniques if the evaluator wants to influence policy.
A fourth issue is the emergent nature of the process, which can have a number of effects. First, those who fund and make evaluations feel a lack of control. Participatory evaluation does not always fit into a neat project cycle; funds can be cut off at crucial moments, and reports can miss their deadlines. Having a committed project manager in the funding agency helps. Particularly relevant to health promotion is the fact that most projects address single issues, reflecting the disease and lifestyle model that still dominates the sector. Thus, evaluators must apply for funds on the basis of single issues, such as the prevention of coronary heart disease, reduction of alcoholism or cessation of smoking. The lay perspective is very different and reflects a more holistic approach to life. Programme outcomes may include raised self-worth and better quality of life, while still retaining high levels of smoking. The aims, objectives and outcomes that the participants value may therefore differ widely from the originals. Moreover, as action and change are central, the programme might change direction. This is another reason why the participation of the funding agencies and initiators of the evaluation is vital. Keeping the process going and ensuring appropriate communication and feedback at every stage are essential, although difficult to achieve during a participatory evaluation in a complex environment with different interest groups and multicausal effects (65).

A fifth issue concerns funding. Participatory evaluation receives less funding than more traditional forms of assessment. Funding agencies lack expertise in participatory approaches and chiefly demand short-term, task-oriented approaches to evaluation (2), even though participation offers greater potential for change because the evaluation results are more likely to be implemented. Evaluators depend on effective follow-through on a sympathetic fund-holder project officer who understands the unpredictability of the process and is willing to go along with it. Evaluators should form a good relationship with project officers at the beginning.

The evaluator’s task often becomes more difficult because many health promotion practitioners think about evaluation only when a programme’s end is in sight. This is too late to adopt a truly participatory approach. Health promotion has the added problem of being poorly resourced in general. Some organizations and funding agencies, however, now approve programmes only if a sum is allocated to evaluation; this is the case with health projects funded by the tobacco levy in Australia.

A sixth issue is choosing the appropriate tools and techniques both for data collection and for dissemination of results at each stage in the feedback cycle: a traditional methodological issue with a particular action research slant. Tools should be simple but effective, understandable but relevant. Often a community group may be forced to defend its findings before people trained in traditional epidemiology, as did the Yellow Creek Concerned Citizens their evaluation of the impact of waste dumping on health. This resulted in the use of quantitative methods within a scientific framework (52).

As mentioned, the choice of tools should emphasize eclecticism and appropriateness (51, 92, 93). Training is almost certainly required and should be
included in the budget. The aim is to create a process that is sustainable and concludes with added knowledge. A health project in China used photographs as a form of data collection that provided a valuable and effective alternative to the graphs and other presentation methods demanded by decision-makers, who want concrete measures (94). The information gained from the evaluation process should probably be presented in more than one form, as in the Drum-chapel and Noarlunga projects (66,73,95), and this needs to be taken into account in the work plan.

Conclusion and recommendations

Participatory action research is increasingly used in evaluating health promotion, but is far less widely accepted than in other areas, where the failure of conventional methods to bring about change has been openly acknowledged. The dominance in the health field of medical science, with methods rooted in the natural sciences, is a major factor in the slow adoption of this potentially fruitful approach to change. Ironically, participatory evaluation is the central feature, although not named as such, of clinical audit. The recent review by Cornwall & Jewkes (12), demonstrating the strong influence of development work on those working in primary health care and public health in developing countries, and the Royal Society of Canada study (2) should give much needed impetus to the acceptance of this form of evaluation in the developed world. Here, other countries should follow Canada’s lead. Action on the following recommendations would assist the process.

Policy-makers should:

• provide greater funding support for participatory evaluation;
• participate more in evaluation themselves;
• produce guidelines that encourage good practice and give funding agencies a standard against which to measure applications;
• support the development of skills training both for researchers and practitioners; and
• recognize the value of participatory evaluation in the long term and in building capacity, and its contribution to knowledge development and effective change, rather than the completion of specific and often inappropriate short-term tasks.

Practitioners should:

• accept that a participatory approach is inherently and overtly political and accept the resulting conflict;
• have faith in the approach;
• take part in evaluation because it can change the views of policy-makers;
• acquire the necessary skills; and
• ensure that the process is systematic and encourages participation and communication.

There is still a long way to go before so-called participatory evaluations are truly so; most are still controlled by the funding agencies and evaluators, and are more consultative than participatory. At its best, participatory evaluation provides a solution to the practical problem of crossing the boundaries between theory and practice and the competing cultures of research and policy-making. While it can be a real catalyst for change (14,55,83,96), it is profoundly challenging in execution.
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Transformative alliance between qualitative and quantitative approaches in health promotion research

*Sylvie Gendron*

**Introduction**

Research and evaluation in health promotion invite researchers – practitioners and their various partners, as well as research professionals and specialists – to consider complex phenomena (1,2), to develop within a multidisciplinary context (3–5) and to participate in a process intended to give individuals and communities the means to improve their wellbeing (6,7). These circumstances, which are further conditioned by the requests of public health authorities and funding agencies seeking a broader perspective on the impact and effectiveness of health promotion initiatives, inevitably influence researchers. More specifically, while planning and carrying out their studies, researchers often find themselves discussing the role of qualitative and quantitative approaches and their possible combination. Consequently, the practice of research is called into question and transformed.

For a better understanding of this transformation, this chapter considers the principal views on combining qualitative and quantitative research approaches held in the last 20 years by researchers involved in programme evaluation. These approaches call upon different philosophies, the former being essentially interpretive and associated with constructivist and naturalist paradigms and the latter, analytical and associated with realist and positivist paradigms. Moreover, either approach can use qualitative and quantitative methods. This examination extends beyond methodological considerations, however, to examine the approaches not only as processes but also in terms of their purposes and underlying ideas. The chapter concludes by proposing that research practice be shaped in accordance with the tenets of contemporary health promotion.

To establish common ground for further discussion, I highlight the important elements of contemporary health promotion, and present three perspectives indicating a potential alliance between qualitative and quantitative approaches. First is the debate on the incommensurability of qualitative and
quantitative approaches; second, current discussions among health promotion researchers imply that these approaches are compatible and making distinctions between them is unnecessary. Third, a view of the approaches as complementary needs development; action should be taken to reconcile these approaches and use them to enrich understanding of the world. This vision extends beyond the first two perspectives. Paradoxically, it favours the simultaneous use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches, while acknowledging their incommensurability. In the end, this can bring research practice into alignment with the tenets of contemporary health promotion. This transformation promises novel contributions to the development of health promotion theory, which in turn could enhance the credibility of a discipline in the process of defining itself.

**Contemporary health promotion**

Chapter 1 discusses the origins of health promotion in detail. Despite Lalonde’s *A new perspective on the health of Canadians* (8) and the understanding that achieving optimal health requires changing lifestyles and environmental conditions (3), until the late 1980s the most widely used definition merely referred to “the science and art of helping people change their lifestyle to move toward a state of optimal health” (9). Biomedical and epidemiological research models, as well as quantitative approaches, thus dominated early health promotion research; the goal was to identify risky behaviour and associated factors, and to determine which strategies to use against them (10). Lalonde’s report, however, was the basis for a series of initiatives by the WHO Regional Office for Europe that led to the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (6), which set the starting point for contemporary health promotion practice (7). This chapter is based on a WHO definition of health promotion as “the process of enabling individuals and communities to increase control over the determinants of health and thereby improve their health” (11).

Three points deserve specific attention. First, the notion of health is complex and rather subjective: understood as a resource of everyday life, it refers to the extent to which a group or individual can realize aspirations, satisfy needs and take up the challenges presented by the environment (6). Optimum health therefore evolves from a dynamic interaction between individuals and their environments; this highlights the relative nature of the complexity and subjectivity of health, since individuals and groups are greatly influenced by the context in which they develop.

Second, health has many determinants whose interaction is complex. The Ottawa Charter (6) proposes that economic, political, social, cultural, environmental, behavioural and biological factors can all affect health. Tackling such diverse factors can be considered as an ecological approach to health (12). For a better understanding of these multiple determinants and their interdependence, researchers must call upon partners from various disciplines. Thus, contemporary health promotion goes beyond the single consideration of healthy
habits and lifestyles and fosters the conduct of research within a multidisciplinary context (13).

Finally, at the core of the definition lie two complex and interrelated concepts: the participation and empowerment of individuals and communities. Empowerment can pertain to both individuals and communities, be either a means or an end and undergo qualitative and quantitative assessment (14–16). Through participation, health promotion starts a cycle of transformation of participants, their environments and their relationships with others, including various health promotion agents. As the cycle progresses, these changes are most likely to occur through the establishment of new partnerships, as health promotion professionals are increasingly asked to serve as more active mediators between the divergent interests that affect the health and impede the empowerment of individuals and communities. In the end, researchers who wish to contribute to the development of knowledge in the field must take account of this new context of partnership. In so doing, they begin to redefine their role to take better account of the ideology and aims of contemporary health promotion.

To conclude, researchers in health promotion study complex phenomena and should consider the contribution of various disciplines and their participation in health promotion’s work to change societies within a context requiring the establishment of new partnerships. These are stimulating challenges. The three perspectives on qualitative and quantitative approaches may indicate how researchers can meet these challenges by transforming their practice.

**Incommensurability**

Elements considered to be different, having no common measure, are incommensurable (17). For example, material interests are incommensurable with moral obligations; each is measured in a different way. The issue of incommensurability is part of a long debate between the partisans of qualitative and of quantitative approaches (18), to which a widespread reconsideration of modern scientific culture and the emergence of a pluralist and relativist view of knowledge seem to add animation (19, 20).

The core of the debate is the supposedly incommensurable paradigms involved, which I delineate according to four interconnected axes proposed by Levy (21): ontological, epistemological, methodological and teleological. The proponents of incommensurability argue that the internal coherence between the axes required to make up a paradigm excludes the integration of differing visions (22, 23).

Thomas Kuhn defines a paradigm as a general conceptual framework that reflects a set of scientific and metaphysical beliefs within which theories are tested, evaluated and revised if necessary (24). It guides people within a discipline in formulating questions deemed to be legitimate, identifying appropriate techniques and instruments and building explanatory schemes for the phenomena under consideration. A paradigm thus provides a field within which individuals or groups opt for certain research directions and approaches to
accomplish their discipline’s normal work (21,25,26). The central point of the concept is the notion of belief, which is the most significant determinant in choosing a paradigm (18,21,23). The difficulty here, however, is the absence of any tangible proof of the truth and legitimacy of a belief system. People’s choices of paradigm depend on their values and convictions, and are influenced by historical context.

The issue of incommensurability thus brings researchers back to the paradigms that guide their practice. This investigation addresses the constructivist and realist paradigms, those usually chosen by the adherents of qualitative and quantitative approaches, respectively.

The ontological axis describes the nature, constitution and structure of reality, and what one may know about existing entities (24): the range of entities or beings considered to be physically or mentally manipulable during the research process (21). Constructivist ontology recognizes the existence of multiple perceptions of a plurality of world views that can best be represented as an intricate network of human constructs. In contrast, realist ontology contends that there is only one independent and ordered reality, whose elements are governed by immutable natural laws and which is the ultimate focus of all research activities.

The epistemological axis describes the defining features, the substantive conditions and the structural limits of knowledge, as well as the justifications people use to legitimize knowledge (24). This axis helps people substantiate the type of questions they ask, circumscribe their vision of the world and establish the boundaries of the research approach (21). The constructivist paradigm stems from a pluralist and subjectivist epistemology, in which the researcher is a non-neutral creator inseparable from created or observed phenomena. Knowledge is then a constructed representation subject to continual change. Realist epistemology has a dual and objectivist nature; the researcher attempts to remain separate from the observed object or the studied phenomena, aiming for neutrality. Knowledge is meant to reflect a world regulated by causal laws.

The methodological axis describes the methods, procedures and techniques that people use to perceive the world and that allow them to generate findings and derive conclusions. The constructivist paradigm brings into play methods based on processes of association and relationships, taking into account the whole as it influences the parts, from which emerge multiple representations of perceived world views (27). Adherents of this paradigm seek to engender meaning in the world and negotiate with the various actors involved in a project. The realist paradigm focuses on reductive methods to analyse the whole by its parts in order to describe, predict and control. The manipulation of observable and measurable facts and the demonstration of their convergence and potential replication lead the way towards expressions of natural truth, the single reality postulated by a realist ontology.

Finally, the teleological axis originates from a philosophical doctrine stipulating that all nature or at least intentional agents are self-organized to gain
their ends (24). Levy (21) describes this axis as vital because it determines the course along which projects develop, and reveals the interests of their adherents. It reveals, among other things, what researchers see as their responsibility in knowledge development and intervention. Constructivist teleology asserts the necessity to identify, interpret and give meaning to the multiple intentions and purposes underlying a given project and its concurrent process of knowledge construction. Researchers share responsibility for the meanings and interpretations derived from and the impact of their projects, and are considered accountable for the use or misuse of any resulting knowledge. In this way, they not only produce knowledge but also participate directly in the transformation of world views. Because of its assumption of neutrality, the realist paradigm eschews any purpose for a study other than the production of objective knowledge that can be generalized and used by others. This distinguishes researchers/ producers from users/actors, and can cause problems for the latter. Because the process of knowledge production may not fully consider the multiple purposes of users/actors, the results may prove useless to them.

A paradigm’s coherence results from the interdependence of these axes and the overlapping of their respective domains. Accordingly, the orientation of one axis will situate the others within a given paradigmatic field. For instance, the practice of measurement, which occupies a central role in the quantitative approach, must rest on the ontological postulate of the existence of a single reality to achieve its ends. Otherwise, how can the dedication to prediction and replication be justified? Moreover, since reality is deemed independent of researchers, they have little choice but to call upon a dualist and objectivist epistemology.

What are the repercussions of the incommensurability standpoint for health promotion researchers? On the one hand, it helps them clarify and articulate their paradigmatic assumptions, and understand better the potential sources of discordance between qualitative and quantitative approaches. On the other hand, the debate may cause a power struggle among people with divergent views. Thus, the working partnerships required by the multidisciplinary nature of health promotion may become difficult, and researchers may be less able to grasp the complexity of the phenomena under study. Of even greater concern, however, is the paradox raised by the teleological axis. For the most part, health promotion research rests on an essentially quantitative approach with a neutral researcher, separate from the subjects and their projects. A researcher with such attitudes is less likely than one taking a qualitative approach to answer the call of contemporary health promotion to take part in a transformation intended to contribute to the health of individuals and communities.

In short, calling the approaches incommensurable creates an impasse, but suggests that a qualitative approach may more readily bring the researcher’s practice in alignment with the ideology and aims of contemporary health promotion. The compatibility perspective attempts to address the issue of irrevocable dualism.
Compatibility

Several authors argue that the incommensurability debate exaggerates the differences between the approaches, and creates a false dichotomy between paradigms and stereotypes that must be transcended (28–31). Shadish (32) calls the debate “paradigmism” and not very useful in practice. Reichardt & Rallis (33) suggest that qualitative and quantitative approaches share many more common points than portrayed in the debate; partisans of both approaches recognize the complexity of world views, acknowledge the necessity of a rigorous approach to research and appreciate that human beings construct their understanding of reality. (Supporters of quantitative approaches may agree with the notion of a constructed understanding of reality because it implies the existence of a single reality. If proponents of qualitative approaches deny any kind of external, independent reality of the subject, however, Reichardt & Rallis (33) acknowledge that the approaches are deeply incompatible.)

The issue of methods is the core of the discussion of the compatibility of approaches. Methodological choices do not depend entirely on underlying ontological and epistemological considerations; they also hinge on the characteristics of the phenomenon under study, as well as the context (28–30). Given the complexity of the projects and programmes considered for evaluation in health promotion and the many methods available to grasp the various issues at hand, this argument resonates among researchers, who invariably face all sorts of technical and political considerations in the field (1,18,34). Researchers must cope with the burden of selecting and combining the methods most suited to both the goals of their study and local circumstances, within the limits imposed by available resources and their own abilities. Different designations are used to label this task: critical multiplicity (35), the paradigm of choice (36) and methodological pluralism (31,37). Other names include: the concept of appropriate methodology, derived from the concept of appropriate technology (2), methodological ecumenism (38) and technical eclecticism (18).

The compatibility perspective gives rise to the practice of combining multiple methods, qualitative or quantitative, to triangulate the information obtained. Campbell & Fiske (39) first proposed the concept of triangulation: they applied more than one method to measure psychological traits (quantitatively), therefore ensuring that the variance detected was an outcome derived from the object under consideration, not the measurement procedure. Denzin (40) later illustrated multiple applications of this concept in social science research. Triangulation is now commonly described as the joint use of different qualitative or quantitative methods to attempt to cancel the errors inherent in each and thus obtain the best description of the object studied. Moreover, through replicated measurements, the multimethod approach maintained by triangulation purports to ensure a greater validity of conclusions, provided that the results converge.

To a certain extent, methodological pluralism has facilitated the recognition of qualitative research methods. Campbell (41) legitimized this recogni-
tion by portraying qualitative knowledge ("commonsense knowledge") as the foundation of all quantitative knowledge, when he suggested that quantitative knowing depends on qualitative knowing. He has argued that qualitative methods supply the preliminary measures for the more sophisticated quantitative measures, allow the interpretation of quantitative data and explore the various threats to their validity, and play a role in eliminating rival hypotheses. Further, qualitative data are useful to set the limits of a study’s generalizability (42).

Given such terms, qualitative approaches, although deemed compatible with quantitative approaches, seem often to be given a subordinate role (1,2,25,41). Of course, quantitative approaches sometimes facilitate the implementation of primarily qualitative studies by allowing, for example, the establishment of a sampling frame, but this is rather rare (43). Interestingly, a search on computer for public health and health promotion studies that were published between 1986 and 1995 and reported combined use of qualitative and quantitative approaches, indicated a widespread endorsement of methodological pluralism (44–49). As can be expected, this search also showed an apparent preponderance of studies whose main purpose was the production and understanding of quantitative data. For instance, of the studies discussed in seven articles in a special edition of Health education quarterly on the integration of qualitative and quantitative research methods (48), two used qualitative approaches to help develop quantitative measures and instruments (50,51) and three used qualitative approaches to interpret and contextualize quantitative data (52–54). Similarly, evaluations of health promotion programmes, whether at the demonstration or dissemination phases, appear to use qualitative methods mainly to enrich interpretations and validate quantitative measures (55,56). Although the value of qualitative data is appreciated, the organization of evaluations of large-scale community-based programmes has tended to preclude the use of qualitative methods, as these often require more direct observation and contact with participants, a potentially less feasible and economical avenue (55).

Given the indubitable importance of quantified data, to what extent are the quantitative and qualitative approaches compatible? Since the latter seems subservient to the requirements of the former, the assumption of a harmonious balance between them seems puzzling. Further, four issues require clarification.

First, the dismissal of the paradigmatic debate suggests that these deliberations are of secondary importance or have somehow been resolved (57). On the contrary, methodological pluralism appears essentially to support a quantitative approach, in accordance with the axioms of Cartesian science. The ascendency of quantitative methods (41,58), the central role ascribed to triangulation to delineate better one underlying reality (31) and knowledge production as a principal motivation (33) leave little room for the development of the qualitative approach.

Second, the concept of triangulation rests on the assumptions that different methods do not share the same biases and that these various biases can some-
how cancel each other. This has yet to be confirmed (59). Moreover, it is improbable that the triangulation of methods based on different paradigmatic postulates allows the probing of the same aspects of a given phenomenon (28,38). At best, triangulation helps recognize the limits of interpretations, rather than giving a measure of validity (43,60,61).

Third, methodological pluralism allows the use of all available methods without clearly discussing the quality standards to adopt. Are they the same for all methods? What should researchers do to make the best choices from among the various methods and techniques available (18,28)?

Finally, although the compatibility perspective opens the door to the contributions of multiple disciplines to the study of complex issues, it raises a particular concern for health promotion research. Eluding the paradigm debate and increasingly focusing on methods avoid posing the teleological question. In fact, the seventeenth-century scientific revolution, whose postulates still inspire researchers advocating methodological pluralism, disposed of this Aristotelian concept (62). Thus, the compatibility discussion leaves little room for transformation originating in the notions of participation and empowerment. How, then, can researchers align their practice with the tenets of contemporary health promotion?

In the end, arguing for compatibility, like defending incommensurability, leads to an impasse. The latter fosters a duality between qualitative and quantitative approaches; the former fails to resolve this duality while concealing a certain subordination of the qualitative to the quantitative approach. Thus, from duality emerges a trend towards assimilation that retains the components of duality. This leads to a cycle of constructive feedback (63), which in turn introduces the notion of complementarity.

Complementarity

In calling for the development of a paradigm of complexity, the French philosopher Edgar Morin (63) suggests the re-examination of the issue of incommensurability, as it could open the way to novel conceptions and insights. From here emerges the notion of complementarity, which implies that, at the heart of any phenomenon, fundamentally different, even antagonistic, elements interact. (Morin cites the notion of light consisting of waves and particles as an example. Although widely different, both are parts of the same phenomenon, presenting its two contradictory sides.) Morin argues that denying or reducing these contradictions restricts the development of innovative knowledge, so he proposes a new way of thinking about incommensurability that takes advantage of the richness of the many paradoxes that arise in the human quest to understand and transform the world. Although they do not refer directly to such terms, Reichardt & Rallis (33) call for a new partnership between qualitative and quantitative approaches, and even for a new paradigm (64) whereby each approach is valued and fully used; this has established the foundation for a dialogue on the complementarity of approaches.
A mixed-methodology research design (65), also called a multiparadigm inquiry (66), plays on the complementarity of approaches, realizing the full potential of each. It enables researchers to combine features of qualitative and quantitative approaches at each step of the research process, while clearly outlining the postulates that guide their decisions. This combination of paradigms, however, interweaves the approaches, rather than fusing them: the elements composing each paradigm remain distinct and operational. This approach allows the broadening of the scope of a study and examination of the different facets of a phenomenon, and fosters the emergence of contradictions that may lead to new perspectives and knowledge. The need to know and to merge two different approaches can make the development and implementation of such a research design complex and challenging tasks. Failure here often results in the simultaneous conduct of two separate but linked studies, with the risk that the connections are not adequately elucidated by the researchers or even detected by the various stakeholders (28,43). Researchers should thus consider using a sequential, interactive approach, in which each study acts as a springboard for the next (59). At present, experience with this type of research design is unfortunately too limited to indicate clear lines of conduct or standards of practice.

This presents health promotion researchers with a challenge; successfully meeting it can lead to the transformation of their practice in alignment with the tenets of contemporary health promotion. As they deal with complex issues and develop within a multidisciplinary context, researchers must eventually understand the various principles and processes of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. This provides an excellent opportunity for the development and testing of novel multiparadigm research designs that support the complementary use of qualitative and quantitative approaches. Thus, contemporary health promotion places researchers in a position in which they can contribute to the development of new research models, which can bring their practices in line with the evolving terms of the discipline and pave the way to original knowledge. For example, inquiry into the concept of empowerment as a determinant of health already calls on diverse qualitative and quantitative approaches, but integrating these approaches would lead to a broader understanding of this complex notion.

Meeting this challenge, however, requires the clarification of the researcher’s role in health promotion’s transformative project. Here again the teleological question arises; researchers must clearly articulate the purpose underlying their projects and activities.

**Seeking transformation**
What should be the purpose of health promotion research: the development and production of knowledge (the ultimate aim of the quantitative approach) or the transformation of world views (the ultimate aim of the qualitative approach)? From a perspective of complementarity, these two projects coexist,
although this coexistence has a particular significance in light of the notions of contemporary health promotion. The production of knowledge is, to some degree, a necessary but not sufficient pursuit for health promotion research (67–69); the notions of participation and empowerment harbour a political agenda that seeks change. To contribute to the agenda of contemporary health promotion, researchers could choose to develop their new multiparadigm research models in line with participatory research traditions (70–72) (see Chapter 4). For example, a successful approach in health promotion that has generated new insights, contributed to the empowerment of individuals and communities through participation and thus led to improved living conditions, is based on the participatory action research methodology of Brazilian educator Paulo Freire (73–76). Interestingly, such approaches redefine the role of the researcher as that of partner with the various actors involved, a redefinition similar to that proposed for health promotion agents by the Ottawa Charter (6).

The further elaboration of the complementarity perspective opens the way to the alignment of research practices with the tenets of contemporary health promotion. It suggests the development of novel multiparadigm research designs, within a participatory research perspective, to deal with complexity, integrate the contributions of various disciplines and support health promotion’s work for change.

**Conclusion: challenges ahead**

Health promotion researchers face many questions when they consider the diverse contributions of qualitative and quantitative approaches, and their attempts to find answers inevitably transform their practices. This transformation must be in line with the tenets of contemporary health promotion if researchers wish to solidify the foundations of their discipline and secure greater credibility for their assessments of health promotion initiatives.

Now is the time to elaborate and experiment with novel multiparadigm research designs to determine their parameters and terms of implementation, and to establish criteria and quality standards to determine the value of the various study outcomes. This requires that health promotion researchers’ training be adapted to ensure a deeper knowledge of and expertise in the use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches, and that the purposes and intentions underlying research and evaluation be more closely examined to clarify the roles and missions of researchers in relation to their various partners.

Beyond these rather pragmatic considerations, health promotion researchers should continue to reflect on and contribute to the discussion of complementarity. By using it to renew research and evaluation practices, researchers could acquire an unprecedented ability to combine incommensurable approaches and to process divergent or inconsistent study outcomes. Researchers should seize this opportunity.
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Evaluation of quality-of-life initiatives in health promotion

Dennis Raphael

Overview

The concept of the quality of life has only recently been considered within contemporary health promotion approaches consistent with WHO definitions of health (1) and health promotion (2) and visions of achieving health for all (3). This delineation is necessary, as the recent explosion of interest in issues of quality of life by medical and nursing workers in the areas of disability and aging (4) could easily be seen as pertaining to health promotion. Adding to the conceptual confusion is the continuing emphasis on quality of life among workers in the social indicators tradition. Although the social indicators approach stems, not from health or health promotion, but from the social policy and development literature, it has much to offer to contemporary health promotion.

Many debate the boundaries between health and the quality of life. Michalos (5) argues that health professionals see health as a requirement for living a life of high quality, while people focusing on, for example, social support or financial security use quality of life as a predictor of health status and outcomes. In some cases, the promotion of a high-quality life and the promotion of health are indistinguishable, as in the 1952 report of a United States presidential commission on health needs (5). Rootman (6) and Raeburn & Rootman (7) have considered the relationship between quality of life and health promotion. Concepts of quality of life and health have different sources. The former have come from the social sciences, which have been concerned with levels of functioning ranging from exemplary to poor, while the latter have been rooted in concerns with illness and death. Recent WHO definitions of health as a resource for daily living notwithstanding, this divide remains, even though the two areas of health promotion and quality of life are complementary. Health promotion can be seen as a process of improving the quality of life, while quality of life can be seen as the preferred outcome of health promotion.

This chapter considers evaluation issues related to health promotion initiatives to improve the quality of life and the related areas of health and social indicators. After a brief overview of the roots of quality of life in contemporary social and health sciences inquiry, I review emerging issues that have implications for the evaluation of quality-of-life initiatives in health promotion, and
consider the various health-related concepts of quality of life that health promotion practitioners are likely to encounter in the contemporary literature. The contributions from the social indicators tradition are presented, with emphasis on those conceptually related to health and wellbeing. The chapter considers the conceptual roots of each approach and the associated evaluation issues.

Two models are directly relevant to health promotion practitioners working within WHO definitions: those of Bengt Lindström of the Nordic School of Public Health and those of Rebecca Renwick, Ivan Brown, Irving Rootman and Dennis Raphael of the Centre for Health Promotion at the University of Toronto. The discussion covers key evaluation issues and problems, and options for response, and concludes with the presentation of a community project that builds on and extends these models.

**Nature of and intellectual underpinnings of quality of life**

Although the quality of life has been an important human concern since antiquity, social science research into the concept gained prominence following Thorndike’s work on life in cities (8). Despite the concept’s long history in the literature, debate on how it should be defined and measured continues in every discipline that uses it (9). The lack of agreement arises from the complexity of the concept. Further, the quality of life has an intuitive importance that makes it vulnerable to influence and manipulation by social and political trends and policies (10), and it is used in extremely diverse contexts (11). Quality of life is a social construct, “the essential meaning [of which] may be understood by all, but when it is related to real people’s lives, it is interpreted in any number of ways” (12).

Until quite recently, sociologists, social psychologists and economists dominated empirical research on quality of life, but interest in the concept has exploded among health workers. While these differing approaches are more fully discussed elsewhere (13), most health-related approaches emphasize the effects of ill health and associated treatment on quality of life. These approaches are not particularly attractive to health promotion practitioners working within either the framework of the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2) or population-based health initiatives such as that of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (14).

Such work addresses the broader determinants of health, so its consideration of quality of life could be expected to focus on community and societal factors that support or harm health. Interestingly, the work in the social indicators area has primarily sought to identify such factors, but the indicators have not, until recently, been specifically related to health and health promotion. Not surprisingly, then, health promotion practitioners have looked to the social science literature with its focus on dimensions of functioning in the general population.

Michalos (15) made a thoughtful analysis of the various uses of the word *quality*. It can describe the characteristics of a population, such as gender, income, age, etc., and depict something’s value or worth. Michalos terms the
former the descriptive use, and the latter the evaluative use of the word. He makes further distinctions, but two main ideas seem especially relevant: the strong evaluative component of the term quality and the potential for work on the quality of life to have a strong prescriptive (or advocacy) emphasis. In general, such reflections on the nature and use of the term are rare in the literature (16,17).

**Paradigms of inquiry and quality of life**
The extensive and contentious literature on evaluation issues has implications for the evaluation of quality-of-life initiatives in health promotion. While many practitioners may find these issues rather esoteric, they have profound implications for the development, implementation and use of evaluation and its results. These issues include:

- the differing views on the nature of reality and the appropriate research and evaluation methods for understanding it (18);
- the nature of rigour in research and evaluation, and how differing paradigms have different criteria for truth; and
- the emerging conceptions of truth criteria that integrally link inquiry methodology with issues of ethics, sharing commitment and information with participants, and social responsibility (19).

Lincoln & Guba’s *Naturalistic inquiry* (20) and Guba’s *Paradigm dialogue* (17) discuss these issues at length. An additional emerging literature addresses the importance of participatory research as a means of addressing societal power imbalances and the marginalization of particular groups and individuals (21–23). These conceptual issues are especially important in evaluation, with its explicit notion of judgment of worth. The importance of quality of life as a focus of health promotion initiatives adds urgency to the discussion.

**The nature of knowledge and the knowable**
Debates about the nature of reality and methods for understanding it usually take place in debates about quantitative versus qualitative research methods (see Chapter 5), but their implications go deeper than simply choosing a method of inquiry. A paradigm is “a basic set of beliefs that guides action, whether of the everyday garden variety or action taken in connection with a discipline inquiry” (18). Adherents to different paradigms answer the following questions on the nature of disciplined inquiry in different ways (18):

| What is the nature of the knowable; what is the nature of reality? | Ontological |
| What is the nature of the relationship between the knower (the inquirer) and the known (or knowable)? | Epistemological |
How should the inquirer go about finding out about the world?

As discussed in Chapter 1, commitment to a paradigm determines the issues that research should address and how to define and examine them. Researchers and practitioners all adhere to paradigms, although many do not make their allegiance explicit. Wilson (24) outlines three paradigms in the social science literature while Guba (18) considers four; the latter are the basis for the four approaches that follow.

First, positivist approaches predominate among all approaches to quality of life. Not surprisingly, then, evaluation activity in the field usually emphasizes traditional approaches to scientific inquiry: focusing on observable phenomena, favouring careful experimental design and using traditional quantitative approaches to information. This is especially true of health-related approaches. Wilson (24) suggests that this tradition contains a strong tendency towards individual-level measurement.

Second, idealist or interpretive approaches see the individual as an active creator of the social world, and society as resulting from the actions of individuals within social structures. Since social acts result from the intentions of individuals, understanding social reality is ultimately an attempt to understand the meanings that individuals place on their dealings in the world. The quality-of-life literature increasingly emphasizes idealist approaches. Evaluations carried out within this paradigm make their values explicit, show a strong tendency towards individual-level focus with some emphasis on system-level issues, include ethnographic and phenomenological analyses, and emphasize emergent design and the qualitative analysis and reporting of information.

Third, realist approaches are less frequently considered, and differ in many ways from positivist and idealist approaches. Like positivists, realists believe that objects and events exist in the world independent of the meanings created by individuals, but, like idealists, they believe that human beings can create and modify the realities within which they live. Social realists seek to identify the underlying societal mechanisms that regulate social behaviour and determine social realities. Unlike positivists, who base models and theories on observable phenomena, realists use models to understand society and behaviour. Evaluations within this approach emphasize analyses of power relations within society, models of economic activity and resource distribution, and a search for underlying structures influencing societal and individual wellbeing. The critical approach (18,21) adds an action component to the realist analysis.

Fourth, participatory approaches oppose traditional ones. The latter have been harshly criticized by people who think that much medical and social science research, in addition to its announced aims, has maintained the marginal status of those who are poor, have disabilities or need services (23,25). Oliver (26) argues that traditional research in disability has tended to reduce the prob-
lems of disabled or handicapped people to their own inadequacies or func-
tional limitations, failed to improve their quality of life and been so divorced 
from their everyday experience that many rightly feel victimized by research-
ers. 

Woodill (23) develops this theme by arguing that, in a society in which cat-
egorization is common and frequently related to inequality, the disability cat-
egory is used to isolate populations from the mainstream. Proponents of action 
or participatory research, which denies the common distinction between scient-
ist and subject and is overtly political in values and orientation, argue that 
such research could equalize the power relationships in social science research 
and is more likely to empower people and thus improve their lives (see Chap-
ter 4).

The paradigm debate should profoundly influence the aims, methods and 
evaluation of initiatives focusing on the quality of life. In addition, I have iden-
tified no less than 11 debates on defining and measuring of quality of life in 
health promotion and rehabilitation (16). When issues related to the definition 
of health and health promotion are added to the debates on paradigms and 
quality of life, it is a wonder that any agreement can be reached on how to 
evaluate quality-of-life initiatives in health promotion.

Areas of quality-of-life activity

Many disciplines take great interest in the quality of life, particularly those 
concerned with the medical and health sciences, disability and traditional so-
cial indicators. This section suggests relevant contributions for those working 
within WHO principles of health promotion.

Health-related models

Medical and health workers consider quality of life an outcome variable useful 
in evaluating the effectiveness of medical treatment (27) and rehabilitation ef-
forts (28). Nevertheless, medicine-based approaches can be distinguished 
from those based on health. Both emphasize the outcomes of medical and 
health service interventions, but they differ in emphasis on the type and con-
tent of indicators.

Spiker’s approach illustrates the medical view (29): in theory, quality of 
life should be assessed through examination of physical status and functional 
abilities, psychological status and wellbeing, social interactions, and economic 
status and factors. Both objective and subjective assessments should be made. 
In addition, the patient should provide an overall subjective assessment of his 
or her quality of life: “an individual’s overall satisfaction with life, and one’s 
general sense of personal well-being” (29). Such an approach is closely tied to 
the traditional biomedical view of health and illness. Schipper et al. (30) con-
sider the WHO definition of health – “a state of complete physical, mental and 
social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (1) – to 
inform their model of quality of life, but conclude:
This is a commendable definition, but it includes elements that are beyond the purview of traditional, apolitical medicine. Opportunity, education, and social security are important overall issues in the development of community health, but they are beyond the immediate goal of our assessment, which is treating the sick.

These approaches are closely linked to the effects of illness upon individuals and the measurement of day-to-day competences and abilities. Quality of life in clinical trials (29) is an excellent introduction to the medical approach – discussing instrumentation, special populations and applications to specific problems and diseases – and an entire special supplement of Medical care (31) is devoted to it. In practice, most medical quality-of-life assessments are limited to measures of physical functioning and reports of psychological and sometimes social wellbeing.

Research uses a medical measure of quality of life, the QALY, to provide a value or weighting to various states of living and to assess treatments with different outcomes (32). These values can then be used to rationalize medical decision-making, possibly including the allocation of resources or rationing of services. Two main QALY approaches, those of Kaplan & Bush (33) and Torrance (34), reject the WHO definition of health. The inquiry and measurement approaches within this tradition are clearly positivist, frequently biomedical and virtually always oriented to individuals.

More recently, the related concept of the DALY has gained some prominence. It was developed to take account of degrees of disability, in addition to mortality. Fernandez et al. (35) summarize the concept: “The experts of WHO and the World Bank elaborated a new measurement of the global burden of disease, the Disability-Adjusted Life Year (DALY). It’s an indicator that summarizes the health status of a population, combining mortality, morbidity and disability data”.

The concept has been used to measure the burden of disease in developing countries (36,37). Nevertheless, objections have been raised (38,39) concerning the complexity of measuring the many dimensions of morbidity, the ethics of placing values on quality of life and the need to take account of specific cultural contexts. Using DALYs, as with QALYs, may also require the balancing of efficiency with equity, although this is rarely discussed in the literature. Clearly, the DALY and the QALY are embedded in medical concepts of health; the former emphasizes morbidity and the latter, mortality.

Recently, a literature on quality of life has appeared that tries to focus on health, rather than illness, and the positive, rather than the negative, aspects of behavioural functioning. Bowling (40) draws on the International classification of impairments, disabilities, and handicaps (41) to move beyond a limited focus upon disease by stressing how environmental contexts can help to determine whether disease and disorder become impairment, disability and handicap. Bowling (40) and McDowell & Newell (42) provide indices focusing on disability and the illness-related aspects of wellbeing and adaptive behaviour.
The medical outcomes study (43) is a large-scale application of the health-related quality-of-life approach to a variety of medical conditions.

Health-related approaches have a clearly positivist emphasis, extend beyond the biomedical and stress individual measurement. For them, quality of life represents individual responses to the physical, mental and social effects of illness on daily living, which influence the extent to which personal satisfaction with life circumstances can be achieved (40).

**Social indicators approaches**

For a number of reasons – including interest in the social determinants of health (14), the impact of the Healthy Cities and Healthy Communities movement (44,45) and increased focus on inequalities in health (46) – health workers are paying more attention to environmental indicators of the quality of life. Well prior to this recent concern, workers within the social indicators tradition identified many system-level indicators of societal functioning and wellbeing. Many of these efforts have clear implications for the health and health promotion agenda.

The social indicators approach differs from health-related approaches in its rationale for developing measures, level of focus and emphasis on social policy and change (47–49). The early work did not explicitly link social indicators with quality of life or health, but more recent work almost always makes this link and, to a lesser extent, acknowledges that between social indicators and health.

**Rationale**

During the 1960s in both North America and Europe, interest surged in social indicators as a means of providing evidence on the impact of government social programmes (48). Three factors gave impetus to the development of systems of social indicators: recognition of the problems of relying on economic indicators (49), the obvious problems of environmental degradation and economic and social inequities associated with developed economies and the need for assessing the impact of social programmes (50). An initial definition was (51):

A social indicator … may be defined to be a statistic of direct normative interest which facilitates concise, comprehensive and balanced judgments about the conditions of major aspects of a society. It is in all cases a direct measure of welfare and is subject to the interpretation that, if it changes in the “right” direction, while other things remain equal, things have gotten better, or people are “better off.” Thus, statistics on the number of doctors or policemen could not be social indicators, whereas figures on health or crime rate could be.

Early work (52) suggested that the following could constitute the content categories of a social report using indicator systems: socioeconomic welfare (including the composition, growth and distribution of the population), labour
force and employment, income, knowledge and technology, education, health, leisure, public safety and legal system, housing, transport, physical environment, and social mobility and stratification. In addition, assessment should cover social participation and alienation (focusing on family, religion, politics and voluntary associations) and the population’s use of time, consumption patterns, aspirations, satisfaction, morale and other characteristics.

To collect these data, objective measures of system functioning, drawn from system-level data on physical conditions, for example, could be used. Individual-level measures, in the form of subjective measures (of, for example, aspirations and expectations) or subjective wellbeing indices (of, for example, life satisfaction, specific satisfactions and alienation) could be used. A systems-level approach could include data on, for example, the number of items of legislation considered by a parliament, the style of government, government expenditure, gross national product or rates of deforestation (49). Indicators could include the availability of housing for elderly people, meeting the transport needs of people with disabilities and providing opportunities for people with mental handicap to live in the community. For example, an important theme in the emerging literature on the social determinants of health is the equitable distribution of economic resources (53). Raphael et al. (13) give further details on the implications of the social indicators tradition.

Some recently identified indicators
The four-volume global report on student wellbeing (5) provides an impressive example of the range of possible indicators, including general satisfaction and happiness with life; satisfaction with family, friends and living partner, and self-esteem; employment, finances, housing and transport; and religion, education, recreation and health. The Swedish surveys of level of living (54) are a contemporary individual-level approach, in which the indicators used include health and access to health care, employment and working conditions, economic resources, and education and skills. Each issue of Canadian social trends (55) provides a system-level example, measuring population (annual growth, immigration and emigration), families (birth rate and marriage and divorce rates), the labour force (unemployment, part-time employment and women’s participation), income (median family income, women’s full-time earnings as a percentage of men’s), education (government expenditure and number of doctoral degrees awarded) and health (government expenditure and deaths due to cardiovascular disease). Social indicators research: a multidisciplinary journal of quality of life is a rich source of potential indicators.

Using social indicators to document the health effects of economic inequality
Since the publication of the so-called Black report and the follow-up report on the health divide in the United Kingdom (56,57), economic inequality and its contribution to health inequities have attracted increased attention. For exam-
ple, Lee & Townsend (58) have documented the effects on individuals’ lives of economic policy and associated unemployment levels. Similarly, Wilkinson (46) has recently summarized much of the research, both British and international, showing how increasing economic inequality is related to poor health outcomes and increasing societal disintegration. Clearly, such research touches on issues of the quality of life.

**Healthy Cities and Healthy Communities approaches**
Not usually associated with the social indicators tradition but showing strong similarities with it is the Healthy Cities and Healthy Communities movement: community health promotion focused on the development of healthy public policy (44,45). It involves municipal governments, community residents and the environmental, economic and social services sectors in projects to address health issues (see Chapter 14). Its method is to enable people to take control of their health as agents for change. While academics and practitioners are concerned about appropriate indicators for the movement (59), an impressive amount of documentation has begun to identify them. City health profiles: how to report on health in your city (60) suggests a number of wide-ranging indicators, including: health status, lifestyles, living conditions, socioeconomic conditions, physical environment, inequalities, physical and social infrastructure, and public health services and policies. Similarly, Flynn & Dennis (61) have compiled a number of tools for documenting urban health. While not explicitly working within a quality-of-life perspective, these works can contribute to initiatives.

**Other areas relevant to health and health promotion**
Work on developmental disabilities has proved very useful in work on the quality of life (62), as is Green & Kreuter’s model of health promotion (63).

**Developmental disabilities**
Especially thoughtful work has tried to define and measure the quality of life of people with developmental disabilities. The impetus came from a realization of the poor quality of many aspects of their lives. For people with developmental disabilities, the divergence between the reality of and the potential for their living conditions was so great as to require identification of broad areas of life functioning in need of attention.

Borthwick-Duffy (64) categorizes quality-of-life aspects across three dimensions: independence (living environment), interpersonal and community relationships and productivity. Other examples of variables in the literature include: physical environment, home and family, neighbourhood quality, access to services (independence and living environment), social support, activity patterns, community integration, leisure, friends (interpersonal and community relationships), and employment, income and work status (productivity) (13). Clearly, these issues play a role in the health of populations, as well as individuals.
The social diagnosis approach
In Green & Kreuter’s model of health promotion (63), assessing quality of life is part of the social diagnosis phase of programme development, carried out through such means as focus groups, community fora and community surveys. The authors argue that health outcomes are embedded in the broader concerns encompassed by quality of life. Thus, the community’s concerns about quality of life provide the context for understanding how health promotion practitioners could raise health-related issues in communities. Green & Kreuter (63) focus on issues of behavioural change that fall within the purview of traditional health workers: illness prevention, health status, lifestyle and health education. By understanding the quality-of-life concerns of the community, the health promotion practitioner demonstrates the connections between these concerns and health issues. The authors highlight the need to involve the community in the development, implementation and evaluation of health services and health promotion programmes. They contend that changes in health and health behaviour ultimately affect the quality of life, but do not define the latter except as possible concerns of community members.

Work on the quality of life that is relevant to health promotion activities has raised some issues and controversies. Two research programmes on the quality of life are clearly relevant to those working within WHO health promotion concepts. These case studies illustrate how paradigm and definitional issues merge.

Quality-of-life issues: levels and focus of inquiry and measurement
The broad debates on the nature of the knowable have only recently begun to intrude on the literature (16); while largely absent from the traditional literature on health-related quality of life, they have been most apparent in that on disabilities (25). More apparent in the literature have been concerns with the level and focus of inquiry and measurement (9). Should quality-of-life initiatives focus on effecting change in individuals, communities or social structure and policies (65)? These discussions are related to those on assessing the effects of initiatives. Should initiatives be assessed for their effects on the behaviour of individuals, the development of communities or the development of healthy public policies?

The issue of where to intervene to improve the quality of life clearly parallels debates underway in health promotion as a whole. In general, health promotion activities are aimed at social policy, communities and individuals. Although the pendulum of popularity swings back and forth among them, each clearly seems to have some role in promoting health. The same issues arise when discussing how to define and influence the quality of life.

Many approaches that consider the quality of life emphasize measurement at the individual level to assess either subjective life satisfaction or objective
functioning. An incredibly wide range of measuring instruments for such assessments is available from the literature on psychology, nursing and occupational therapy. As mentioned, the medical approaches to quality of life strongly emphasize measurement at this level, as do the health- and disability-oriented approaches. An individual emphasis is not inconsistent with WHO principles, which include aspects of individual coping and wellbeing (2).

Much of this work, however, does not present the conceptual basis for the usefulness of indices in measuring quality of life. Many approaches simply gather a range of indices and redefine them as measuring quality of life. Working at the individual level only may ignore important societal determinants.

Workers within the social indicators tradition have usually measured quality of life at the community level. An extensive literature reports scores on researcher-designed instruments measuring community members’ perceptions of neighbourhood quality and positive community aspects, and objective measures of neighbourhood quality, usually relying on professionals’ views (13). The approaches and indicators of the Healthy Cities and Healthy Communities movement can easily be seen as consistent with a framework seeking improved quality of life.

The quality of life is also analysed at the societal level. The social indicators literature takes a system-level approach, but until very recently this approach was not part of health and health promotion analyses. The increasing emphasis on population-based approaches to health has led to greater attention being paid to system-level indicators of quality of life. Clearly, the work in the United Kingdom on economic inequalities can contribute to analyses at this level.

**Quality-of-life models consistent with WHO approaches to health promotion**

I have been able to identify only two quality-of-life approaches that explicitly draw on contemporary notions of health and health promotion.

**Lindström’s model**

Lindström (53), working within a health promotion approach, has outlined a wide range of system-level indicators of quality of life for children in the Nordic countries. These concern income distribution, type of housing, education and employment levels and availability of parental leave for family-related matters.

Lindström sees his model as a means of assessing health as a resource for daily living and quality of life as an indicator of healthy functioning (66): “The potential of the quality of life concept lies in its basically positive meaning and interdisciplinary acceptance. This can be used to develop health into a resource concept, as is the intention of the WHO health for all strategy.”. Lindström’s model highlights the importance of considering the societal and structural determinants of health. Lindström defines quality of life as the “total existence of
an individual, a group or a society” (66). More specifically, his model (53,66) examines four spheres of life:

- the personal, including physical, mental and spiritual resources;
- the interpersonal, including family structure and function, intimate friends and extended social networks;
- the external, including aspects of work, income and housing; and
- the global, including the societal environment, specific cultural aspects and human rights and social welfare policies.

The first two cover areas usually considered in discussions of quality of life and health, and Lindström examines them through large-scale surveys. Work on the fourth sphere, usually through policy analysis of the distribution of societal resources and general social welfare approaches, may uncover some of the most interesting determinants of health.

Lindström (53,66) analyses Nordic children’s health in the external and global spheres. Such policy analysis is infrequently made within a quality-of-life framework and offers areas for potential multidisciplinary integration. Lindström uses a variety of methods of assessment. His empirical research uses survey instruments utilizing self-report, and his policy analyses highlight distinctive aspects of Nordic societies. Lindström has not elicited information directly from children, but relied on the views of parents to inform his social and welfare policy analyses. Table 6.1 summarizes Lindström’s model.

### Table 6.1. Lindström’s model for the quality of life of children in Nordic countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spheres</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>1. Macro environment</td>
<td>Physical environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Culture</td>
<td>Responsiveness to the United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Human rights</td>
<td>Convention on the Rights of the Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Welfare policies</td>
<td>Welfare distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>1. Work</td>
<td>Parental education and satisfaction with employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Income</td>
<td>Income distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Housing</td>
<td>Quality of and satisfaction with housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal</td>
<td>1. Family structure and function</td>
<td>Satisfaction with family, lack of negative events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Intimate friends</td>
<td>Support from friends, neighbours and society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Extended social networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>1. Physical</td>
<td>Growth, activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Mental</td>
<td>Self-esteem and mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Spiritual</td>
<td>Meaning of life</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Lindström (66).
Lindström has made extensive surveys of citizens across the Nordic countries that examine these issues. He uses traditional approaches to data collection; his surveys focus on individual aspects of functioning and wellbeing, and components of the immediate environment, including employment, housing and family life. He has not used qualitative approaches to data collection, or made naturalistic analyses of individuals’ quality of life. His main contribution, a terribly important one, is his expansion of the concept of the quality of life to include the entire range of components and determinants of health, from the individual through the societal, within a health promotion approach that is based on WHO policy statements.

Lindström reports that his full model and related research have influenced efforts to develop a national child ombudsman office in Sweden, and the content of the national child public health reports of Finland, Norway and Sweden (53). In addition, his work has provided a basis for courses in adolescent health at the Nordic School of Public Health in Gothenburg, Sweden, and the content of the European textbook on social paediatrics (67).

**Key issues**
Lindström’s approach uses traditional methods to collect questionnaire and survey data. The model includes a very wide range of objective and subjective indicators of self-reported functioning and satisfaction. The scope of the model suggests policy analysis at societal levels. I drew on the model to outline some unexplored determinants of adolescent health (68). The model’s value lies in its suggestion that intervention occur at a wide range of levels, even though the assessments are made at the individual level. Further, social policy analysts can draw on the model to illumiate areas of key concern.

**Centre for Health Promotion approach**
The other model consistent with WHO thinking is that developed by researchers at the Centre for Health Promotion, University of Toronto. It builds on the WHO emphasis on health as a resource for daily living (2) and work in the developmental disabilities field. It takes a holistic approach to conceptualizing and measuring quality of life that stresses the importance of personal control and opportunities to improve the quality of life by changing the environment. This approach seeks the perspective of the individual, but also uses other data sources (69).

The conceptual approach is influenced by the humanist–existential tradition (70–74). More detailed discussion of these philosophical foundations appears elsewhere (69), but this tradition recognizes that people have physical, psychological and spiritual dimensions, and acknowledges their needs both to belong to physical places and social groups and to distinguish themselves as individuals by pursuing their own goals and making their own choices and decisions. Quality of life is defined as the degree to which a person enjoys the important possibilities of his or her life. This enjoyment takes place in three major domains of life: being, belonging and becoming. Being reflects who one
is; belonging concerns one’s fit with environments, and becoming refers to one’s activities for self-expression and the achievement of personal goals and aspirations. Each domain has three subdomains (Table 6.2).

**Table 6.2. The Centre for Health Promotion’s domains of quality of life**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Subdomains</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Being</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Physical health, mobility, nutrition, exercise, fitness and appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>Independence, autonomy, self-acceptance and freedom from stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spiritual</td>
<td>Personal values and standards and spiritual beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belonging</td>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Physical aspects of the immediate environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Relationships with family, friends and acquaintances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Availability of societal resources and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becoming</td>
<td>Practical</td>
<td>Home, school and work activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>Indoor and outdoor activities, recreational resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Learning things, improving skills and relationships, adapting to life</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instrumentation has been developed for and applied to populations: people with physical disabilities (75), adolescents (76), elderly people (77) and adults in general (78). In these applications, self-report inventories are applied through traditional survey methods.

**Key issues**

This approach uses qualitative methods to develop appropriate instrument items; these items are then used to collect data according to traditional instrument and survey methods. The approach is oriented towards subjective indicators of individual functioning. These measures have the potential to examine the effects of interventions at individual, community and social policy levels. Instruments for people with developmental disabilities are used to assess the effects of provinces’ policies on the disabled; potential uses of the instruments for other populations continue to be explored. Those for elderly people are used to assess interventions that involve both individual and community services. In addition, the model has used constructivist approaches to help study the quality of life of communities.

**The community quality-of-life project: understanding communities through a health promotion approach**

The purpose of the community quality-of-life project in Canada is to develop a process to increase community-based health workers’ understanding of com-
munities’ needs. Asking community members to identify aspects of their
neighbourhoods and communities that increase the quality of life is expected
to indicate needs and help to develop solutions. The expected outcomes of the
study are:

- the development of a process to identify community factors that affect the
  quality of life;
- the development of resource materials that will allow other communities to
carry out similar activities;
- the evaluation of the usefulness of the Centre for Health Promotion’s mod-
el of quality of life for considering community needs; and
- the identification of the strengths and drawbacks of participatory
  approaches in assessing the quality of life of communities.

A number of Metropolitan Toronto organizations are participating: four
community health centres, two public health departments, the District Health
Council, the Canadian Mental Health Association and the University of To-
ronto. The project is taking place in two communities and focusing on elderly
people, teenagers and people receiving social assistance. Data are being col-
lected through community meetings and interviews in which community
members are being asked: what factors in their neighbourhood or community
make life good for them and the people they care about, and what factors do
not do so. Data are also being collected through interviews with community
workers, local politicians and the managers of service agencies.

Key issues
This initiative explicitly draws on the principles of the Ottawa Charter for
Health Promotion (2). It views “health as a positive concept emphasizing so-
cial and personal resources, as well as physical capacities”, and defines health
promotion as “the process of enabling people to increase control over, and to
improve, their health” (2). An important aspect of its approach is the focus on
the unique perceptions of community members. In one sense, this gives a hu-
man face to the determinants of health. These perceptions are being considered
in relation to a model of human functioning: the quality-of-life model of the
Centre for Health Promotion.

Summary of key issues
The nature of quality of life and how to define and measure it are key issues in
the evaluation of health promotion initiatives. Research in this field has fo-
cused on determining the appropriate level of analysis and measurement.
Should quality-of-life initiatives attempt primarily to benefit individuals?
Should they address the more immediate determinants of health at the neigh-
bourhood and community levels or system-level indicators of quality? Not sur-
prisingly, these issues parallel similar ones in health promotion.
Evaluation issues

In the literature, the main issue in the evaluation of quality-of-life initiatives is the appropriateness of using various paradigms. Qualitative methods have an obvious and compelling potential in evaluating the quality of life of individuals and the effects of initiatives.

Since quality-of-life measurement is so embedded within subjective perceptions and values, the paucity of work using qualitative methods is surprising. This deficiency is especially important in view of the potentially powerful effects of the implementation and evaluation of initiatives to improve the quality of life of vulnerable people, such as the elderly, ill, disabled and poor. Means should be developed that allow people to tell their own stories in ways that are meaningful to them. Any evaluation of a quality-of-life initiative should have a qualitative component to supplement the quantitative measurements made (see Chapter 5).

A lively debate has emerged that is moving beyond the discussion of quantitative versus qualitative methods. It asks whether researchers have a responsibility to consult and collaborate with the participants in the research, and about the utility of research endeavours. Advocates of participatory action research have argued that most research brings limited or no benefit to the participants, although it often furthers the careers of researchers (see Chapter 4).

Quality-of-life issues

The issues specific to quality of life concern the focus of initiatives and the appropriate level of measurement. Should quality-of-life initiatives focus on individuals’ coping behaviour and skills, community-level processes or the development of healthy public policies? Should interventions be assessed by measurement at the individual, community or societal level? The two issues are related but not necessarily synonymous. For example, community-level initiatives can be assessed through measurement of community members’ characteristics, and the impact of social policy changes through measurement at both the individual and community levels. Other combinations are not only possible but probable.

Many health promotion practitioners continue to work with individuals. People are treated for illness or disability; public health departments identify individuals at risk, and physicians continue to see clients one at a time. Such one-on-one opportunities can be used to identify a range of issues that affect individuals’ lives, inquire into their quality of life and work with them to improve it.

Community development approaches organize members of a common geographical, social or cultural unit for health promotion activities, and stress the strengthening of communities through their members’ identification and solution of self-defined problems. Community-level approaches address the connection of individuals with their environments and developing community structures and organizations. Assessing the effects of such interventions may not require measurement at the individual level.
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Social policy approaches to health promotion are defined as “ecological in perspective, multisectoral in scope and participatory in strategy” (79). The Ottawa Charter (2) calls for the advocacy and development of healthy social policy: interventions at the legislative level that may have obvious effects on quality of life. The main contemporary issues concern the distribution of economic resources, the availability of social and health services on an equitable basis and the development of health promoting environments.

The assessment of quality-of-life initiatives at any level can involve individual-level measurement. Combining such measurement with intervention at the individual level, however, can create problems. Societal factors may be neglected, or attention may focus solely on individual adjustment. Robertson (80) suggests that an individual-level approach towards the lives of elderly people, for example, may lead to seeing aging as individual pathology to be treated by health professionals, thereby ignoring societal determinants such as poverty, isolation and the loss of role and status. Obviously, interventions at the community level should focus on measurement at this level, supplemented by individual-level measurement. Societal-level initiatives could be assessed at the societal, community and individual levels.

**Guidelines for evaluations of health promotion initiatives**

These guidelines for evaluations of health promotion initiatives highlight the importance of expressing assumptions about the quality of life, justifying the choice of approach and examining the implications of initiatives for the theory and practice of health promotion. Implicit in all of these activities is an awareness of the various agendas behind initiatives and their evaluations. The agenda of the initiator of an evaluation may not be obvious, and may conflict with those of various stakeholders. Identifying the clients – that is, the person or persons whom the evaluation must satisfy – is important. Evaluators of a health promotion initiative should:

- make explicit their assumptions about the quality of life
- determine their evaluation approach
- determine their measurement focus
- determine the nature of the outcome measures of quality of life.

**Explicit assumptions**

As indicated earlier, *quality of life* has become an almost ubiquitous term in the health sciences. The reasons for this probably involve health professionals’ perceived need to be seen as focusing on clients and moving beyond a strict biomedical approach to health, the increasing awareness of the effects of environments on health and the attractiveness of quality of life as a way to address these concerns. While not denying the importance of these developments, this chapter argues that quality-of-life initiatives should be based on WHO definitions of health, health promotion and societal functioning and wellbeing (1–3).
The case studies presented here show how a WHO-informed view can lead to quality-of-life initiatives that are likely to capture the complex components of health and move to improve them.

**Evaluation approach**
The choice of an approach to evaluation goes beyond choosing the methods to use, to determining the issues that will be addressed and the kinds of data to collect. Evaluations conducted within the traditional paradigm emphasize traditional approaches to design and instrument development, quantitative data analysis and easily measurable and quantifiable outcomes. Lincoln & Guba (20) summarize the nature of the reality consistent with these approaches.

Similarly, a constructivist approach emphasizes the perceptions of individuals, the use of phenomenological and ethnographic methods, and the qualitative analysis and reporting of data. The issues examined will be concerned with personal meanings. As realist approaches emphasize the functioning of society and the analysis of societal structures, policy analyses, perhaps from a radical or critical perspective, are the norm.

Further, the nature of collaboration and participation is an increasingly important issue in community-based research that has implications for both the implementation and evaluation of programmes. Quality-of-life research cannot ignore these recent developments.

**Measurement level**
As noted, Lindstrøm’s model suggests that attention be paid to the effects of quality-of-life initiatives at all levels. While it can be seen as exhaustive, addressing all levels will not usually be practical. One rule of thumb could be that the assessment of effects could include the main level of focus and all levels below it. This suggests that an initiative focused on social policy could theoretically assess effects at this level and in the community and individuals. An initiative at the individual level could assess effects at this level and those above it, but this appears unlikely in practice.

**Outcome measures of quality of life**
Related to measurement focus is the content of outcome measures for assessing initiatives. A useful taxonomy concerns attitudes, beliefs, intentions and behaviour at the individual level. Additional outcome measures should include personal control and/or empowerment. There is lively debate about the measures appropriate at the community level, including those outlined in recent WHO Healthy Cities documentation. The indicators chosen should reflect the purpose and content of the initiative.

To determine the appropriate societal-level indicators for assessing initiatives, evaluators can draw on the extensive work in the social indicators tradition (12) and WHO documents. The approaches of Lindstrøm and the Centre for Health Promotion are important starting points.
**Equity and the quality of life**

The concept of equity is an important WHO principle, enshrined in the Ottawa Charter (2) and elsewhere (1,3,81), and applied in discussions of access to health care and health outcomes (82,83). Much attention focuses on barriers to receiving health services (84). More recently, research has examined inequities in organ transplants, particular types of surgery and the allocation of health resources (85,86).

The identification of systematic differences in health outcomes between and within societies has eclipsed the initial concern with access to health care. Reports in the United Kingdom (56,57) highlighted the role of social status in determining health. A wealth of recommendations followed from these reports, and how to reduce inequities in health through social welfare policy has been a lively issue in Europe.

The focus of debate has shifted to the role of economic inequalities in promoting health inequities. The publication of Wilkinson’s *Unhealthy societies* (46) will certainly further spur discussion concerning the distribution of wealth and resources within societies and how increasing inequality increases inequity of health outcomes. Further, the debate can be expected to begin to have a higher profile in Canada and the United States, where it has been relatively muted. Research on inequalities in health has exploded. Politically, some governments in developed countries that were seen as increasing inequality have been removed from office. Whether this trend will continue is uncertain.

This discussion has far-reaching implications for people implementing quality-of-life initiatives in health promotion. At one level, those focusing on individuals or communities cannot easily ignore the strong role of societal inequalities in supporting health inequities. Any attempt to improve quality of life by relying upon relatively individualized approaches will surely run up against the important role of the societal determinants of health. At another level, those concerned with health promotion initiatives may be emboldened to tackle the quality-of-life issues identified by societal analyses: equalizing distribution of economic resources, advocating health promoting policies and fighting problems such as unemployment, food insecurity and inadequate housing.

One should remember, however, that a stance on the quality of life frequently has as much to do with one’s values as with any objective truth that may exist. While health promotion may be used to advocate greater economic equality within a society (87), such advocacy is ultimately a political statement whose motive may simply and justifiably be a belief in a just society. Such a stance is becoming increasingly common in public health circles (88).

Adopting such a stance requires a number of strategic decisions, beginning with a greater reliance on the social indicators tradition described earlier to help identify relevant indicators for health promotion initiatives. It will require that health policy-makers recognize the key issues being raised by those working on social policy. One interesting example of this occurred in Canada,
where Linda McQuaig, the author of books critical of increasing economic inequality in Canada (89,90), addressed the 1997 convention of the Canadian Public Health Association on economic inequality and health.

Such a broadened approach to the quality of life may be a welcome balance to the increasing emphasis on QALYs and DALYs (39,91). The latter represent a medicalization of quality of life. An emphasis on equity in health, however, draws one back to the broader determinants of health, and a discussion of a just society and the means to work towards it. Such an approach seems especially timely given the current evidence of increasing economic inequality in societies. As Geoffrey Rose points out (92): “The primary determinants of disease are mainly economic and social, and therefore its remedies must also be economic and social. Medicine and politics cannot and should not be kept apart”.
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Economic evaluation of health promotion

Christine Godfrey

Introduction

Resources for health promotion are frequently limited, and ensuring value for money is an important objective for those delivering interventions and those providing the funding. Although these issues are of considerable interest, specific applications of economic techniques to the evaluation of health promotion interventions remain limited.

Economic evaluations involve identifying, measuring and valuing both the inputs (costs) and outcomes (benefits) of alternative interventions. The inputs and outcomes included in a study depend on both the question being addressed and the perspective of the study. The question might be quite specific. For example, which interventions (or mix of interventions) would achieve some target for reducing smoking among pregnant women, given a set budget? A more general question would be how available resources should be divided among different health promotion activities. Further, the total level of resources available for these activities must be set. In this case, the task may be to compare health promotion activities to treatment or rehabilitation approaches as candidates for health-sector funding. Alternatively, in the education sector, a health promotion intervention may be compared to other uses of teachers’ time, or the purchase of alternative equipment in terms of value for money. Different questions set the alternatives to be considered and hence the costs and outcomes that need to be identified, measured and valued.

This perspective is also important in determining the scope of a study. Some may be interested only in the costs and outcomes that directly affect their service or budget. Thus, the health promotion practitioner may be concerned with the costs of services directly provided, but not the time and other resources contributed by others. For example, interventions with pregnant women may involve input from midwives, physicians and other health workers. A narrow perspective on the evaluation would include only the resources used by the health promotion agency, but most economists would argue that a narrow approach has great limitations and would tend to favour programmes with the most cost shifting: those with the smallest direct input from the health promotion practitioner and the largest input from other groups. The ranking of projects in terms of value for money may be very different if the analysis in-
cludes all costs and benefits, whoever incurs them. In general, economists favour a societal perspective, in which all costs and consequences are considered, no matter who pays the costs or gains the benefits.

Clearly, economic evaluations attempt to address questions set in real situations, rather than theoretical abstractions. They build upon and frequently use other evaluation methods. In particular, economic evaluations include outcome or effectiveness approaches as one component of the analysis. No intervention can be considered more cost-effective than the alternatives unless it is effective. Assessing the effectiveness of many health promotion interventions is challenging. A clear hierarchy of evidence has been accepted for medical care interventions, but such a hierarchy will be more difficult to establish for the range of health promotion interventions.

In addition, economic evaluations belong in a much larger evaluation toolbox. Their blind use, when other qualitative and quantitative techniques have not been employed to understand how health promotion activities work, can be very misleading. Generalizing the results is a particular problem because of the small volume of literature. For example, the results of a study evaluating the costs and benefits of a mass-media intervention cannot be generalized to apply to all similar mass-media campaigns without a far greater body of research. More problematically, such studies are sometimes used to make even broader generalizations: for example, about the type of health promotion programmes in related areas. More high-quality economic evaluations are needed, with economists working in partnership with health promotion specialists, to overcome these problems. With greater knowledge of both the advantages and limitations of economic evaluation techniques, progress can be made.

Economic evaluation requires quantification and comparison. So far, very few have been undertaken, and health promotion interventions having an economic component as an integral part of a more general evaluation package are difficult to find. This chapter outlines economic evaluation approaches and how they could be applied to health promotion activities, while recognizing the need for a greater body of studies. It outlines the different types of economic evaluation, with examples from the literature where available, and gives some guidance on the steps required in an economic evaluation of health promotion activities. Economic evaluations require a number of assumptions and choices. The chapter reviews the many issues being debated, both among health economists and between them and health promotion specialists.

Types and uses of economic evaluation

The type of economic evaluation technique adopted is strongly related to the question addressed, but terms can be confusing. Cost-effectiveness is frequently used as a generic term covering all types of economic evaluation. Further, authors misclassify some types. The first distinction is between full and partial economic evaluations. The former have two main characteristics: consideration of both inputs (costs) and outcomes (benefits), and a comparison of
both over several alternative interventions. Partial evaluations include only some of these elements. Full evaluations include several distinct types characterized by how the principal outcome is measured and valued (1).

Some of the published economic evaluations of health promotion activities have followed the conventions of health care evaluations, and can be criticized for their narrow perspective on health (2). Most focus on disease, rather than adopting a broader concept of health. Of course, health promotion interventions that can compete with many health care interventions—and indeed win in value-for-money terms, even when some potential benefits are ignored—deserve strong support. Not all health promotion interventions, however, are funded or undertaken by people in the health sector (see Chapter 22). For example, transport agencies may try to prevent accidents by changing road layout or introducing legislation. Environmental interventions may offer important lessons. In general, the diverse benefits from environmental interventions undergo some money valuation, and cost–benefit techniques are more common than in the health care sector. While some of the conventions used in economic evaluations by transport or environmental economists may differ slightly from those described here, the theoretical basis is the same. Also, in most cases, the final result and policy recommendations would be the same, even if results were presented slightly differently.

**Types of partial economic evaluation**

Outcome description, costing analysis or cost–outcome descriptions can be undertaken on single interventions or programmes. Costing analysis may clearly be seen as the special preserve of the economist, while outcome and cost–outcome studies are more likely to be undertaken in cooperation with other evaluators.

Costing health promotion interventions presents problems. Many interventions involve time and other resources from a range of individuals and agencies that may be engaged in numerous activities in addition to the health promotion intervention of interest. In costing, economists use the notion of opportunity costs, and not necessarily financial value. The opportunity cost is based on the value of the resource (raw materials, land, labour or capital) in terms of the opportunity for using it for some other purpose. The problem of shared resources, tracing all inputs and finding adequate valuations for some types of resources used in health promotion interventions are the major issues in costing health promotion interventions.

Shipley et al. (3) conducted a cost–outcome study examining the relationship between costs and participation across 26 different community smoking cessation (quit-and-win) contests. This study included the contributions of the community in time, money or materials, as well as the direct health promotion input, which included the total media and personnel costs. Data were collected by means of a questionnaire, but few details are given about the methodology used. The objective was to examine the relationship between outcomes and level of resources.
Comparing just the outcomes of alternative interventions has limited usefulness. From an economic perspective, this amounts to a partial evaluation, with no account taken of the resources required to achieve the different outcomes. Clearly the most economically efficient intervention is not necessarily the one that yields the greatest outcomes. Equally, comparing only costs would not yield sufficient information to judge economic efficiency, and would favour the cheapest option. In fact, only evaluations that consider both outcomes and resource use can be considered full economic evaluations, capable of answering the types of questions outlined in the introduction.

Costing analysis, however, may be performed for descriptive rather than analytic purposes. It may be possible to use the information to explore the factors influencing the costs of different interventions. This information can in turn be used to design new interventions or to help monitor existing ones.

**Full economic evaluations**
There are four distinct types of full economic evaluation:

- cost-minimization
- cost–effectiveness
- cost–utility
- cost–benefit.

All measure the inputs or costs in monetary units; they differ in how the principal outcome is measured. This issue is one of the main areas that require development before economic evaluations can gain wider support from health promotion specialists. Most existing measures focus on disease or saving lives, rather than the broader principles of the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (4). Many people ask whether experts should value health-related quality of life even when measures are used that attempt to do so, such as DALY’s and QALY’s (5) (see Chapter 6). In addition, there is the question of who benefits from health promotion interventions. The main outcomes of health care interventions are their effects on the health of the individuals directly receiving them. The subjects of health promotion interventions may be more difficult to identify. The target of legislation, protection or even education may be the whole community or population, and assessing the actual reach of the programme may be difficult. The choice of evaluation type and how the principal outcomes are measured is therefore crucial. Table 7.1 gives the main features of each type of economic evaluation technique.

**Cost-minimization analysis**
Cost-minimization analysis involves the comparison of two or more alternative interventions, whose outcomes are assumed to be exactly the same. If this can be assumed, the intervention that minimizes costs is judged to give the best value for money.
Table 7.1. Different types of full economic evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of study</th>
<th>Measurement/ Valuation of costs in alternatives</th>
<th>Identification of consequences</th>
<th>Treatment of alternatives</th>
<th>Measurement/ Valuation of consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost-minimization analysis</td>
<td>Monetary terms</td>
<td>Identical in all relevant respects</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost–effectiveness analysis</td>
<td>Monetary terms</td>
<td>Single effect of interest, common to both alternatives, but achieved to different degrees</td>
<td>Natural units (life years gained, numbers stopping smoking, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost–utility analysis</td>
<td>Monetary terms</td>
<td>Single or multiple effects, not necessarily common to both alternatives</td>
<td>Healthy years or (more often) QALYs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost–benefit analysis</td>
<td>Monetary terms</td>
<td>Single or multiple effects, not necessarily common to both alternatives</td>
<td>Monetary terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adapted from Drummond et al. (1).

A strong assumption would be that all consequences of all the alternative interventions were the same. For example, as well as direct benefits, some health promotion interventions may have consequences, or additional benefits, in reducing future demands on health care resources. Interventions could have a number of additional effects, however, and assuming equality of outcomes may be difficult. In some cases, the individual benefits may be assumed to be the same, but attempts are made to measure and include all other consequences in monetary terms. The net costs (resource costs less the other beneficial consequences) could then be compared. In practice, this latter type of cost-minimization study is often wrongly labelled as a cost–benefit study.

The advantage of this approach is that it avoids the problems of measuring and valuing the individual outcomes of the interventions. Such outcomes, however, can seldom be safely assumed to be equal across interventions. In general, standard texts and guidelines therefore do not recommend this method (1).

Cost–effectiveness analysis

Cost–effectiveness analysis is by far the most common type of economic evaluation of health care, and has comprised most published economic evaluations of health promotion interventions. The individual benefit is usually measured as some sort of quantifiable unit, either behavioural (such as numbers who stopped smoking) or health outcome (such as life years saved, coronary heart disease events averted, etc.). Obviously, such analyses can be criticized for taking a very narrow measure of outcome and failing to include many of the potential benefits of the health promotion intervention. Their main advantage, however, is that they allow quantification.
A few examples illustrate some of the different measures used and methodologies adopted. Langham et al. (6) considered the costs per percentage-point reduction in a coronary risk score, using data on costs and outcomes from a trial. The intervention under consideration was a health check programme, with a control group being used. Field et al. (7) used data from the same trial and an epidemiological model to translate reductions in risk factors into estimates of life years gained, with the cost–effectiveness in terms of net costs per year gained. Kahn (8) considered the targeting of HIV prevention, using epidemiological models and reviews of effectiveness data to simulate the number of HIV infections averted with US $1 million additional spending on prevention programmes. Similarly, Buck et al. (9) used modelling and review evidence to consider the broad costs and life years gained of different coronary heart disease strategies, although this was not a formal cost–effectiveness study.

In planning a specific economic intervention, the choice of main outcome measure may be obvious. For example, the numbers who quit as a result of antismoking interventions are a measurable and useful endpoint. It would be impossible, however, to use a common behavioural measure to compare a smoking programme with, say, one on skin cancer. Without a common health measure, cost–effectiveness analysis cannot be used. Such analysis is most suitable when programmes with health aims are being compared and these objectives are the primary outcomes of interest.

Cost–utility analysis
Cost–utility studies identify, measure and value individual health outcomes using a measure that reflects how individuals value or gain utility from the quality and length of life. While actual measures differ in practice, QALYs (10) and DALYs (a variant of QALYs) (11) are used, although some have criticized them (12) (see Chapter 6).

One means of comparing interventions that have a number of health effects is to devise a composite health measure. This was the starting point for developing utility-based measures of health outcome. If a generic health measure is available, comparisons could be made over a wide range of interventions, between different health promotion programmes or, say, between a health promotion intervention and a treatment approach. Clearly, if economic evaluations are to become more routine and results collated to answer some of the higher-level questions about allocating resources between different activities, using the same generic health outcome measure offers many advantages to evaluators.

A generic measure obviously needs to cover all the dimensions of health. The changes in different health states before and after an intervention then need to be valued. What value is given, for example, to decreasing pain, but not relieving stress or increasing mobility? Also, the measures of health-related quality of life attributable to an intervention need to be combined with life expectancy to arrive at QALYs. For example, if health-related quality of
life is valued on a scale from 0 (death) to 1 (perfect health), an intervention increases the quality of life for an individual from 0.5 to 0.9 for 10 years and the individual would otherwise have a quality of life of 0.5 for those 10 years without the intervention, then the intervention yields a health gain of 4 QALYs (10 x (0.9 – 0.5)).

The next section discusses these and other outcome measures in more detail. While utility-type measures have been recommended for health care interventions, their usefulness for all health promotion interventions is open to question. Cribb & Haycox (13), for example, argue that this type of measure can identify only relatively large changes in health states. Health promotion may improve the health of the population, but the individual changes, especially for those who currently experience generally good quality of life, may be small and difficult to quantify. Further, health promotion may have non-health benefits for individuals and communities. Interventions may, for example, increase self-worth and confidence. Such empowerment may translate to healthier choices but not necessarily to changes in health-related quality of life.

Fiscella & Franks (14) and Holtgrave & Kelly (15) provide two recent examples of studies using QALY’s. Fiscella & Franks (14) considered the cost for additional QALYs gained from physicians prescribing the nicotine patch, compared to a base case of counselling for smokers. They drew data on benefits from reviews of the literature, and based the costs on an estimate of the physicians’ time spent and the retail price of the patches. They made assumptions about the numbers of smokers who would accept prescriptions for patches and the compliance of those accepting them. Quality-of-life gains from stopping smoking were based on a population survey. Holtgrave & Kelly (15) based their analysis on a randomized controlled trial of an HIV prevention programme for women. Behavioural outcomes from the trial were translated by modelling into the number of HIV infections averted. Another model allowed the conversion of HIV infections averted into QALY’s saved.

Cost–benefit analysis
In cost–benefit analysis, all outcomes are measured in monetary terms. This method is useful in evaluations of interventions with many diverse outcomes. This is likely for health promotion interventions, which may address communities rather than individuals and involve a number of different agencies, not all of them in the health sector, with different priorities and principal outcomes of interest. Currently available utility-based health measures are unlikely to capture all these outcomes, even measuring at the community level.

Drummond & Stoddart (16) suggest that cost–benefit analysis would be the obvious method to adopt in the economic evaluation of intersectoral interventions. Ginsberg & Silverberg (17) provide an example (Table 7.2). They estimated the expected costs and benefits from legislation requiring bicycle-helmet use in Israel, calculating all costs and benefits over a five-year period and discounting them at 5% per annum. The costs included those of an education
campaign and of the helmets, but not those involved in changing legislation or enforcing the law when enacted. Nevertheless, the benefits are considerable; the social benefits exceed the costs by a ratio of 3:1.

Table 7.2. An example of cost–benefit analysis: legislation for bicycle helmets in Israel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits and costs</th>
<th>Values (US $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of lives saved</td>
<td>8 939 979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced health care costs</td>
<td>17 412 622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced long-term care costs</td>
<td>25 263 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced need for special education</td>
<td>1 527 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity gain from reduced disabilities</td>
<td>7 545 779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 688 754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health education programme and helmets</td>
<td>(20 143 984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total social benefits</td>
<td>40 544 770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adapted from Ginsberg & Silverberg (17).

The study also illustrates one of the problems of using cost–benefit analysis, however: that some monetary value must be given to the loss of life and life quality. Ginsberg & Silverberg (17) approximated the value of a year of life by gross national product per head for the population. Thus, in this example, each potential life year gained was valued by the same amount and no discrimination was made between individuals. Other methods attempt to value life by asking individuals to give valuations. These methods usually yield higher values than productivity measures. For example, in the United Kingdom, the Department of Transport moved from a productivity-based measure of valuing loss of life to a willingness-to-pay measure. This change more than doubled the value of a lost life (18).

The choice of type of economic evaluation is linked to the specific study question and to the planned use of the results. The next section explores these and other issues in conducting an actual economic evaluation.

Steps in undertaking an economic evaluation

Several general texts give guidance on undertaking economic evaluations. Drummond et al. (1) provide a number of case studies and examples of health care evaluations. Cohen & Henderson (19) discuss prevention and health promotion examples in more detail. Tolley (20) gives a specific guide to applying cost–effectiveness analysis to health promotion interventions. These guides
can help people plan economic evaluations or critically analyse published studies. Many issues arise in any evaluation of health promotion interventions, however, and a multidisciplinary team, containing both economists and health promotion specialists, is clearly necessary to undertake a high-quality study. The main steps in an economic evaluation are:

- defining the economic question and perspective of the study
- determining the alternatives to be evaluated
- choosing the study design
- identifying, measuring and valuing the costs
- identifying, measuring and valuing the benefits
- adjusting costs and benefits for differential timing
- measuring the incremental costs and benefits
- putting the costs and benefits together
- testing the sensitivity of the results
- presenting the results to the users.

**Defining the study question**

Economic evaluations of health promotion interventions could address many different questions. The choice of study and perspective depend on the policy question being addressed. Tolley (20) suggests that the study questions can be seen as a number of levels. The first would involve a comparison of two or more health promotion interventions. For example, nicotine patches might be compared to counselling only, as done by Fiscella & Franks (14). A second-level evaluation would involve a comparison of health education with alternative health promotion interventions; Buck et al. (9) examined this type of evaluation framework. A third-level evaluation would involve comparing a health promotion intervention to a treatment alternative. For example, Williams (21) examined a range of options for coronary heart disease and found physician advice to stop smoking more cost-effective than any treatment option. The final level of evaluation involves comparing health promotion interventions to other public-sector services as recipients of resources, such as education and defence. This level of evaluation is rare, although Graham & Vaupel (22) examined the cost per life year saved of a wide range of interventions from environmental measures such as road safety measures, through immunization programmes to coronary heart disease screening programmes.

The second important aspect of the design is the perspective taken for the study. A health promotion practitioner interested in comparing two alternative ways of delivering an HIV prevention programme may be concerned only with the costs and benefits directly affecting the agency. The intervention that yields the most benefit for the least cost from this narrow perspective, however, may be the one that involves the highest contribution from other agencies. Other agencies’ resources are not without value. Taking a wider perspective could change the economic ranking of the alternative interventions being evaluated.
Economists usually recommend that the widest societal perspective be taken, but a narrow health service or public-financed resource perspective is frequently adopted. Fiscella & Franks’ study (14) took a payer’s perspective in the United States. Field et al. (7) used a National Health Service perspective for their study of health checks in the United Kingdom. Health promotion activities can affect many agencies, particularly in the longer term. For example, extending the length of life would have harmful consequences for the pension industry, if it failed to adjust contributions and payments. Similarly, life insurers should respond to increasing quality and length of life by lowering premiums, rather than increasing profits, if markets are competitive. Such consequences are usually outside the scope of an economic evaluation, even though economic groups that are adversely affected may influence policy-makers, as shown in the long history of measures to reduce smoking. The general advice for economic evaluators is not only to calculate the net results in terms of cost per effect but also to consider who gains and who loses, as this may influence policy decisions.

One common fault of economic evaluations is that attempts to address more than one question compromise the study design. Some trade-off is likely to result from designing an evaluation to answer a very specific question, rather than a more general one. With so few published studies, there is a tendency to attempt to generalize from specific evaluations. Drummond et al. (23) explore some of the difficulties of comparing results across studies, especially when compiled into cost-per-QALY league tables.

**Determining the alternatives**

Full economic evaluations require two or more alternatives to be compared. Choosing these alternatives is a very important part of the process. An economic evaluation would not be informative if it omitted an intervention with potentially greater benefits and lower costs from consideration. In some circumstances, a prior option appraisal may be undertaken, looking at costs and benefits in broad terms, to create a short list of options. Health promotion initiatives can clearly vary in setting, target area and intervention type. Tolley (20) explores illustrations of different options.

One potential option is to do nothing. In this case, the additional benefits and costs of some health promotion intervention(s) could be compared with the status quo. Obviously, evaluating the do-nothing alternative may involve the prediction of adverse consequences for the health and wellbeing of the population.

More complex designs may be involved in evaluating multicomponent programmes. This may entail comparing the results of adding different components to some core activities. An alternative design may involve more intense interventions with certain groups after some initial screening procedures.

**Choosing the study design**

Economic evaluations require the establishment of the effectiveness of interventions. As suggested earlier, this is only part of a much broader range of
evaluations that can be undertaken. In general, full economic evaluations would take place at the end of this evaluation process. The most rigorous designs for evaluating health care interventions are based on the random allocation of individuals to alternative interventions. This would not always be possible with health promotion interventions. The people comprising the targets of some types of intervention may not be specifically identified, such as those receiving a media message, or the intervention may focus on the community. Other types of controls are available in quasi-experimental studies. The purpose of controls is to determine that the outcomes can be adequately attributed to the intervention and not to other factors. The scientific rigour of some designs, however, can detract from the evaluation in practice. The solution is to devise pragmatic designs including rigour, but approximating as nearly as possible to the situation in normal circumstances. In addition, data from different sources may need to be combined to estimate the effects of complex interventions.

Ideally, economic data would be collected concurrently with the effectiveness data, but costs may be estimated retrospectively, as in the study by Holtgrave & Kelly (15). Some studies, such as that by Fiscella & Franks (14), base both costs and effects on literature reviews, combined with modelling techniques.

Part of the study design involves the choice of evaluation method: cost-minimization, cost-effectiveness, cost-utility or cost-benefit analysis. The appropriate choice depends on the study question and the alternatives being evaluated.

**Identifying, measuring and valuing costs**

The full range of costs to be identified for a health promotion intervention would include: the direct costs of the intervention to the health promotion agency, the other agencies involved in delivering the intervention and the people who participate, and productivity costs.

The direct costs incurred by the health promotion agency cover direct consumables (such as leaflets, etc.), staff costs and overhead expenditure on, for example, rent and general administration and management costs. While overheads are sometimes called indirect costs, in health care interventions these are more generally taken to be the productivity costs.

The direct costs to other agencies often include staff time but can cover other items. Time and other resources from these agencies have opportunity costs. Tracing these inputs would be important in any but the narrowest of economic evaluations of health promotion interventions.

The direct costs to the people participating in the intervention may involve travel or other expenses. There may be difficult-to-measure costs in terms of stress, worry or distress. This phenomenon has been observed with some disease screening programmes and some media campaigns, and is associated with the worried well syndrome.

Productivity costs are the value of the time spent participating in the health programme. An intervention that takes place in working hours obviously results in a loss of productivity. The time of the unemployed and leisure time
also have value. Productivity costs can be high for treatment in hospital, and small for most health promotion interventions. In addition, the common practice of valuing by the participants’ earning capacity can introduce distortions. The usual advice is to show these types of costs separately, so that readers of the study can examine the results including or excluding this item.

The costs measured depend on the perspectives and the alternatives being considered. Some costs, for example, may be the same across the alternatives. These will not need to be considered, as they will not affect the choice between the programmes. While there is some limit to tracing all the effects, especially in the level of detail in costing, any study should justify any decisions to exclude costs.

Several issues arise in measuring and valuing different costs. The process has two parts: measuring the resource use and valuing that resource. The time of personnel is an important resource in health promotion, although determining an appropriate method for allocating individual staff members’ time to the different interventions in their work programme is sometimes difficult. Allocation is usually based on time diaries kept by staff over a sample period, or more direct monitoring of the time spent on a specific intervention.

Time is not the only resource; many programmes have material costs. Allowance must be made for capital resources consumed, including space and a share of overhead costs. Capital costs need to be valued in a specific way (I). Overhead costs may be easier to identify in total, but both types of cost are more difficult to allocate to specific units of activity of the interventions, for example, per leaflet distributed, health check completed, etc. Different methods of allocating these shared resources could be appropriate for different resources. For example, the proportion of floor space used by one programme in a larger unit could be used to estimate the share of heating, lighting and cleaning services. For management costs, an allocation based on the proportion of the total specialist staff time spent on the intervention could be used.

Most resources have a market value, but the value of some is not obvious. For example, staff time would be valued at the full employment costs, salary and employers’ costs, but how should the time of the unwaged or volunteer workers be valued? There is no agreed formula, and often a range of values is used to test the sensitivity of the results to different assumptions. The values would usually take on some percentage of a like market price, such as some percentage of employment costs.

**Identifying, measuring and valuing benefits**

Economic evaluations principally focus on the effects of alternative interventions on their targets. How these effects are measured, identified and valued varies with the type of evaluation undertaken.

With cost–effectiveness analysis, depending on the evaluation question, a range of effect measures may be available. Some studies may use a process measure (for example, the number of leaflets distributed) rather than a true outcome measure. Process is far easier to measure than outcomes. A process meas-
ure, however, could only be used with confidence if it were an adequate proxy of all the outcomes that would be expected from all the alternative interventions being evaluated. In addition, process measures may not be convincing to the agencies funding health promotion, who face many demands on their resources.

In cost–utility studies, broad health outcome measures are used. The QALY is the most popular, although other methodologies exist (10). QALYS are made up of a set of descriptors of different health states, measurement of changes of health states as a result of the intervention and a valuation of the different health states. The health descriptors vary across different measures. The EQ-5D, for example, considers five dimensions: mobility, self-care, usual activity, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression (24). For each dimension, there are three possible states. These descriptors may be adequate for acute or chronic illness, but less useful for health promotion interventions. Because of their use in health care, these measures were devised to examine acute and chronic ill health, rather than positive health. Population surveys suggest they are applicable to the general population (24). Further primary research is required to judge their applicability in health promotion settings.

Different methods are available to measure how people value changes in health states (10). The valuations are generally scaled between 0 and 1, with 1 representing perfect health. The final step is estimating how long the changes will last. Obviously, the health benefits of some health promotion interventions, such as those for smoking cessation, may last a long time.

Cost–benefit analysis values health outcomes in monetary terms; the methodologies available range from using some sort of market valuations to asking people about their willingness to pay. This may be thought to be more useful than existing or adapted QALYs in gauging the more subtle changes that may result from health promotion interventions. Obtaining values on sensitive issues such as loss of life or health quality of life, however, poses obvious difficulties.

As well as direct health benefits, health promotion activities can have a number of other consequences. Rosen & Lindholm (2) suggest that evaluations have usually ignored the latter and paid too much attention to individual health outcomes, and that the following areas need to be considered:

- consumption benefits of health promotion
- other non-health benefits
- social diffusion effects
- effects on future resource use, such as health care and other costs.

Consumption benefits refer to the reduction of anxiety at which some health promotion interventions may aim. Cohen (25) cites the example of smoke detectors, which yield direct benefits in reducing health risks and anxiety about fires in the household.

Interventions may bring non-health benefits to individuals. The prime outcome of some may be argued to be increasing knowledge to use in
making choices. In this model of health promotion, changes in behaviour and consequently health outcomes are secondary. Similar arguments suggest that health promotion should be directed at raising self-esteem to enable people to make better choices. These are valid concepts, although measurement may be difficult. The most obvious method, discussed by Rosen & Lindholm (2), is to employ some willingness-to-pay methodology to capture these effects.

Traditional economic evaluations in health have focused measurement effort on the individuals directly affected by the intervention, but many types of health promotion intervention may have social diffusion effects. For example, the effects of a primary care intervention to change the lifestyle of individuals may spread to these people’s families, friends and colleagues. Interventions aimed at communities directly attempt to foster such diffusion. Evidence for such diffusion effects is drawn mainly from population studies of mass changes in habits, rather than attempts to estimate this effect from individual studies. Shiell & Hawe (26) outline in more detail some of the challenges of undertaking economic evaluations of community development projects. They emphasize the need to measure community cohesion and wellbeing, which are of central importance in such programmes but not necessarily captured by individual-based outcome measures.

The potential for health promotion to result in medium- or long-term savings in expenditure on health care or other welfare services is more controversial. Some interventions, such as influenza vaccinations for older people, may have a clear link with a reduction in a specific disease and associated health care costs. Other interventions, such as any intervention with younger smokers, may reduce future ill health, but over a much longer time period. Estimating such consequences obviously raises a considerable measurement problem. In general, direct observation would be extremely difficult, as the effects may occur too long a period for most evaluations. In the absence of direct observation, some sort of modelling is needed to estimate these effects. A further issue is whether any potential saving in costs from one disease needs to be adjusted for the higher health care costs that may arise from extending people’s lives (27).

**Adjusting benefits and costs for differential timing**

Some individual health benefits and health care savings will occur at a different time than the direct costs of the health promotion intervention. The time dimension of any study is important. Over what period should costs and consequences be measured, and how should effects that occur in different periods be treated? In general, economists try to consider costs and benefits over as long a period as practicable, but discount all belonging to the first period of the study. This method follows most commercial practice. In general, people value future benefits or costs less than those that occur at present. There has been considerable debate, however, as to whether health benefits should be treated in the same way as financial costs and benefits. No agreement has been
reached, and most advice suggests that a range of discount rates (different weights to future benefits) be used, including the case in which health benefits are not discounted (28).

Discounting can make a difference to the choice between alternative interventions. Drummond & Coyle (29), for example, consider the cost per QALY of different blood pressure programmes for different gender and age groups. With discounting, the programmes seemed most cost-effective for older and male groups; without discounting, programmes for women and younger groups appeared more cost-effective. As an illustration, Drummond & Coyle (29) estimate that, with discounting, stepped care cost £12 000 per QALY for a 30-year-old woman, and £3000 for a 60-year-old woman. Without discounting, care for both groups seemed more cost-effective: £800 per QALY for the 30-year-old and £900 for the 60-year-old.

Similar changes in ranking may occur if a health promotion intervention is compared to a treatment for the same condition. The intervention is likely to seem more cost-effective if health or other benefits are not discounted, as most benefits are likely to occur in the future. Discounting also gives a lower weight to potential health care savings that may occur well into the future. Nevertheless, many health promotion interventions, even with discounting, have been judged to be very cost-effective, especially when compared to treatment options (21).

**Measuring incremental costs and benefits**

The comparison of the alternatives has so far been considered as if there were a simple choice between a set of alternatives. In reality, the question may not be choosing between A and B so much as choosing how much of A and how much of B. One should know how both costs and benefits change as the scale of activity changes. For example, mass-media campaigns may be less effective than, say, a direct mailing at low levels of expenditure, but have much greater reach and effectiveness at higher levels of expenditure.

Economists stress the importance of margins, or the extra costs or benefits for one extra unit of the activity. In health promotion, units of activity may be hard to define. Clearly, average costs for each unit vary with the level of the fixed costs. For example, the set-up costs for producing, say, 1000 leaflets for a campaign would involve all the design and preparatory costs, but printing an extra 200 leaflets may cost just a little more.

**Putting costs and benefits together**

Once all the costs and benefits have been measured, valued and discounted to present values, the results can be put together. They can be presented in several different ways. In some cases, one of the alternative interventions could clearly dominate, with greater effects and lower costs. In other cases, however, one intervention may have both higher costs and higher benefits. In this case, marginal analysis is clearly important to ascertain the amount of extra benefit for each extra increase in the overall resources available.
With cost–effectiveness ratios in particular, results can differ because of the way the ratios are compiled. The question is, what items make up the numerator and which the denominator of the ratio? To aid clarity, most guidelines suggest that results should be presented as the net costs per main effect. Ideally, these ratios should be presented in incremental form, as well as the average or baseline figure.

To some extent, this dilemma does not occur for cost–benefit analysis, as all effects have been valued in themselves. Hence the analysis should yield the net social worth (benefits less costs) for each unit of the intervention compared to some alternative. Some care should be taken with studies labelled as cost–benefit analyses, however, as they are often partial evaluations and do not value the main effects.

**Testing the sensitivity of results to assumptions and dealing with uncertainties**

Most evaluations of health promotion interventions involve some estimates of future gains in health. Models to estimate such gains involve uncertainties, so the sensitivity of any economic evaluation results should be tested by using different estimates of the gains. This can often be done by using statistical properties of the estimated effects, such as the confidence intervals around the estimate. Similarly, one could explore some major element of cost. In addition, the sensitivity analysis usually includes varying discount rates.

**Presenting the results to the user**

Economic evaluation is a powerful tool and, may result in very clear policy guidance in some circumstances. It will not do so in most cases, however. In addition, policy-makers may have other objectives than maximizing population wellbeing. Some may be financial, having to do with the level and timing of required funding, and others may relate to specific groups of the population or certain geographical areas. The results of economic evaluation will be useful only if they can address aspects of interest to the decision-maker. Ensuring that such subanalyses can be made, however, requires good communication between the evaluators and the intended users of the results throughout the planning and execution of the evaluation.

Even if only the main results are of interest, the results need to be presented with clarity and transparency, given the number of assumptions that may have been made at different points of the study. As noted earlier, avoiding inappropriate generalizations from the very limited number of published studies is very important. Several publishing guidelines have been constructed to aid this process (30). Any report should include the following areas:

- the background and importance of the question considered
- the perspective of the study
- the reasons for choosing the particular form of economic analysis used
- the population to which the analysis applies
• the alternatives being considered
• the source of the effectiveness data
• measurement of costs in physical and money terms
• measurement of benefits in economic terms
• methods for discounting, incremental analysis and sensitivity analysis
• the overall results and limitations of the study.

Drummond et al. (1) give more formal questions on how to interpret published or commissioned studies.

**Current debates in using economic techniques to evaluate health promotion**

This chapter has already mentioned many issues that lead to disputes between economists. Health promotion specialists may raise some additional issues, and question the whole philosophy of applying economic techniques to health promotion (31). This chapter cannot address all these issues. Clearly some concerns arise, not from economic techniques, but from their poor or inappropriate use. For example, Rosen & Lindholm (2) comment on effects omitted from evaluations. Other criticism stems from the incorrect generalization of the results of one evaluation, especially when conclusions are based on inadequate research on how and why some interventions work and others do not. Economic evaluations clearly focus on outcome and hence are only one part of a larger evaluation toolbox.

As mentioned, texts are available to guide those undertaking economic evaluations and attempting to use the results. Critical appraisal of the techniques, especially by referees for journals, should limit problems that have occurred in the past. Raising the standards for and providing clarity in published studies should help resolve some of the more technical issues. Other, more fundamental issues remain; some of these are discussed briefly below.

**What are the principal outcomes of health promotion?**

Health promotion practitioners, and practitioners and funding agencies, disagree about the principal outcomes of health promotion interventions. While economists may contribute to the debate, they cannot and should not resolve it on their own. Economists should identify the alternative programmes with which health promotion interventions may be competing for resources. In some settings, such as the school, the outcomes may focus narrowly on health but be framed in a more general life-skill and quality approach. In many other settings, however, at least some resources for health promotion come from health budgets and there are questions about the division of funds between health promotion, prevention and treatment options. Even within this framework, other outcomes can be considered with the health outcomes of principal interest.
The increasingly general use of health measures based on acute and chronic health conditions may hamper health promotion evaluations. Some of the wider benefits of health promotion, which are more focused on the principles of the Ottawa Charter (4), require further research so that adequate quantifiable measures can be constructed. Willingness-to-pay methodology may be a useful way to explore some of the wider benefits of health promotion. This could include the consideration of social benefits, as well as effects on individuals’ quality of life. Applying economic techniques to other problems, such as environmental assessments, may offer useful lessons.

**Can the effects of health promotion be quantified?**

Economic evaluation is quantitative, based on the principle that effects can be measured and attributed to different interventions. Some have argued that this is not feasible, and economic evaluations are not worth doing (31). Clearly, specific problems arise in evaluating health promotion interventions, but these also occur in evaluating other public-sector programmes. Is difficulty a valid excuse for not attempting to overcome the problems? At the very least, a well conducted economic evaluation can list the effects that were quantified and those that were not.

One issue that needs to be addressed is the results for health promotion funding if no cost–effectiveness information is available. A hard fact of life is that decision-makers cannot fund all interventions. They must base their choices on the information available, and cost–effectiveness information is one of the criteria they may apply. If health promotion interventions are unable to demonstrate that the resources devoted to them have some outcomes – however these outcomes are measured – they will have difficulty securing funds. Economic evaluations are a means of making explicit the resource allocation decisions that may currently be based on a set of prejudices, often to the detriment of health promotion interventions. As suggested above, widening the definition of outcomes that should be used in such evaluations may help to ensure that broader notions of health are more widely adopted.

Economists recognize that economic evaluations are only one form of evaluation. Evaluations consume resources, so subjecting all interventions to economic evaluation is neither appropriate nor practicable. Further, a good economic evaluation cannot be based on a poor effectiveness study. A health promotion intervention can fail for many reasons, and other evaluation techniques are required to explore them.

**Are economic evaluations ethical?**

Some of the arguments that economic evaluations are unethical, especially the focus on financial cost, suggest a lack of understanding of the nature of such evaluations (32). The reason for making full economic evaluations is that decisions should not be based on financial costs but on all resource use related to the outcomes achieved. Perhaps the lack of economic evaluations leads decision-makers to focus on cost alone. A similar lack of information may lead
health promotion practitioners to promise too much for the limited funds available. This may result in the perception that health promotion interventions are underachieving, while they are actually giving better value for money than many other services.

The principal criterion for economic evaluations is the maximization of outcomes, somehow defined, within a given budget. This criterion fails to take account of who receives the outcomes. For example, the most cost-effective intervention may be the one directed at currently well and well-off individuals. This may have the result of widening health inequalities. Clearly, most health promotion purchasers have other objectives. The effect of the intervention can be explored within an economic evaluation, and equity goals set alongside economic efficiency or value-for-money objectives.

A more specific but linked issue, which has an ethical component, is the value to put on life and indeed the comparison of worth over different individuals. Some methods have built-in weights. Obviously any measure based on expected earnings is biased towards people with higher earning capacity. In general, measures based on earning capacity, except when a population average is taken (as in Ginsberg & Silverberg (17)), are no longer widely used. Other measures, such as QALYs, have a built-in equity component. Without specific weighting, QALYs have the same worth, regardless of the characteristics of individuals. Especially in health promotion, however, any type of measure based on life expectancy may be considered biased against the old, who in general have fewer potential QALYs to gain. If considered a problem, the perceived bias could be corrected by the assumption that a QALY for an older person is worth more than a QALY for a younger one. This could be tested empirically by seeking general social values from the population.

**Should health benefits be discounted?**

Discounting future health benefits differentially affects young and old, and to some extent corrects the perceived against bias of QALYs. In this instance, however, the assumption is that a QALY is of the same worth whatever the age of the person, but that QALYs gained in the future have less weight than those realized at present. Some think that life should be valued equally over time and that health should not be discounted. In reality, many current decisions may reflect implicit discounting, as health care funders invest in immediate life-saving interventions, rather than switching some resources to long-term prevention programmes. As suggested above, discounting may raise the cost per effect for health promotion interventions, but some interventions may well still compare very favourably with treatment options in value-for-money terms.

**Does health promotion save money?**

One of the arguments behind the phrase *prevention is better than cure* is that prevention should save costly health service interventions. In practice, demon-
strating that health promotion saves money is difficult, possibly because they would only materialize over a long period. This is essentially an empirical question and will vary from intervention to intervention. In some cases, finding the individuals at risk can consume a lot of resources and only a proportion of those at risk may have gone on to incur large health service costs. The question should be, is the prevention programme achieving sufficient benefits for its costs? Simply comparing the costs of interventions with the potential health care cost savings and rejecting the intervention lacking savings would completely ignore any health gain.

More difficult is the question of whether any savings in specific health care expenditure should be adjusted by any future extra health service costs from all causes because people are living longer. A study in the United States, which resulted in published guidelines on undertaking and reporting economic evaluations, suggests that evaluation exclude these so-called unrelated costs (27), but others argue that such adjustments should be made (33). Estimates of care that may be projected to take place 20 or 30 years in the future are clearly subject to considerable uncertainty. Discounting may narrow the impact of different assumptions. As with many other aspects of economic evaluations, final judgement may need to be left to the user of the study. While some issues cannot always be resolved easily, economic evaluation at its best should seek to clarify and make explicit the impact of different decisions on such issues.

**Concluding remarks**

There is a large gap between the demand for and supply of cost–effectiveness information. Bridging it poses challenges for both economists and health promotion specialists. The most challenging task is finding rigorous but pragmatic evaluation designs for establishing effectiveness to which economic evaluations can be attached. Even with good designs, there are several specific measurement problems. In particular, the outcome measures designed must be practical, while capturing the full impact of health promotion interventions.

Economic evaluation should be used wisely, not widely or without the application of other evaluation methods. Less formal economic appraisals could be built into the planning process and there is certainly considerable scope for more partial evaluations. Even where economic evaluations are considered, simple broad calculations may indicate the dominance of some interventions over others.

Many of the criticisms of economic evaluation arise not from the method but its practice. Policy-makers need education on the dangers of using poorly designed evaluation results or focusing on cost information alone. The importance of guidelines has become increasingly apparent and the articles and books mentioned here can give more details about how to undertake or make a critical review of economic evaluations. Other problems remain, whose solution requires better communication between health promotion specialists, funding agencies, decision-makers and interested health economists.
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Health promotion: towards a quality assurance framework

Richard Parish

Quality assurance is a phenomenon of the late twentieth century. It has become a driving force in recent years in both manufacturing and service industries. The health sector has been no exception, and the organizations responsible for delivering health care are now expected to have systems and procedures to measure and promote the quality of their services. Moreover, public expectations have increased over the past decade and this development, along with heightened consumer awareness about health matters in general, has encouraged health care providers to adopt a more customer-oriented approach to service delivery. Not surprisingly, the purchasers of products and services want to know what return they will see on their investments. This is as true for health promotion as for anything else.

Processes govern the relationship between inputs and outcomes, and the quality of these processes largely determines whether the desired outcomes are achieved. Quality assurance is therefore at least partially concerned with efficiency, effectiveness and client satisfaction. As quality assurance is at the heart of planning, evaluation and accountability, it is also central to the concepts and principles of health promotion.

Although health promotion is a relatively new field, many studies in the past two decades have evaluated its practice and effectiveness. Despite this wealth of literature, there are still demands to evaluate every health promotion programme, even when the research indicates that what is proposed would be widely regarded as good practice. In other disciplines, such as medicine, nursing or engineering, the conclusions drawn from research and evaluation become embedded in standards for practice. This prevents unnecessarily repetitive evaluation, with all its attendant costs. Quality standards are therefore at least partially derived from the work of previous evaluation studies. Translating evidence into everyday practice is at the heart of quality assurance.

Despite the growing interest in quality, relatively little work has been done to advance quality assurance practice in health promotion. Speller et al. (1) argue that no guidance existed in the United Kingdom until HEA funded a project in 1994 to provide a practical set of quality assurance methods for practitioners. The outcome was a manual that incorporates the characteristics
of good practice in health promotion (2). Despite these recent attempts to clarify the concepts, principles and practice of quality assurance, however, concerns remain. Speller et al. (1) identify three such concerns in the United Kingdom: pressures of organizational change, anxiety that quality assurance would restrict individual professional judgement and confusion over terminology. The last is particularly worrying. If terminology is a problem for native English-speakers, how much greater difficulty might it cause for people who do not have English as their mother tongue, but must use it in their work?

Despite the perceived problems, Speller et al. (1) also identify a number of potential advantages, including the value quality assurance could add to planning and internal communications, staff development, external relations and contract negotiations. All would benefit from the rigour imposed by a quality assurance framework.

The work undertaken thus far seems to show that quality assurance in health promotion is still at an embryonic stage. Nevertheless, support for its introduction and refinement appears to be growing, not least among health promotion practitioners. Indeed, the European Committee for Health Promotion Development, sponsored by the WHO Regional Office for Europe, designated the development of a framework for quality assurance as a priority in 1995. A paper submitted to the Committee (3) argues that quality assurance is a process of continuous improvement and thus the quality standards of today should rapidly become outdated. Nevertheless, initial success requires further clarification of the principles, practical application and terminology.

Background

J. Edward Deming is widely regarded as the father of contemporary quality assurance. Deming’s introduction to quality thinking started in 1941, but he began to achieve international prominence nine years later. Following the Second World War, Deming was asked to play a major role in the reconstruction of Japan. At a meeting with the Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers in 1950, he introduced what later became known as the Deming quality assurance cycle (planning, acting, doing and checking). Deming’s philosophy is rooted in three main principles.

1. Client or consumer satisfaction is the most important aspect in the development of any product or service.
2. Quality is based on teamwork.
3. Quality assurance is a scientific process based on the collection, interpretation and application of data.

Quality assurance started to become formalized as part of national standards some 30 years later. The British Standards Institute (BSI) claims that, in 1979, it was the first organization in the world to publish “quality systems
standards” (4). These were later adopted by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and became known as the now familiar ISO 9000 group of quality standards. By the mid-1990s, more than 70,000 organizations worldwide had registered for ISO 9000. Registration involves reviewing, documenting and assessing an organization’s procedures. This means:

- defining what the organization does
- describing the processes
- ensuring that the organization actually does what it says it does
- making sure that it does it effectively
- learning from the process so as to improve it in the future.

BSI suggests that the following benefits will derive from the adoption of a comprehensive approach to quality:

1. increased consumer satisfaction
2. improved efficiency
3. better value for money
4. less duplication of work
5. less waste
6. fewer errors
7. cost savings
8. better motivated employees
9. better use of time and resources
10. improved communication
11. improved customer confidence.

The experience of BSI suggests that the benefits of ISO 9000 registration can be seen in three distinct areas: management, people and finances (4).

From a management perspective, the introduction of quality assurance results in a structured approach to quality, with greater emphasis on internal monitoring and review. It helps to promote leadership and direction for the organization, and helps to identify the areas in which the organization should change. The process defines the standards of performance necessary to achieve high-quality outcomes and thus introduces greater efficiency and effectiveness. Among the most significant benefits of an explicit approach to quality is that it results in the early identification of problems and encourages preventive measures. In this sense, quality assurance is a form of continuous monitoring and evaluation, and it facilitates the process of staff development.

Quality assurance has significant advantages for the people involved. A comprehensive approach to quality helps to empower employees and provides for a greater sense of ownership of the process. Their roles and responsibilities are more explicit, and this helps them to make more effective use of their time. Quality assurance results in more effective internal communication, and cre-
ates the context for staff development. In short, it benefits consumers, the organization and its staff.

Perhaps most important from a policy-maker’s perspective, quality assurance identifies areas of waste and unnecessary bureaucracy. It can thus result in cost savings.

Quality assurance is by definition a monitoring and evaluation mechanism designed to ensure that an organization gets it right the first time, every time. This is a contrast to more traditional approaches to evaluation, which measure the final outcome against stated objectives, but do not consider the processes involved. In this sense, quality assurance has similarities with process evaluation, with the added advantage that it could be used from a health promotion perspective as a management tool, for example, constantly to realign the development of a community programme.

**Deming’s principles**

Deming identified key principles for the management of any organization interested in delivering quality (5):

1. ensuring that the organization is geared to constant improvement;
2. rejecting the belief that delays and mistakes are inevitable;
3. building quality into production processes and demanding statistical proof;
4. minimizing total cost, not merely initial cost, by considering meaningful measures of quality in addition to price in purchasing products or services, and reducing the number of suppliers by eliminating those who cannot produce evidence of quality;
5. constantly improving all aspects of planning and production, thereby enhancing overall quality and reducing total costs;
6. maximizing the potential of all employees by instituting continuous on-the-job training;
7. ensuring that the organization has clear leadership focused on helping people do a better job;
8. encouraging effective two-way communication between staff and management;
9. breaking down barriers between different departments and groups of people to encourage multifunction teamwork;
10. acknowledging that most impediments to productivity are inherent in the system, not the workforce;
11. eliminating arbitrary numerical work quotas and introducing monitoring systems that enable continual improvement to be measured;
12. encouraging self-improvement and introducing a comprehensive programme of continuing education; and
13. creating a top-management structure that will focus on continually improving quality.
The case for quality in health promotion

Health promotion has been a developing priority for many countries in recent years. This commitment has led to increasing investment in terms of both funding and policy development. The growing recognition of health promotion’s potential to improve public health, however, has paralleled a burgeoning concern about the ever spiralling costs of health care. Health promotion has been caught up in the debate, because in most countries it is funded from the same budget as hospital and community health services. Justifiable demands have therefore been made that health promotion prove its worth.

As health care costs continue to escalate, policy-makers have increasingly demanded evidence of both efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources. They want assurances that the significant financial investment in health care – whether through taxation, corporate provision or personal subscription – will result in the best possible health outcomes for the population concerned. Moreover, they rightly demand that all services be responsive to client needs, and be consistently and reliably delivered. In short, they demand quality.

The current debate about health care reform, along with the separation of health purchasers from health care providers in some countries, has given added momentum to the quality issue. Purchasers – either public bodies or medical insurance schemes – want evidence to demonstrate that funds are being used effectively and that consumer aspirations are being met. Contracts no longer specify only cost and volume but also quality standards.

What quality means

Despite the widespread use of the term quality assurance, confusion about its meaning remains. One definition used in health promotion is: “Quality assurance is a systematic process through which achievable and desirable levels of quality are described, the extent to which these levels are achieved is assessed, and action is taken to enable them to be reached” (2). This definition implies the need to set standards, to develop tools to audit their achievement and to engage in organizational and/or professional development where performance falls short of the standard expected. Evans et al. (2) argue that quality assurance in effect describes an integrated series of activities that include:

- deciding to develop a quality assurance programme and identifying its key areas;
- setting standards and agreeing on criteria for measurement;
- measuring performance;
- taking action to improve quality; and
- making regular reviews.

Quality is clearly a multidimensional issue. From a health promotion perspective, quality assurance helps to ensure that all of the input to health promo-
tion realizes its maximum potential in terms of outcome. Health promotion programmes have four types of component:

- inputs, such as funding, personnel, legislation and policy change;
- processes, such as policy analysis, public involvement, training, communication and evaluation;
- outputs, such as improved access, better services and safer environments; and
- outcomes, such as better health.

Although quality is ultimately assessed in terms of the final product or service, thinking about quality should pervade every aspect of health promotion. Quality assurance is by definition a planning and monitoring exercise; if applied appropriately, it will achieve the outcomes envisaged when resources were committed to the programme. It focuses on systems, procedures and processes, rather than the final product. The latter will realize its potential if the former are addressed as part of a comprehensive approach to quality.

The notion of quality assurance implies continuous evolution; constant review against set standards and the revision of the standards (once achieved) establish quality assurance as a dynamic enterprise. Quality is not so much achieved as enhanced at each stage of the cycle. By definition, quality assurance is therefore a developmental and incremental process.

**The quality assurance cycle**

Evans et al. (2) describe the cyclical nature of the quality assurance process and identify the factors that should be taken into consideration at each stage:

1. identifying and reviewing key areas
2. setting standards
3. selecting measurement criteria
4. constructing an audit tool
5. comparing practice with standards
6. identifying reasons for failing to meet standards
7. making an action plan
8. reviewing progress.

**The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion:**

**the starting point for quality**

The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (6) gave momentum to the increase in the importance of health promotion in many countries; it established a framework for health promotion policy development and programme implementation. Building on the concepts and principles already proposed by the WHO Regional Office for Europe (7), the Charter argues strongly that action for health promotion means:
1. building healthy public policy  
2. creating supportive environments  
3. strengthening community action  
4. developing personal skills  
5. reorienting health services.

These principles are just as valid in planning for quality.

**Stages of the quality assurance cycle**
Planning must be the entry point for quality. Without clear plans, there is no context for the application of quality systems. As noted above, the first stage of the quality assurance cycle is to identify the key areas for application.

**Identifying key areas**
The process of identifying priorities in health promotion is more complex than it may first seem. Most policy-makers, for example, see health promotion in terms of specific health issues, such as coronary heart disease, cancer or HIV/AIDS. Governments frequently set health (or, perhaps more accurately, disease reduction) targets on this basis and allocate resources to specific programmes of this kind. Many health promotion professionals, however, would argue for priorities to be set according to the environments within which health promotion can take place, such as schools, workplaces or particular communities. In contrast, the intended beneficiaries of health promotion (the public) see themselves as belonging to groups within the community that share some common characteristics. Priorities would thus be, for example, health promotion for women, older people or particular ethnic minorities.

In practice, of course, these are merely three ways of looking at the same set of considerations. Almost every health promotion intervention addresses health issues, is aimed at identified groups within the community and is delivered through one or more designated settings. What often exists in reality is a three-dimensional matrix (of topics, target groups and settings), which can be a valuable aid to planning.

Different people – politicians, professionals and members of the public – thus view priorities in different ways. From a quality point of view this is irrelevant, because the processes involved in health promotion ultimately determine quality. In effect, the Ottawa Charter provides the framework for quality assurance.

Over and above the five interrelated action areas, the Ottawa Charter (6) also emphasizes the importance of advocacy, enabling and mediation. The Charter therefore defines a number of action areas and processes that should underpin all health promotion activity, irrespective of how priorities are determined. Quality will be achieved by setting standards related to these processes and by continuously measuring performance against them.
The concepts and principles of health promotion (6, 7) are accepted as universally applicable. This means that the framework for quality assurance can be applied in any country, irrespective of the health issues to be addressed or the socioeconomic context.

**Setting standards**
Standards describe the performance criteria to be achieved. Standard setting has two dimensions: specifying the level of performance in measurable terms and clearly indicating the extent to which the standard should be consistently met (for example, on 97% of occasions). One should probably start by establishing a modest level of performance that can be achieved consistently, rather than higher standards that will seldom be attained. Focusing on the achievable and progressively raising standards permit the demonstration of increasing levels of performance, and have the added benefit of giving policy-makers, professionals and the wider community the view that the health promotion initiative is achieving everything it set out to do.

**Specifying measurement criteria**
Criteria should be precisely specified, and must be achievable, measurable, observable, understandable and reasonable (2). They should also be acceptable to the providers of the service or intervention, to the consumers or recipients and to those responsible for purchasing or funding the initiative.

**Constructing an audit tool**
Establishing criteria is of little value without an effective mechanism for measuring whether the standards have been achieved. An audit framework will therefore be necessary, and this usually consists of a number of both qualitative and quantitative probe questions for each specified performance criterion. According to Wessex Regional Health Authority (8) in the United Kingdom, the auditing method employed must:

- be appropriate to the environment of the audit;
- recognize that the person(s) carrying out the audit may make different professional or value judgements; and
- use weightings that are tailored to the subject of the study (8).

Clearly, the significance of different aspects of the audit will be based on value judgements, and the exercise should be undertaken in conjunction with the people who funders and recipients of the health promotion initiative. At the end of the day, quality, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder.

**Comparing practice with standards**
Who should conduct the audit is an important question (see also Chapter 4). For example, any or a combination of the following could undertake a quality assurance audit:
• providers of the health promotion programme (self-audit);
• managers, who have overall accountability but are not directly involved in operational matters;
• external reviewers from outside the organization;
• peer reviewers from within the same organization but involved in other areas of work;
• consumers or recipients of the programme; or
• purchasers (those who fund the initiative).

Whoever assumes responsibility must be skilled in auditing procedures. Indeed, the audit process should be subject to specified quality criteria, and this necessitates training in audit techniques.

**Identifying reasons for failing to meet standards**
Failure to meet specified standards can have many causes. One of the functions of quality assurance is to enable these to be identified so that the necessary action can take place. Possible reasons for apparently not achieving the required standards are:

• inappropriate standards (perhaps too ambitious)
• low level of resources
• inadequately trained personnel
• organizational constraints
• unclear objectives
• poor communication
• inaccurate audit methodology.

**Making an action plan**
Having identified the causes of any failure to achieve the stated standards, one should devise a clear plan for remedial action. It should identify the action to be taken, when and by whom.

**Reviewing the situation**
Conversely, it may be necessary to set more demanding quality standards if existing ones have been met in full. In any event, periodic review should be built into the quality assurance programme.

**Planning for success**
Planning in two areas – policy formulation and programme development – is essential to successful quality assurance.

**Policy formulation**
There is no substitute for comprehensive initial planning as the starting point for quality. A clear plan will define the parameters for setting standards. This
means that the nature of the policy decisions that gave rise to the health promotion initiative should be examined, before any consideration of the quality issues relating to programme development or service delivery. The following probe questions might be asked when health promotion policy is formulated.

1. Are there clear policy goals and objectives?
2. Has a range of policy instruments been considered, such as research, legislation, taxation, subsidy, education, organizational change and regulation?
3. Is there a clear strategy for research and evaluation?
4. Is a mechanism in place to measure the health impact of current policy?
5. Have the intended beneficiaries of the policy been consulted in the process of policy formulation?
6. Is organizational capacity adequate to ensure that the policy can be translated into practice?
7. Do the human resources have the necessary skills exist to develop policy and deliver programmes?
8. Does a clear focus of responsibility exist for intersectoral planning?
9. Has equity been a key consideration during the process of policy formulation?

This list is not intended to be definitive; it merely indicates some of the considerations in policy development.

These issues are crucial, because the evidence available suggests that the framework for health promotion adopted at Ottawa in 1986 may not be having the desired impact in practice. The Second International Conference on Health Promotion, held in 1988, commissioned a large number of case studies considered to be at the leading edge of health promotion policy development. An audit of these case studies, however, demonstrated that few had really grasped the concepts and principles set out by WHO (7) or had implemented the framework described in the Ottawa Charter (6). The audit tool employed reviewed each case study for:

1. content and scope of policy
2. potential impact
3. political context
4. accountability
5. planning and consultation process
6. use of research and information
7. degree of multisectorality
8. coordination mechanisms
9. approach to equity
10. health service reorientation.

The audit led to the conclusion that few of the principles of health promotion had been implemented in practice, even though the projects described in the
case studies were regarded as models of good practice. Only a small minority had engaged in any form of extensive multisectoral action, and most had employed a limited range of policy measures, notably education and research. The situation may have changed since then, but only an audit of contemporary policy can determine this.

**Programme development**
Logical and systematic programme development will help define the dimensions for quality assurance. The literature describes many planning models for health promotion, but Fig. 8.1 indicates the issues that need to be considered.

The training manual produced by the University of Keele (9), as part of its project on managing health improvement, shows the need to plan for quality at the outset. The manual highlights key dimensions to any quality check-list applied to health improvement work (9):

1. appropriateness of the intervention to the health needs of the individual, group or community concerned;
2. effectiveness in terms of optimum improvement;
3. social justice to ensure that the intervention produces, as far as possible, health improvement for all recipients and does not benefit some at the expense of others;
4. dignity and choice to ensure that the intervention treats all groups with dignity and recognizes people’s rights to choose how to live their lives;
5. an environment conducive to health, safety and wellbeing;
6. participant satisfaction to ensure that all key stakeholders find the intervention acceptable;
7. involvement to assist all key stakeholders, particularly those who should benefit from the initiative, to participate in planning, design and implementation; and
8. efficiency and value for money to ensure that resources are deployed to maximum effect.

**Dilemmas, contradictions and ethical considerations**
In addressing quality, people engaged in health promotion potentially face some difficult issues. First is the question of competing priorities. The various interested parties may well hold differing views on priorities, methods and quality standards. For example, policy-makers (who often control the resources) may take a diametrically opposite view to that of the communities they are supposed to serve. This may result in pressure to limit the extent of consultation. Moreover, either policy-makers or intended beneficiaries may support the use of methods that health promotion specialists may view as either unethical or ineffective. Such dilemmas will exercise the mediation skills of even the most competent health promotion practitioner.
Fig. 8.1. The starting point for quality in health promotion planning

- Clarify the health promotion issue or problem
- Agree the target groups
- Review possible methodological approaches
- Agree intervention approach
- Determine precise resources required
- Acquire funding and other resources
- Allocate tasks
- Pilot-test programme where unproven methods are proposed
- Execute programme
- Evaluate programme

- Take account of the nature of the issues, level of intervention required and time limits
- Take account of existing knowledge, attitudes, behaviour, environmental factors and organizational systems
- Have due regard of approximate costs, time limits and social, economic and environmental constraints
- Determine immediate target groups, significant mediators and support systems
- Determine skills deficit and training required
- Modify programme if necessary

Consult stakeholders
Second, multiple accountability is a related issue. Practitioners are accountable not only to funding agencies but also to the communities for which health promotion initiatives are designed, and to their own organizations and frequently their professional peers.

The third consideration concerns the nature of evaluation itself, and the question of who does what. Researchers customarily argue that outsiders should conduct the evaluation of any activity to ensure objectivity. By definition, however, quality assurance usually involves the people implementing an intervention in continuous monitoring and evaluation. This makes evaluation an everyday management tool, not merely a means of measuring final success or failure. This paradigm shift presents a challenge to the traditional view of scientific research.

In conclusion
Quality is at the forefront of the current debate on public expenditure in many countries, and health promotion must recognize this if it is to continue attracting investment. There is as yet no definitive quality assurance strategy for health promotion, although the issue now features as part of the work of the WHO Regional Office for Europe.

Quality is not an alternative to other forms of evaluation, but is central to other methodologies. Indeed, all areas of work, including the evaluation process, should be subject to the rigours of quality assurance and audit.

Quality assurance is by definition a process of continuous improvement. It is therefore a developmental exercise requiring constant revision. The speed with which today’s quality standards become irrelevant to the delivery of health promotion tomorrow will be a key measure of success.
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Investigating policy networks for health: theory and method in a larger organizational perspective

Evelyne de Leeuw

Introduction

Policy development has traditionally been seen as a top-down, linear and planned endeavour. Even authors with the best intentions of strengthening community action for health have regarded policy-making as essentially one of the many roles of the health promotion professional (1), who should act as a policy developer, advocate and analyst. This view of policy-making as an esoteric and elitist process does not necessarily lead to the shared involvement of all relevant stakeholders in policy development.

Many authors perceive the intricate relationship between certain preconditions and the process of policy development. Alamanos et al. (2), for instance, recognize the value of reliable data for priority setting, as does Green (3). Dean (4) adds that rigorous theory development is a quintessential element for the provision of such data. Crawley (5) emphasizes the mediating role that a health authority can play in broader health policy development. Hetzel (6) even gives a number of sequential steps in developing healthy public policy. Joffe & Sutcliffe (7) describe environmental impact assessment as a multidisciplinary instrument to clarify the range of health determinants and consequent policy domains.

Nevertheless, most authors who intend to add to the body of knowledge in health policy-making stop at the point at which policy-making actually begins. This chapter reviews this process, and describes how meaningful research can shed light on ways to modify or even steer it. Policy-making is an organizational endeavour in which individuals may play important roles. Research should be an intrinsic part of policy development, so the chapter describes the

---

2 I am very much indebted to Matthew Commers, Department of Health Promotion, University of Maastricht, the Netherlands, for his editorial assistance and eloquence in criticizing many of my assertions.
research process in methodological terms. In presenting three case studies, it illustrates how researchers’ decisions determine the relevance of their work to policy development and its outcomes.

**Policy studies**

Policy is the expressed intent of an institution (government, corporation, volunteer group, etc.) to act strategically to attain specified goals. Policies do not necessarily identify intervention instruments, implementation strategies (including their required resources) or quantified or quantifiable objectives. All these must be operational and allocated, however, for an evaluation to take place. Policy evaluation focuses not merely on results but more importantly on the choices or processes that determine the allocation and use of resources and instruments.

For analytical purposes, policy is usually described as a sequential process with various phases: agenda building, policy theory development, instrumentation and resource allocation, implementation and termination, preferably through goal attainment. Hetzel (6) describes these steps as: situation analysis, communication to politicians, community and professionals, policy-making and planning, political decision-making, implementation and evaluation of the implementation process. Modern scientific insight, however, has revealed the policy process as dynamic, with a number of sometimes seemingly irrelevant feedback loops, and including actors who define their interests in the development of various stages of policy in different ways and participate at different times. Policy-making constellations continuously form and disintegrate, depending on perceptions of the issues at stake, which are hardly ever those determined by formal policy-makers.

For example, Goumans’s investigation of ten Dutch and British cities participating in the WHO Healthy Cities project found it essential to describe the policy domains in which health issues are debated and prioritized (8). Health was found to be a container concept, depending on specific perceptions and values, and the often hidden agendas of individual actors and organizations involved. The health domain was therefore in constant flux. Some policy debates, for instance, deeply involved the education sector, while the actors in related debates did not consider education an issue. The instability of the health domain adds to the complexity and abstraction of the theoretical realm, yet does not preclude understanding the dynamics.

Even the participants may wish to limit the scope of their work; it is easier to work on single, quantifiable issues, rather than on the broader policy vision. As a result, policy debates often lead to the development of demonstration projects. The question is whether fixed-term projects can evolve into longer-term policies (9). Research has indicated that most health promotion endeavours suffer from “projectism” (8,9). No matter how well intended and effective most health promotion projects are or could be, they hardly constitute bases for sound public or private policies, because they remain projects, with fixed be-
ginnings and endings, specified funding and prerequisite conditions that do not necessarily contribute to integration and institutionalization into broader policy frameworks, apart from government rhetoric that health promotion and disease prevention form parts of the national health policy package. Broad implementation (based on conscientious policy considerations) of interventions that have been proven effective and lasting remains rare (10).

The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (11) calls for the development of healthy public policies. Although health education and health promotion professionals and academics often tend to pay lip service to policy development, their understanding of the intricacies of policy-making is generally naive, and does not take account of the wealth of theory development in the realm of political and policy science. Mullen et al. (12) provide an example of such naivety, insofar as they treat policy development as a mere phase in the health education planning process. Similarly, Green (3) regards both the public and the scientist as outsiders to the policy process. Even an issue of Health education quarterly devoted to policy advocacy (13) lacks any reference to the broad body of knowledge developed in the academic domain of political science.

A more compelling view of policy-making places it at the heart of community action. Communities may be regarded, in this respect, as organizational (although not always institutional) entities. In 1986, Milio (14) convincingly asserted that public policy sets and limits individuals’, groups’ and communities’ options to lead a healthy life. A decade later, she continued this argument, clarifying the involvement of individuals, groups and communities in policy development (15) (see Chapter 16).

In general, one major question covers the difficult issues in policy development: who determines which policy will be made? The Healthy Cities project has recognized this question (see Chapter 14). Tsouros (16) asserted: “The WHO Healthy Cities project is a long-term international development project that seeks to put health on the agenda of decision-makers in the cities of Europe and to build a strong lobby for public health at the local level”. This assumes that agenda status would lead to policy development and lasting political attention to health. Policy and political scientists now recognize that the process is more intricate, dynamic and iterative. Recent studies on policy agendas (17,18) and policy-making configurations (18–22) show a remarkable match with processes occurring in social-interactive and empowering community programmes (those in which products and outcomes are shaped by debate and consensus, rather than by power and expertise alone).

The public and official perception of the role of the state in policy formulation has been transformed. Various phrases have been coined to describe this new role; governments now talk of public–private partnerships or retreating government; philosophers take constructivist or neo-corporatist perspectives, while policy academics have started to talk of policy networks. No matter what role government has or how policy is debated, communities and institutions play a role in policy development. Apart from being potentially important political constituencies, they also constitute the quintessential do-
main for the formation of social agendas. The adoption of the Jakarta Declaration on Leading Health Promotion into the 21st Century (23) further emphasizes such a position. While the 1986 Ottawa Charter (11) may seem to put health professionals at the centre of networking for health, the 1997 Jakarta Declaration intensifies joint responsibilities and regards health as a crucial form of social capital. The policy-making perspective illustrated here underscores such perspectives.

Some metaphors might illustrate current insights into policy-making processes. While the network is a generally used image, a web metaphor – but not the traditional spider’s web – is also useful. Here, the web represents the complex interactive set of relations in which policy is made; every actor feels the moves of all others within the web, and any move may ultimately change its structure. The image of an arena helps to convey the perspective that actors play their role while watched by others. Finally, the mosaic relates to a holistic perspective in which the whole is more than the sum of the parts. The pieces of a mosaic are just bits of colourful ceramic, but together they create a meaningful image.

**Agenda building**

Why are some issues defined as difficult, and others not? Why are some communities better able to structure policy agendas? Why are some policies easily formulated, while others materialize after years of debate? Policy scientists interested in agenda building (why some issues are considered difficult and thus to require policy solutions) address these questions.

Three perspectives can be distinguished: the romantic (24), the cynical and power oriented (18), and the pragmatic/social-interactionist (17). Cobb & Elder (24) regard agenda building as essentially a democratic exercise in which public perceptions of problems and the expansion of these perceptions from smaller groups to larger ones determine access. The strategy they propose for issue expansion – moving an issue from the systemic (societal) to the institutional (political) agenda – is to present it as equivocal, with high social relevance, without historical precedents, relevant over a longer period and non-technocratic. One should remember that the difficulty of issues is always perceived; stakeholders construct and manipulate issues to mobilize other audiences. They use symbols and metaphors to help mobilize other stakeholders by changing their perceptions. Communities, depending on their degree of organization and capabilities to identify with difficult issues, play important roles in moving an issue onto an agenda and then making it the subject of policy.

Laumann & Knoke (18) take another starting point, seeing policy-making as largely a corporate endeavour. Their study of policy development in the energy and health domains in the United States found that the more corporate actors are able to monitor each others’ and government’s actions, the more able they are to influence the policy agenda to their advantage. Laumann & Knoke
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see hardly any relevance of community action to policy development, although their argument may have implications for power balances at the community level.

Kingdon (17) provides the most recent insight into agenda building. This perspective is the most realistic and yet the least tangible of the three. Kingdon identifies three more or less independent streams in each policy realm: problems, policies and politics. Each of these has all kinds of visible and less visible participants. Societies always have problems, he maintains, which can be tackled by solutions floating in the policy stream. Policies and attempts to produce them are in constant flux. Politics are determined by elective terms, and the continuity of political positions. The trick is to open a window of opportunity between the three; a small group of social entrepreneurs (25) links a preferred solution to a set of problems, policies and participants. The social entrepreneur can show the opportunistic advantages involved in effective agenda building. Goumans (8) has shown that this is why city administrations have joined the international Healthy Cities movement. The issue of health has rarely put Healthy Cities on the municipal agenda; social entrepreneurs have moved existing problems, policies and participants towards the Healthy Cities ideology as an opportunistic way of dealing with issues ranging from environment and employment to housing and community development.

Kingdon’s perspective on the policy mosaic (17) is particularly relevant to research on the Healthy Cities paradigm, as the rhetorical and conceptual components of the former coincide very well with the latter. Participating cities aim to put health high on social and political agendas; social entrepreneurship is supposed to be key in this process, as is intersectoral collaboration. In Kingdon’s terms, the policy, problem and politics streams determine social and political agendas; the social entrepreneur opens windows of opportunity by manipulating these processes (which are very much akin to those involved in establishing intersectoral collaboration) and their visible and invisible participants. The descriptions of cases 1 and 2 below, however, show that Kingdon’s model alone cannot entirely explain Healthy Cities development processes.

**Policy networks**

Policy science has involved itself mainly with the why and what questions (above), rather than the issues of who answers them (26). The reason for this limited view was the notion that government is a black box that directs policy-making in a unilateral and temporally linear way. Political scientists – and particularly local and national governments – saw making policy as a process of establishing goals and objectives, setting schedules and determining the instruments to use (27). Of course, the primary actor was government bureaucracy. It was assumed that, through clever deployment of the regulatory, facilitative and communicative, control and steering instruments available, that government could make policies effective. More recently, however, the who question
has become much more prominent, as a result of better academic insights into the art of policy-making and the almost paradigmatic shifts in the perception of the role of government.

Kenis & Schneider (28) present the assumptions of the policy network approach:

The mechanical view of the world established the idea of linear causality explaining social states and events as determined by external forces. The bio-organic perspective shaped the notion of functional causality in which societal subsystems contribute to prerequisites and needs of a global social organism. Both the mechanical and biological world pictures conceived systemness and societal control as something beyond individual actors. Essentially, this perspective is changed in the network perspective of society. The core of this perspective is a decentralized concept of social organization and governance: society is no longer exclusively controlled by a central intelligence (e.g. the State); rather, controlling devices are dispersed and intelligence is distributed among a multiplicity of action (or “processing”) units. The coordination of these action units is no longer the result of “central steering” or some kind of “prestabilized harmony” but emerges through the purposeful interactions of individual actors, who themselves are enabled for parallel action by exchanging information and other relevant resources.

Many local political administrations, however, have not yet recognized or have limited capacities to associate themselves with the networking perspective. While the traditional policy model clearly has fitted with deterministic and mechanical perspectives on society, networking modalities are not necessarily incompatible with more empowering and social-interactive models for community organization.

Ownership of public problems

Central to Gusfield’s book on the culture of public problems (29) are the concepts of ownership and responsibility. Gusfield examines the fixing of responsibility for public problems. He discriminates between three aspects: ownership and two types of responsibility. One type is causal: who is held responsible for a problem? The other type, the political or policy concept of responsibility, has a wider scope. The politically responsible office or person is the one charged with solving the problem and open to reward for success or punishment for failure.

On the basis of values and beliefs, people develop ideas about causal (as opposed to final or problem solution) relationships, which they often mistake for fact. Causal relationships implicitly point out people or organizations as responsible. The adoption of these indications as facts has implications for the solutions sought to public problems; it assigns responsibility for action and an intervention type as a solution.
Gusfield (29) uses a concept of politics that extends beyond national or local government; the politically responsible organization or person is the one held liable for acting on the problem. Importantly, political responsibility does not necessarily involve causal responsibility. For instance, health care providers are not held causally responsible for cancer, but are held politically responsible for its cure.

Gusfield (29) uses the concept of ownership to illustrate that, in a debate about public problems, all actors (organizations or groups) do not have the same degree of power to define the facts of a problem. The degree of acceptance gained by an organization’s concepts of causal responsibility and its proposed solutions is the degree of that organization’s ownership of the problem. Further, the owner has the power to divide or share political responsibility. The owner thus has influence in defining the problem and its solutions, and thereby creates a symbolic order. Owners have authority; they can make claims and assertions. Others anxious for definitions of and solutions to the problem look and report to the owners. Even if opposed by other groups, owners can gain the public ear. Different groups and institutions have authority and influence for different problems at different times.

Gusfield’s study (29) focuses on the relationship between the three aspects of structure: ownership, causation and political obligation. They may not reside with the same office or person. Those who own a problem often try to take political responsibility for its solution, and causal and political responsibility are sometimes related. The unique position of the state makes it a key figure in fixing responsibility. Government officials and agencies operate to define public issues, develop and organize demands upon themselves, and control and move public attitudes and explanations; for example, the Government of the Netherlands tried to influence public debate towards formulating a policy for health, rather than health care alone (30). This is the subject of case 3 below.

Public problems comprise an arena in which a set of groups and institutions, often including government agencies, struggles over ownership, the acceptance of causal theories and the fixing of responsibility. Knowledge is a part of the process, providing a way of seeing the problems that is either congenial or contradictory to one or another way of assigning political responsibility. In other words, choices between theories of causation and loci of political responsibility are made in this arena. They may emerge from religious institutions, science or even folklore.

**Constructing a theoretical mosaic**

Policy studies in the field of health promotion (31–34) have demonstrated that analyses become more meaningful when several theories are combined; Kelly (35) asserts that such combination is among the challenges of health promotion research. Each theory sheds light on the same phenomenon from a different perspective. This approach produces case analyses that reflect the dynamics of the policy development process in a way that allows the dissection of its strengths
and weaknesses, and opportunities and obstacles in terms of power relations, stakeholder values, effective rhetoric, etc. Such case analyses are interesting both to academics and to participants in the development process. This theoretical mosaic enables the telling of stories that cover the following elements.

- Which actors feel they have a legitimate role in dealing with health policy (ownership and values)?
- How do they include or exclude others in the deliberations leading to priorities (networking, social entrepreneurship)?
- Why do only some issues acquire agenda status (agenda building, rhetoric)?
- How and to what tangible extent are policy objectives set (stakeholder values, ownership and responsibility)?
- Most important, how can a vision of health promotion be used to open windows of opportunity for health policy development among the visible and invisible participants in the policy arena?

The policy analyst usually enters late in the game, describing the processes to the stakeholders as they are ending. By that point, the policy-making process under study is irreversible, although a study may be instructive as future reference for participants in the policy game. From a truly social-interactive perspective, such studies therefore contribute only marginally to the quality of the processes that they describe, and do not enable social entrepreneurs for health to reconsider and re-evaluate their actions. This chapter suggests a methodology for these policy studies that makes them more useful in the processes that they examine.

**Policy research methodology and policy development**

In evaluation terms, only fourth-generation evaluation (4GE, pronounced “forge”) methodologically challenges and maps the realistic view of the policy process (36,37). It is a participatory, dialectic, post-modern scheme of reference ultimately leading to consensus on evaluation parameters, their use and expected outcomes. Methodology is the total body of methods, rules and postulates employed by a discipline. It thus guides the application of specific scientific methods; 4GE or participatory research would establish a methodological postulate on how to apply specific methods.

The 4GE methodology is not unique, extremely innovative or more advanced than others. Boutlier et al. (38) describe “community reflective action research” that incorporates stakeholder perspectives in policy development. Piette (39) demonstrates that polyarchic systems enhance effective community participation in policy-making. Delaney (40) relates intersectoral collaboration to making healthy public policy, and demonstrates that a networking perspective may be the only theoretical one relevant to the domain. Mutter (41) focuses on communication as an essential tool in policy building and agenda
setting, and describes ways to analye the communication process. Wyllie & Caswell (52) strategically analyse the political elements of that process. Even though none of these studies has employed a theory from the domain described above, they ask similar questions and have a methodological toolkit that is adequate for answering them.

As stated above, policy analyses routinely follow a post hoc case study design. Such studies establish a singular perspective; even though scientific quality assurance measures (validity, reliability, triangulation of data sources and data interpreters) may be in place, ultimately the case is relevant only for the specific conditions under which it was found. Such studies can provide pointers or proxies for further studies, and may validate certain theoretical perspectives. They also provide after-the-fact learning opportunities for the participants in the case.

A study sometimes aims for a collection of cases (the multiple case study). Such studies would provide more validated patterns of development, and may indicate pathways to success. Again, even though the collection of cases may reflect scientific rigour (traditional quality assurance measures), the findings are presented after the fact. Participants in new policy development processes may interpret these findings and translate them into action, but the average bureaucrat or social entrepreneur more often follows his or her gut feelings, rather than scientific case descriptions. Also, as each case is unique, rejecting its applicability to new cases seems easy.

In a time when randomized controlled trials and evidence-based practice have been established as dominant, funding agencies often dismiss or even ridicule case study designs, which are not perceived as producing hard evidence. Few mainstream health professionals and academics recognize that the quality of policy development is a proxy for the effectiveness and efficiency of interventions. The question thus becomes whether policy study protocols can be phrased in a way to meet the demands of mainstream research paradigms.

Policy studies almost never have traditional quasi-experimental designs, first and foremost because the methodological barriers to applying such methods to policy science seem insurmountable. For instance, one would have to find a number of parallel environments in which very similar policy developments were sought. One would have to develop protocolized interventions to enhance the policy development process in the experimental environments, and simply monitor the policy process in the control environments.

One would assume that a theoretical mosaic as proposed above, combined with the 4GE protocols, would establish a more or less standardized intervention package. 4GE assumes the following steps in the development process:

1. contracting;
2. organizing;
3. identifying stakeholders;
4. developing within-group joint constructions of the problem;
5. enlarging joint stakeholder constructions through new information or increased sophistication;
6. sorting out resolved claims, concerns and issues;
7. prioritizing unresolved items;
8. collecting information or adding sophistication;
9. preparing the agenda for negotiation;
10. carrying out the negotiation;
11. reporting; and
12. recycling.

Essentially, each step aims at the clarification of roles and stakes in a developmental process. This closely relates to the social entrepreneurial role in Kingdon’s theory (17), as well as to the issues of ownership and responsibility raised by Gusfield (29). Bringing values and stakes to the surface may be assumed to strengthen the policy development process. It would facilitate Kingdon’s preferred option specification process, which would enable the opening of windows of opportunity; it would also clarify the often hidden and power-related debates about interests and perceptions of causality. Ultimately, the approach would ease the conflict resolution that is at the core of policy debates. The approach presented here serves two purposes: satisfying the quasi-experimental preferences of funding agencies and providing hands-on and highly interactive consultancy to those involved in the policy development process.

**Case 1. A quasi-experimental policy research design**

The methodological perspective proposed would certainly be feasible in numerous situations, such as a project developed in the southern part of the province of Limburg, the Netherlands. Law in the Netherlands requires public health services to cover a service area with a substantial population, which often comprises more than one municipality. The law requires the municipalities jointly to maintain the services. The Public Health Service of Southern South Limburg covers five municipalities; the city of Maastricht (with a population around 120,000) and the rural municipalities of Valkenburg, Meerssen, Eijsden and Margraten (each with a population of around 30,000). In 1993, the five municipalities and their Public Health Service decided to initiate a community health development programme combined with a reorientation of health care services towards the monitoring of high-risk populations. Incidentally, the Mayor of Meerssen proved to be a strong social entrepreneur, as he was also a member of the Board of the Netherlands Heart Foundation. By 1997, the Foundation had decided to fund the larger part of an array of heart health interventions in Southern South Limburg under the name Heartbeat Limburg. The University of Maastricht Hospital and its Faculty of Health Sciences allocated further funds for evaluation. The project was officially launched in the autumn of 1998 (43).

The programme was developed similarly to a previously validated approach in the Netherlands (44). Southern South Limburg was the experimental
setting, with a matched control region elsewhere in the country. Health promotion was delivered to all of the experimental region’s population through so-called work books from which neighbourhoods (sometimes facilitated through focus group sessions) could choose interventions already validated as effective behavioural modification programmes or empowerment strategies. In the control region, services continued as usual. In addition, even after external funding ceased, local authorities were supposed to have integrated a number of the changes initiated by Heartbeat Limburg, to make health policy development a sustained part of health activities in the region.

The setting was ideal for the mosaic approach described above. Four equal-sized small municipalities established a common frame of reference, and would be exposed to virtually the same health interventions. They would vary only in the accountabilities and legitimacies shaping their policy development procedures. Two of these municipalities were selected as 4GE areas, and two others as controls.

Commentary
Even though the research design may seem rather standard, serious problems arose, especially during protocol development. Regular intervention studies in health promotion use a pre-determined intervention format (a description of who will do what, when, where, for what target group and area, and for what purpose) and evaluation parameters (the goals to be pursued, and the conditions under which the intervention may be declared a success). Clearly, 4GE aims to produce such objectives and parameters in the course of the intervention, under the assumption that those constructed through negotiation and consultation will more closely suit the interests and stakes of the varying participants.

The funders’ protocol referees were very uncomfortable with this, however. An attempt was therefore made to phrase the evaluative process into more traditional terms, asking whether the municipalities in which 4GE was applied would show better results than the controls in:

1. extensive and unequivocal involvement of stakeholders in local health policy development;
2. the shape and substance of interorganizational collaborative activities (such as the quality concept in ISO 9000 norms);
3. efficient allocation of human and other resources;
4. the establishment of a sustainable health policy (with longer-term allocation of resources and clear procedures for decision-making and resource allocation) by the end of the implementation period; and
5. the explicit and unequivocal mention of health affairs in overall policy.

Another concern was the quality of intervention, which seemed to depend on the training, skills and capacities of the action researcher who was to be recruited for the process. As funding is usually made available only for a junior researcher (working for a doctorate), no guarantees could be made. As a solu-
tion, a monitoring team was established, composed of staff of the University of Maastricht Faculty of Health Sciences and of the local Public Health Service.

These methodological and contextual decisions meant that the research process was intricately linked with the quality of the policy development process. Indeed, the interrelation of both processes challenges more traditional research paradigms.

**Everyday research challenges**

In contrast to many other domains, who or what constitutes the research population is not immediately clear in policy studies. Theoretical insights may indicate the type of information the researcher seeks, but the provider of such information is less clear. Even more obscure is the answer to the question of the level at which to aggregate the raw data for analysis. Gusfield’s distinction between different types of ownership and responsibility (29) indicates two methods of data gathering as appropriate: document analyses and contact with stakeholders.

Different types of document should be analysed. As the allocation of ownership and responsibility is, according to Gusfield, contested to a certain extent in the public realm, documentation from that realm would be a primary source for mapping the arena for the debate. An analysis of mass-media coverage of the issue under investigation would yield insights into the composition of the arena, and a list of stakeholders. Such an analysis would have to be time sensitive; Gusfield assumes that perceptions and attribution change. A reasonably accurate image of the issues and the stakeholders may be based on this analysis. Any invisible participants potentially influencing ownership and responsibility, however, must be identified. The usual means is snowball sampling, in which the stakeholders listed as a result of the media analysis are asked to add to or modify the list. Laumann & Knoke (18) used this method in establishing the scope and limits of the domains that they investigated. In a Delphi-like procedure (45), the list can be repeatedly returned to the growing collection of stakeholders until additions cease.

While a media analysis might give a superficial picture of the debate, coloured by the need to present news to specific target groups (readers, viewers, etc.), an analysis of stakeholders’ documents would yield further insights into their motivations for perceiving or presenting reality to their own advantage. Naturally, such documentation is often hard to obtain. A distinction is usually made between so-called white literature (available in the public domain), grey literature (semi-official memoranda and policy papers) and black literature (internal memoranda, meeting briefings and personal notes). Such documentation can help to modify and refine the map initially traced by the media analysis.

Document analyses do not necessitate close or direct contact with stakeholders. Some disciplines (notably history, ethics and philosophy) once accepted so-called library research as yielding adequate findings, but now
recognize that contact with stakeholders often provides a more lively and process-oriented image. Researchers can use a questionnaire, as did Laumann & Knoke (18), or conduct interviews, as did Kingdon (17) and Gusfield (29); I prefer interviews. More recent advances show the value of focus groups.

Of course, the respondent to a questionnaire or subject of an interview is a human being. Should his or her responses reflect personal views or organizational perspectives? Laumann & Knroke (18) and Gusfield (29) typically find that organizations are the relevant units under investigation, while Kingdon (17) would regard individuals as the movers and shakers. Thus, the theoretical framework used will establish whether people or organizations are being questioned. Once this has been fixed, the researcher can brief the respondents accordingly. With questionnaires, ascertaining the validity of the chosen perspective is difficult. During interviews, investigators may want to check continually whether a respondent is speaking in organizational or personal terms. They should also request appropriate stakeholder documentation, as this would validate the representation.

The data compiled through document analysis and written or verbal interaction with stakeholders typically comprise lengthy text files. Researchers must choose the ways in which the raw material will be compiled and made available for analysis.

There are usually two options in document analyses. The first and less labour intensive is to make annotated bibliographic reviews of the material, emphasizing remarkable statements on both issues and stakeholders. The advent of scanners and software for optical character recognition has created another option: the transformation of documents into material that can be subjected to automated analysis.

Questionnaire and interview material must be handled differently. The use of questionnaires assumes the availability of a number of conceptual presuppositions. Thus, the questionnaire material can be structured along the lines of classes of information, or may even have a precoded format. Individual questions and subquestions are then related to parts of the conceptual or theoretical framework. This should enable researchers to classify the answers while typing up the response. Material represented in such a format can then be analysed further.

Interviews usually involve considerable labour, both to conduct the interaction and to transform the response into processable material. Researchers usually tape interviews (and should always ask respondents whether they permit recording), and use the tapes to create verbatim transcripts of everything that was said. In my experience, transcripts include a great deal of so-called noise: talk irrelevant to the topic. I have found it possible to write down the essence of the interview, using the recordings for fact checking while typing up the texts. This creates texts that exclude noise but still yield the information sought. Nevertheless, it is advisable to make verbatim transcripts of statements that characterize the respondents’ views.
Case 2. Healthy Cities second-phase policy evaluation: theory and units of investigation

The WHO Healthy Cities project was established in 1986 to demonstrate the validity of the Ottawa Charter’s principles at a local level. Putting health high on social and political agendas remains its main objective (see also Chapter 14). The project completed two five-year phases and began a third in 1998. Although the global popularity of the idea (over 3000 cities worldwide celebrated Healthy Cities principles on World Health Day 1997) is a strong indicator of its success, evaluations demonstrating substantial achievements have been few. Evaluations of the first phase (1986–1992) mainly focused on the description of models of good practice. Some of the outcomes have been widely used as a source of inspiration and Healthy Cities development; the most notable are a review of progress in 1987–1990 (46) and the Twenty steps booklet (47).

The EU funded research that would evaluate the WHO project. After a pilot phase including all 38 WHO-designated European project cities, 10 were selected for further in-depth study. The goal of the second-phase evaluation was to show whether cities had included health promotion in their policies, and the factors leading to success or failure. As the project’s objective was to develop policy, this was the central research issue. We in the WHO Collaborating Centre for Research on Healthy Cities, in the Department of Health Promotion of the University of Maastricht, formed the research team.

We took a two-tiered approach to the pilot phase. We sent all 38 coordinators of the projects in designated cities open-ended questionnaires, asking about the reasons cities wanted to be associated with the WHO project, the resources available to fulfil their obligations to the project, the problems that their Healthy Cities activities addressed and the role of coordinators and project offices. In addition, we interviewed coordinators and politicians, on the basis of the questionnaire findings, during one of the biannual business meetings during which city representatives meet with WHO staff and establish priorities. The main purpose of the interviews was checking facts, although we asked some preliminary pilot questions to test the applicability of the theoretical framework under construction.

The ten cities selected for further study were evenly distributed across the EU and reflected the diversity of project cities. The sample therefore included small towns and big cities, cities with a rich tradition in health promotion as well as novices to the urban health domain, and cities with clearly surveyable organization and those with highly complicated governance structures. The final stage of selection comprised cities’ consent to participate.

The WHO Healthy Cities project office provided us with further documentation on all cities through an easily accessible database. On the basis of the conceptual framework, the pilot questionnaire, fact checking and an examination of individual city documentation, we invited each city to nominate the following interview partners:
1. a politician/councillor for health, social affairs, environment and/or finance, a representative of the city council committee for health and the director or deputy director of public health services;
2. a researcher from its own organization and one from an academic institution covering the city and in its service area;
3. the city project coordinator, other project team members, the coordinators of specific projects and any other counterpart desired by the coordinator; and
4. the mayor and other community leaders.

After visiting each city, we sent a confidential report to the project coordinator for comment on the findings. We then used the validated and edited reports for the final aggregate report.

**Commentary**

Surprisingly, the researchers’ requests for interviews resulted in new dynamics in the selected cities. The research visits legitimized coordinators’ efforts to bring together stakeholders who had not previously met in a formal Healthy Cities context. On a number of occasions, this was the first encounter with Healthy Cities aims and strengths for actors who should already have been part of the programme. This often created new accountabilities on the spot. The coordinators highly appreciated this unanticipated result of the research, even though the final report could not – for strategic or political reasons – incorporate formal statements on new commitments and accountabilities. For instance, in one city a working relationship was established during the interview session between the Healthy Cities project office and a quango responsible for carrying out municipal welfare policies in an intersectoral context with non-governmental organizations.

The decision to send confidential reports to city coordinators proved to be wise. The coordinators considered the reports very valuable, although not always pleasant. For example, one coordinator said that the report indicated changes needed in the city project, but hoped that these would not be drawn to a politician’s attention. This feedback process was also very relevant for validation purposes.

**The analytical process**

Analysis is the step in the research process that transforms the raw data into surveyable and comparable pieces and then into meaningful information. Analysis starts with assigning unequivocal labels to specific bits of information. In quantitative approaches, these labels are usually numbers (for example, scaling techniques), and called codes. The numbers can then be ranked, represented in (frequency) tables and statistically manipulated. Assigning labels in qualitative research is more intricate, but has the same purpose. The range of labelling enables the researcher to say something about the degree to
which data and information conform to the conceptual framework. The codes used may be words, as well as numbers.

Thus, codes need to be based to a large extent on a previously existing framework. Some qualitative research approaches (phenomenology, anthropology, and grounded theory (48)), however, see the transformation of data into meaningful information as an emerging process of interpretation and reinterpretation. Nevertheless, when a conceptual or theoretical framework is available, as in the kind of policy research described here, a code book can be established beforehand; it translates concepts and theoretical presuppositions into the range of responses that would be expected. A code book is not necessarily static. Frequent anomalies in responses might encourage the adding of new codes to the list. In such a case, however, all data must be run through again to assess whether the new code applies to material not previously coded, or to codes that turned out to be container concepts, which could be further dissected.

A qualitative code book typically comprises both codes and an unequivocal definition or descriptor for each. In an ideal world, a team of coders (or observers) would be briefed on the code book and its definitions and descriptors. After coding, an inter-observer kappa could be calculated (49) to measure the consistency and coherence of the coders’ work. An insufficient kappa value (about 0.7; a value of 0 is chance observation and 1, full agreement) would mean that the coded material could not be used for further analysis: the codes were too vague; observers did not stick to their briefing or the raw material was unsuitable for coding. In this world, however, time may be too short or the budget insufficient to recruit experienced observers, so the researcher must justify his or her analytical practices unequivocally in the final research report. One way of securing a valid and reliable analysis is to share analysis with respondents through, for example, the 4GE procedure, although a Delphi-like technique is also suitable (26,27).

The use of more observers and the calculation of kappas are sometimes irrelevant. This is often the case in explorative research (26,50). Such research aims to discover ranges of interests or perceptions. The principal aim is detecting the limits of these ranges. When the investigation also aim at establishing internal consistencies within research groups, however, multiple observer coding (and the kappa) would have to be initiated, as this is, again, a process of interpretation.

In the past, two practical ways of coding were prevalent: colour coding with coloured pencils or, more recently, felt-tipped pens, and cutting parts from the original records and pasting them together to make new documents, each containing similarly coded material. The researcher would then have to interpret either the coloured mosaic or the collection of texts. Computers have made both processes much easier; word processing can do both, and a more advanced step is now available. Fielding & Lee (51) describe the use of software packages in qualitative research: for instance, Ethnograph (for DOS and Windows) or HyperQual (Macintosh) facilitate the coding, structuring and
interpretation of data. Neither, however, can overcome inter-observer coding problems.

The analysis is followed by interpretation, usually labelled as results or findings in the report.

**Case 3. Policy research – a planned endeavour**

In 1986, the Government of the Netherlands presented a memorandum to Parliament and its social partners with a radically new perspective on its health policies (52). The memorandum proposed that policy focus on health, rather than health care delivery. The Government envisaged a three-year process of national debate, culminating in Parliament’s acceptance of the new perspective. With strong support from the University of Maastricht and the health ministry, I investigated the feasibility of such an innovative approach, both in substance and process (26). I structured the research process by means of a pre-planned set-up, and formulated specific research questions on the basis of Cobb & Elder’s theory of agenda building (24). As shown in Fig. 9.1, three domains were determined that could yield valuable information: stakeholders (left column), mass-media coverage (centre column), and the factual developmental chronology of the memorandum (right column). The ovals represent triangulation areas between different domains, theories and methodologies.

**Fig. 9.1. Study of the national debate on health policy in the Netherlands, 1980s**
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Snowball sampling determined the set of stakeholders: 56 organizations and actors. They were invited to participate in one-on-one interviews, whose contents were structured along the lines of elements of the theory. The response was 60%. Supporting documentation was requested and its content analysed. Interviews were analysed by means of an analysis of knowledge, attitudes and perceptions, and by using Kwalitan software. The former was intended to distinguish between factual knowledge of the policy, attitudes towards it and subjective perceptions. I produced a separate report for each analytical method and sent them back to the entire research population, not just respondents, for validation. This increased the response to 95%. Mass-media reports were also analysed for content. The chronology of policy development was based on access to grey and black literature at the health ministry. Separate reports were produced for each stream and their findings compared (data triangulation).

The policy’s feasibility proved to be extremely limited. Direct financial and organizational threats in the care realm overtook its visionary stance (26,27). Vision-based policy-making appeared to be feasible only in times of financial stability.

Commentary
Few problems arose in the course of the investigation. The triangulation procedures revealed that the various data sets were of high quality. The interpretation of the findings, however, was complicated. Application of the theory indicated that the initiators of the policy closely followed the ideal process of agenda building, and that most components of the theory were in place. This would indicate that the memorandum was likely to be implemented without substantial problems. By the time the data were analysed, however, the memorandum (52) had disappeared from the policy stage. What was wrong with the study? Were there faults in the data or their analysis and interpretation, or was the theory inappropriate?

I returned to the original data, scrutinized their analysis and interpretation once more and detected no faults or mistakes. This meant that either the theory or our interpretation of it was inappropriate. I compared my procedures with those of other studies using the same theory, and found them highly similar.

I therefore reviewed the theory and its presuppositions and discovered two problems. First, the theory overlooked the possibility that two issues could simultaneously compete for institutional agenda status in the same policy domain. The memorandum’s vision of policy-making to create health had had to compete with a move towards market-driven resource considerations in health care. Because most stakeholders had perceived the latter as an immediate threat to their organizational survival, they had turned their attention from longer-term vision development towards strategies to secure short-term survival. Second, the theory did not recognize that power relations between stakeholders and audiences influence the expansion of issue perceptions from one group to the other. Powerful stakeholder organizations had voiced a benevo-
lent scepticism about the memorandum, while those with less power but an allegiance to the memorandum’s vision had failed to counter this by combining their efforts to identify the status quo as unacceptable and in need of remedy. These discoveries allowed me to formulate recommendations on theorizing about agenda building in general, and on the importance of monitoring competing agenda issues and power positions when visionary policy is proposed in particular.

Conclusion
This chapter has reviewed theories in policy development that share an interactive networking perspective. Such theories seem more appropriate in describing actual political processes than more traditional, linear, top-down lines of action. The discussion of methodological considerations and researchers’ decision processes, however, shows that the application of such theories should go hand in hand with a compatible research attitude. Researchers should be aware of the epistemological and interactive dimensions of policy research. They cannot detach themselves from the organizational, tactical, strategic and contextual issues in the domain under investigation.

Policy research thus steps away from standard methodological approaches to challenge the capacities of both academics and policy-makers. The latter seem to appreciate the consequences of the approach described here more than they did traditional studies. In the end, the approach advocated here yields more immediate, pregnant and tangible results for the policy-making process. Such results are intimately related to the quality of policy outcomes under study.
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Part 3
Settings
Introduction

Michael Goodstadt

The concept of settings provides a natural and powerful methodological tool for health promotion; it suggests a framework for analysing and understanding the context within which health promotion occurs. The dynamics of health promotion vary as a function of the cultural, community and social settings within which health-related issues are embedded. Health behaviour, health status and health outcomes are the products of their unique environments.

The significance of settings in health promotion extends beyond an awareness of environmental influences on health. The settings concept is recognized to provide an efficient and effective framework for planning and implementing health promotion initiatives and ultimately assessing their impact. The power of this concept lies in its two dimensions. A setting is the context within which and through which health occurs. As much of society’s formal and informal structure and government is based on the settings in which its citizens live and work, these settings provide both an efficient way to analyse, understand and influence the determinants of health and an extensive array of leverage points and incentives for effectively reaching and influencing individuals and communities.

Settings differ widely. The name covers large and sometimes poorly defined communities (such as municipalities), large well defined societal or community structures (such as health care systems), smaller discrete organizations (such as sports clubs), community-based entities (such as schools and hospitals) and life contexts (such as the family). Some settings (such as schools and the workplace) have particular relevance to different stages of life. Others are defined with reference to populations, such as the homeless (the streets), indigenous people (reservations) or religious or spiritual groups (places and communities of worship). Finally, many settings refer to the ways in which people spend their leisure time, such as sports venues, restaurants, bars and cafes.

Part 3 of this book examines a limited number of the large array of settings for health:

• cities and communities, the larger environments that influence the health of individuals and society;
• schools and workplaces, the contexts within which major clusters of individual behaviour occur; and
• hospitals, a part of the health care system with major influence on individual and community health.
The chapters included provide excellent examples of settings that are important for health promotion, and the evaluation of health promotion initiatives. The chapters discuss a variety of issues related to the evaluation of health promotion when considered through the lens of settings. Many of the questions and challenges involved arise in every setting and have relevance to the evaluation of health promotion in general. Thus, Chapter 10 discusses five issues common to all evaluations, but especially those of community initiatives:

1. what the evaluation should be
2. what kind of design to use
3. what and how to measure
4. how to analyse the data
5. what relationship the evaluator should have to the programme.

Similarly, Chapter 11 provides a five-stage logic model for community evaluation that has general applicability to the evaluation of both community-wide and smaller initiatives:

1. collaborative planning
2. community implementation, action and change
3. community adaptation, institutionalization and capacity
4. more distal outcomes
5. dissemination.

Finally, Chapter 13 recommends a six-step framework developed for the evaluation of workplace programmes:

1. clarifying the aims and objectives of the proposed health promotion programme;
2. deciding what questions to ask;
3. deciding how to measure change;
4. collecting the data;
5. evaluating the results to determine the effectiveness of the programme; and
6. making recommendations.

Given the overlap in authorship, chapters 13 and 14, dealing with the evaluation of workplace and Healthy Cities initiatives, respectively, share some features. Both give special attention to the setting as a locus for change, the purposes of and questions addressed by evaluation, multimethod and interdisciplinary approaches and ownership, partnership and power issues. Chapter 14 is particularly helpful in distinguishing between foci of evaluation, which can include infrastructure, policies and programmes, environments and/or health status.

In addition to the valuable contributions made in identifying and clarifying conceptual and methodological issues, these chapters offer a wealth of recom-
mandations that should assist the planning and implementation of health promotion initiatives in a variety of settings. Chapter 10, for example, provides extensive, scholarly but clearly stated guidelines and recommendations related to each of the five evaluation issues identified. Chapter 13 presents five principles for the evaluation of health promotion in the workplace:

1. starting the formative evaluation process with health needs assessment
2. including participation and feedback
3. ensuring clarity about the purpose of the evaluation
4. collecting data to produce useful information
5. paying attention to ethical issues.

In making recommendations for improving evaluation practice in the workplace, the authors highlight five challenges:

1. integrating evaluation with other workplace activity
2. choosing evaluation methodologies
3. bridging multisite workplaces
4. ensuring that evaluation indicators are relevant to the organization involved
5. bridging interfaces.

Chapter 11 concludes an extensive discussion of the evaluation of community initiatives with specific recommendations on how policy-makers and practitioners can promote and support the five stages comprising the authors’ evaluation framework. Chapter 12 concludes its discussion of an extensive and systematic review of the literature on health promotion in schools with recommendations that are important to both policy-makers and practitioners. Finally, Chapter 14 presents three case studies that provide insightful examples of the evaluation of Healthy Cities initiatives at three different levels: the international level, urban policy and the community.

The authors hope that readers’ appreciation will extend beyond the challenges faced in evaluating health promotion to include a more profound awareness of the contributions that a settings approach can make to the planning and evaluation of health promotion. The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion explicitly emphasizes the importance of settings in its call for creating supportive environments and strengthening community action. The five chapters that follow reflect the Charter’s values, principles and strategies.
Evaluating community health promotion programmes

Louise Potvin and Lucie Richard

For the last 30 years or so, practitioners have tried to develop and implement what many perceive to be a potent intervention strategy for health promotion: community programmes (1). Noteworthy efforts were made in the fields of mental health (2), heart health promotion (3,4), substance abuse prevention (5), breast cancer screening (6), comprehensive multifactorial approaches (7) and single risk-factor (such as smoking) prevention (8,9). The evaluation literature has discussed issues related to comprehensive community programmes since the 1970s (10), but epidemiology, public health and health promotion journals started publishing papers debating the evaluation of community health promotion programmes only after interest was created by the three community heart health promotion programmes funded by the national Heart, Lung and Blood Institute in the United States and implemented in the 1980s (11–13).

A student of this literature would find four categories of papers, presenting:

1. research designs implemented for the comprehensive evaluation of ongoing programmes;
2. intermediate results, often about programme processes or mid-term analyses;
3. the results of overall outcome evaluations; and
4. discussions of methodological issues arising from the first three types.

Papers from the first group are rare. They usually introduce interesting methodological ideas, but, because they are published while studies are under way, their value in terms of new knowledge is somewhat limited. The second group of papers contains most of what has been learned about community health promotion programmes. It provides a rich source of data documenting various aspects of community programming. The third group presents what is usually seen as the main results from outcome evaluation. These papers are often disappointing; few programmes can show an overall beneficial effect on risk factors (14), so readers face the uncomfortable conclusion that community
programmes are not effective. Finally, the fourth group of papers provides reflections, critiques and insights on the conduct of evaluation research. The authors are usually researchers involved in the evaluation of community programmes, and the issues debated reflect the state of the field.

This chapter aims to provide the reader with an introduction to the fourth category of papers, with some intrusions on the other three groups for illustrative purposes. Community programmes are complex interventions, involving many community actors from a variety of backgrounds with diversified interests. Of course, this complexity affects the evaluation components. As a result, many issues are raised about this type of study. Unfortunately, few have found widely agreed and easily implemented solutions. What characterizes the debate about the evaluation of community programmes is the impossibility of implementing methodological solutions that have been proven useful and rigorous in more controlled situations such as clinical research. Not surprisingly, no consensus can be realistically expected at present.

Planning the evaluation of a community health promotion programme requires the clarification of numerous difficult issues. Community programmes and settings are unique, and evaluators are well advised to tailor a combination of methodological solutions to suit the peculiarities of the programme, the characteristics of the community and the needs for information about the programme. Anyone who is planning the evaluation of a community health promotion programme should address the issues raised in this chapter. Intervention and evaluation teams should examine and discuss them before starting their work.

The unique characteristics of community programmes comprise a very specific approach to health promotion, and should not be confounded with other forms of intervention.

**Characteristics of community programmes**

If great effort has been put into defining the notions of community (15–17) and programme (18), the task remains to integrate the many elements characterizing community programmes into a clear definition. Green and his colleagues (18–20) have offered a first distinction between two complementary approaches to improving the health status of a community. First, community interventions or large-scale programmes have a community-wide scope; they seek small but pervasive changes for most or all of the population. Such an approach rests on numerous studies in public health that show that a slight reduction in risk in an entire population yields more health benefits than greater reductions in a small subset of at-risk individuals (21). This is in opposition to a second type of approach: interventions in the community. These micro-interventions or small-scale programmes seek changes in a subpopulation, usually in a site such as schools, workplaces and health care facilities. The objectives are usually to attain intensive and profound changes in the risk be-
haviour of the targeted subset of the population. This chapter focuses on large-scale community programmes, which have five essential characteristics. They must be: large, complex, participatory, long lived, and flexible and adaptable.

First, given their objective of reaching the entire community, community programmes are large in scope and magnitude (18,19). They usually require much planning and coordination, and large human and financial resources.

Second, community programmes differ qualitatively, as well as quantitatively, from small-scale programmes or interventions in the community. While the latter are often rather restricted in focus, community programmes embrace a multilevel, multistrategy vision of individual change. In line with social science research that identifies the important influence of various facets of the environment on individuals’ behaviour (22–24), community programmes not only target limited aspects of individual behaviour but also try to modify the whole social context assumed to influence health and health-related behaviour. Changes in social norms and local values, institutions and policies are thus the primary targets (25–28). To succeed, community programmes involve many settings, organizations and partners (18,29,30). Kubisch et al. (22) have expressed a similar idea with their notion of these programmes’ complexity in horizontal (work across systems, sectors or settings) and vertical (interventions directed to many targets such as individuals, families and communities) terms. Such diversity of intervention strategies and the complex synergy resulting from them (31) are thought to be essential to reach “the community and everyone in it” (18).

A third characteristic of community programmes refers to a critical element of any change process at both the individual and community levels: participation. As described by Green & Kreuter (18), ethical, practical and scientific considerations call for the active integration of targeted individuals in any planned process of change. This is most necessary when large-scale change objectives are pursued in a community (18,22,31–33).

In practice, community organization is often seen as the key strategy to mobilize citizens, organizations and communities for health action and to stimulate conditions for change (25). Community organization not only ensures the local relevance of both the problem identified and the solution envisioned but also extends and helps raise scarce resources, maintains citizens’ interest in programme activities and encourages the sustainability of interventions (29,34). It also increases communities’ problem-solving abilities and competence in addressing issues threatening the residents’ health and wellbeing. By far its most important outcome, however, is the development of a sense of ownership of the programme in the community. For many authors, the only way to attain these goals is to favour high involvement of community actors in every aspect of programme planning, implementation and evaluation (33), so that they can be considered senior partners in the process (35), up to the point at which authority for the programme moves from external partners to neighbourhoods and communities (22).
A fourth essential characteristic of community programmes – longevity – stems directly from the first three. Gaining community actors’ confidence, encouraging their involvement and establishing a working agenda that satisfies all the partners involved in the programme comprise a time- and energy-consuming process. Moreover, targeting environmental aspects calls for numerous steps, the most crucial of which relate to educating the population about the need for and relevance of the proposed changes (4).

Last, because of their long life-span and particularly because of the complex and dynamic nature of the targets of intervention, community programmes must be flexible and adaptable to cope with changing realities (22,31) and to carry out a process involving many partners, among which neighbourhood and community organizations and citizens are considered senior.

Key issues in evaluating community health promotion programmes
How are the main characteristics of large-scale community programmes associated with issues raised by the evaluation of these programmes? The issues discussed here are grouped into five categories:

1. identifying the evaluation questions
2. deciding on the design
3. selecting and assessing outcome variables
4. analysing the data
5. choosing the role of the evaluator.

Issue 1. Identifying the evaluation questions
Defining the objectives of the evaluation raises two related questions. The first deals with the importance of specifying a model for the intervention, to facilitate the process of identifying an evaluation question. The use of such a model also helps clarify the second question, which deals with process and outcome evaluations.

Agreements/Disagreements
Defining the evaluation question should be high on the evaluator’s list of priorities. Most often, the question pertains to the effects of the programme on individual risk factors or population health indicators. For example, the main evaluation questions of the Stanford Five-City and the Minnesota and Pawtucket heart health programmes (11,13,36) were whether the programmes contributed to the reduction of the prevalence of selected modifiable risk factors in the target communities. These outcome questions can be formulated with or without reference to the effective mechanisms that link the programme to an
observed effect. When these links are not specified, the study is often called a black-box evaluation (37):

This type of evaluation is characterised by a primary focus on the overall relationship between the inputs and the outputs for a programme without concern for the transformation processes in the middle. Such simple input/output or black box evaluations may provide a gross assessment of whether or not a programme fails but fail to identify the underlying causal mechanisms that generate the treatment effects.

Black-box evaluation works well when the programme is precisely defined and encapsulated into a series of operations that can be described with detail and accuracy. Because community health promotion programmes rest on citizens’ participation, however, this kind of standardization is impractical for them (see also chapters 2 and 4).

In addition to these input/output questions, many evaluations have included questions aimed at discovering elements of the causal mechanisms in community programmes. These theory-driven evaluations (37) begin with a programme theory (38) describing how the programme should produce the expected outcome. Arguing for increasing the use of programme theory in the evaluation of community programmes, Weiss (39) states that founding evaluations on theories of the programme serves several purposes: focusing the evaluation on key issues, facilitating the aggregation of results from several studies into a comprehensive framework and helping both evaluators and practitioners make their assumptions explicit. Programme theory therefore helps coordinate evaluation with intervention strategies.

In the health promotion literature, the PRECEDE/PROCEED model (18) operates with a similar logic of linking input, process and outcome measures through the specification of a conceptual model. By establishing a series of intermediate objectives, the PRECEDE section of the model helps practitioners formulate the theory of the programme, while the PROCEED section uses these objectives as milestones for the evaluation.

Programme theory has been increasingly used to focus the evaluation of community health promotion programmes. For example, the Pawtucket Heart Health Program highlighted the role of voluntary organizations in community development (40), while the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation’s Community Health Promotion Grant Program developed a series of hypotheses on the importance of improving collaboration among organizations in a community to spur action on single or multiple health promotion issues (41). Indeed, in a review of particularly important issues in the evaluation of community programmes, Koepsell et al. (42) insist on the necessity of formulating a programme’s theory to build a model that shows how the programme should work. Researchers can use such a model to specify the key steps in programme implementation, set the evaluation design, measurement and data collection, and clarify the meaning of the findings.
A related issue is whether to do a process or an outcome evaluation. Authors often oppose them in a way that positions the former as easier and less costly and the latter as real science (29, 43). The result is a more or less explicit prescription that, once outcome evaluations have used enormous resources to show a programme to be effective, the task for further evaluations is to show that the conditions for the effect to occur were in place. This position has been challenged on at least two grounds.

First, because community participation in the planning, implementation, and evaluation phases of programming seems to be an essential ingredient for success (18, 34, 44), some have argued that conclusions on the outcomes of programmes not emerging from communities are hardly applicable (45). Thus, failure to show a significant positive effect on selected health indicators – as in the Minnesota (12) and Pawtucket heart health programmes (46) and the community trial for smoking cessation (COMMENT) (9) – could be attributable to the failure to involve the community as a senior partner at every stage (35).

Second, complex community programmes evolve following dynamics that remain mostly unknown (47). Each time a community programme is implemented, interaction in a unique context produces something different from what was previously designed or tested elsewhere (48). This is true even when programmes apply the same planning principles. Abandoning outcome evaluation because a programme has been proven effective in previous trials is weak logic, since the programme changes with its context (49).

**Guidelines and recommendations**

Many authors seem to agree that contributing to the understanding of how a programme works is much more important than merely determining whether it works (39, 50, 51). Altman (49) argues that evaluations of process, intermediate and ultimate effects, and social relevance all help to determine how programmes work. One should recognize that no single study can answer all relevant questions about a programme (52). Different evaluations of similar programmes should be coordinated to form comprehensive research agendas. Each study could thus contribute to the development and testing of the programme theory.

Within this perspective, the question is no longer whether to emphasize process or outcome evaluation. Ideally, evaluation and intervention teams should come together early in the planning stages of the programme and work out a treatment theory to build a model of the programme. Then, depending on the resources available, the questions raised by a literature review, the vested interests of the teams and other relevant factors, evaluators can use this model to formulate evaluation questions. They should remember, however, that process evaluation questions are aimed at producing local knowledge on what is delivered in the community. This information often serves as feedback that allows the intervention team to tailor the programme to the needs of the community, thus making it more likely to produce an outcome. As a counterpart, outcome evaluation questions produce both local and generalizable knowledge (53).
Locally, outcome results may be used to make funding decisions on a programme, although some have argued that evaluation results are just one among many factors influencing such decisions (54, 55). As generalizable knowledge, the results can be accumulated to foster understanding of health promotion mechanisms that are active at the community level. To gain validity, this knowledge should be replicated in a variety of evaluation studies using different methodologies (56). As many evaluations as possible should therefore include some outcome questions in their objectives. Not all are required to implement sophisticated and complex methodological features, but every piece of knowledge produced should find its way to a scientific journal where it can be debated and added to the body of knowledge.

A related issue pertains to how evaluation questions are determined. This problem has no easy answer. Patton (57) argues that all programmes’ stakeholders should take part in identifying relevant research questions. Although this represents the ideal situation, Pirie (58) warns that stakeholders differ in their information needs. There is tension between senior managers, who are interested in efficacy and effectiveness; practitioners, who want to learn about the process; and academic researchers, who want to produce information that has some degree of generalizability to contribute to the development of programme evaluation.

The implementation of some form of cooperative inquiry could help ease these tensions (59). In the orthodoxy of participatory research, everyone involved in such a project has a role in setting the agenda, participating in data collection and analysis and controlling the use of outcomes (60). Because it does not establish a clear distinction between the researcher and the object of inquiry, this type of methodology questions the foundations of positivist research (see Chapter 4). Participatory research is committed to research as a praxis that develops a change-enhancing, interactive and contextualized approach to knowledge building (61). While implementing all principles of participatory research would not seem feasible to many academic researchers, this does not need to be the case. Green et al. (62) have shown that these principles have various levels of implementation, and offer guidelines to help address these questions.

**Issue 2. Deciding on the design**

The two main design issues are: assigning communities to either a control or an intervention group (and consequently determining the appropriateness of random assignments) and maintaining the integrity of one or several control communities as intervention free.

**Agreements/Disagreements**

In the experimental/quasi-experimental tradition of programme evaluation, the validity of the causal inference about programmes’ outcomes depends on the researcher’s ability to rule out plausible rival hypotheses other than the one stipulating that the programme produces the expected effect (52). The use of a
control group allows comparisons of units that are not exposed to the programme with those that are. Such comparisons are useful to rule out hypotheses pertaining to maturation or historical phenomena (63). For example, in North American countries, cigarette smoking has been declining for the last 25 years (64,65) so, to be judged effective, a programme would have to be associated with a decrease in cigarette smoking that is higher than the decrease expected from the secular trend. Assuming that the control group has not been exposed to the programme, its use allows the monitoring of the secular trend under natural conditions. In addition, the random assignment of the units into either the programme or the control group provides a simple means of ruling out a great number of alternative explanations related to the equivalence of the groups to be compared before the programme’s implementation (66).

Because community health promotion programmes are implemented in communities and individuals within a community cannot therefore be assigned to different groups, the assignment units must be communities (42). For random assignment to play its role in making the groups statistically equivalent, a great number of units would have to be assigned and enrolled in a single study. This is difficult, but the fact that half of them would not receive any treatment for the entire study period increases the difficulty. The recent literature has often debated the problem of randomizing communities.

Some authors argue that random assignment is as important to ensure valid results in studies about community programmes as in individual-based programmes (51,67). The problem is simply having adequate funding to conduct a study on a sufficient number of communities. For example, COMMIT randomly assigned 22 communities to either a control or an experimental group (8). Other authors say that, although random assignment would improve the capacity to draw valid causal inferences from community studies, the number of communities available is likely to remain small. Randomization alone would therefore not ensure the statistical equivalence of groups (42,68), unless paired with other procedures, such as blocking or stratification.

Two characteristics of community programmes lead yet other authors to question the appropriateness of randomizing even a large number of communities. First, community programmes follow their own dynamic and evolve differently in interaction with their specific contexts, so creating standard programmes for implementation in all experimental communities is almost impossible (47). Local variations, coming from a lack of control over the experimental conditions, would undoubtedly have a differential effect on the observed outcomes in the different communities, resulting in a lack of power to detect existing effects (69,70). Second, the longer the programmes and the long delay between exposure and potential outcomes lead to uncontrollable and uneven changes in the composition of the groups (47,71). The longer the delay, the more likely it is that external events, whether or not they are independent of the programme, will affect the observed outcomes. For example, the community health promotion environment may change, as well as the composition of the groups. Here again, the lack of control over the
context in which the programme evolves would concur to lower the theoretical power of the study.

The greater the experimenter’s control of the experimental situation, the more efficient is the randomized controlled trial to estimate effects that can be attributable to a treatment or a programme. Areas of control include the treatment itself, the context for its delivery and the subjects receiving it. In open and complex systems such as communities, none of these can be controlled. Interventions evolve in relationship to their implementation contexts; community populations are mobile, and many components of an intervention are available through other channels. Randomizing communities in community health promotion trials is therefore unlikely fully to isolate the relationship under scrutiny. Even when funding is sufficient to enrol a large number of communities to be randomly assigned to either a treatment or a control group, one is well advised to doubt the effectiveness of the technique in producing groups equivalent in all respects other than the treatment under study.

Independently of the feasibility of randomizing communities, the other important design issue is the maintenance of the integrity of the control group. Even when no health promotion efforts are deliberately invested into control communities, the level of health promotion activities has been observed to increase, parallel with the level of activities in communities exposed to health promotion programmes \(51,72,73\). Evaluators can do nothing to prevent such compensatory behaviour in control communities \(74\). All they can do is closely to monitor the level of health promotion activity in various control communities, using process data collected with methods that are as unobtrusive as possible. In an article based on the experience of major community heart health programmes, Pirie et al. \(75\) thoroughly discuss measures and methods to assess important issues for process evaluation.

**Guidelines and recommendations**

Evaluating community trials challenges the very notion of scientific rigour. Even if the feasibility of implementing methods effective in other settings were ensured, this could not guarantee the validity of the causal inference. Communities are complex systems, wide open to numerous external and internal influences. The traditional criteria for rigour, based on standardized, repeatable and formalized procedures \(76\), are not applicable in evaluations of community programmes. One must turn to other criteria, such as the transparency of the decision process \(77\) or the critical implementation of multiple methodological procedures \(78\).

Design issues in the evaluation of community interventions are critical. The appropriateness of using recognized methodological tools, such as random assignment and control groups, must be weighed each time an evaluation is planned. Their use does not guarantee the validity of the causal inference of programmes’ effectiveness. Although the systematic manipulation of isolated elements has been the golden rule for scientific knowledge since John Stuart Mill \(74\), it is far from the only one. Campbell \(79\) proposes a post-positivist
theory of science in which four principles, derived from modern epistemology, characterize the scientific process:

1. judgmental and discretionary decisions are unavoidable in science;
2. scientific activities take place within a broader paradigmatic environment that partly shapes every aspect of a study;
3. scientific activities are historically determined in the sense that they can only build on existing knowledge, which characterizes scientific activity as epistemologically, historically, culturally and paradigmatically relativistic; and
4. science is a social process and the scientific method is a social system product.

These principles lead to the recognition that:

1. no universal methodological recipe works in all situations;
2. a plurality of critical perspectives and evidence is necessary to form scientific knowledge; and
3. transparency and accountability in decision-making about methodological issues are necessary ingredients of validity.

Observational methods in the evaluation of community health promotion programmes need rehabilitation. Profound and detailed knowledge gained from the systematic observation of the implementation of a programme, in tandem with the tracking of expected effects within various community subsystems, can prove useful for the understanding of whether and how community programmes are effective health promotion strategies. Evaluators of community programmes are thus invited to create new ways of answering their questions about programmes’ processes, implementation or outcomes. Evaluators should, however:

1. document the justifications for their decisions, paying special attention to clarity about their own values;
2. try to implement multiple research strategies, acknowledging that none of them is bias free;
3. interpret critically their results, using existing knowledge and acknowledging that their conclusion is one among many other plausible ones; and
4. share their results with the scientific community to contribute to the augmentation of its common understanding of health promotion processes.

Recognizing the lack of a magic bullet for the evaluation of community trials is of primary importance. Evaluators should deal with design issues individually, and select procedures on the basis of a thorough examination of the characteristics of the communities involved and in relationship to the evaluation questions.
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Issue 3. What should be measured and how?

The two measurement-related issues in community trials concern the types of indicators needed to assess the various components of the programme and the optimal survey design to assess intermediate and ultimate outcomes (the choice between following a cohort of citizens or conducting a series of independent cross-sectional surveys).

Agreements/Disagreements

The problem of community-level outcome indicators is closely linked to the development of the intervention model. Indeed, to the extent that the latter establishes effective mechanisms for the programme to trigger, it is much easier for an evaluator to include various types of indicators in the evaluation design. Best et al. (80) and Hollister & Hill (81) argue that the selection of outcome and process measures for health promotion programme evaluation should parallel the systems that are targeted by various programmes’ activities. Limiting evaluation indicators to individual outcome indicators of health or health behaviour jeopardizes the evaluator’s capacity to understand the effective route of the programme. Because community programmes are likely to modify environmental and community determinants of health, system-level indicators are important outcome and process variables.

Cheadle et al. (82) define community-level measures as all “approaches used to characterize the community as a whole as opposed to individuals within it”. They divide community-level indicators into three categories: individual-disaggregated, individual-aggregated and environmental. The first category is derived from observations of individuals within geographic boundaries. The indicators were widely used in most evaluations of community health promotion programmes. In the second category, individual data cannot be retrieved; they are aggregated to form rates. The third category is based on the observation of community processes or environments. Authors have noted that, despite their potential usefulness for assessing important intermediate factors, system-level indicators badly lack attention from the scientific community (42). Very few have been developed and fewer have been studied to assess their reliability and validity.

Some examples of system-level variables, however, are available. Reasoning that, to induce changes at the individual level, community programmes should first activate communities for health promotion and health issues, Wickiser et al. (83) and Cohen et al. (84) developed a measure of levels of community activation and health promotion activity based on key informants from various organizations in the participating communities. Cheadle et al. (85) developed an indicator of community fat consumption based on the survey of shelf space devoted to certain products, especially low-fat milk products, in supermarkets.

A second important issue related to measurement is the design of the surveys to assess the health-related and risk factor outcome variables. Independent of the problems related to control communities and the definition of the
outcome variables, one must decide whether to assemble a cohort at baseline and follow these subjects until the final post-test, or to conduct a series of independent cross-sectional surveys. Both designs have been used to evaluate community health programmes. Cross-sectional surveys were used on the North Karelia Project and the Stanford Three-Community and the Heartbeat Wales programmes (86–88). The Stanford Five-City and the Minnesota and Pawtucket heart health programmes used cohort and cross-sectional sampling designs (11,13,36).

The epidemiological literature suggests that a cohort design in which subjects are assessed both at baseline and later, using one or several post-tests, theoretically leads to lower standard errors of estimates of change than independent cross-sectional samples. Subjects in a cohort are their own controls, and thus the variability of the estimate of change can be calculated with greater precision. In addition, because differential attrition and subjects’ loss to follow-up make cohort sampling designs much more vulnerable to a variety of biases, these designs often produce biased estimates.

Several authors have raised the issue of the best design to use in community trials. Koepsell et al. (42) note that self-selection at recruitment is a concern with cross-sectional and cohort designs, while cohort designs are more vulnerable to attrition, testing, maturation and history bias. Feldman & McKinlay (89) review several advantages and disadvantages of both designs. When the units of assignment (communities) are relatively small, cohorts are preferred because obtaining independent non-overlapping consecutive samples is difficult. When the population within the units of assignment is expected to remain relatively stable throughout the study period, one can assume that a cohort sample will remain representative; this is not the case when migration in and out is expected to be high. A short intervention span, for example, favours cohorts because assignment units are more likely to remain stable. Evaluators should prefer a cross-sectional design when measurement is expected to influence subsequent behaviour. Finally, controlling for the level of exposure is easier in a cohort sample.

This shows that the gain in precision from using a cohort design can entail the cost of greater susceptibility to a variety of biases. To keep the likelihood of these biases low, a cohort design requires two activities that are not required in cross-sectional studies: over-sampling at baseline to account for attrition, and an aggressive strategy to follow up cohort members. As noted by Feldman & McKinlay (89), the essential problem is therefore to identify the experimental conditions under which the cohort design is more cost-efficient than the cross-sectional design. They show that, even in the absence of any bias, three features of the study context work against the theoretical gain in relative efficiency associated with a cohort design. The gain in precision is substantial only when the auto-correlation of the dependent variable over time is very high. It decreases when the units of assignment (clusters) are large, and when the cluster and measurement variances are very large.
Using graphic illustrations and real data from their study, Diehr et al. (90) argue convincingly that, when the community population is not stable, a cohort sample assembled at baseline is not representative of the other segments of the population. These other segments are: the migrants out and in, and the so-called stayers (people who remained in the community) that were not part of the cohort. Their results, derived under simple assumptions, show that:

1. the cohort estimate of change has a higher bias than the cross-sectional estimate;
2. the bias seems to be equivalent in control and in experimental communities; and
3. in large samples obtained from large communities, the cross-sectional data become less variable while remaining bias free.

They suggest that cross-sectional samples should be used and the analysis performed on the sample sections that represent stayers only. This entails the elimination from the baseline data of the respondents that are no longer living in the community at the time of the post-test, and screening potential post-test respondents to ensure that they were living in the community at baseline.

**Guidelines and recommendations**

Guidelines for dealing with measurement issues must refer to the context of the study and the intervention model. Indicators should be selected to correspond to points of interest in the model, either because they will help the intervention team to better their understanding of their own programme and people’s reactions to it, or because they can contribute new knowledge. Evaluators should not hesitate to use environmental process indicators in their studies. There are numerous determinants of health at various levels, and evaluations should use ecological models of health (91). Evaluators will have to be creative, owing to the paucity of environmental indicators, particularly validated ones, in the literature. More developmental research is needed in this area.

The choice between a cohort or a cross-sectional sampling design should be based on a thorough analysis of the community context in relationship to the peculiarities of the evaluation questions and the characteristics of the programme. Evaluators can consider using both types of survey within a single evaluation, although they run the risk of ending up with non-convergent results. In the Minnesota Heart Health Program, for example, results from the cohort data do not correspond to the results from the cross-sectional data (12), because sampling designs help to answer different research questions. A cohort design is useful for identifying individual and environmental variables associated with changes in the target behaviour. Valid conclusions can be reached on individual-level change processes, but generalization problems can be expected to the extent that survivors in a cohort are not representative of the
entire population exposed to the programme. Cross-sectional designs, for their part, allow better control for secular trends.

**Issue 4. Analysing the data**

The important issue related to analysing data from community trials is the use of the appropriate level of analysis, given that communities, not individuals, comprise the intervention and control groups.

**Agreements/Disagreements**

One of the fundamental principles in experimental studies lies in this simple slogan: “Analyse them as you randomized them”. In other words, the sampling units and the units of analysis should be the same. Cornfield (92) explained that assigning groups to different treatments, and then analysing individual-level data, without taking account of their origin in a smaller subset of clusters, leads to a bias in the standard error of estimate, unduly inflating the power of the analysis. It is well documented that clustered observations violate the assumption of independence of observation that underlies most analytical procedures based on the linear model. Briefly, the variance of the observations within the community is smaller than that between communities, because for various reasons people from the same cluster are more similar than those from different clusters (93). This leads to an intraclass correlation between the observations that should be included in the standard error of estimate of the parameters under study (94). The point estimate is unbiased, but the likelihood of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis is inflated. This inflation factor increases with the increase in the intraclass correlation within the clusters. To avoid this bias, Murray argues that, “community trials should be evaluated using standard errors computed at the level of the unit of assignment” (95).

An appropriate analytical strategy for dealing with this problem has recently been developed under the general label of multilevel models of analysis (96), with a special application called “hierarchical linear models” (97). The strategy was used to evaluate the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation’s Community Health Promotion Grant Program (98). The models comprise regression equations that include different levels of variables, nested in a hierarchical manner, and involving as many stages of model specification as the model has levels. Typically, community trials have at least two levels of variables: individual-level variables covering individuals’ risk factors or other characteristics, and community-level variables describing characteristics of the community as a whole. In their simplest form, the latter are indicators that differentiate communities (99). At the first level, the regression equations define the outcome variables as a function of a series of individual-level predictors, resulting in a series of regression parameters for each cluster. At the second level, these regression parameters become outcome variables to be predicted by community-level variables. The two-level model allows all individual-level variables to be defined as a function of every community-level predictor and to have a component of random variation.
Donner et al. (94) discuss power and sample-size issues related to the analysis of community trials. These trials have at least two sampling units: communities and the individuals within them. Increasing the number of individuals sampled within each community has a very limited impact on the power of the analysis once a certain threshold is reached (95). Indeed, the most important factors affecting power are the number of communities assigned to the different arms of the study and the magnitude of the intraclass correlations. The higher the correlations, the more important is the effect of the number of communities.

**Guidelines and recommendations**

As mentioned, community programmes are complex entities and their evaluation poses complex questions, most of which still await satisfactory answers. Despite their apparent complexity, however, the questions about analysis are probably the most thoroughly studied. The problems have been clearly identified; their effects on the results have been documented, and known statistical procedures and models can be used to solve them. The main difficulty is finding people with statistical knowledge sophisticated enough to carry out the appropriate analyses.

We strongly suggest that an evaluation involve such people right at the beginning of the planning phase of the programme. It is always easier to implement procedures that have been anticipated from the start. The early inclusion in an evaluation team of people educated in statistical theories offers two advantages. These people can both foresee analytical problems (and build solutions into the collection procedures) and learn the cost of good data by taking an active part in the data collection procedures. Dangers such as missing values, incomplete questionnaires, self-selected participants, unbalanced designs and abnormal distributions are all part of the evaluation of programmes, and particularly community programmes.

**Issue 5. Choosing the role of the evaluator in relation to the programme**

This chapter has provided ample evidence of the challenges of evaluating community programmes. The complexity and magnitude of these programmes force evaluators to redefine their criteria for rigour, to combine methodologies creatively, to develop new instruments and analytical approaches, and to take part in the elaboration of programme theory. In addition, evaluating community programmes is a practical endeavour, meaning that an evaluator must develop a relationship with the programme as it is developed and implemented. This relationship can take many forms, depending on the programme, the evaluator’s skills and the programme staff’s expectations. The nature and rules of this relationship should be clarified early in the process.

**Agreements/Disagreements**

Programme evaluations may be external or internal (see Chapter 4). External evaluations are carried out by someone outside the delivery of the programme, and are associated with summative or outcome evaluation. Internal evaluations
are conducted by staff or other people involved with a project (100). The association of outcome evaluation with an external evaluator – owing to the belief that external evaluations give more credible results – has been challenged. On the one hand, Campbell (79) claims that the trustworthiness of scientific reports does not come from the indifference of the researcher to the hypotheses under study; “competitive cross-validation”, a process in which validation comes from the replication of results by other researchers, leads researchers to be critical of their own results. On the other hand, examining the actual practice of evaluation, Mathison (101) concludes that, although rarer than external outcome evaluations, internal outcome evaluations do not seem to lack credibility.

In addition, the health literature makes a distinction between internal and external evaluation, although formulating it differently. The double-blind standard for conducting clinical research (102) certainly calls for separating the evaluation resources as much as possible from the intervention. Surprisingly, the literature on community health promotion programmes says nothing about the coordinating features and relationships that should exist between programmes’ intervention and the evaluation components. Mittelmark (35) comes closest to discussing these issues by describing the possible forms of relationships between citizens and academic researchers in community trials. As Mittelmark refers to the Minnesota Heart Health Program, in which academic researchers led both the intervention and the evaluation components, it is difficult to extrapolate his comments to evaluators’ relationship with the intervention of a community programme.

The latest trend in the evaluation literature is towards encouraging evaluators to work as closely as possible with the various programme’s stakeholders in general (57), and even more closely with the intervention team (103). Patton (57) calls for maximum collaboration between the intervention and the evaluation in four steps in the evaluation effort:

1. establishing the focus of the evaluation and formulating the questions
2. making decisions on the design and measurement options
3. reviewing the measurement instruments and data collection plan
4. interpreting the results of the analyses.

More recently, building on the principles of participatory research and on Cronbach’s claim that “the evaluator is an educator; his [or her] success is to be judged by what others learn” (104), Fawcett et al. (105) have presented the evaluation of community programmes as an empowerment initiative; academic evaluators act as a support team that assists a community in the different components of an evaluation through a series of “related enabling activities”. In addition to providing programme information, empowerment evaluation is a capacity-building process that is collaborative (in that the support team responds to the needs of the community), interactive (in that the initial planning is allowed to evolve in reaction to the information the evaluation feeds back
into the system) and iterative (in that success in completing one cycle of evalu-
ation contributes to the launching of another).

Guidelines and recommendations

Evaluators can adopt a wide range of possible roles. Depending on their back-
ground and epistemological beliefs, evaluators will position themselves differ-
ently in relationship to programmes. Positivist evaluators tend to distance
themselves as much as possible. They maintain minimal and instrumental con-
tact with the intervention component. At the other end of the spectrum, con-
structivist and critical evaluators try to understand the programme from within.
They maintain close and frequent contact with the intervention, often take part
in modifying it and, like everybody else involved, are ready to be changed by
their experience with the programme (103). In principle, we agree that such a
spectrum of relationships between the evaluators and the programmes can be
found in programme evaluation. We contend, however, that the features of
community programmes constrain the range of relationships an evaluator can
maintain with the community, to produce valid evaluation results and to con-
tribute to programmes’ sustainability.

Brown (31) suggests that, in addition to the traditional methodological ex-
pertise, most of the new roles evaluators have taken when working with com-
munity programmes serve to bridge the gap between the evaluator and the ac-
tivity. They develop strategies of engagement. She provides four reasons for
adopting such an approach:

1. to demystify and democratize the knowledge development process;
2. to help position evaluation as an integral part of the programme;
3. to enhance community understanding, stakeholder commitment and use of
   the results; and
4. to provide the evaluator with contextual knowledge of the participants and
   thus increase the relevance of the results.

To these we add a fifth: to ensure the validity of the results. The evaluation of
community programmes depends on the participation of many actors in the
community, from programme staff to local organizations and individual survey
participants. Wide participation is crucial to obtain valid results, and this par-
ticipation cannot be secured unless everyone involved with the programme
values the evaluation component.

Our discussion of the issues pertaining to the five domains of the evaluation
of community programmes indicates that evaluators should offer methodologi-
cal expertise, stimulate participation and lead negotiations for the identifi-
cation of the evaluation questions, transfer part of their expertise (so that commu-
nities can use the information produced) and assist communities to develop
their own agendas. According to Brown (31), evaluators need to develop peda-
gogical and political skills and the ability to gain stakeholders’ interest and
trust. We add negotiation skills to the list. Reaching the goal of implementing
a sustainable and effective community programme requires continuous and open negotiation involving the evaluation and intervention components and the community itself. The success of this process depends entirely on all parties’ acknowledgement that everyone’s contributions are essential. This can only happen when all members of the partnership are equal and take equal responsibility for the programme’s success.

**Redefining rigour**

The evaluation of community health promotion programmes raises challenging issues for the scientific community. Although evaluations of community programmes have produced a wealth of data that have helped scientists understand the secular trends of major cardiovascular risk factors (106), this kind of study still presents difficulties that exceed their ability to adapt their scientific creed to situations such as community trials. When researchers are able to show positive results, these are not convincing and usually fall within the range of random variation from the secular trends (106). Maybe the problem lies in the creed. Reflecting on the lack of positive results from community trials using experimental or quasi-experimental methods, Susser (14) notes:

trials may not provide the truest reflection of the questions researchers intend to pose and answer. Still, faith in the randomized controlled trial is so firm among epidemiologists, clinical scientists, and journals that it may justly be described as a shibboleth, if not a religion. Science, like freedom, dies of dogma; subversion is its lifeblood. We need a more rounded and complex perspective. ... Observational studies have a place as epidemiological armament no less necessary and valid than controlled trials; they take second place in a hierarchy of rigor, but not in practicability and generalizability. One can go further. Even when trials are possible, observational studies may yield more truth than randomized trials. In the population sciences, of which epidemiology is one, generalizability requires deep penetration of the world as it is, usually with an unavoidable loss of rigor.

Scientists should thus welcome any opportunity to increase their knowledge of “what kinds of community approaches have which kinds of effects” (107). Because they represent unique opportunities for learning about health promotion processes, community programmes should always be coupled with some kind of evaluation effort. Variations in the scope and magnitude of these studies will be an indicator of the health and productivity of the health promotion field as a domain of scientific inquiry. Researchers should thus remember that no single study can provide a definitive answer to any scientific inquiry, so they should set more modest goals and realistic expectations for the significance of the results of their evaluation studies. Acknowledging also that a little knowledge is always better than none, researchers and public health practitioners should realize that even very small inquiries, using meagre resources, have the potential to contribute significant information.
Recommendations and conclusion

Defining rigour as the systematic, lucid and critical appraisal of the relationship between an observer and the empirical world, rather than the blind application of some kind of methodological recipe, we echo Susser in urging an increased use of observational methods for the evaluation of community programmes. The issues discussed in this chapter are useful for the planning of both observational and manipulative approaches to the evaluation of community programmes. We strongly believe that the level of skills and expertise necessary to conduct this kind of evaluation can vary according to the scope of the evaluation questions. What cannot vary, however, is the critical perspective that researchers need to adopt towards their results. The phenomenon under study is too complex to yield easy solutions, and creativity should be the highest priority. In the light of the discussion above, we offer five recommendations for the development of high-quality evaluations of community health promotion programmes.

First, evaluation efforts should be encouraged whenever community health promotion programmes are developed and implemented. They present invaluable opportunities for learning about complex health promotion processes. As no single study, regardless of its methodological strengths, can ever provide a definitive answer to a scientific inquiry, variability in the scope and magnitude of evaluation studies should be welcome.

Evaluation’s contribution to both local and generalizable knowledge should be recognized. Most decisions about funding and continuing programmes are based on local knowledge generated by process and outcome evaluations. To provide such knowledge, evaluation must be part of the programme. A systematic information feedback mechanism allows practitioners and decision-makers to adjust interventions according to the reactions observed in the targeted communities. Evaluators must therefore maintain contact with programme staff and their information needs. In turn, programme staff should receive relevant information in a timely and regular fashion. We do not, however, find the monitoring role of evaluation incompatible with the production of more generalizable knowledge. Indeed, all empirical knowledge is primarily local (108). Local knowledge gains acceptance as scientific and generalizable through a process of critical replication (79).

Funding agencies should encourage evaluators to expand their research to produce more generalizable knowledge. Basing programmes and their evaluations on existing models and theories makes this process easier. Scientific journals should publish papers that elucidate the underlying mechanisms of programme effectiveness, even if such studies are not always able to rule out plausible rival hypotheses owing to methodological limitations. These results could then become a starting point for other programmes, and their generalizability could be tested.

Second, the insistence on randomization as the only process capable of ensuring valid knowledge about health promotion community interventions
should be seriously questioned. In fact, even the more flexible quasi-experimental designs might not be the most appropriate forms of inquiry for community programmes. Twenty years of research have shown that experimental and quasi-experimental evaluations of community programmes are barely able to demonstrate positive results of state-of-the-art community programmes (4); even when positive results were detected, they were generally within the range of random variations from the secular trends (106). Perhaps community programmes cannot significantly add to the secular trends. Before accepting such a discouraging conclusion, however, one should first question the methods used to reach such a conclusion.

There is a gap between the conditions for which experimental and quasi-experimental methods were developed and those in which community programmes operate. These methods work best when the experimenter controls the treatment, its delivery and the context. This control is required to isolate the causal relationship under study. By definition, however, community programmes operate in complex and changing contexts. Using controls, as required by experimental and quasi-experimental methods, carries the cost of oversimplifying the programmes and their relationships to the contexts in which they operate. Owing to this important gap, one cannot rule out the hypothesis that community programmes are effective, despite scientists’ inability to measure and to assess their effectiveness.

Ways of studying complex relationships in complex environments usually involve systematic observation, with or without modifications of some of the environmental conditions. We admit, however, that knowledge resulting from this kind of methodology is based on more circumstantial evidence than that of controlled experiment, and therefore that reasonably reliable scientific claims can be constructed only from the convergence of a greater amount of such evidence (14). Nevertheless, given the poor record of controlled experiments for evaluating community programmes, the use of alternative methodologies should be encouraged. The results of such studies should then be used to elaborate models that deepen understanding of the mechanisms of effective community programmes.

Third, funding agencies should invest in the development of community-level indicators of health promotion processes. By definition, direct contact with targeted individuals and educational processes are not the only means through which community programmes are thought to be effective. Recent papers on the ecological perspective on health and health promotion point to implementation of diverse and complementary approaches as an effective strategy to improve health and to increase individuals’ and communities’ control over their wellbeing and its determinants (24,109). Some of these approaches clearly have a direct impact only on the community and environmental features, and therefore reach individuals indirectly. To conduct fair evaluations of complex programmes whose interventions aim at various community, social and environmental features, evaluators must use indicators of health promotion processes occurring at these various levels. Our review shows the paucity of
such indicators. Most of those used in the evaluation of community programmes are individual-level indicators aggregated for a targeted population. There is an urgent need to develop better indicators to assess the processes that community programmes are believed to trigger.

Fourth, the role and the impact of community participation in the evaluation of community programmes need close examination. As such participation is a fundamental condition for the planning and implementation of effective community programmes, it should be present in most of them. Because of its empowering role, community participation is likely to influence and interact with the evaluation process in important ways. Advocates of participatory research even argue that such participation is necessary to ensure the validity of the results. How this confers validity, however, remains unclear; there is a dearth of empirical data on the impact of community participation on validity. In conclusion, funding agencies should consider researching the research process itself.

Our discussion of methodological issues related to the evaluation of community health promotion programmes aims at reflecting the issues and problems debated in the current literature. The fact that most of the literature focuses on issues related to outcome evaluation and its related statistical problems indicates that epidemiologists and statisticians have shown the most interest in the evaluation of community health promotion interventions. The debate should be broadened to include the practical issues raised by trying to conduct evaluations with minimal research capacity.
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Evaluating community initiatives for health and development


Introduction
Throughout the world, local people and organizations come together to address issues that matter to them. For example, community partnerships have formed to reduce substance abuse and violence (1,2), to lower the risks of adolescent pregnancy, HIV/AIDS and cardiovascular diseases (3–5) and to prevent child abuse and neglect, domestic violence and injury (6–8). Local collaborative efforts to promote health and development may be part of global trends in building democracy and decentralization (9).

Community initiatives, such as those to reduce adolescent substance abuse or promote the wellbeing of older adults, attempt to improve health and development outcomes for all people who share a common place or experience (10,11). Prevention efforts often use both universal approaches – for all those potentially affected – and targeted approaches – for those with multiple markers that put them at higher risk (12,13). They aim to change the behaviour of large numbers of people, such as drug use or physical inactivity, and the conditions in which the behaviour occurs, such as the availability of drugs or lack of safe recreational areas (14).

Community health promotion is a process of development: it “enables people to increase control over, and improve, their health” (15,16). It uses multiple
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strategies, such as providing information and modifying access, and operates at multiple levels, including families and organizations, and through a variety of community sectors, such as schools, businesses and religious organizations. It aims to make small but widespread changes in health by transforming the environments in which health-related behaviour occurs (17). The goal is to promote healthy behaviour by making it easier to adopt and more likely to be reinforced. Models for promoting community health and development include the Healthy Cities/Healthy Communities model, the PRECEDE/PROCEED model, the Planned Approach to Community Health (PATCH) and others (12,18–20). Community-based efforts to prevent cardiovascular diseases, for example, engage local people in changing the environment in which they make choices about diet, tobacco use and physical activity (5). Although evidence of effectiveness is somewhat limited, these and other community approaches aim to increase opportunities for local people to work together to improve health and development outcomes and the quality of life.

The process of community development requires the fullest possible reliance on indigenous resources to identify and address local concerns (21–24). In the Declaration of Alma-Ata, WHO embraced a community development approach to health promotion (15,16). Such efforts support local participation in health promotion (25). Although community-oriented approaches to public health are usually implemented in neighbourhoods, towns and cities, they may be encouraged and coordinated at the broader levels of provinces, regions or countries.

Community-based funding promotes community, not researcher, control of interventions (12); funds are awarded to communities to address local concerns and often to researchers to support local efforts and help discover what is working. Information on the effectiveness of community-based initiatives is modest, however, since evaluation practice has yet fully to catch up with this innovation in community practice. Although models are available for studying community health efforts at the organizational and community levels (26–28), the research methods used are often borrowed from clinical trials and other researcher-controlled models of inquiry (12).

Several models and traditions inform the practice of community evaluation (see chapters 2, 4, 10 and 15). Action anthropology (29) refers to the use of research to facilitate empowerment in local communities. Qualitative research (30) highlights the value of the experience of those studied in understanding the meaning of the effort. Participatory action research (31,32) uses dialogue to produce knowledge and to inform action to help a group or community. Similarly, empowerment evaluation (33,34) aims to assess the merit of the effort while enhancing community capacity and self-determination. These and other varieties of action research (35) and action science (36) engage local people in designing and conducting the inquiry, and in interpreting the meaning of the results. The various approaches to community evaluation highlight different balances between the potentially competing ends of understanding and empowerment. They underscore the tension between experi-
menter and community control in the methods of community intervention and inquiry.

Evaluation can strengthen efforts to promote health and development at the community level (33,37). First, descriptive data about process and outcome can contribute to the understanding of how community initiatives develop over time. Second, providing continuous feedback on progress can improve implementation and encourage adjustments in this open and adaptive system (38,39). Third, engaging local people in the evaluation process may strengthen the capacity of marginalized groups to understand and improve local efforts. Finally, better documentation of community initiatives can help ensure the accountability of implementers to communities and funding agencies and of funding agencies to the communities that they serve. As communities receive more responsibility for addressing their health and development concerns, the demand for community evaluation increases.

This chapter presents models, methods and applications of community evaluation in understanding and improving community initiatives for health and development. We outline some challenges in evaluating community initiatives, describe a model of the community initiative as a catalyst for change, and discuss some principles, assumptions and values that guide community evaluation. Then we outline a logic model for system of community evaluation that we use in the Work Group for Health Promotion and Community Development at the University of Kansas, describe an example that draws on our field experience in the United States, outline key questions related to philosophical, conceptual, methodological, practical, political and ethical issues and offer specific recommendations on how practitioners and policy-makers can address these issues. Finally, the closing discussion examines broad issues and opportunities in evaluating health and development initiatives at the community level.

Challenges to community evaluation

Despite the potential benefits, evaluating community initiatives for health and development poses 12 serious challenges.

1. The determinants of many societal and public health problems, such as substance abuse or violence, are poorly understood, making it difficult to identify appropriate interventions and indicators of success.
2. Key constructs, such as community capacity or quality of life (see Chapter 6), are ambiguous, making the detection of changes in important processes and outcomes a formidable task (33,40).
3. The complexity of community initiatives makes it daunting to describe the intervention in sufficient detail to the permit replication of effects (33,41).
4. The lack of reliable and valid community-level measures of outcome for community concerns such as child abuse or domestic violence makes it difficult to assess the effects of an initiative (42).
5. The ultimate outcomes of community efforts, such as those to reduce risk for cardiovascular diseases or HIV/AIDS, may be delayed for a decade or more, necessitating the identification of measures of intermediate outcome, such as changes in the community or system (12,38,40).
6. Estimating the intensity of community-driven interventions may be impossible without more precise information on the type of component implemented, who was exposed to it and for how long.
7. Data aggregated for individuals may not permit analysis of impact at the community level (43).
8. The absence of suitable experimental designs or appropriate comparisons may make it difficult to attribute observed effects to the community initiative, and not to some other variables (44,45).
9. The evolving and adaptive nature of community initiatives, with resulting implications for the fidelity of implementation, may make it difficult to assess the general applicability of effects (41,46,47).
10. Participatory evaluation must guard against potential confusion resulting from conflicting interpretations from multiple sources (46,48,49).
11. Broader goals for the evaluation – contributing to both understanding and empowerment, and related increased responsibilities – may make it difficult to meet standards for feasibility (33,50).
12. It may be difficult to reconcile the competing goals of evaluation – such as assessing merit and enhancing community control – in the same endeavour (33,37,49).

Despite the challenges, some models and principles may help guide the practice of community evaluation.

**The community initiative as a catalyst for change**

Although the missions and specific interventions may vary, many community initiatives for health and development use a common model or framework: that of the initiative as a catalyst for change (40). Such initiatives attempt to transform relevant sectors of the community: changing programmes, policies and practices to make healthy behaviour more likely for large numbers of people. Fig. 11.1 displays the several nonlinear and interrelated elements of this catalyst model, adapted from earlier models (12,19) and based on theories of empowerment (40).

This model is nonlinear in that community partnerships engage in multiple and interrelated activities simultaneously. A new initiative to reduce the risk of violence in young people, for example, may refine its plans for action while pursuing highly visible and relatively easily achieved changes, such as posting billboards that describe the negative consequences of gang-related activity or arranging alternative activities that promote connections between young people and caring adults.
The five components of the model are interrelated. Collaborative planning should identify specific model components and community changes to be sought, thereby guiding community action and change. Key components may be adapted to fit local conditions and sustained through policy change, publicly supported programmes or other means of institutionalization (51). A pattern of successful change should increase the community’s capacity to create additional changes related to the mission, which may in turn affect more distal health outcomes. Successful initiatives or components may be disseminated for adoption and adaptation by other communities addressing similar concerns (47).

The goals and expectations of community initiatives vary. A community may attempt to address a single mission, such as increasing physical activity or improving diets, or multiple ends, such as reducing child abuse and domestic violence, that may share common risk and protective factors. Some communities have a relatively free hand in selecting locally appropriate interventions. Funding agencies may require other partnerships to replicate tried and true strategies or interventions based on research and development efforts (52). Hybrid approaches may combine model replication and catalyst roles by implementing core components, such as sexuality education and peer support for preventing adolescent pregnancy, as well as developing new community or systems changes related to desired outcomes, such as increasing access to contraceptives (53).

Components of community interventions should be expected to evolve and be reinvented by their users (47). To deliver an intervention component of
supervised alternative activities for adolescents, for example, communities may use a variety of different programme elements, such as recreational opportunities, summer jobs or community gardens. Locally controlled adaptation may facilitate community ownership, help ensure that components are institutionalized and build capacity for self-determined change.

Consistent with the principles of social marketing (54) and diffusion (47), key components of successful community programmes or the entire innovation may be disseminated in the later stages. For example, comprehensive interventions for reducing the risk of cardiovascular diseases or specific components, such as increasing access to low-fat foods, might be actively disseminated. Potential adopters need to know what works, what does not and what are the best conditions for implementation. This helps connect local efforts to the lessons learned from other community-based projects and the best or most promising practices suggested by experience and research.

**Principles, assumptions and values of community evaluation**

Some principles, assumptions and values underpin the process of evaluating community initiatives for health and development. They reflect the challenges of addressing seemingly contradictory aims in the same endeavour: contributing to the understanding and effectiveness of community initiatives while fostering community self-determination and capacity to address locally important concerns (33,41). The following ten principles, assumptions and values help guide the work of community evaluation.

1. Community initiatives often function as catalysts for change in which local people and organizations work together to transform the environment for a common purpose (40).
2. They are complex and evolving phenomena that must be analysed at multiple levels (19).
3. They help launch multiple interventions that citizens plan and implement.
4. Community evaluation must understand and reflect the health or development issue addressed, and the context of the community and the initiative (55).
5. Because local initiatives should be planned and implemented with maximum involvement of community members (10,25), community evaluation is a participatory process involving collaboration and negotiation among multiple parties (31,33,56,57).
6. Evaluation activities and resulting data should be linked to questions of importance to key stakeholders, such as community members and funding agencies (10,58).
7. Community evaluation should strengthen local capacities for understanding, improved practice and self-determination.
8. Evaluation should begin early in the development process, offering continuing information and feedback to enhance understanding, improvement and self-determination (12, 33, 59, 60).

9. Evaluation results should help sustain the community initiative by enhancing its ability to secure resources, maintain efforts and celebrate accomplishments (51, 55). If the initiative has demonstrated promising outcomes, community evaluation data can be used to promote widespread adoption of the initiative or its components (47).

10. Evaluation should be coupled with technical assistance to provide an integrated support system for increasing the effectiveness of the initiative (40). The enabling activities of a support and evaluation team can assist a community initiative throughout its life-span.

**Logic model**

Fig. 11.2 depicts the logic model for the Work Group’s community evaluation system (33, 61). Grounded in the catalyst model described earlier, this framework reflects an attempt to fulfill the ideals of community evaluation. Each phase has products and each product leads to the next.

**Initiative phases and evaluation activities**

Evaluation and support activities and related products are based on the five-stage, iterative model of the community initiative as a catalyst for change (Fig. 11.1).

**Collaborative planning**

Agenda setting, determining what issues and options are worthy of consideration, is a particularly powerful aspect of planning in democracies (62). In community initiatives, agendas shape the choice of which issues should be addressed and which related strategies implemented. Assessment tools can be used to gather information about community concerns (63) and epidemiological information on health problems (19). Media advocacy (64) may assist agenda-building efforts, enabling local people to articulate the health and development issues that matter to them.

Involving a diverse group of local people in collaborative planning is a hallmark of the community development process (12, 23). Key support activities include helping the initiative clarify its mission, objectives and strategies. A particularly critical factor in promoting change is developing action plans that identify the specific changes to be sought (and later documented) in all relevant sectors of the community (65). Identifying local assets and resources (66) for addressing concerns complements the problem- or deficit-oriented planning activities.

**Community implementation, action and change**

Evaluation documents the implementation of key elements of community initiatives. It monitors local efforts and accomplishments, documenting changes
Fig. 11.2. Logic model for the documentation and evaluation system of the University of Kansas Work Group on Health Promotion and Community Development
in programmes, policies and practices (community or systems changes) (38). Evaluators provide feedback on process (how components of the intervention were implemented) and intermediate outcome (the number and distribution of community changes). They may also conduct intervention research (52) to examine more systematically the effects of particularly promising interventions, such as modifying school lunches to reduce fat and retain energy or providing school-based clinics to increase access to contraceptives.

**Community adaptation, institutionalization and capacity**

Community evaluators assess the adaptation or reinvention of key initiative components, examining whether adjustments to fit local conditions increase or preserve effectiveness. They also assess the effects of efforts to promote institutionalization through policy change, the adoption of key components by established agencies and other approaches (51). Finally, evaluators help document community capacity: the ability of communities to facilitate important changes and outcomes over time and across concerns.

**More distal outcomes**

An ultimate goal of most community initiatives is to improve community-level indicators of health and development, such as the incidence of injuries or HIV/AIDS. To detect measurable outcome, community evaluators use quantitative methods such as behavioural surveys (of abstinence or unprotected sexual activity, for example) and records of outcomes (estimated rates of adolescent pregnancy, for example). They also use qualitative methods, such as interviews with key informants or participants, to better their understanding of the meaning and value of the work. When integrated, quantitative and qualitative information contributes to a critical understanding of the initiative’s efforts (67).

Community-level outcomes are often too delayed to be useful in fostering the continuous improvement of initiatives. Evaluation should document intermediate outcomes, such as community or systems change. Measuring such change helps detect and amplify information about new programmes, policies and practices that reflect the creation of a healthier environment (38). Future research may help clarify the conditions under which patterns of community change are associated with more distal outcomes (65).

**Dissemination**

Evaluators help community-based initiatives disseminate information about their effectiveness to relevant audiences, such as community boards and funding agencies. They provide data and interpretative reports about successes and failures, and the factors that may affect the wider adoption of initiatives (11,47). Dissemination activities may include presentations, professional articles, workshops and training, handbooks and communications in the mass media (68).
Products of evaluation, support and development activities

Evaluation and support activities enable local initiatives to produce products, such as community-identified concerns or community change, related to the phases in the process. According to the logic model of community evaluation (see Fig. 11.2), identified community-defined concerns may facilitate (and be influenced by) the development of locally determined strategies and tactics. These, in turn, may guide community implementation, action and change. Key components may be adapted and important community or systems changes may be institutionalized. This may enhance the community’s capacity to intervene and to evaluate local efforts, and may result in measurable outcomes and critical understanding of the initiative. This may help promote the widespread adoption of the initiative or its more effective components. The products of evaluation activities may influence each other, as well as the future agenda of community-defined concerns.

Example: evaluating community health initiatives in Kansas

This section outlines a composite case study, drawing on several community health initiatives in the state of Kansas for which we in the Work Group had evaluation and support responsibilities. Their missions included preventing adolescent pregnancy and substance abuse, reducing risks of cardiovascular diseases and some cancers, and promoting health (as determined locally) in rural communities. All the initiatives aimed at building local capacity to address community health concerns.

Background

A variety of communities participated in these initiatives with grant support from the Kansas Health Foundation, a philanthropic organization working to improve health in the state. The communities included cities (such as Wichita, population: 350,000), communities with military bases (such as Geary County, population: 29,638) and prisons (such as Leavenworth County, population: 69,323) and rural communities (such as Dighton, population: 1342).

In one initiative, three Kansas communities responded to a request for proposals to use a model to prevent adolescent pregnancies: the school/community sexual risk reduction model, first used in South Carolina (3,69). Three other communities received grants to establish community coalitions to reduce the risk of adolescent substance use and abuse, using the Project Freedom coalition model (65,70). Another initiative attempted to reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases and some cancers through a state-wide partnership (71,72) and related school-linked initiatives in several rural communities (73). In a rural health initiative, eight sparsely populated and relatively agrarian Kansas counties received grants to identify and address their health concerns. Each initiative attempted to serve as a catalyst for change by involving local
people in dialogue about how best to change community programmes, policies and practices to address locally identified concerns (26). Related task forces or action committees refined and implemented the action plan for each objective by specifying and pursuing the community changes to be sought.

**Participants and stakeholders**

The participants in these initiatives were community members, leaders and service providers. They included people affected by the programmes’ concerns and the leaders of organizations able to facilitate change; various targets of change, such as young people or elected officials whose action or inaction contributed to the problem; and agents of change, such as religious leaders or peers, who could contribute to the solution. Other major stakeholders included members of the steering committees, directors and staff of the community health initiatives, programme officers representing the funding agency and evaluation and support staff of our Work Group at the University of Kansas.

Stakeholder interests in the evaluation included understanding whether the efforts were having an effect and using this information to improve the functioning of the initiative and its specific projects (see Chapter 9). Major stakeholders posed several key questions to be addressed by the community evaluation.

- Is the initiative making a difference?
- Is the initiative serving as a catalyst for change?
- How is the initiative distributing its efforts?
- What factors influence the functioning of the initiative?

The evaluation system used a variety of measurement instruments, such as a documentation or monitoring system, and community-level indicators to address these and other questions (12,26,33,38,61).

**Implementation of the model**

The remainder of this section describes the application of the catalyst-for-change and community-evaluation logic models (see Fig. 11.1 and 11.2) to community health initiatives in Kansas.

**Collaborative planning**

Community initiatives often use technical assistance from public agencies or university-based centres to help them identify concerns, and gather and interpret epidemiological data. For example, in the rural health initiative, our Work Group used several means to gather information about local concerns. First, the concerns survey (63,74) enabled community members to rate the importance of various health issues and their satisfaction with how each of these issues was being addressed in their community. Data were summarized according to major strengths – issues of high importance and relatively high satisfaction – and relative problems – issues of high importance and relatively
low satisfaction. Locally determined rural health issues varied, including such concerns as promoting the health of older adults and preventing substance abuse and adolescent pregnancy.

Second, the Work Group helped local residents conduct informal listening sessions in which members of the community came together to define issues, identify barriers, articulate assets and resources, and brainstorm solutions. Third, we obtained epidemiological data to determine whether the archival records of public health and other relevant agencies substantiated perceived community problems.

Agenda setting involves artistry: local people achieving consensus on a modest set of goals in the face of multiple and diverse community issues and unavailable, inaccurate or insensitive community-level or epidemiological data. Conflicts may arise when the available hard data do not substantiate the importance of issues to the community. For example, although epidemiological data on causes of death may suggest the public health importance of addressing cardiovascular diseases, the legitimacy of other community concerns, such as child abuse or domestic violence, may be contested if supporting data are unavailable. These tensions test the commitment of funding agencies and evaluators to assessing merit and promoting accountability while nurturing community self-determination and capacity.

The Work Group supported action planning in communities. Staff helped each community initiative to form a vision, create a mission, set objectives and develop strategies and action plans. Local people and key leaders in each community sector, such as schools or religious organizations, were encouraged to participate so that a variety of important and feasible changes could be facilitated across all relevant sectors of the community. The Work Group developed practical guides to support action planning for a variety of community health issues, including substance abuse, pregnancy and violence in young people, chronic disease, child abuse and neglect, and health promotion for older adults (75–80). Technical assistance from us enabled each community partnership to identify action plans: specific, locally determined changes in programmes, policies and practices consistent with its vision and mission.

**Community implementation, action and change**

We worked with programme staff and leaders to document the community changes (new or modified programmes, policies and practices) facilitated by each community partnership. Fig. 11.3 illustrates one key measure of intermediate outcome, the cumulative number of community changes, for a local partnership to prevent adolescent pregnancy. In a cumulative record, each new event (such as a new peer support group or policy change in schools to provide sexuality education) is added to all previous events; a flat line depicts no activity, and a steeper slope shows increased activity or accomplishment over time. Illustrative community changes represented by discrete data points for this initiative included each new programme (such as a mentoring programme), policy (such as increased hours of operation for a school-linked clinic) and
practice (such as teachers attending graduate level training on sexuality) facilitated by the initiative and related to its mission of preventing adolescent pregnancy. Ratings by community members and outside experts helped inform programme leaders and the funding agency about the importance of such changes. Graphs and regular reports of accomplishments were used to inform stakeholders about the pattern of progress in this intermediate outcome. The Work Group created prototypes for communicating information about the initiative’s accomplishments to relevant audiences and provided information on how to incorporate such information in status reports and grant applications to potential funding sources.

Fig. 11.3. Community changes (intermediate outcomes) from work to prevent adolescent pregnancy in Geary County, Kansas, 1993–1996

We also documented the implementation of initiatives. For example, we tracked the implementation of sexuality education (for preventing adolescent pregnancy) through teachers’ reports and records (53). The Group also collaborated with initiatives in conducting intervention research studies to determine if the changes caused by the initiatives were having the intended effects. For example, in intervention studies, Lewis et al. (81) found that citizen surveillance and feedback reduced sales of alcohol and tobacco to minors only when the intervention was fully implemented, and Harris et al. (82) found that changes to the school environment led to reduced fat content in school lunches and better eating habits and more physical activity in students.
Community adaptation, institutionalization and capacity

The Work Group used technical assistance and consultation to facilitate necessary adjustments in key components in the school/community model used by Kansas communities to prevent adolescent pregnancy (53). To provide peer support and education, communities implemented a variety of different programme elements, including male-to-male support groups, abstinence clubs and social events for young people. The Work Group examined institutionalization by asking whether new programmes, policies and practices were still in place some months after their initial implementation. We studied community capacity by ascertaining the pattern of community change over time and, where possible, whether high rates of community change were generated for newly emerging health and development concerns.

More distal outcomes

The Work Group obtained data from behavioural surveys and archives to help assess whether changes in the environment were associated with corresponding changes in reported behaviour and community-level indicators. For example, the local initiatives for preventing adolescent substance abuse used school surveys to assess young people’s reported use of alcohol, tobacco and drugs. The Work Group gathered data on community-level outcomes, such as rates of adolescent pregnancy, or single nighttime vehicle crashes for initiatives to prevent substance abuse. We examined possible relationships between rates of community change and changes in community-level indicators to help draw inferences about whether the initiative made a difference on more distal outcomes (26,40,65).

Dissemination

The Work Group used local and national presentations, journal articles and book chapters to communicate the results of the work. We also prepared handbooks, such as those for guiding action planning (40) and community evaluation (26,61). Staff conducted workshops and training sessions and collaborated with lay opinion leaders (5) to help disseminate core elements of the model for community evaluation and support. Finally, our team helped develop a free, Internet-based system, the Community Tool Box (http://ctb ls.isi.ukans.edu, accessed 17 May 2000), to disseminate information about promising practices for bringing about community change. The Tool Box provides practical information on strategic planning, advocacy, community evaluation and other methods used by community initiatives for health and development.

Key issues of community evaluation

This section identifies a number of salient issues in evaluating community initiatives for health and development. Our experience and understanding of the literature lead us to organize them under three broad categories (philosophical
and conceptual, methodological and practical, and political and ethical) and to frame them as questions categorized according to the ten principles, assumptions and values of community evaluation. In addition, we have linked the questions to the recommendations that follow.

**Philosophical and conceptual issues**
The process of community health and development raises philosophical issues, such as the proper relationship between researchers and communities and the kinds of knowledge that can and should be obtained and by whom. Similarly, conceptual issues, such as how to define community and what theories of change to use, influence the process of understanding and improving community initiatives.

**Catalysts for change**
What is the theory of change (implicit or explicit) that guides the initiative, and is the evaluation consistent with it (see recommendations 1, 2, 4, 5, 16 and 19–21)?

**Complex and evolving phenomena requiring analysis at multiple levels**
Are targeted health and development concerns significant to the community? Are they clearly defined, and is the community aware of their level (see recommendations 1, 3 and 24)?

How well does current knowledge explain the determinants of the community issue(s)? What causes do community members and other stakeholders assign? What assumptions and values are implicit in the analysis of the problem, and does the evaluation acknowledge and reflect current knowledge about them (see recommendations 1–3)?

What does current knowledge suggest about how the intervention should balance universal with targeted interventions (see recommendations 1, 4 and 20)?

**Multiple interventions planned and implemented by citizens**
What is the role of local people as agents for or champions of change in facilitating community or systems change (see recommendations 4 and 10)?

Does the evaluation help document the type and intensity of the community intervention (see recommendations 5, 6, 10, 12 and 16)?

If an intervention model is being replicated, how faithful is the replica to the original? What intervention components are modified and how? Are monitoring systems in place to detect effectiveness over time, especially after adaptation (see recommendations 7, 8 and 16)?

**Reflecting the issue and the context**
How is community defined? How are differences within communities (within neighbourhoods or quadrants of neighbourhoods, for example) reflected in the data and their interpretation? In particular, how are differences among more
and less powerful members of the community addressed (see recommendations 1, 3, 15 and 18)?

How is the experience of community members valued alongside the expert knowledge of researchers? When differences in perspective or interpretation arise, how are they reconciled (see recommendations 1, 3, 7, 8, 15 and 18)?

What is the relationship between the community initiative and its larger cultural, historical and community context? How does one account for interactions among context, methods, researchers and community members? How much of the context needs to be understood to design and conduct the intervention and evaluation, and to interpret the results (see recommendations 3, 4, 7, 8, 15 and 16)?

**Collaborative and participatory process involving multiple parties**
What are the interests and values of the stakeholders involved in the community evaluation? How are they involved in decision-making? What are the stakeholders’ visions for the community and its health and development? How are differences in stakeholders’ interests, values, purposes and visions reconciled (see recommendations 1, 3, 15, 16 and 18)?

What knowledge and resources (and limitations and barriers) do key stakeholders bring to the initiative (see recommendations 1, 3, 4, 10 and 16)?

What is the purpose of the evaluation: understanding, improvement, empowerment or accountability? Who decides what questions to address and how information will be collected and interpreted? By what process is the research agenda set? Who interprets the meaning of the findings (see recommendation 3)?

**Methodological issues**
The study of community initiatives for health and development lies at the applied end of the research continuum (83). Basic research and clinical trials use powerful experimental designs (and extensive researcher control) to identify personal and environmental factors that either promote or limit health and development. Traditional methods of selecting participants, such as using random assignment and tight control of the intervention, cannot be used in community-controlled initiatives (see chapters 10 and 14). As collaborative partners, researchers assist in designing new interventions proposed by community members, advise on which interventions or practices to implement and assist in adapting, implementing and evaluating chosen interventions. When building community capacity to address issues of local importance is an aim of such partnerships, maximum researcher control is inapplicable and undesirable (see Chapter 4). The evaluation of community initiatives raises a number of methodological issues.

**Complex and evolving phenomena requiring analysis at multiple levels**
Do the evaluation measures reflect both personal and environmental contributors to the community concerns? Do evaluation measures reflect the behaviour
of actors who are both upstream (such as elected officials) and downstream (such as people affected by the problem) of the causes of the concern (see recommendations 2, 4, 6, 11 and 14)?

What designs will be used to increase confidence in the reliability and generalizability of conclusions? What degree of experimental and researcher control does the design require? How and with whom is the experimental control negotiated (see recommendations 3, 5 and 14)?

Do the measures permit an evaluation at the community level of analysis? How are links established between measures of intermediate outcome (community changes) and of more distal community-level outcomes (see recommendations 6, 14 and 18)?

**Multiple interventions planned and implemented by citizens**

Does the evaluation help build understanding of the process of development? What aspects of continuity and change characterize the gradual unfolding of the community initiative (see recommendations 4, 8–12 and 16)?

How does the evaluation help determine the value added by the community initiative? Does it help determine what new things the initiative brings to the community? How does it assess the significance of the initiative’s contribution to addressing community concerns (see recommendations 15 and 16)?

**Information linked to questions important to stakeholders**

Do the evaluation methods and resulting information correspond to the questions being asked, and to the interests of stakeholders (see recommendations 3, 5, 11, 15, 18 and 19)?

What quantitative and qualitative methods best address stakeholders’ questions and interests? Are diverse evaluation methods used to address the variety of these questions and interests, and do they fit the culture and context? What measurement instruments provide more reliable and valid (accurate, consistent and sensitive) information (see recommendations 3, 4 and 16)?

**Practical, political and ethical issues**

Issues of practicality, politics and ethics circumscribe the process of promoting community health and development, and should be considered in the design and implementation of a community evaluation.

**Collaborative and participatory process involving multiple parties**

Who determines the criteria for success? Who sets the agenda for the evaluation? Who are the clients for the evaluation? Whose interests does it serve (see recommendations 1, 3 and 15)?

What is the evaluators’ role in the initiative? To whom and for what are they accountable? Do evaluators work with, rather than on or for, communities (see recommendations 3, 5, 15 and 17)?
Information linked to questions important to stakeholders
What is the purpose of the evaluation: assessing the merit or worth of the initiative, contributing to its effectiveness, building capacity and/or promoting self-determination (see recommendations 1, 3 and 15)?
To whom and how often are the data reported? How, by whom and under what circumstances are they best communicated to ensure maximum impact (see recommendations 3, 11 and 18)?

Building local capacity
What decisions are to be informed by the evaluation (see recommendations 1, 3 and 15)?
How does the evaluation help assess and strengthen the community’s readiness and ability to address its issues (see recommendations 5, 10, 11, 13 and 21)?
Who defines the problem or issue and acceptable solutions? Do evaluation methods contribute to shared responsibility within the community for defining the agenda and for selecting, adapting and sustaining interventions (see recommendations 1, 2, 4, 7–10, 13 and 20)?
Does the evaluation help make the initiative accountable to the community it is intended to serve (see recommendations 1, 5, 8 and 15)?
How does the evaluation contribute to and/or limit community control? How does it strengthen community capacity to understand and develop solutions for locally identified concerns? Does the evaluation help local people to solve problems and make decisions independently (see recommendations 1, 5 and 7–13)?

Continuing part of the development process
Does the evaluation start early enough to help the initiative improve and adapt, and last long enough to help people understand whether the initiative has more distal outcomes (see recommendations 14 and 18)?
Do the evaluators avoid doing harm (see recommendations 3 and 16)? For example, if the initiative addresses illegal or socially sanctioned behaviour (such as drug use or violence), what special considerations are taken to help ensure confidentiality?
Do the evaluators share relevant information with stakeholders often enough and at the right times to affect important decisions (see recommendation 3)?

Using positive results to promote initiatives
How does the evaluation contribute to the sustainability and institutionalization of the initiative and its core components (see recommendations 7, 10, 13 and 19)?
What criteria are used to decide whether the initiative merits continued support and whether the initiative or its components should be disseminated (see recommendations 1, 3 and 15–18)? Who should be involved in identifying the criteria? What happens if the results are not positive?
Integrated support system for community health and development

Is the evaluation useful? How well do its measures and feedback correspond to the initiative’s desired results (see recommendations 3, 5 and 16)? Is the evaluation feasible or a burden to the community initiative, reducing its capacity to affect identified concerns? Are the time, effort and monetary costs of the evaluation justified in light of the benefits (see recommendations 3, 5, 14 and 16)?

Recommendations for practitioners and policy-makers

We group the recommendations according to the five phases of the catalyst and logic models (see Fig. 11.1 and 11.2), and address them to practitioners (especially community researchers and implementers) and policy-makers (including elected and appointed officials and funding agencies).

Supporting collaborative planning

1. Policy-makers should support and practitioners assist community members in:

   - identifying community health and development concerns and collecting data that document locally defined problems and assets; and
   - strategic planning: identifying a vision, mission, objectives, strategies and action plans.

2. Practitioners and policy-makers should create opportunities for community members to participate in developing an evaluation plan for the initiative that reflects the interests of key stakeholders.

3. Practitioners should:

   - develop and communicate information on risk and protective factors for community concerns and the most promising practices for addressing them;
   - help elicit local explanations and knowledge and assist in the critical analysis and interpretation of available data;
   - develop a reciprocal relationship with community initiatives, providing technical assistance and resources, as well as making requests for information and data; and
   - develop and regularly review research plans, schedules, expected outcomes and data with community members and other stakeholders.

Supporting community implementation, action and change

4. Practitioners and policy-makers should:

   - create opportunities for community members to select interventions and prioritize desired community changes that reflect local and expert
knowledge of what is important and feasible (for example, by using a survey of goals); and

- encourage community initiatives to be a catalyst for change, focusing their efforts on transforming modifiable features of the environment (programmes, policies and practices), rather than individual behaviour only.

5. Practitioners should:

- highlight the products of planning, such as forming committees or completing action plans or grant applications, rather than the process;
- provide technical support and feedback in identifying, developing and implementing promising interventions and best practices;
- evaluate the effects of interventions or initiative components of particular interest to the stakeholders to assess their actual impact on behaviour, risk factors and outcomes; and
- assess and feed back information for process measures that are of importance to the initiative (such as the units of media coverage, number of community members and organizations participating, resources generated and services provided).

6. Policy-makers should request and practitioners provide a measure of community or systems changes (new or modified programmes, policies or practices) facilitated by the initiative to indicate how the environment is changing to support health and development.

7. Policy-makers should allow and practitioners support the adaptation of community models and interventions to fit local conditions.

8. Practitioners should collect data on process and outcome to determine whether locally implemented and adapted innovations are effective.

9. Policy-makers should encourage long-range planning for sustainability, and provide support (such as training and links to support networks) and gradually reduce long-term funding to promote the institutionalization of initiatives.

10. Practitioners should:

- conduct periodic (annual) assessments of the proportion of community or systems changes that are sustained (incorporated into policy, programmes or the budget of government agencies) as an indication of institutionalization;
- collect data on rates of community change over time and across concerns to provide an indication of community capacity; and
- collect data on the engagement of citizen agents of community or systems change to provide a measure of community capacity and social capital.

11. Policy-makers should request and practitioners should provide, regular (monthly or quarterly) feedback of process and outcome data to improve the functioning of the initiative.
12. Practitioners should provide feedback on the distribution of community change by risk factor, strategies used, goals sought and settings engaged to help understand and improve efforts to address community issues.

13. Policy-makers should provide funding that enhances the capacity of a diverse team of community leaders to implement the initiative (to provide training for requesting funding and to support community capacity to plan and carry out the mission, objectives and strategies).

**Detecting and influencing more distal outcomes**

14. Practitioners should:

   - collect data on reported behaviour related to risk and protective factors (such as reported tobacco use or physical inactivity) and validated physiological measures (such as measures of fitness);
   - use longitudinal environmental measures to assess the conduciveness of the environment to health and how it changes over time, which may include prospective case studies of rates of community or systems change and their relationship to changes in relevant community-level indicators of health and development; and
   - develop practical and standardized methods for collecting data on relevant risk and protective behaviour and community-level indicators over the same time frame and geographic area, covering communities in which the intervention is implemented and appropriate comparison communities.

15. Policy-makers should encourage and practitioners support community members and outside experts in assessing the public health or social significance of initiative achievements (using an outcome survey to assess perceived importance to the mission, for example) to increase accountability to community members and other stakeholders.

16. Practitioners should use qualitative methods (such as interviews with key informants about critical events, barriers, resources and lessons learned) to increase critical understanding of the initiative’s process and outcomes.

17. Policy-makers should provide funding mechanisms that help make outcome matter to communities. These could include annual renewal of multi-year grants based on evidence of high rates of community change, outcome dividends or bonuses for improvements in more distal outcomes.

18. Practitioners should:

   - feed back data on health and development outcomes, behavioural risk and protective factors, and community change early and regularly to a broad cross-section of initiative participants, including staff, community members, board members and funding agencies; and
   - collaborate with initiative leaders to develop meaningful ways to present evaluation data to stakeholders.
Supporting dissemination

19. Practitioners should present data, in collaboration with community members and initiative staff, at local, state, national and international venues to create a broader audience for local efforts.

20. Practitioners and policy-makers should spread information on programmes and components known to be effective, and encourage other communities to replicate them.

21. Policy-makers and practitioners should use all communication media to disseminate information about successful interventions, promising practices and lessons learned in doing the work.

Conclusion

Answering an overarching question may assess the merit of a community evaluation. How does the evaluation contribute to (or restrict):

- understanding of the community initiative; and
- the improvement of the community and its capacity to effect valued ends?

This perspective adds empowerment to the traditional purposes of assessing merit (33). The traditional evaluation paradigm asks how to configure community conditions, participants and interventions to get an answer to a research question. In contrast, the paradigm of community evaluation asks how to structure the evaluation to understand better and to improve what is important to the community.

In community evaluation, community members, funding agencies and evaluators collaborate to choose evaluation strategies to fit the local context. The factors determining the mix of strategies comprise the health and development outcomes to be addressed, the stakeholders’ interests and needs, the resources available and the types of intervention methods chosen. For example, an injury prevention initiative might collaborate with the local clinic to track the incidence of deaths and injuries related to violence, road accidents or other locally important contributors. Although a child welfare initiative might find direct observation of parent–child interactions too expensive, it could use archives to collect data on the number of children living below the poverty line and other indicators.

A situation analysis of the community is a crucial step in planning for health and development at the local level (19). Community evaluation informs the development process in which a community gains knowledge about its situation and identifies locally important concerns. Optimally, community evaluation is an early and integral part of the support system, helping inform the choices of culturally sensitive goals and strategies, and later documenting the community’s mobilization and progress with its identified concerns. Evaluation methods contribute to a knowledge base from which community leaders, researchers and funding agencies can better understand
the social and cultural conditions and processes that support or inhibit community change.

Communities may have built-in mechanisms for change, such as financial resources or service networks, that enable them to accept responsibility for transforming local conditions (84). Community evaluation can help communities recognize and act on their own abilities to change. In this endeavour, the community has a collaborative relationship with the evaluation team, as both work together to understand and improve the initiative. Communities identify and mobilize existing resources to initiate and help document changes that relate to community health improvement. By documenting such changes, community evaluation can prompt community members and leaders to discover where change does (and should) occur.

When communities do not facilitate change, however, the role of the community evaluation team may shift to promoting accountability. When intermediate and main outcomes remain minimal over extended periods, for example, local trustees and funding agencies can use community evaluation data to encourage leaders to make adjustments. In extreme cases, community initiatives may be encouraged to seek change in local leadership. To help make outcome matter to local implementers, funding agencies may structure funding so that annual renewal depends on evidence of progress.

Detecting community capacity is a particularly important challenge for community evaluation, but community change, as illustrated in the Kansas initiatives, is a promising measure. For example, a community initiative for preventing substance abuse that displays a sustained pattern of relevant community changes over time and related improvements in more distal outcomes (such as reported drug use) might be said to demonstrate greater community capacity than a counterpart with no sustained change. Evidence that members of the same initiative later effect community changes related to a new mission or concern, such as preventing violence by young people, provides further conviction of increased capacity. Further research may help reveal a variety of sensitive and reliable measures of community capacity (85) and the related constructs of community competence (43) and social capital (86, 87).

Successful community partnerships create, adopt and/or adapt the interventions and practices best suited to local conditions. How interventions are adapted and implemented becomes almost as important a research issue as what happened as a result (47). Future research may refine the art of supporting and documenting the process of reinvention. Such knowledge should enhance the capacity to support contextually appropriate efforts to promote health and development.

Relationships between scientists and communities appear to be evolving in the context of community partnerships for health and development. This may reflect a minor revolution in traditional modes of science and practice (88). In the late 1980s, community-based funding emerged as an innovation in funding practice: awarding grants to communities to address their concerns and not primarily to research scientists to design and implement interventions in or on
communities. Traditional methods emphasized control over communities; they could not achieve the multiple goals of community initiatives: to increase understanding, improvement, capacity and self-determination. Widespread discontent with the inadequacies of traditional models of research and evaluation, and challenges to basic assumptions about their purposes created the conditions in which new community-oriented approaches to intervention and evaluation emerged.

A new paradigm offers changes in models, methods and applications (88). For example, the community evaluation system described in this chapter outlines a conceptual framework for examining and improving community initiatives that act as catalysts for change. The methods include various support activities and instruments for documenting and feeding back information about process and intermediate and more distal outcomes (12,26,38,47,61). The variety of problems tackled through community initiatives in both urban and rural areas suggests the generalizability of this approach.

To be adopted, candidate approaches to supporting and evaluating community initiatives must show their advantage over others (47,88). New models and methods should solve problems not addressed well by others. For example, a community evaluation system might offer the capacity to collect and feed back information about community change, an intermediate outcome of community initiatives. The innovation must also preserve the strengths of earlier and competing methods; community evaluation approaches should draw from the strengths of models from public health (19). applied research methods from behavioural science (41), strategies from community development (23) and key constructs such as prevention (13,89) and empowerment (90,91).

Finally, a candidate approach to community evaluation should leave a variety of unresolved issues and questions to be addressed by scientists and practitioners drawn to the new or adapted paradigm. The many issues highlighted here and the related recommendations offer multiple niches for contribution. Perhaps this and other approaches will help unlock the secrets and power of community initiatives. Such efforts may contribute to the capacity of communities and support systems to address locally valued and evolving health and development concerns, now and in future generations.
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This chapter draws on the experience gained from a series of reviews of health promotion in schools, some of which are still under way (1–6). It describes some of the strengths and difficulties of experimental research and systematic reviews in school health promotion. It raises issues in the development and evaluation of school health programmes; some are specific to the school setting and some relate to programmes in a variety of settings. The chapter concludes with recommendations for the future development and evaluation of school health promotion programmes.

Schools as a setting for health promotion

For more than a century, schools have proved a popular setting for initiatives designed to promote health and prevent disease. This has happened for a number of reasons, both theoretical and practical. Policy-makers in both health and education recognize the interdependence of health and learning; children need health to benefit fully from schooling, and learning is important for the maintenance of health. In countries where education is compulsory, schools provide direct access to the whole population of children, independent of their parents. Schools can reach children at an early age, before they have embarked on health-damaging behaviour. Schools thus provide an infrastructure for programme delivery, which is at least in part free to health promotion practitioners.

In some countries, schools have been the setting for the entire range of health promotion and disease prevention initiatives, from screening and im-
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munization programmes and the provision of clinics, through classroom health education programmes to community outreach initiatives trying to ensure that schools’ physical and social environments are conducive to health (through smoking policies and the provision of healthy school meals and recreation facilities, for example) (7,8). The former are generally regarded as disease prevention initiatives and the latter as health promotion, but distinguishing between them is not always easy. The most widely accepted definition of health promotion includes the concept of empowerment (9). If health promotion is a process of enabling children to increase control over their health, improving access to preventive services by offering them in schools can promote health. The distinction may depend less on the content and aim of the service than on its provision: whether, for example, the service involves coercion or offers young people a genuine choice.

The study and development of health promotion initiatives, in schools and other settings, have led to the recognition that different approaches to health promotion may be synergistic and that effective programmes may require a multifaceted approach (7). In school health promotion, this has meant involving parents and the community, as well as all the school staff, so that pupils perceive congruent messages. The European Network of Health Promoting Schools (ENHPS) takes this multifaceted approach (8). Developed by the WHO Regional Office for Europe in partnership with the European Commission and the Council of Europe, the initiative requires participating schools to work in three domains: developing a school ethos and environment that support health, working with families and communities and working with pupils through health education in the school curriculum (10). It is built on the understanding that self-esteem is important for health and that changes in health-related behaviour need to be achieved through empowerment, not coercion. Multifaceted initiatives are complex, and their evaluation presents many challenges. The 1995 WHO evaluation of ENHPS proposed a framework for the evaluation of health promoting schools (11). This defines three types of evaluation, focusing on the process of the initiative and its impact on both intermediate factors and health or wellbeing.

The role of experimental studies
In many instances, formal evaluation is not necessarily essential for research and development. People can develop successful programmes by trial and error, and learn whether they work by observation. This process can be very effective if programme developers are keen observers, who resist the influence of personal bias. Formal evaluation is useful, however, because it enables others to learn from the experience of those who develop programmes.

Evaluation can be observational or experimental. Observational studies aim to document events, perceptions or changes and experimental studies, to describe what happens when an intervention is made, usually comparing the results with those of making no intervention or another intervention. Experi-
mental studies are useful to demonstrate that the observations made during the course of studies were not biased. Because bias is very common, experimental studies have come to be viewed as the methodology of choice. Many of the limitations of these studies, however, are pertinent to school health promotion research. Control of both the design and data collection by outsiders hinders either the research staff or those involved in the experiment in making pertinent observations of both expected and unexpected effects. Participatory research enables researchers to base their conclusions on the observations of a much larger number of people, including the targets of the intervention, and is therefore more likely to discover answers. Participation is difficult to achieve in experiments over which the participants feel that they have no control. Chapters 1–4 discuss these issues in more detail.

The randomized controlled trial is often recommended as the optimum experimental design (12). The random allocation of individual children causes unacceptable disruption to school timetables. Classes or schools can be randomly assigned to experimental and control groups, but this causes another problem in the evaluation of programmes intended to provide knowledge, as almost all school health promotion programmes do: contamination between the control and programme groups. Useful knowledge spreads from person to person. Randomly allocating schools reduces this problem, but does not eliminate it. Randomly allocating cities or communities reduces it still further. Allocating individuals to groups on the basis of their class, school or city, however, introduces complications to statistical analysis based on independent observation. Children in the same class share and are influenced by their classroom teacher. Children in the same school are exposed to a common school ethos, and are likely to have more similar socioeconomic backgrounds than a random sample of the general population. Overcoming these complications requires both sample-size calculations and analyses of results to take account of intraclass correlations (13). This process tends to increase very significantly the sample size and thus the cost of evaluation studies. In addition, interclass correlations theoretically affect the analysis of the results of controlled trials, as opposed to randomized controlled trials. Controlled trials are subject to the additional criticism that investigators may have been biased in deciding which schools got the interventions.

Both controlled and randomized controlled study designs tend to be based on the assumption that delivering a standardized intervention, which can be faithfully reproduced in different schools, is possible and desirable. In ENHPS (10) and some studies covered by our review of reviews (3), schools were encouraged to customize the programme under evaluation to increase their participation and ownership, but most studies examined standardized interventions. The requirement for standardized interventions creates problems for health promotion evaluation in all settings. The randomized controlled trial requires a passivity in participants that is the antithesis of health promotion, in which active participation is central to success and empowerment a desirable goal in its own right. Health promotion programmes aim to
enable participants to do a potentially difficult thing for themselves. Enabling people to help themselves is more difficult than doing something for them. Help tailored to the participants’ needs may be more effective than offering a standard package.

The process of delivery may be particularly important in the school setting. Children, especially primary school children, are more accepting and less critical than adults: less likely to identify misinformation incorporated into health promotion programmes and more susceptible to manipulation. For example, saying that illegal drugs are more harmful than they actually are could achieve short-term improvements in attitudes, but only at the cost of reducing children’s ability to trust teachers and other experts in the future. Such approaches disregard children’s right to make informed choices. The assessment of these aspects of the delivery process can be built into experimental studies (14), but the qualitative methodologies sensitive to their measurement are time consuming and expensive.

Finally, some element of coercion is regarded as positively desirable in schools. This means that health promotion programmes can be implemented in schools that could not be implemented elsewhere. Children can be required to take part in physical education sessions to ensure that they are physically fit, and to participate in classes in which sexual health is discussed. Changing children’s lunch-time nutritional intake is relatively easy in a school that provides meals and in which no other food is available. Experimental studies can show the short-term effectiveness of programmes such as these in changing risk factor prevalence (15,16). Such programmes may develop a taste for healthy foods and exercise in children who might not otherwise have had the opportunity to discover them. Programmes that require children to submit to activities in which they do not want to take part, however, model coercion rather than respect. Respect for others is an important part of a healthy society, so coercive programmes are unlikely to promote health in the long term. Reports of experimental studies seldom discuss such possible adverse effects of school health promotion programmes.

The role of systematic reviews and reviews of reviews
Systematic reviews were developed to ensure that the results of sound medical experiments were incorporated into professional practice as soon possible (17). Systematic searching guards against reviewer bias in the selection of studies. Critical appraisal, using specified criteria, is intended to ensure that conclusions are based on the most robust studies. Combining the results from several studies that have used the same outcomes provides the statistical power to decide whether small differences between intervention and control groups could have occurred by chance. Reviews of reviews therefore present a unique opportunity to comment on what has and has not been evaluated, and to identify effective and ineffective interventions and areas in need of further research.
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Systematic reviews also have certain important limitations, and some of these are particularly pertinent to reviews of studies of health promotion initiatives. Systematic searching and critical appraisal do not need to be confined to experimental studies, but they usually are. As a result, systematic reviews are less likely to take account of what other methodological approaches have revealed. Driven by the quality standards established by the Cochrane Collaboration (18), most recent systematic reviews have aimed to search for both published and unpublished studies, but published studies are much easier to identify. The views of journal editors and reviewers about what constitutes good research may therefore bias these reviews. Similarly, the conclusions are subject to potential bias in the types of initiatives that are favoured by funding organizations and therefore studied. Using information only from completed studies, systematic reviews may fail to make use of the experiential knowledge of practitioners or to take account of the most recent methodological advances. In addition, their search strategies are a source of potential bias; reviewers who are unaware of a specific body of research or unfamiliar with specialist terminology may fail to find important studies.

Finally, systematic reviews are rarely complete. Our systematic reviews of reviews (3) found multiple reviews on all the topic areas, but only 10% of the studies appeared in more than one review. There were reasons for this; reviews may have varied in focus or covered studies published in different periods. Nevertheless, even thorough reviews are unlikely to be complete and, even within this group, we noted inexplicable discrepancies between reviews reporting on the same study.

**Experimental studies of health promotion in schools**

Systematically reviewing systematic reviews enables one to develop an overview of the very large number and wide range of studies of health promotion in schools, and to build on the work of previous reviewers. The latest of our systematic reviews of reviews (3) identified over 200 reviews of health promotion in schools, a measure of the volume of research in this field. Systematic reviews ask focused research questions, and ours focused on population approaches to primary prevention. It therefore excluded programmes targeted at high-risk groups (such as obese children or teenage mothers) and those delivered to individuals rather than groups (such as those for screening and immunization). Perhaps most important, by excluding reviews that did not include some controlled or randomized controlled studies, it focused on experimental studies. Reviewing reviews, rather than primary studies, meant that the project was limited by the focus of the original reviews and by the process of data extraction carried out by the reviewers. We included only the reviews that met certain quality criteria: those that showed evidence of a systematic search strategy, gave key information about the studies reviewed and included some controlled trials. The reviews finally included covered over 400 studies of health promotion in schools. With these important caveats, the project thus provided
the opportunity to make some useful observations on experimental studies of health promotion in schools.

The systematic reviews that were identified and met the inclusion criteria focused on one or two specific topics: usually health-related behaviour. The greatest number covered studies of substance abuse: illegal drugs, alcohol and tobacco, either alone or in combination. The next most common were reviews of studies of nutrition and/or exercise. Multiple reviews of sex or family life education, accident and injury prevention, personal safety, oral health and mental health were less numerous. The reviews included did not cover school health promotion programmes in general, the effectiveness of different approaches (for example, multifaceted programmes) regardless of the topic, or the ENHP approach. This is not surprising, given the lead-time required for the evaluation and publication of results of studies of a new approach. No reviews focusing on studies of holistic approaches to health promotion (such as empowerment or self-esteem development) were suitable for inclusion.

The number of studies reviewed in each topic area correlated with the number of reviews. Much the greatest number focused on substance abuse. If, as seems likely, the number of high-quality reviews reflects the volume of research and development, investment in research on substance abuse programmes appears to have been disproportionate. The most pressing health needs of school-age children are injury prevention and mental health promotion (1). Drug and alcohol abuse are related to both of these, and the disproportionate investment might be justifiable on these grounds. On the other hand, the emphasis on substance abuse programmes may reflect societies’ concern with the antisocial behaviour that frequently accompanies abuse, rather than the health of young people.

**Aims and content of programmes**

Most of the reviews had been commissioned to evaluate the impact of school health promotion programmes on health-related behaviour, and focused on improvements in health-related behaviour specific to a group of diseases (such as cardiovascular diseases) or health problems (such as injuries and drug abuse). Among reviews concentrating on aspects of health, rather than behaviour, the aim of reducing the prevalence of particular diseases was more common than that of improving aspects of wellbeing. Although some of the reviewed programmes on the prevention of substance abuse and on sex or family life education aimed to improve wellbeing, either by increasing self-esteem or by reducing stress, the latter aim appeared to be common only in mental health promotion programmes.

Almost all the initiatives covered in these reviews aimed to increase pupils’ knowledge of the relevant health issues and included a classroom component, but the intensity and delivery of classroom programmes varied significantly. The amount of curriculum time tended to range from, for example, one fifty-minute session to weekly sessions over two years. Programmes were delivered by teachers (with or without special training), other professionals, peers, com-
munity volunteers and students in higher education. Most evaluated programmes used interventions developed and standardized outside the school. Thus schools involved in the research would not usually have participated in intervention design and development.

The classroom components extended beyond the development of knowledge, covering the range of components described by Hansen in his review of substance abuse programmes (19). These may be grouped into four broad areas: skill development, promotion of wellbeing, support and other approaches. Examples of programmes on all topics aimed to increase children’s skills, but the types of skills promoted varied. In substance abuse and sex and family life education programmes, these tended to be generic skills in making decisions, solving problems, assertiveness and resistance, communication and listening, coping and building social networks. Programmes for accident and injury prevention and, to a lesser extent, nutrition and exercise promoted more specific skills in road crossing and cycling, food preparation and physical education. Programmes aiming to develop skills used a variety of techniques, from information and discussion through video modelling to role playing, simulated experience and supervised cooking or physical education instruction. Most of the programmes on substance abuse and sex and family life and some of those on nutrition and exercise also used one or more of the following approaches: learning about social norms, clarifying values, identifying alternatives, setting personal goals or giving pledges and assistance.

This classification has weaknesses. Goal setting, alternatives and pledge programmes could all strengthen children’s powers of resistance and enable them to be more assertive. Some of the programmes trying to help children learn individual skills (in, for example, assertiveness, coping, communication and family life) have the potential to affect emotional wellbeing. While the reviews focused on health-related behaviour and extracted data only on these outcomes, some of these programmes might have had the explicit or implicit aim of improving wellbeing.

Programmes on different topics appeared to differ in the frequency with which they included interventions aimed at developing the school ethos or environment. Nutrition and exercise and accident and injury programmes – working for nutritional improvements to school lunches, advertising in school, staffed road crossings and helmet discount schemes, for example – most frequently reported such interventions. A few examples were reported in reviews of environmental initiatives in sex and family life programmes (transport to community clinics) and substance abuse programmes (school policy development). None of the reviews reporting mental health or personal safety programmes appeared to include these approaches. Reviews of nutrition and exercise and accident and injury prevention programmes concluded that school health promotion programmes could affect the environment.

Nutrition and exercise reviews most frequently reported a programme aim of influencing the family and community where it appeared to increase programme effectiveness; interventions included activities after school that al-
lowed parents to experience some of the approaches used in the classroom. Accident and injury prevention reviews commonly reported programmes’ aim of influencing the community; activities included engineering measures, mass-media campaigns, raising community awareness and police enforcement. Family and community approaches formed part of a few of the reviewed sex and family life programmes: homework to promote communication with parents, links to clinics, family sessions with values clarification, life skills training, initiatives through voluntary agencies and churches, and media campaigns. Approaches involving parents and the community appeared relatively rare in substance abuse, personal safety and mental health programmes.

On the basis of the programmes included in the reviews, nutrition and exercise programmes appear to be the most comprehensive, in terms of the number of domains covered, but are less likely to be based on cognizance of the potential importance of general wellbeing for health-related behaviour. These programmes differ from substance abuse programmes and sexual health programmes in that they permit evaluation of the impact of programmes on behaviour in primary school children. At this age, what children eat and the amount of exercise they take is very largely controlled by the adults who care for them at home and at school.

Accident and injury prevention programmes also appear to be based on an understanding that what happens in the community affects schoolchildren. These programmes focused their community activity on the physical environment. This is in line with accident and injury prevention programmes outside schools, which regard engineering and design measures as very effective. The accident and injury programmes covered in the reviews did not appear to be based on explicit psychological or social models, and approaches such as resistance skills training and assertiveness and self-esteem development seem to have played no part in them. As wearing a cycle helmet, in the face of peer pressure against it, may require the same level of self-confidence as refusing cigarettes or drugs, however, these approaches might be worth trying. Substance abuse and sexual health programmes appeared more likely to be based on a theoretical model, and to take account of psychological research on why teenagers begin to use alcohol and illegal drugs and to have unprotected sex, in the face of warning of the potential hazards by adults. The programmes, however, appeared less likely to cover all three domains of health promotion, particularly family and community approaches.

Study designs
Because the inclusion criteria required reviews to include at least one controlled trial, the systematic review of reviews does not cover the full range of health promotion research, but some interesting observations can still be made. Overall, the most common study design was the randomized controlled trial, in which either schools or classes had been randomly allocated to programme or control group. Many of the reviewed trials, however, covered fewer than ten schools or classes. At this level, the design retains its ability to prevent inves-
tigator bias in deciding which school gets the intervention, but loses much of its power to distribute confounding factors equally between programme and control groups. Many reviewers failed to take account of the statistical implications of the cluster-randomized design of these studies in their assessment of results.

Randomized controlled trials were the most common type of design reported in reviews of substance abuse and sexual health programmes, and the least common type in reviews of accident and injury prevention evaluations. In the few examples of the latter, the unit of randomization was the city or community as often as the class or school. Observational studies with measurements before and after the intervention, but no control group, were rare in substance abuse and sex and family life education reviews, and more common in nutrition and exercise and accident and injury prevention reviews. The preponderance of randomized controlled trials in the former may either reflect a larger number of evaluations in total, offering reviewers more choice of studies to include, or indicate genuine differences in the type of design selected in different topic areas. Accident and injury prevention programmes were more likely to cover all three domains: classroom activities, school environment and family and community approaches. These are necessarily very complex interventions, and the most complex interventions may be least suited to the randomized controlled trial.

**Outcome measures**
The range of outcome measures reported reflected the aims of the reviews. Additional outcomes may have been reported in the individual studies, but not in the reviews, because they were not seen as central to these aims. Measures fell into six groups: knowledge and attitudes, skills and behaviour, changes to the environment, physiological measurements, measurements of wellbeing and event rates. The first three are intermediate outcomes in terms of the classification used in evaluating ENHPS (11). The second three are health status measures. Most of those reported were disease-specific measures (accident rates or blood pressure) rather than measures of health or wellbeing. The reviews rarely reported measures of the process of programme implementation. This gap makes it impossible to establish whether lack of impact on the other types of outcome were attributable to inadequate implementation or to an ineffective programme, and difficult to establish whether the programmes were delivered in a health-enhancing way: that is, that they were developed and implemented with schools’ participation and were neither coercive or manipulative.

Changes in knowledge and attitudes were mostly assessed in questionnaires. The reviews rarely provided information about the aspects of knowledge assessed or the extent to which the questionnaires had been pilot-tested or validated. Changes in health-related behaviour were measured mostly by self-report and sometimes by reports from parents or teachers, using a range of instruments, some of which were well validated. Telephone interviews were also used to gather this type of data. Some studies used direct observation of behav-
bour, such as cycle-helmet use and choice of meals in school canteens or shops. Some used observation in role playing, such as resisting abduction. This approach is clearly less practical for some topics, such as sex and drugs education. The reviews did not always indicate the means by which skills were assessed, but role playing has been used to assess generic skills (such as decision-making, resistance and assertiveness) and direct observation in real life or simulated settings to assess specific skills (such as crossing roads). The reviews did not always make clear the extent to which either reviewers or investigators had critically appraised the validity and reliability of the outcome measures. Lack of comment may indicate that this was not considered of great importance.

Changes to the environment (such as the nutritional content of school meals and availability of cycle helmets in the community) were most commonly reported in reviews of nutrition and exercise and accident and injury programmes. Impact on parents’ behaviour (as shown by the contents of children’s lunch boxes) was reported in nutrition and exercise studies. Reviews of nutrition and exercise programmes reported on a broad range of physiological measures: body fat, blood lipids, fitness, endurance and blood pressure. With the exception of salivary cotinine measurements in smoking prevention programmes, physiological measurements tended not to be used to evaluate other types of programme.

Accident and injury and sex and family life education reviews used event rates to evaluate the impact of programmes: accident or pregnancy rates or changes to the environment. Measures of wellbeing included self-esteem, self-concept, self-efficacy, empathy, locus of control, peer and family relationships, stress and anxiety, depression, hopelessness, loneliness and suicide intention. Reviews of mental health promotion programmes and some substance abuse and sex and family life programmes reported these most frequently. Such measures would in theory be valuable in detecting unexpected adverse outcomes in other topic areas, but, from the results reported in reviews, this did not appear to have happened.

Efficacy
Most of the reviews concluded that school health promotion programmes improved knowledge and attitudes. Since knowledge is essential for health, these programmes could all be said to be successful. Some of the reviews were also able to show an impact on health-related skills. Reviews of nutrition and exercise and accident and injury programmes were able to show changes to the environment.

Although studies in all topic areas reported a positive impact on health-related behaviour, no reviews reported a consistent impact. If the goal was to improve health-related behaviour, no programmes were reliably successful. Nevertheless, the number of studies demonstrating an adverse effect on behaviour was very much smaller than the number showing a beneficial impact. Thus, although the impact may be small, on balance school health promotion
programmes do more good than harm in the experimental setting. The results of these studies, combined with those of experimental studies in other settings and those of non-experimental studies using other methodologies, support the conclusion that health-related behaviour change is very difficult to achieve.

Reviews of nutrition and exercise reported studies that showed an impact on physiological measures. Some of the programmes reviewed in studies of mental health promotion were able to show improved wellbeing. Few adverse outcomes were reported, but the identification of adverse outcomes in our project depended on both the inclusion of appropriate outcome measures in the studies and the extraction of these measures into the reviews.

In general, reviewers seem to have assumed that improvements in behaviour are synonymous with improvements in health or wellbeing. Although biomedical-model research shows that health-related behaviour has an unequivocal impact on the incidence of specific diseases, the relationship between behaviour and health in its broadest sense (defined by WHO as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being” (20)) is much less clear cut. The argument is easier to support when applied to physical wellbeing than to emotional, mental and social wellbeing. The latter components of health are more likely to be damaged by health promotion initiatives. Most medical services and many public health services still concentrate on physical wellbeing. For a number of reasons, one may suppose that further improvements in health may require the inclusion of emotional, mental and social wellbeing (21). These aspects have been considered difficult to tackle, but several of the studies included in the two reviews of mental health promotion suggest that school-based programmes can affect emotional wellbeing. The concept of the health promoting school (8) was developed in part to allow a more holistic approach to health promotion. The development of self-esteem in and good relationships between staff and pupils are central to ENHPS, which encourages schools to develop programmes that cover the range of health-related lifestyles. Outcome measures that encompass emotional, mental and social wellbeing, as well as physical wellbeing, may need to be developed to evaluate these programmes.

Interestingly, reviewers of health promotion programmes seem not to have yet made the connection between emotional literacy programmes, social competence programmes and the promotion of mental health (5). By enabling pupils better to understand their own and other people’s emotions and behaviour, these programmes have the potential to improve both mental health and social wellbeing.

The development of valid and reliable measures of emotional, mental and social wellbeing would make an important contribution to the evaluation of school health promotion programmes. The use of such measures, in addition to measures of physical health, would enable evaluators to distinguish the programmes that improve behaviour only from those that improve health in its broadest sense, and perhaps to identify the occasional programme that improves behaviour at the expense of health. The use of outcome measures incor-
porating wellbeing also would begin the process of identifying programmes in which the process of delivery is respectful and honest, and guards against the potential abuse of children’s greater vulnerability to coercion, misinformation and manipulation.

**Conclusions and recommendations for policy-makers**

Further development of health promotion in schools may depend on changing the goals of programmes. If the goal is to improve health, programmes should be designed, implemented and evaluated in a socially healthy way, and evaluated using outcome measures encompassing health in its broadest sense. Concentration on the promotion of physical wellbeing to the exclusion of emotional, mental and social wellbeing may have detracted from the effectiveness of school-based programmes.

Different types of health promotion programme could learn from each other. Focusing on a narrow range of disease-based outcome measures may have contributed to the apparent failure of, for example, accident prevention programmes to make use of the knowledge that informs substance abuse programmes and vice versa. Many of these suggestions have already been incorporated in the health promoting school initiative.

Concentration on experimental methodologies, particularly the randomized controlled trial, is likely to be misleading in school health promotion research. Evaluations of school health promotion programmes need to take account of the nature of the intervention. Researchers should recognize the limitations of the experimental model in programmes that require the active engagement of participants, and that experimental evaluation is rarely able to take account of the process of delivery, which is critically important in the development of health. Evaluation of delivery requires observational methodologies, particularly qualitative research. Research and development that take equal account of the contribution made by different research methodologies are more likely to be successful in the long run.
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Evaluating health promotion programmes in the workplace

Lindsey Dugdill and Jane Springett

Introduction
Workplace health promotion has become a focus of increasing activity in recent years, particularly in countries where employers have an economic interest in the reduction of health care costs and worker compensation benefits through health insurance schemes (1,2). While the incentive for employers is reduction in costs and absenteeism, government agencies see the work setting as “the single most important channel to systematically reach the adult population through health information and health promotion programmes” (3).

Health promotion programmes were first introduced in the workplace in the 1960s as part of occupational health schemes, largely for safety and product quality reasons, but have since evolved into a wide range of approaches to improve employees’ health (4). The early programmes focused on one illness or risk factor, such as coronary heart disease or smoking. As an example of subsequent development, the wellness programmes in the United States offered a more complex range of intervention, featuring a variety of risk and behavioural factors. Currently, the most comprehensive types of intervention are corporate health care strategies, which have taken a multilevel approach; examples include the Du Pont health promotion programme (5) and programmes undertaken by a number of companies in Germany (4).

Although workplace health programmes within large companies tend to be more comprehensive than those adopted in the past, they still focus mainly on the health of the individual worker, rather than the health needs of the organization. They rarely consider the relationship of the organization to the broader community, but making changes that promote workplace health requires an organizational understanding of health that reaches beyond individual responsibility (6). Recognition of this has led to a call for what Goldbeck (7) has called fourth-generation programmes, which consider all activities, policies and decisions within an organization related to the health of employees, their families and the communities in which they live, as well as the companies’ consumers. Different models have been put forward to suggest the form such a comprehensive approach should take (8–10). All advocate the use of a multilevel approach designed to integrate individual, organizational and community-level
strategies in a manner similar to that advocated in the framework of the business sector’s response to the AIDS crisis in the United States (11).

Integrated approaches to health in organizational settings have implications for how worksite evaluation strategies are undertaken (12–14). While the literature contains studies that evaluate the individual components of such strategies, few have examined comprehensive strategies as a whole, owing to the difficulties of separating out the effects of different components of these complex interventions. In addition, little evidence in the literature compares organizational interventions with those focusing on individuals and/or restricted to specific lifestyle issues such as alcohol consumption or exercise participation. Since many of these interventions are short term (12 months), there is little research evidence on the crucial issue of the sustainability of health change. The available evidence on interventions to promote behavioural changes suggests a limited population effect over time (15). Further, the issue of process evaluation is often inadequately addressed. An extensive review of workplace research in the United States concluded that many evaluation studies were of limited breadth, despite the widespread adoption of health promotion programmes in enterprises (11). One reason for this is the lack of incentive for employers to document outcomes, and the lack of integration of evaluation into the design and implementation of workplace health programmes.

Moreover, most health promotion activity takes place in organizations with over 500 employees. Large organizations have traditionally had occupational health services. Most people work in small and medium-sized enterprises, particularly those with fewer than 100 employees, however, and the problems of delivering occupational health care to these enterprises are well attested (16). Persuading smaller businesses to accept the advantages of integrating health promoting activities into their working practices, in addition to statutory health and safety requirements, is a difficult challenge: one that the appropriate evaluation of health interventions in small workplaces, currently rare, may help to achieve.

Recent literature suggests that evaluation within the workplace setting is receiving higher priority, as it is now seen as a vital mechanism for planning appropriate health activities and empowering workers to make decisions about their health needs. WHO (4) has identified five main reasons for undertaking worksite evaluation:

- promoting the systematic planning and implementation of workplace health activities;
- making health and business successes more visible, which in turn can act as a public relations vehicle for the company/organization;
- providing a convincing argument for having a long-term company health policy;
- helping to identify changes that need to be made in a worksite health promotion plan or policy; and
• providing substantial information on the social nature of the employees within the organization, which can be used in planning future facilities or staff development programmes.

This chapter provides an overview of the main types of evaluation undertaken, the main findings on the effectiveness of workplace interventions, the methodologies used and their appropriateness both to the workplace as a setting and to evaluating comprehensive approaches. We then suggest a way forward in addressing these issues, including ways of encouraging health promotion planning and implementation that incorporate an evaluation component.

**Types of evaluations undertaken**

Broadly, evaluations of workplace interventions have fallen into two categories:

• those focusing on single interventions and seeing health promotion as acting within the work environment; and

• those examining comprehensive approaches and wider organizational issues, and evaluating activities that help to create healthy organizations as a setting.

The following review considers these two approaches within the following categories: studies using control groups, process evaluations and studies aiming to measure cost–benefit, cost–effectiveness or both.

**Studies using control groups**

The dominant methodological approach for single interventions has been the use of either a control group or a retrospective case study. The latter has been used largely in studies comparing firms. Some experimental studies have been carried out, particularly looking at mental and physical fatigue and psychological stress (drawing on a long tradition of occupational psychological research) and, more recently, exercise, nutrition, weight control and smoking programmes. Among a great number of research studies, however, it is hard to find examples of evaluations of full-scale changes in the working environment or of health action programmes of meaningful scope. Case-study research has been more successful in identifying the impact of more comprehensive strategies, but comparison has been difficult, as programme designs are so complex and vary between organizations and between countries.

In quasi-experimental studies, difficulties have arisen where control groups have been used. Finding appropriate control groups has proved very difficult, because they need to consist of workers who are employed in a workplace comparable to the experimental setting. Very often, working with organizations within a geographical area creates a ripple effect: as other organizations hear about what is going on in one business, they may be eager to try to imple-
ment health-related interventions for themselves. This can reduce the number of potential control workplaces. In addition, many studies report self-selection and attrition as methodological problems.

Often, too, the evaluation takes place over a limited time (12 months on average): too short to measure the long-term benefits of programmes or assess the sustainability of changes. Moreover, as mentioned, many evaluations focus only on outcomes; few have measured the extent to which different strands of an intervention programme contribute to the reported benefits. The Norwegian Work Research Institute made a study of restaurant workers, analysing the work environment in holistic terms. It demonstrated that factors in the work environment were rather insignificant when examined separately, but had a synergistic impact on health when considered together (17).

Evaluations of workplace health promotion activity that use control groups have focused mainly on measuring changes in health behaviour (15). Such studies usually take pre- and post-intervention measurements of one or more of the following: physical activity levels, smoking behaviour, alcohol consumption, stress levels and diet. They assess effectiveness by looking for significant positive changes in behaviour, such as smoking cessation (18-20). The best designed studies of this type have included both physical and behavioural measures.

Current research shows that one-off fitness or screening programmes, which tend to be self-selecting towards the healthier members of the workforce, have a limited effect that is not sustained over time. Erfurt et al. (21) evaluated the effectiveness of intervention designs in controlling various lifestyle factors (blood pressure, obesity and smoking) in manufacturing plants. The programme designs (which included counselling, a menu of intervention types and assessment of the social organization of the plant) were more successful in reducing risk factors than programmes that featured screening alone or a more restricted intervention choice. This study emphasizes the importance of using personal outreach to at-risk groups, giving workers a choice of intervention type and using counselling to enable people to make sustainable health decisions. While comprehensive support systems within the workplace, such as peer support through self-help, are probably one of the most important factors in sustaining behaviour change over time, evaluation studies often ignore such psychosocial variables.

Larger studies often report attempts to measure changes in absenteeism; for example, Bertera (22) studied absenteeism among full-time employees in a large, multi-locale, diversified industrial population. Over two years, absenteeism declined 14% in blue-collar employees participating in a comprehensive health promotion intervention and 5.8% in control groups. Reduced absenteeism offset programme costs within the first year.

**Process evaluation**

Some recent studies have looked at the process: how workplace health programmes and policies have been implemented and the implications of this for
success. Process evaluation should take account of the cultural context in which the intervention is implemented; some now consider it an essential part of rigorous evaluation design (23); hence it is a fundamental requirement for the efficient and effective planning of health activity in any workplace. Although most workplace evaluation studies describe programme effectiveness in quantitative terms (such as increased productivity or reduced sick-leave), an increasing number focuses on qualitative issues as well, since many of the positive benefits of health promotion (such as better staff morale) cannot immediately be measured in monetary terms.

Oakley et al. (24) identify the necessity for including process measures into evaluation studies; of the few reported studies that do so, most are from the United States and nearly all tend to focus on lifestyle issues, rather than more comprehensive health processes that involve organizational structure and policy. Gottlieb & Nelson (25) carried out one such study, and describe the implementation of a policy restricting smoking in decentralized worksites. Their evaluation framework included elements that explored concept, context, process and outcomes, and was used to identify characteristics that influenced implementation: the degree of policy restrictiveness, job characteristics, perceived level of worker participation in formulation and implementation, and support of supervisors responsible for day-to-day enforcement. Low levels of participation underlay many of the problems experienced during implementation.

A limited number of high-quality evaluations gives equal weight to process, impact and outcome measures. Such holistic evaluation frameworks, however, are more likely to provide data useful in exploring a programme’s progress towards its goals. In turn, a broad portfolio of relevant, appropriate evaluation data can best inform the future development of sustainable health interventions.

Cost–benefit and cost–effectiveness
Some authors argue strongly that the future of both intervention programmes and their evaluation lies in the use of behavioural science models, integrated with financial models of programme evaluation (15, 26). For example, Katzman & Smith (27) have developed a methodology to determine the effectiveness of occupational health promotion programmes from a cost–benefit perspective. In the past, formal cost–benefit or cost–effectiveness analyses were rare even in the largest companies, and tended to focus first on occupational health activities, such as medical screening, and second on the immediate impact of an intervention. Pelletier’s extensive review of over 76 studies of cost–effectiveness (1) indicates a growing body of evidence demonstrating cost–effectiveness outcomes from health promotion programmes. The evaluation periods of these studies ranged from six months to seven years. The findings showed that any evaluation study of cost–effectiveness should consider the differential impact on different at-risk groups. In some cases, the failure to target high-risk groups diluted the cost–effectiveness of the intervention.
Assessment of intervention efficiency (whether the end result of the programme could have been achieved at lower cost) has been rare, probably because measuring costs and benefits is very difficult. These difficulties arise for many reasons; for instance, measuring many health benefits requires the use of subjective measures that are not quantifiable. No single cost–benefit analysis process is widely accepted anyway. Nash et al. (28) remark: "... there can be no uniquely ‘proper’ way to do cost–benefit analysis; it is to be expected (and in our view welcome) that the studies will be done in many different ways ... each technique must reflect one or more value judgements".

Some authors advocate carrying out cost–benefit analysis by one consistent method, whose value judgements are agreed on professional grounds by economists. Lichfield (29) argued that, as it is more useful to accept the variety of schools of economic thought, it is wiser to take account of the relevant values of stakeholders and decision-makers when developing cost–benefit models. This view is in keeping with the philosophy of empowerment at the core of health promotion (see Chapter 1). Considering the complexity of the analysis process, it is not surprising that comprehensive cost–benefit analysis of workplace health programmes is in its infancy.

Ergonomic issues and work design are often the key factors in cost–benefit evaluation in Scandinavian studies. Spilling et al. (30) made a retrospective analysis of work at Standard Telefon og Kabelfabrik (STK) in Kongsvinger, Norway. The mainly female workforce assembled parts for telephone exchanges. Average sick-leave for musculoskeletal problems in the seven years before the ergonomic redesign of workstations was equivalent to 5.3% of total production time, but peaked at 10% in the final year before ergonomic changes were introduced. In the seven years following the changes, the sick-leave figure remained relatively steady: an average of about 3.1%. Labour turnover fell from 30.1% per year in the period preceding the changes to 7.6% in the period following. The financial implications were that – taking account of the cost of changes and reductions in recruitment, training and sickness benefit – an investment of about 340 000 Norwegian kroner (NKr) had saved STK more than NKr 3.2 million in operating costs over a twelve-year period.

This example illustrates the type of indicators that predominates in evaluations. It reflects the priorities of the chief stakeholders: company shareholders. Cultural differences play an important role here. The type of approach adopted reflects who initiates the health promotion programme and why, along with dominant management style. Weinstein (31) argues that North American and European programmes differ markedly. The former are usually initiated by senior management and focus on beneficial changes in personal health behaviour, and hence reduction in associated medical care costs, while European programmes, as exemplified by Scandinavian work, aim at legislative and structural change (32). In Europe, trade unions usually initiate the activity and it focuses on psychosocial and environmental issues and job redesign.
Issues in the development of effective evaluation
This section identifies the issues that we believe are vital to the development of effective evaluation strategies for health activities in the workplace setting. Fundamental to that development is the acknowledgement that the process used to develop an evaluation strategy is as important as the final decision on what measurements are actually made.

Workplace and organizational issues
Some have argued that workplace health promotion should ideally be holistic, with interventions that focus on both the environment and the individual and that use multiple strategies. Considering the number of companies and organizations that have introduced some form of health promotion programme, however, rigorous evaluations have been rare (11, 12). Reasons for this arise from the nature of occupational health practice, the current inadequacies of health promotion practice and the nature of businesses.

The traditions of occupational health practice, to which most workplace activity has been confined, evolved within the context of health and safety legislation and are divorced from wider public health issues. Thus, occupational health has tended to focus on screening and the assessment and control of threats to workplace health that arise from the chemical, physical and biological environments. It has failed to take account of newly recognized threats to health, particularly those due to the psychosocial environment (32). Most occupational health professionals are from single-discipline backgrounds and may be unfamiliar with the multidisciplinary, participatory approach that health promotion demands and that could challenge current professional practice. As a result, many have resisted a broader approach. Trade unions, too, are more likely to engage in traditional health and safety activities than to encourage health promotion. Indeed, a European survey of health-related activity at work indicated a low level of awareness of what constitutes comprehensive workplace health promotion. While action for safety is often quickly integrated into work practice, health is often seen as a medical issue quite separate from working conditions, and medical audit is rarely considered (33).

To date, much health promotion practice in the workplace has lacked rigour, with many activities taking place in isolation and adopting a largely unsophisticated approach. Rarely is such activity part of a coordinated strategy with an integrated approach to problem analysis (needs assessment) and programme planning, implementation and evaluation procedures. Moreover, many workplace interventions are relatively short; they do not address the challenges of long-term maintenance or self-selection (whereby the employees most likely to benefit from, for example, lifestyle changes are not targeted). We believe that a rigorous evaluation study uses a variety of tools and methods to collect portfolios of data. These data should be highly relevant to the aims and objectives of the programme being evaluated and to the
priorities of the target groups, and should be useful in directing change processes. If appropriate and useful data can be collected and relevant stakeholders engaged in the process, the evaluation is much more likely to bring about change.

Another issue in the development of effective evaluation is the field of operation of workplace health promotion, which potentially extends beyond the workplace. The settings approach provides a captive group of people, who are engaged in a setting for a significant portion of their time, and apparently have ability to control and therefore influence the factors that affect their health. While work indisputably influences general wellbeing, however, health promotion activities in the workplace artificially separate work from other aspects of people’s lives, particularly for women. Women in paid employment report fewer symptoms of ill health and greater life satisfaction, but suffer increasing stress from the demands of multiple roles, including caring for children and elderly relatives, for example. Dean’s quantitative study of Danish women (34) concluded that conditions of employment and family support services are needed to facilitate health promoting everyday routines. The prospects for this do not seem promising, given current pressure in western countries to work longer hours to maintain job security. We believe that health interventions and their concomitant evaluation strategies need to take account of and cross the interfaces between home and work domains, if they are to be truly effective.

This lack of attention to different groups’ specific needs is reflected in the way needs assessment is undertaken. Making a health needs assessment before determining the nature of the intervention is now seen as good health promotion practice. This can also be seen as formative evaluation. Conventional approaches to health needs assessment, however, tend to reinforce existing practice. For example, questions are often chosen for questionnaires without reference to the population from whom the data will be collected. Thus, the agenda is already set, and the needs assessment tends to reflect the dominant employer view that health is about individual lifestyle. This results in the implementation of inappropriate interventions. Moreover, because workforce issues are neglected, response to questionnaires is poor and staff lack commitment, leading to poor data and compliance. It also means that activity tends to be targeted at the healthier staff. An effective process of development for health promotion activity should aim to overcome these problems.

If workers’ realities differ from those of managers and even of health promotion practitioners, mechanisms need to be in place to allow these different experiences to be articulated and incorporated in the agenda for change. Participatory action research strategies are often seen as a way to overcome some of the problems of conventional approaches. Further, using qualitative techniques (13) such as focus groups can do much to break down the divide between the public and the private in health knowledge. Action research allows the lay perspective to be articulated.

The diversity and complexity of workplaces make them challenging settings for evaluation. Their multifaceted nature creates difficulties for conven-
tional evaluation designs attempting to isolate intervention effects from other variables. Workplaces vary in organizational structure, as well as size, and much depends on their level of development, economic stability and culture, including management style. Other considerations include:

- the type of company: for example, whether the workplace is a branch of a larger company;
- employment conditions, such as staff’s access to facilities, the nature of staff contracts and conditions, and the presence or absence of an active workers’ union;
- the age, gender, ethnicity and skill mix of the workforce; and
- local socioeconomic conditions.

Measuring the success of a programme without reference to the conditions in which employees live would not give due weight to small-scale achievements in areas of poor living conditions, and might be a disincentive to any form of evaluation.

All these different dimensions are multiplied if the organization is a large, multisite operation. Many organizations have multiple sites (such as National Health Service (NHS) hospital trusts in the United Kingdom) and these pose particular challenges for health promotion practitioners trying to meet the health needs of workers at different sites. Sites might vary in combinations of job type and culture, as well as location. Moreover, companies increasingly use contractors who work from home. Organizations such as the NHS often have many staff who are not directly employed but work either freelance or as part of a contracted-in service. Workplace health programmes are not always explicitly extended to such workers, so they may have no workplace health support. Such complexities raise the issue of what constitutes the object of evaluation when defining the workplace and defining the boundary of the object of research in any evaluation.

Finally, a major barrier to effective evaluation is lack of resources: money, staff and time. This is a problem for small and medium-sized enterprises in particular but also for larger organizations, except those with strong traditions and philosophies of human resource management, well developed health policies and specific health budgets. Many employers fail, for example, to keep accessible sickness records that would provide the basis of a simple monitoring of progress. The difficulties of working with small and medium-sized organizations are even greater. Cash flow and the ever-present problem of survival create fluid environments and business practices that keep health low on the agenda.

**Methodological issues**

Decisions on evaluation methodology, mechanisms of employee participation, and evaluation measures and indicators should take account of many of the factors highlighted above. Validation approaches to methodological design,
such as the randomized controlled trial, are difficult to implement and do not integrate well into an environment where change is the norm. Reliance on highly structured, intensive and expensive interventions delivered by highly trained research staff creates a set of conditions difficult to replicate (1,35), but the use of randomized control groups remains the gold standard for good evaluation, and this is reflected in the criteria used to assess the quality of research in this area. For example, the review of workplace health promotion and education interventions by Oakley et al. (24) highlighted eight criteria for rigorous evaluation:

- clear definition of aims;
- a detailed description of the intervention that would allow replication;
- a randomly allocated control group to increase the confidence with which observed differences in outcomes can be attributed to the intervention;
- the provision of data on numbers of participants involved in intervention or control groups;
- the provision of pre-intervention data;
- the provision of post-intervention data;
- attrition rates from intervention types; and
- reported findings from all outcome measures.

A literature review in the American journal of health promotion advocated comprehensive approaches to health promotion in the workplace and drew attention to the methodological difficulties casting doubt on the results of some of experimental and quasi-experimental studies. The authors gave three stars to evaluations without comparison groups and five stars to “properly conducted studies with randomized control groups”, but also said that these ratings did not reflect the richness of individual studies and that “readers should venture past the overall ratings and judge each study on its merits, taking into consideration the study’s unique objectives, methods and constraints” (11).

We argue that these criteria reflect a particular paradigmatic perspective that requires a level of experimental control that is impossible to reach in the real world of the workplace. Moreover, they are too concerned with intervention, change and outcome, paying insufficient attention to the value of process measurement to enhance understanding of how and why an intervention works. The fluid nature of the workplace setting requires a holistic and innovative evaluation approach, drawing on a paradigm that places change at the centre of research design. Such an approach comes from the field of action-oriented methodologies, which fully engage the participants (in this case, the workers and managers of an organization) in the process. They are well known in business research and management science. Such approaches generate different criteria for high-quality evaluations, including those relevant to organizations. This is important if organizations are to be persuaded to implement and assess workplace health promotion.
In the public sector, for example, expenditure cuts and the tightening of budgetary control have increased the emphasis on performance, accountability and effectiveness. Carter et al. (36) have argued that, “good performance indicators should measure performance that is ‘owned’ by the organization and not dependent on external actors ... performance indicators should be relevant to the needs and objectives of the organization”.

Similarly, discussions of effectiveness and efficiency in health promotion programmes need to be combined with issues of quality assurance. Workplace evaluations should aim to include some measures of quality, such as workers’ self-reported opinions about the benefits of an intervention. Such measures have tended to be criticized for their lack of objectivity, and hence are often neglected in the development of an evaluation protocol. Qualitative data, however, can provide valuable information for the organization to use, for example, in public relations. To enhance the validity of such qualitative data, a variety of research methodologies can be used throughout the entire evaluation process, in a triangulation technique. Triangulation allows layers of quantitative and qualitative data to be built up in a way that cross-validates the information (23,37). An action research approach to the evaluation would allow participants to develop a set of indicators as the evaluation process proceeds. These would both be appropriate and reflect existing concerns as they change.

Finally, methodologies should be developed to cross the interfaces between different settings. As mentioned, people live in a variety of different settings that affect their health, such as the home, school and workplace. While these settings have unique characteristics, people constantly move between them. Thus, considering people’s health from a broad perspective requires taking account of their health needs within the variety of settings in which they interact from day to day. For the working population, this means taking account of factors that affect their health at home and in the wider community, and developing intervention and evaluation strategies that bridge this gap, as well as that between research and action.

**Action research approaches to evaluation**

Although most workplace evaluation studies have adopted a positivist approach, a growing number of studies has recently taken an action research and, potentially, a more holistic approach, enabling both environmental and individual issues to be addressed (see Chapter 4). Action research engages the participants as part of the evaluation process, thus enabling the managers and workers jointly to make fundamental decisions about the evaluation process and the measurements to be made.

This type of approach allows the rather complex nature of the workplace to be evaluated alongside continuing organizational changes and intervention planning. Since action research is an accepted approach in management practice and education, the workplace is a natural setting for its use. It has the
added advantage of allowing the business agenda of the organization to play its part in generating relevant indicators of change. In addition, the evaluation of health promotion programmes can link with developments within the organizational setting, for example, through quality assurance programmes. Of course, firms vary widely in values and priorities, and between cultures and countries (38), as well as sectors.

Hugentobler et al. (37) used an action research approach in a project conducted in a medium-sized plant manufacturing components, in Michigan. They argue that the use of multiple types of data provided a broad-based, cross-validated identification and in-depth understanding of the problems and needs in the worksite, and guided the development of interventions that were appropriate to the setting. Making evaluation an integral part of the programme also contributes to the integration of health promotion into the workplace culture.

Moreover, participatory intervention and evaluation themselves help to improve health, as demonstrated by much of the research work coming out of northern European countries. Glasgow et al. (39) show that smoking cessation programmes work more effectively if they are developed with strong input from employee steering committees. The authors also highlight how continuing programme modification, using knowledge of the implementation process, can continuously improve programme action.

One of the most comprehensive studies to date, which assessed effectiveness from a psychosocial and organizational-design point of view, is a longitudinal action research project conducted in a manufacturing plant in Scandinavia (40). It looked particularly at social support and participation in and control over decision-making. Using both qualitative and quantitative data, it asked to what extent:

• varying degrees of exposure to the intervention resulted in different effects;
• changes in social support, participation, stress and behavioural and health outcomes could be attributed to the intervention; and
• changes in social support and participation resulted in changes in stress and behavioural and health outcomes.

The researchers made an initial needs assessment to provide baseline data on personal resources (such as self-esteem, mastery of work-related tasks, interpersonal relationships, participation in and influence over decision-making, and coping behaviour) and a basis for action. Interventions included the creation of a newsletter, information display boards and participation programmes, and modification of the performance appraisal system. This study was exceptional in its approach and scope because the firm, situated in an area where labour was scarce, was keen to retain the labour force. As Eklund (41) has demonstrated from an analysis of work organization in assembly plants, the nature of the labour market usually determines an organization’s interest in the quality of working life.
Guidelines for the evaluation of health promotion programmes in the workplace

How, then, can employers be encouraged to adopt effective health promotion practices and, more important, to evaluate them? The guidelines for the United Kingdom Workplace Task Force report (42) were developed with these issues in mind. The Task Force was a multidisciplinary group of professionals, including representatives from businesses, who were brought together as part of the Government’s strategic response to the improvement of health in the workplace setting, highlighted in The health of the nation (43). Its main aims were to review and assess past and current activity on health promotion in the workplace. The development work focused on two areas:

- more effectively evaluating such activity
- marketing health promotion, particularly among small and medium-sized enterprises.

The review found very little evaluative work being implemented, particularly in the United Kingdom, so the Task Force commissioned us to write guidelines for the evaluation of workplace health activities. We developed the guidelines to enable health promotion and health care practitioners to create and use more effective evaluation strategies. As mentioned above, we strongly emphasize evaluation as a process of rigorous good practice, using a portfolio of tools and measures appropriate to a particular workplace and health promotion situation. Thus, each evaluation strategy would be unique, but the process used to develop it would be transferable between different workplace settings.

Table 13.1 shows the original guidelines. They outline a series of steps that an evaluation process should follow, and a set of principles to ensure that the evaluation is worth the effort spent on it. The process is iterative, the steps being followed in sequence, and describes an ideal at which to aim. In practice, the steps may need to be revisited; this changes the sequential progression into a series of dynamic cycles in which evaluators back-track to pick up vital information or to involve new groups of workers in the process. This chapter builds on the original guidelines and represents progress in thinking since they were produced.

The principles are derived from a tradition of evaluation developed by Patton (23), based on social science methodology and grounded in the techniques of education and sociological inquiry. They also draw on the techniques of action research commonly used in management science for elucidating complex problems in industrial relations and contributing to decision-making on the management of change. Thus, the approach is particularly applicable to the workplace and has been used in Canada, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United States for workplace health promotion.

The basic premise was that the purpose of evaluation is to provide useful information in the most practical way possible. At its best, evaluation is a
Table 13.1. Participatory evaluation of a health promotion programme: main actions, associated actions and comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main actions</th>
<th>Associated actions</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1. Clarify the aims and objectives of the proposed programme.</td>
<td>Get the participants on board.</td>
<td>The importance of spending time on this groundwork cannot be overemphasized. Involvement of the right people will ensure commitment to the use of the information generated and a good response to any questionnaires. The evaluation group (at least three people) should reflect the range of interests. Proper clarification makes the evaluation straightforward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set up an evaluation group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determine what the real health problem is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish baseline information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2. Design the framework for evaluation and what questions to ask.</td>
<td>Decide the purpose of the evaluation and who will use the information.</td>
<td>Take this action before deciding what measures to use. If the objectives have been stated clearly, this should be relatively easy. Be clear about the aims of the evaluation; this affects what questions are asked. The main aim is to see whether the activities in the programme resulted in achieving the stated objectives. Try to look at process as well as outcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decide what questions are useful to ask in relation to achieving aims and objectives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decide from whom to collect information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decide whether process as well as outcome information is needed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3. Design the framework for evaluation and decide how to measure change.</td>
<td>Decide what to measure and which methods to use.</td>
<td>Good measurement depends on being clear about the issues. Methods should be appropriate to the questions and need not be numerical. Be realistic and honest about limitations of time and money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decide on sample size and target population.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decide when to collect the information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4. Collect the data.</td>
<td>Make sure data collection is unobtrusive and does not add to participants’ workload or, if it does, they can see the value of doing it.</td>
<td>There will be problems of confidentiality and bias. Bias is most common in self-reported behaviour. Problems are smaller if all stakeholders have been involved. Participation is a key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make sure participants are still on board.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keep participants informed by regular feedback.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remember that data are not information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 5. Evaluate the results to determine the effectiveness of the programme.

Interpret data in association with the evaluation group, comparing what actually happened with what was expected. Remember that numbers are only indicators of what the world is like. Data are not information until they have been interpreted. This is best done as a collaborative process, so the participants understand how the results were obtained. Remember the value of so-called soft information, and that some health changes take time to be revealed.


Clarify what is useful. Cover practical changes for immediate implementation. Include the costs and benefits of not implementing as well as implementing the recommendations. Challenge existing beliefs. Look for longer-term changes that may not yet be visible. If the participants have been involved in the process, they will already be committed to acting on the findings and be receptive to results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main actions</th>
<th>Associated actions</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 5. Evaluate the results to determine the</td>
<td>Interpret data in association with the evaluation group, comparing what actually</td>
<td>Data are not information until they have been interpreted. This is best done as a collaborative process, so the participants understand how the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>results to determine the effectiveness of the</td>
<td>happened with what was expected. Remember that numbers are only indicators of what</td>
<td>results were obtained. Remember the value of so-called soft information, and that some health changes take time to be revealed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>programme.</td>
<td>the world is like.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cover practical changes for immediate implementation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include the costs and benefits of not implementing as well as implementing the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recommendations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge existing beliefs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Look for longer-term changes that may not yet be visible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

learning process that is an integral part of action for change in the workplace. It therefore should not take place in isolation, but form part of an integrated approach to analysis, planning and implementation. The approach adopted emphasizes everyone’s involvement in the process, so that the consumers or users of health promotion drive the process at their own pace. This increases the likelihood that the results of the evaluation process will be used. The guidelines developed do not offer a definitive answer to all evaluation problems, but describe the process by which an evaluation can best be conducted, so that the tools most appropriate for the situation can be selected to generate the information needed. Following the stages in the guidelines should ensure that all the participants understand the pay-offs and the reliability and validity of the information gathered. The framework was to be used for evaluating both small and specific programmes, such as fitness testing and smoking cessation classes, and the health impact of particular work practices or organizational and managerial changes, such as restructuring.

Most crucial of all, the original report (42) highlighted the importance of spending most of the evaluation time on the first steps in the process. Research has shown that companies that are most successful in implementing change spent 90% of their time on developing the strategy and getting people on board, and 10% on implementation (44).

**Principles for the evaluation of health promotion in the workplace**

These principles add to and expand on those set down in the original guidelines. Both the guidelines and this chapter argue that, no matter what resources are available or the size of the company or programme, five basic principles need to be followed to achieve effective evaluation.

**Starting the formative evaluation process with health needs assessment**

First, a well planned needs assessment is a key precursor to the entire process. The needs assessment should be user driven, so that formative evaluation and intervention planning become one integral process, enhancing, not disrupting, current work practice. This is more likely to result in interventions tailored to particular settings. The precise intervention developed may not be transferable to other settings, but the principles used to generate ideas about the intervention and evaluation design are applicable everywhere. Hawe et al. (43) state:

In the first instance it is better to direct people to a careful description and understanding of the problem and how it is being experienced and postpone argument about what might be the answer to the problem, as this may lead to the problem itself being obscured. The purpose of needs assessment is to do just this. After the problems have been understood, and one has been chosen as the first priority, a range of possible solutions might be put forward.
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Recent health promotion literature includes numerous models of health needs assessment. For instance, Harvey (46) describes a community diagnosis model, using a wide range of quantitative and qualitative data, some of which already exist (epidemiological data) and some that have to be collected (community perceptions). In the workplace, existing data sources may include budget sheets, sickness/absence data, medical records from the occupational health department and workplace surveys. After reviewing the existing data, the participants can decide whether further data collection during the health needs assessment process is necessary and, if so, the types of additional data that need to be collected. Ideally, a working group comprising members of all different sectors of the workforce will make these decisions.

**Participation and feedback**

As indicated above, the evaluation process should be participatory. There are two reasons for this. First, an evaluation should show the views and perspectives of different interest groups, especially the less powerful in both management and workforce. People have different perceptions of what an evaluation should entail, and their views will vary according to the context, depending on priorities and organizational structures. Second, the participants should know what is happening.

Good feedback is crucial to success in any data collection exercise. If key managers are involved, the knowledge gained from evaluation is more likely to be used. Involve workers strengthens their psychological health and encourages their adherence to intervention strategies. Workplaces and groups within them have different cultural values. For example, groups of workers in Liverpool City Council’s housing department reported varying levels of associated job stress, according to levels of contact with the general public (47). Previously, management had not perceived this as a priority health issue for workers, but focused on lifestyle changes and the physical working environment. A wide cross-section of workers should ideally be involved in the needs assessment to identify relevant health issues.

**Clarity about the purpose of evaluation**

Evaluation varies in time-scale. Process evaluation examines what happens during programme planning and implementation. The Liverpool housing department, for example, developed different strategies to change work practice as solutions to problems associated with stress, such as reducing individual contact time with the general public. Impact evaluation measures the immediate effects of a programme, such as improved reported health status. Outcome evaluation measures longer-term effects, such as reductions in sickness absenteeism over a five-year period.

Ideally, a balance of process, impact and outcome indicators is required to assess progress towards planned health goals and to understand what health activities are successful and why. Thus, the programme’s goal should have a rational fit with its activities, if it is to be evaluated effectively. For example, if
the aim is to reduce stress, introducing a no-smoking policy is no good without some support to help people to find other coping strategies.

Moreover, decisions about evaluation should be made at the same time as workplace health activities are being planned, to ensure that relevant data are collected for the duration of the activity. Examples of basic information might include numbers and reasons for sickness absenteeism, what workers describe as their work health problems, numbers of smokers, means of transport to work, use of showers, knowledge of health issues, levels of perceived stress and self-esteem, and coping behaviour.

**Producing useful information**
The types of data collected should produce useful information, and will depend on who the evaluation is for and what information is required. The stakeholders will probably be a combination of the following: a chief executive, line managers, trade union representatives, health and safety personnel and workers. Data can be collected at different levels. For example, at the individual level, regular fitness testing (using physiological measures) provides workers with some feedback on how well they are doing while participating in an activity, and this encourages further participation in the programme. At the group level, a questionnaire will provide information on changes in attitudes, beliefs and behaviour before, during and after a programme. At the company level, data on absenteeism rates will provide information on how well the programme is doing and whether continued investment is worth while.

The timing of data collection is crucial for measuring effectiveness. Workplace programmes focusing on individuals, for example, should take account of the degree of adherence over time. Experience suggests that measurements should be taken twice after the programme ends: at 6 and 12 months at least. In contrast, organizational change usually lags behind individual change. The true impact may appear years later, and evaluation should ideally allow for follow-up at this later date, to enable full benefits to be monitored.

**Attention to ethical issues**
The collection of information raises sensitive ethical issues around confidentiality, involvement and feedback. Useful data may already be collected as part of existing records, such as personnel and budgetary information. The nature of their accessibility requires careful consideration and full agreement by all involved. If workers perceive that the information will be used to their detriment (for example, to decide who will be made redundant) their cooperation is likely to be limited and the data unreliable (47). Also, information about employees not participating in a health programme may need to be used for comparison, and this could be considered an infringement of their rights. Similarly, the evaluation should respect people’s right to choose not to be involved in a participatory process. Using non-intrusive and appropriate forms of feedback, not relying on written reports alone, is also crucial.
Evaluation practice as a process in the workplace

Action research approaches could be criticized for a failure to address issues of generalizability. The wide differences between companies, however, may make the ability to generalize across companies an illusory goal. More important is the development of a culture of quality assurance for health promotion programmes. Thinking should shift towards models of good evaluation practice, so that a framework of effective principles to work towards during the process replaces a set menu of suggested action. Using a validated tool in the workplace setting is sensible if the resultant data can inform progression towards the intervention goals. If its use results in the expensive collection of much inappropriate data that lack utility, however, it is an expensive mistake. If the evaluation process follows an action-oriented model, evaluators have time within the process to develop a relevant and appropriate set of indicators that truly reflects the meaning, values, aspirations and motivations of the people involved (48).

If the process is set up correctly, it becomes a natural and automatic review activity, integral to the whole programme of health activity and tasks. The effectiveness of an evaluation depends on how it is undertaken. If the process is carried out in the way suggested, the choice of the design, methodology and tools used will depend on the context in which the evaluation is done, and the purpose of the evaluation will be clear. When described in an equally logical form, the process will become available for scrutiny by others.

Evaluation is about measuring change, and ultimately the value of an evaluation depends on its usefulness. Basic research is still required to help develop standards, and training is needed to improve the quality of evaluation and make learning and reflection about health part of organizational culture. The approach outlined here will encourage a commitment to process, better information and effective action based on that information. This approach reflects the best practice in the management of change (49).

Recommendations for improving evaluation practice in the workplace

This section highlights the main challenges that evaluators face in improving practice.

Integration of evaluation with other workplace activity

Mechanisms of evaluation – from the understanding of health priorities (health needs assessment) to the development of workplace health interventions and the assessment of their impact – should be integrated into the normal planning cycles of organizations, such as budgetary and human resources planning. This will enable processes, impact and outcomes to be measured continuously,
rather than as an afterthought, and consequently is more likely to result in funding being set aside for evaluation activities. Greater emphasis should be placed on evaluating the processes of programme implementation at the individual, organizational and community levels.

**Choice of methodology**
Evaluation methods should be participatory, so that the questions asked are relevant and valid to all sectors, not just management. Managing the conflict that arises during participation processes is one of the skills required by the workplace evaluator. Relevant questions are likely to engage workers in the continuation of the research process. Participatory methods allow workers to influence and control the planning of health activities in the workplace. This enhances individuals’ sense of self-efficacy (self-esteem and confidence in their ability to achieve certain targets). Dooner (50) discusses the role of self-efficacy and its contribution to individual workers’ health and consequently the collective health of the organization.

**Bridging multiple sites**
As mentioned, the sophistication of evaluation design will have to take account of the changing face of the workplace, especially within large organizations, such as universities, municipal authorities and multinational enterprises. The health needs of workers within such organizations vary depending on job type and the geographical location and culture of the site. Evaluation design should become increasingly diverse, to match multisite requirements, and to take account of trends towards home-based work.

**Relevant evaluation indicators**
Ideally, a range of indicators should be used to measure the effectiveness of intervention; these should include both health and business indicators. Including measures of quality, such as expressed satisfaction with job or working conditions, should be a priority. To provide meaningful data and to engage the organization in continuing dialogue, the evaluation must take account of the organization’s business agenda. Evaluation indicators should focus not only on individual health issues (such as behavioural change) but also on organizational factors that can affect health (such as the psychosocial environment). Inevitably, the needs of business will take equal priority with the aims of health promotion.

**Crossing interfaces**
Both workplace health activities and their integral evaluation should attempt to cross the interfaces between work, home life, and the community, to give coherence, continuity and sustainability to the intervention and its development. Such interventions are more likely to take account of some of the problems faced by women, who must often juggle the multiple roles of carer and worker.
Conclusion

In summary, workplace health promotion and its evaluation are in a state of dynamic change. The literature reflects the increasing awareness that approaches should become more action oriented, use participatory techniques and take the business agenda on board when designing tools for measuring change. We hope that this chapter provides a practical framework for those working towards these aims and contributes towards creating healthy organizations. This approach uses methodologies that are found in abundance in the literature on change management. Ways of measuring the processes and outcomes of health promotion programmes are in their infancy, but much can be learned from evaluations undertaken in non-health areas with similar complex issues, such as education and management science. The development of appropriate tools demands a more innovative approach, taking on board evaluation methods from other disciplines and, where necessary, developing the skills to be able to design new tools for measuring change.
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Evaluation in urban settings: the challenge of Healthy Cities

Lisa Curtice, Jane Springett and Aine Kennedy

Introduction
The Healthy Cities movement focuses on changing municipal policies to create health-enhancing environments. The original idea comes from a model developed in the 1980s by Hancock and Perkins, which emphasized interrelationships in what they called the mandala of health. Here, the urban environment is a place where a number of levels of influence could be brought into harmony (1). More recently, Labonté has developed the model, characterizing a healthy city as one that balances health, the environment and the economy in a viable, equitable and, most importantly, sustainable way (2); this recalls the objectives of local Agenda 21 (3,4). Underlying the Healthy Cities concept is a commitment to equity and social justice and a recognition that, just as powerlessness is a risk factor for disease, empowerment is important for health (5). This necessitates the involvement of both the community and other non-health sectors in decision-making on health, particularly municipal authorities, who have a key role in creating health (6) through their decisions on resource allocation, education, housing, water and air pollution and poverty. Healthy Cities is intended as a practical experiment in healthy public policy. It rejects limited, sectoral, ineffective and short-term policy responses to the complex, interdependent and multisectoral determinants of health, and looks for ways to involve people actively and collaboratively in producing health-enhancing and equitable environments (7). Most Healthy Cities health promotion programmes therefore support a holistic and socioecological view of health and its promotion, as opposed to a behavioural model (8).

The international Healthy Cities initiative started as a small project of the WHO Regional Office for Europe to encourage the implementation of the WHO health for all strategy at the local level and in a specific setting – the city – and to support development and learning by creating a European network of participating cities (9). The project has had a major influence on developing the settings approach to health policy and health programmes, and has taken root world-wide as a social movement in a variety of forms. It has spawned a wide range of community-based projects and health promotion work, from small-scale undertakings to the development of healthy public policy at a city-wide level (10). Some see the Healthy Cities concept as aiming to raise peo-
ple’s sights above everyday reality to bring about broad-based change. From this perspective, it has some of the characteristics of a social movement, albeit with bureaucratic tendencies (11, 12). Others see Healthy Cities as health promotion with a community focus (10). At its most developed, it can be about co-ordinated planning and healthy public policy (13, 14). A healthy city is defined in terms of process and outcome: a healthy city is conscious of health and striving to improve, not one that has achieved a particular level of health. A city’s participation in the movement depends on its commitment to health and having a structure and process to achieve it (15), not current health status.

This chapter identifies some of the key issues in evaluating a Healthy Cities initiative and illustrates how cities and communities have tackled them. We argue that answers to fundamental questions, such as identifying key evaluation questions to ask and the data to collect, depend on the level of the evaluation (local project, city or national or international network) and the focus of the work (whether comprehensive policy or a programme). More fundamentally, any evaluation of a Healthy Cities initiative should be undertaken in manner consistent with the movement’s principles and should, at minimum, include the core aims of community participation, intersectoral collaboration and equity, not just in impact and process indicators but in the evaluation process itself. While the tools are yet to be developed actively to capture the synergistic impact and outcome of a wide range of initiatives implicit in an ecological approach to health promotion at a city level, they are likely to emerge as those involved grapple with evaluation issues at the local level.

**Characteristics of Healthy Cities that present a challenge for evaluation**

Three characteristics of Healthy Cities have important implications for evaluation. The first is the place of the city as a unit within a wider system of connections, upwards to the national and international levels and downwards to the neighbourhood or community. Focusing on the urban context for clarity, we nevertheless recognize that a parallel argument about interdependence could be made for rural communities and that Healthy Cities/Healthy Communities has developed as both an urban and a rural movement. Next we consider Healthy Cities in the context of post-modernism, and highlight different ways in which the concept of community is being revived. Finally, we discuss research and theory on the process of policy-making, because this is what Healthy Cities primarily seeks to influence.

**The city as part of a larger system**

The urban setting is complex and comprises many communities and systems in ever changing interaction. Many underlying factors that influence urban change are beyond local control. Analysis of the city as a setting and, by extension, of initiatives in the city, cannot be confined to the city level, but must en-
compass the social and political policies and processes that contribute to both the opportunities for and the constraints on effecting change.

Examples from the United Kingdom – of evaluation of community development approaches to urban problems in the 1960s and 1970s and of urban regeneration initiatives in the 1980s and 1990s – provide useful lessons. Participants in the Home Office National Community Development Project in the early 1970s came to reject their given role as providing a local technical testing ground for innovative national programmes. They pointed out the need for their critical engagement with the wider social policies that constrained the development processes with which they were involved (16). Small-scale and under-resourced urban initiatives, set up to tackle major issues of social policy such as powerlessness or poverty, have a limited likelihood of making large-scale change in the short term (17). In addition, one can easily underestimate the difficulties of translating the results of community development initiatives into organizational or policy change (18).

Urban programmes in the United Kingdom since the 1970s have acknowledged that economic growth alone is not a sufficient response to problems of urban deprivation; what is needed is “to consider new forms of public action” (19). Successive evaluation of national urban regeneration initiatives has demonstrated the importance of considering the conflicts and limitations that raise barriers to the implementation of such policies. The evaluation of Action for Cities, the urban development grant programme for inner cities, used impact assessment to address not only performance in achieving objectives but also the factors that affected variations in effectiveness between the different sites (20). Thus, social capital in cities can be neither promoted nor analysed in isolation from national policy; implementation is an interaction, not a simple manifestation of local conditions versus regional, national or international goals.

The city in a post-modern society
Transforming the city environment as a means of tackling major social problems is a recurrent policy concern. Communities within cities have often been the site where political theories have located the possibility of active political engagement and participation. In small neighbourhoods, runs the argument, informal relations between people are more important; interdependence is more apparent and there are opportunities for action on individuals’ concerns, collective action and political debate in some kind of public and common space.

The contradictions in a romanticized view of community have been well rehearsed. Localities cannot be assumed to contain communities with shared interests. A community contains a range of interests structured by power relations involving dimensions such as class, race, gender and disability, and these interests may conflict. Communities in the post-modern city may be defined not only in spatial but also in other terms. Some localities, on the other hand, lack either a sense of community or the social capital to counter fragmentation.
and the divisive effects of poverty (21). Communities are not necessarily inclusive or open; they may also be founded on self-interest and seek to exclude those whom they perceive to be marginal. Different communities may have competing priorities; solutions that benefit one, such as the building of a factory, may well create health problems, such as traffic pollution, for another. The initiatives taken to improve the urban environment, such as regeneration funding, may increase this competition by inevitably creating winners and losers in the struggle for funding (22).

Acknowledging that the concept of the cohesive community contradicts much of the experience and reality of contemporary urban living, debates about how to counter fragmentation and social exclusion continue to return to the relationships between individual agency and empowerment, social cohesion at the local level and management of the boundary between local structures and wider political and economic forces. Local social structures are clearly interdependent with, not independent of, wider social relations, but this does not necessarily mean that the individual must be disempowered; collective coherence in support of human agency is also an option (23). Four goals, of direct relevance to Healthy Cities, underlie these reinventions of community as part of a wider coalition of action for social justice: local democracy, improved quality of life and of the urban environment, the development of social solidarity and the overcoming of social exclusion.

Writers on governance have sought to establish how local political action can be transformed into new forms of community government that represent a genuine form of local participation, rather than merely the delegation of central government’s administrative powers to the local level (24), and to encourage the actions of a range of stakeholders in what Duhl calls “the governance of diversity” (25). Atkinson (26), for example, argues for an “urban renaissance” through a combination of bottom-up local planning (involving partnerships between local people and community-oriented planners) with a redirection of educational and training resources to develop the community’s capital, and a stronger political organization at neighbourhood level, supported by a reorganization of local government structure, from a hierarchical and vertical functional model to a wheel design, which would be integrated at the centre but would also link outwards to neighbourhood representatives.

The challenge of developing local partnerships to promote the quality of life is a current policy theme. Seed & Lloyd (27) identify a range of values for the promotion of quality of life, arguing that common values should first form the basis of defining a quality-of-life agenda (independent of the resources commanded by different social groups) and then provide a common base for new standards. Quality-of-life values, they claim, are a product of environments characterized by their counter-values such as oppression and social exclusion. Benevelo (28) considers that European cities still offer scope for the creation of harmonious and integrated physical environments, as idealized by Aristotle, to provide a physical setting appropriate for modern social needs.
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As thinking on community increasingly focuses on shared concerns, not merely locations, the relationship of solidarity and community is being more clearly articulated. The case for a connection between a sense of a common identity, tolerance of difference and equitable distribution is gaining strength. Cattell (29) applies this thinking to the question of healthy communities, arguing that inequalities deprive communities of cohesion: “unhealthy communities are ... divided communities in divided societies”. The positive, synergistic community needs linkages at all levels: in the neighbourhood to foster a sense of local community, through membership of a group in which shared interests can be developed and alliances formed and in democratic structures that make links outwards. Only open structures and values in communities, however, will contribute to the growth of social cohesion and recognition of the case for redistribution.

Although much contemporary social analysis still employs nineteenth-century language to blame the victims of social exclusion by locating them in the forgotten parts of the city, liberal and social democratic analysts have countered with an image of the city as soil for the organic growth and nurture of community responsibility and sustainable environments to meet diverse human needs. Critics calling this concept romanticized stress the conflicts within and between communities and the limitations imposed on local solidarity by impoverished economic and social infrastructures. We have suggested that one resolution of this problem lies in acknowledging the interdependence of the city with wider political, social and economic forces and the policies that seek to address them. In particular, identifying the qualities that cities must possess to promote equity and a sustainable quality of life leads to a more discriminating and action-oriented approach that focuses on the values, conditions and processes needed to make cities active agents in a democratic and inclusive society. This is at the heart of Healthy Cities thinking about the city.

The nature of the policy-making process

Theorization of the policy-making process is key to understanding the challenges of evaluating the Healthy Cities process. Policy development is an iterative and dynamic process involving a range of actors linked together through a network of activities, decisions and motivations (30,31). Policy is not a specific decision or intervention (32,33), but is produced through negotiation between participants. Thus in practice there is often no distinction between policy development and implementation; policy is developed during implementation (34). Changing public policy is notoriously difficult (35); policy maintenance is more the norm (36). When policy changes occur, however, they are usually incremental, especially at the local level (37).

How policy actually develops therefore depends on local context, so evaluation of its quality and effectiveness will depend on local priorities and constraints, and the views and interests of stakeholders. Both are parallel and emergent learning processes for those concerned. Political context and personal preferences, moreover, affect the direction and utilization of the
evaluation process (38). The theory that underlies any policy affects what can be evaluated and how, and what action is taken in response (39,40). For example, data interpretation and the action chosen differ according to whether policy-makers assume that ill health is more closely related to individuals’ lifestyles (victim blaming) or to factors outside individual control (such as poverty). Additional influences on the policy and evaluation processes are the stories behind the policies: power struggles, personality conflicts and feelings of mutual distrust.

Further, the selection of evaluation criteria depends on whether a top-down or bottom-up perspective on policy is adopted, as shown by the example of joint work or intersectoral collaboration. A planner taking a top-down perspective may assess the process in terms of a good administration structure, perfect coordination and measurable performance (41), seeing them within the context of impact of the local political and economic situation and national government policy on the opportunities for effective joint work. Typically, such an assessment would emphasize setting compatible and consistent goals for joint work.

People taking a bottom-up perspective see joint work as a process of negotiation in which the people involved exchange their beliefs and values. From this point of view, a focus on clear goals and adequate control neglects the analysis of the underlying processes that influence effective joint work (41). HEA took the latter perspective in developing a set of indicators for planning, evaluating and developing healthier alliances (42). HEA based the resulting simplified tool (43) on a pack describing five process indicators (commitment, community participation, communication, joint work and accountability) and six categories of output indicators (policy change, service provision and environment change, skills development, publicity, contact, and knowledge, attitude and behaviour change). The choice of indicators reflected the knowledge and perceptions of the participants in the workshops that created them, most of whom were health for all coordinators (44,45).

People have greater confidence in the information gained in assessing effectiveness when they understand and own the results, and their involvement in the process of evaluation strengthens ownership (38). Public participation is therefore as important as the involvement of policy-makers. The people who are affected by a policy initiative know intimately the problem and how to act upon it. In practice, however, involving city inhabitants in evaluation has proved as difficult as involving them in political decision-making. People will participate only when they see a glimmer of a solution or feel empowered. Ensuring participation is probably the greatest challenge to the Healthy Cities movement in policy development. Conventional bureaucratic structures do not lend themselves easily to democratic involvement.

**Consensus and controversies in evaluation**

This section links specific issues in Healthy Cities evaluation with more general controversies in evaluation. We identify six areas for discussion: the pur-
pose of the evaluation, the principles and values underlying the process being evaluated and the evaluation itself, and the process, methods, indicators of success and audiences of evaluation. We argue that the purpose of evaluation partly determines the focus of activity. Moreover, the relationship between Healthy Cities values and those of the evaluation must be clear. The evaluation process needs to be considered in the light of its potential to help develop knowledge. We give the reason for disillusionment with purely positivist methodologies, highlight the political nature of indicator selection and again underline the need for locally sensitive approaches.

**Focus and purpose**
The Healthy Cities movement has spawned many expectations for evaluation. Some have exhorted it to demonstrate the effectiveness of new public health approaches at the local level (46). The biomedical science community has sought systematic analysis of an intervention and its impact on disease prevention (47). Social scientists have wanted to use a more critical analytic stance to understand and contextualize the phenomenon itself (for example, as social movement or bureaucratic intervention), and practitioners have called for practical guidance on putting the approach into effect (48). The evaluation questions are therefore embedded in the theoretical and conceptual perspective of those involved. These models change as conceptual development changes.

The diversity of views about the direction that evaluation should take (whether to emphasize why or how-to questions, for example) probably arises from the number of different audiences for Healthy Cities evaluation, as well as differing opinions about strategy. Is the priority to clarify the Healthy Cities concept and to understand its role in bringing about change, to give practical guidance to those wishing to undertake similar activities or to demonstrate the effectiveness of Healthy Cities action to decision-makers and funding agencies? Each has different implications for evaluation strategy. The first leads to an emphasis on how the model is understood and implemented in different settings; the second, to analysis of process and outputs; and the third, to attempts to define outcomes and appropriate ways to measure them.

Consensus has probably been reached: the most important evaluation task is to clarify the models underlying Healthy Cities approaches and to understand more about what determines whether they are effective and sustainable and which approach or combination of approaches is most likely to lead to systems-level change. A key proxy indicator would be evidence that the determinants of health are changing, since a growing body of research literature supports some key connections, for example, between ill health and levels of unemployment or relative inequality (49).

**Principles and values**
The key principles of Healthy Cities are collaboration and participation. Some difficulties beset the evaluation of such processes. First, the members of an al-
liance may differ widely in their understanding of its common aims. The outcomes of collaborative work may be dispersed, and determining whether certain outcomes are attributable to the Healthy Cities initiative may be difficult because it aims to encourage action by others. Finally, participative and collaborative models may prove a difficult test bed for particular approaches because the process inevitably changes the model being implemented. These are common problems in the evaluation of community development approaches (50). A pluralist model of evaluation, which actively teases out the criteria for success held by different stakeholders and seeks evaluative data from a wide range of sources, is a well established methodology for dealing with some of these problems (51).

A particular feature of the evaluation of initiatives such as Healthy Cities is the need to spell out the principles and values of participants in order to interpret developments. The theories on health that underpin a health-related policy may drive the processes of implementation and evaluation (39). Whether evaluators of social movements need to share the value base of the movements they are evaluating is under debate. Within the Healthy Cities movement, people have debated the desired balance between different evaluation stances (observer/critic, participant or ally); these positions are sometimes characterized as evaluation of, with or for Healthy Cities, respectively.

An evaluation wholly based on the principles of participants and/or conducted by participants (internal evaluation) may be accused of being insufficiently critical or objective. Kennedy (52) has argued that principle-led, internal evaluation can result in evaluation questions and methods that are appropriate to practice, particularly when a participatory approach is adopted. Poland (53) has argued for combining, within Healthy Cities evaluation, the direct use of principles derived from participants with a critical stance. Building on the work of Springett et al. (54), he demonstrates how a participatory action research method can best capture the experiential and practical knowledge of participants, while adhering to the key principles of the health for all movement. He recommends building into the evaluation a process that encourages critical reflection on, for example, issues of power and contradictions between theory and practice.

**Process**

From early in the development of the WHO Healthy Cities project, it was recognized that evaluation should ideally be multidisciplinary, not least because of the number of sectors potentially involved in project work. This has proved elusive in practice. Another challenge is to develop cross-national research processes. Both these aims might ultimately lead to the development of a more holistic evaluation framework within which models of practice and their components could be clarified and identified. Without such a framework, evaluation may appear simplistic or superficial as soon as it is applied to any substantive area (the environment, for example) or may not reflect the various cultural perspectives contained in the Healthy Cities movement.
Given the complexity, developmental nature and political dimension of Healthy Cities, the evaluation process and methodology must be flexible enough to take account of change. Healthy Cities is as much about a way of working as a particular setting. In common with other community health interventions, the specific aims and objectives of any participating city and the subsequent activities and outcomes depend on local priorities, political structures and capacities (55). Each project therefore needs to be judged against its own aims and objectives, so that measures of quality and effectiveness are developed that are useful in knowledge development (53). A participatory evaluation model enables the derivation of a locally relevant evaluation framework that can be modified and revised as an initiative develops.

Policy-makers often lack first-hand knowledge of the problems they are called upon to solve, but the implementers who have such knowledge lack the power to adjust and improve the policy. Similarly, the beneficiaries of the policy may hold key information and be a resource in finding solutions, as well as a vital element in assessing policy effectiveness (56). Without continual feedback between evaluation, planning and activity, quality is unlikely to improve, because those involved need to own the information and the process. This is particularly important where a multilevel process aiming for long-term change is under evaluation (57). Unrealistic demands for short-term outcome measurement are likely to be moderated only by taking people through the decision-making process, and determining what questions to ask and how they can effectively be answered. Knowledge development is a key feature of the process, as is opening channels of communication within the policy process (58–60).

Methods

Healthy Cities evaluation is most appropriately approached as a form of policy evaluation. In many other sectors, policy evaluation is moving away from a reliance on rigid scientific methodologies to more interpretative, process-oriented methods with an emphasis on learning (61,62). In the United States, for example, disillusionment with positivist approaches to the evaluation of urban policy has increased. Many of the evaluative studies undertaken in the 1970s and early 1980s have had little impact on policy or practice. This resulted in a retreat from quantitative studies to qualitative assessments, use of an eclectic mix of evaluative methods and concern for developing learning networks, as well as the active involvement of stakeholders (63).

This disillusionment reflects in part the consequences of a positivist approach to data collection, whereby data are collected without changing the situation of the people involved or giving them something in return (64). The aim is to examine a hypothesis that is often unknown to those studied. To avoid bias, evaluators keep them in the dark about the purpose of the evaluation. This is both disempowering and unlikely to lead to change. Rigorously designed evaluations will not influence the policy process because they are scientific, objective or valid. Rist (65) denies that such a linear relation of evaluation to
action exists. In the real world, policy-making and implementation often throw up conditions that resist positivist methods, since policy systems are complex structures for political learning that comprise many subcultures and values (66,67). One should consider the unquantifiable values, aspirations and motivations of the people involved (68,69). A flexible, negotiated and process-oriented approach to the evaluation of urban healthy public policy, more in keeping with the nature of the policy process, is required. This does not mean abandoning outcome measures, qualitative or quantitative, but encouraging all the participants in the process to discuss what is appropriate and what is possible; this encourages reflection on existing perspectives and ideologies.

Combined with theory development, quantitative methodologies may have a role in elucidating the relationships between processes and outcomes in Healthy Cities. The approach is essentially multilevel and seeks to produce synergistic change. The complexities of the models involved and the number of sources of variation and interaction suggest that statistical modelling may be valuable. Also, the key importance of time-scale in assessing the level of expected change points to the need for a quantitative dimension to data collection and analysis. A note of caution is nevertheless appropriate. The kind of changes one can realistically expect in political processes, organizational structures and so forth may be not only long term but also invisible in statistical terms, unless a large number of measures is available over time.

**Indicators**

Health promotion research as a whole has not yet reached consensus on what comprises sufficient evidence of change resulting from community interventions. Can evaluators use intermediate or proxy indicators of impact, such as the development of community competence, or must they demonstrate modification of risk factors (70–72)? As Healthy Cities is not primarily concerned with changing individual lifestyles, it may escape the worst of this controversy, although tension remains between those who seek proof of effectiveness in direct measures of health status and those who accept intermediate indicators. Recent work conducted for Northern Ireland has attempted to provide a framework for evaluating initiatives at the community level. It proposes sets of proxy indicators that reflect the criteria for different aspects of a community in which quality of life is promoted, such as safety and sustainability (73,74).

Some have wished for indicators of a city’s status across a range of political, health and environmental dimensions that could be based on routine data and would enable comparisons of the relative impact of Healthy Cities initiatives. Given the wide variation in experience and in political, social and cultural context, the lack of agreement on concepts and the variable availability of data, this is likely to be wishing for the moon. One real value of an indicator is often its capacity to indicate change over time, but this presupposes continuity in both definition and data collection (75). Experience in Canada demonstrated that there is no magic list of reliable and universally useful indicators. Indicators have proved most useful where they have been developed
locally and used to collect baseline formative information to raise issues with local policy-makers.

Participatory action research integrates action and change with knowledge development and learning. Its adoption for evaluation has implications for the development of indicators. This implies that individual cities must develop their own sets of indicators to meet their particular needs as permitted by their resources. Indicators cannot be developed in isolation from the political and philosophical basis or the aims and objectives of a particular health-related policy. Indicators will vary according to who requests them, who pays for their selection, who uses them and what their agendas are (76). The process of developing and using indicators to evaluate healthy public policy in cities is thus more a political problem than a technical one, dependent on world views and power structures, including the ability to impose certain views on others (77). While one can draw on the wide range of indicators already available to measure almost any dimension of health-related policy concepts (78), indicators cannot be developed outside the wider processes of knowledge and policy development.

The issue of indicators may have obscured debate about the development of outcome standards. Knowledge development approaches can be used to develop consensus on goals and the criteria or standards to apply to judge the extent of their achievement. Such negotiated criteria for success might encourage dialogue between city projects and protect city initiatives from unrealistic assessment criteria. Many of the key Healthy Cities processes provide intermediate outcome measures of progress. Thus, for example, the extent of joint work between key sectors and agencies on health-related policies and practices, compared with a previous baseline, may be a measure of project effectiveness. City administrations want to know whether investment in Healthy Cities approaches gives better value for money than other options. This is a difficult question to tackle, given the role of Healthy Cities projects as catalytic or enabling mechanisms and the diversity of their functions.

The identification of outcome measures for Healthy Cities activities is complex. The effects may be measurable as environmental improvements or visible success in either developing health promoting opportunities or preventing health-damaging activities. A city in eastern Europe, for example, might use the absence of tobacco advertising on public transport to demonstrate success in mobilizing resources to prevent the exploitation of its citizens on economic, health and cultural grounds. The expression of some intermediate outcome measures as visual evidence can complement more formal statistical approaches in an effective way.

**Audiences**

Overall, two sets of people have a stake in Healthy Cities evaluation. The first comprises those outside the movement, such as funding agencies at the municipal and network level, who are interested in value for their investment money, and those interested in the new public health, who seek to learn from the Healthy Cities experience. The second group includes those inside the
movement, who are keen to develop self-evaluation to avoid the risk that inappropriate evaluation criteria and methods will be imposed.

As suggested above, these two groups may have conflicting priorities for evaluation. Given the limited resources available, some priorities will influence the choices of the evaluation methods employed, privileging a value-for-money approach in some contexts and an in-depth case-study approach in others. This eclecticism carries the risk of obscuring the big picture, so that observers wonder whether they see the tip of an iceberg or all that exists of the ice-field (78). A creative way out of this dilemma is to ensure that the process of knowledge development is not confined to the city level. Reflection and feedback are required at all levels in the Healthy Cities movement, so that emergent understandings and new responses are based on a variety of experiences.

**Conclusion**

So far, this chapter has considered Healthy Cities evaluation from the perspective of the challenges posed by aspects of the movement, and reviewed the debate on how it should be evaluated. We have attempted to show how differences in underlying assumptions and goals affect choices about evaluation strategies. A unifying theme is the centrality to Healthy Cities of the wish to change policy. From this flow many evaluation needs; if evaluation is to be useful and compatible with this wish, it must contribute to knowledge development by adopting an action-oriented approach, by involving participants at all stages of the evaluation process and by ensuring that the criteria for evaluation are meaningful in terms of local principles and priorities.

We have highlighted some of the creative tensions that the Healthy Cities movement poses for evaluation goals and processes. Healthy Cities initiatives aim to foster the development of coherent, health-enhancing local policies. As such, they must involve a wide range of stakeholders whose priorities and underlying assumptions may differ. Healthy Cities initiatives seek to act within a setting characterized by interdependence at all levels and to affect a policy process that is developmental. We have proposed locally developed evaluation frameworks that can be sensitive to local priorities, structures and processes as the mechanism most likely to deliver effective and appropriate evaluation strategies. It is essential, however, that links to enable learning be made between those engaged with Healthy Cities at the network, city and neighbourhood levels to elucidate the full implications of different models of work and their effects.

**Evaluation at city level**

This part of the chapter discusses the evaluation of the Healthy Cities policy process at the city level. It continues to explore the issues raised earlier, and examines the relationship of city evaluation to that at the international network level. We conclude with a description of participatory evaluation of a commu-
nity project to show the need for Healthy Cities evaluations to reflect the importance of neighbourhood action and its relationship with a city-wide strategy.

**An example of Healthy Cities evaluation: Liverpool**

Liverpool is a city in the United Kingdom with about 477,000 inhabitants. For the last 20 years, it has been dealing with the consequences of an economic recession due to the decline of its port and associated industries. Liverpool has been involved in the WHO Healthy Cities project since its inception in 1987 (79). In the first five years of the project, in common with many other cities, it failed to move beyond the small-scale development associated with a model project to more fundamental healthy public policy, although the groundwork was laid for more effective coalition work in the second phase (80). Changes of personnel and a commitment from the local and health authorities to work together more closely heralded a new phase of development in 1993. A Joint Public Health Team was established to direct action on the main health concerns in Liverpool; it is accountable to the Joint Consultative Committee, a political body consisting of district health authority and local municipal authority members. In addition, a Healthy City Unit provides administration and support for joint work between the agencies in the city and the community. The central plank of this new phase was the development of a city health plan or strategy. This was a key requirement of the membership of the second phase of the WHO project.

Using a framework developed as part of a European research project on health-related policies in cities (81), this section documents the experience of grappling with evaluation issues at the urban policy level by outlining how Liverpool tackled the evaluation of its city health plan. The plan (82) is the health authority’s five-year strategy and a corporate priority of the Liverpool City Council. The discussion of the evaluation process uses Rist’s policy cycle as an organizing framework (65), and describes three phases of the policy process: formulation, implementation and outcome.

**Policy formulation**

To formulate and write the strategies for the plan, four task groups were set up to address key areas (heart disease, cancer, sexual health and accidents) of the Government’s *The health of the nation* (83), along with a task group on housing for health. The parties concerned already shared a similar theory of health and its promotion firmly grounded in a socioecological model of change that built strongly on theories of the relationship between health and unemployment. This model, along with existing priorities, drove the original development of the plan, but circumstance obliged the participants to follow a much narrower model. The membership of the task groups comprised purchasers and consumers of services, but a total of 160 people worked on the production of the city health plan. The approach contrasts with that adopted in Sheffield, which started with needs assessment at the grass roots (84). The explanation for this lies partly in the schedule set to produce the plan and partly in the bureaucratic tradition in Liverpool.
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In this preliminary phase, evaluation largely involved understanding and defining the key health issues, and data collection was based on intuitive understanding and experience and collective knowledge, as well as existing research \((85)\). In addition, existing policies and programmes were reviewed, highlighting where coordination was required between policies. As a result, aims and objectives were modified. The draft city health plan was launched in January 1995; then followed a five-month consultation process and revision of the plan, leading to its release in 1996 \((82)\).

Participation in decision-making on plan development largely involved the task groups and the consultation process. Both processes were evaluated externally, using resources from the two local universities \((86,87)\). The consultation process began with a public launch in January 1995, followed by encouragement to comment through newspaper inserts, posters, radio broadcasts and mailing of an abridged version of the plan to every household in Liverpool. As the main method, however, 53 trained facilitators from the statutory and voluntary sectors were available to hold group meetings, using a video as support. The evaluation of the consultation process did not consider whether the final plan met the concerns of the community members who participated.

This failure to look at evaluation systematically, to identify what should be evaluated and how it could be fed into the process was a key feature of the early phase. Information on the joint work was immediately fed back into the process and led to a review of joint care planning, but no specific action. The consultation review was only available some time afterwards; specific process changes are difficult to identify, although reference is made to reports on meetings. The lack of involvement of the key stakeholders in defining the questions for evaluation may account for the lack of ownership of the results.

The final plan resulted partly from the information gained during its formulation, but also reflected certain stakeholders’ dominance in the decision-making process. In its broadest terms, the plan aims to influence, coordinate and integrate purchasing, service and business planning in Liverpool. It makes strong links with other city-wide initiatives for economic and social regeneration. It explicitly tackles the underlying causes of ill health: the environment, the economy (including poverty and unemployment), housing education, crime and transport \((84)\). Specific action is aimed at smoking, nutrition and physical activity, and particular population groups: children and young people, ethnic minority groups and older people. It also has targets in the national health strategy areas of heart disease, cancer, mental health, sexual health and accidents \((85)\). The final plan returned to the underlying determinants of ill health because, in their planning, the task groups had proposed overlapping solutions to the problems they identified. The outcomes of the consultation process reinforced this view; further information gained led to revamping the plan, moving the issue of the environment up the agenda. The environment had been a priority, not for the main authorities, but for the community \((84)\).
Policy implementation

The second phase of the policy cycle focuses on the “day-to-day realities of bringing a new policy into existence” (66). Intersectoral policies are notorious for failing to be implemented (88). The evaluation of key aspects of this phase can act as an early warning and actively encourage the process of change.

After producing the plan, the task groups disbanded. Implementation was now the remit of existing organizations and their departmental managers. The Joint Public Health Team retained an overview of developments and monitoring and evaluation. The Healthy City Unit’s role was to support the Team in that process and facilitate implementation. The key strategic stakeholders actively addressed the failure to engage in systematic evaluation only in the year following the launch of the plan; this failure is still under debate. For a time, the Team became very task driven, and its strategic role was unclear. The issue of evaluation was raised with the Team a number of times, and it was suggested that the evaluation process be used to extend participation in both decision-making and implementation to middle managers, who had not been involved in developing the plan and yet were expected to deliver its contents. To move the debate forward, a series of workshops on priorities, indicators and community participation took place. Eventually a framework emerged that now drives the evaluation and monitoring process. A significant achievement is the placing of health issues on the agendas of the evaluation of the partnership areas. The Healthy City Unit has been a key player in making this happen. In 1997, the need for a more systematic approach to evaluation was finally accepted, and a plan was evolving to replace ad hoc evaluation with a process that has clear aims and objectives.

Policy outcome

Another reason that the issue of a broad and systematic approach to evaluation was slow to be addressed was the overriding concern of key stakeholders to measure policy outcome. “How will we know we have made a difference?” was the key question emerging from early workshops for the Joint Public Health Team. As a result, considerable time, energy and funds were spent on finding and developing key quantifiable indicators. As with other attempts to find high-quality, resource-efficient quantifiable indicators, the results were disappointing.

This outcome challenged assumptions about what should make good indicators. This led to:

1. a decision to balance quantifiable indicators with qualitative ones;
2. a recognition of the difficulty of developing indicators that truly reflect the web of causality that the city health plan tried to address;
3. an acknowledgement of the factors beyond local control that might actually reduce the chances of achieving the aims and objectives of the plan;
4. a search for new approaches to notions of health gain and health impact;
5. an increasing acceptance that the measurement of progress could not rely on indicators that bear little resemblance to the aims and objectives of the plan;
6. an acknowledgement of the need to look at process, as well as outcome; and
7. an acceptance of the key role of the Joint Public Health Team in making connections and evaluating and monitoring the implementation process.

The Team needed to go through the learning process; as a result, achieving a systematic approach to evaluation took 18 months after the launch of the plan.

The example of the evaluation process of the Liverpool city health plan shows that pragmatism and patience may be needed to build support for systematic evaluation. Knowledge of the policy process was not enough; participants had to discover for themselves the need for evaluation to inform their work. In Liverpool there were well supported efforts at consultation, but only a relatively informal attempt to feed local experience into policy development. Is it realistic to expect that bottom-up and participatory processes at the local level can be more fully developed? Analysis of 49 case studies of action for health, drawn from the first phase of the WHO Healthy Cities project across Europe, found that added value and quality in local activities were best expressed in terms of the collaboration and participation introduced into the way action was implemented (89). A comprehensive survey of community/neighbourhood projects in Canada, the Netherlands and the United States by Ten Dam has revealed the wide variety of such projects’ strategies and goals, but could not identify information on the extent of the achievement of stated goals (90). He concluded that the separate evaluations were insufficiently comparable to generate any definite conclusions on effectiveness. From the empirical data collected, he developed a framework that he used to analyse 11 neighbourhood health projects in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague, the Netherlands. The results revealed positive scores for all areas within the framework except public participation and the ultimate goal of health promotion; that is, health, as measured by standard data, did not improve during the short life of the project.

Experience from elsewhere illustrates the principles and methods that can be applied to empower people taking part in community-based initiatives to play a central role in their evaluation.

**Evaluating Healthy Cities initiatives at the community level: Drumchapel**

Building on the evaluation of the Drumchapel Healthy Cities project in Glasgow, United Kingdom, Kennedy (52) developed a participatory model for evaluation at the community level. The Drumchapel project was established to test the relevance of the principles of community participation, empowerment and collaboration in a multiply deprived community on the outskirts of Glasgow. It aimed to catalyse new ways of working among member agencies of Healthy Cities in Glasgow, and to pilot-test innovative approaches to the empowerment and participation of local people through the training, recruitment...
and deployment of community health volunteers. The project’s organizational structure and management style were designed to maximize participation, empowerment and collaboration.

The evaluation came at the end of the two-year pilot period and was driven largely by participants’ concern to pilot-test an evaluation method capable of reflecting the project’s principles and ensuring that the evaluation process did so, too. Participants felt that testing the evaluation was as important as testing the practice. They wanted the evaluation to contribute to the project and not the other way around. They hoped to gain from the evaluation new skills, a better informed perspective on the project, a stronger sense of direction, more commitment to a shared vision and knowledge on how things could be improved.

They also wanted to record and reflect on the project’s approach and achievements, with a view to disseminating the practice, so that they themselves and others could learn from it. At the outset of the exercise, however, many participants felt very fearful and doubtful about evaluation and associated it with being judged, scrutinized from afar by outside experts.

In this evaluation, the participants’ agenda took priority. The aims of the evaluation were:

- to explore a variety of approaches to the evaluation of the Drumchapel Healthy Cities project;
- to seek the views of a range of participants on indicators of the project’s success; and
- to assess the feasibility of reflecting the principles of participation, empowerment and collaboration in the evaluation process.

The evaluation process took place over about a year, between November of 1991 and 1992. It tried a variety of approaches to data collection to ensure that a range of voices was heard and to give participants experience with the different methods. Project participants filled out a questionnaire to provide baseline data on their attitudes to evaluation. They participated in training workshops to explore evaluation issues and be introduced to some qualitative methods. A series of group meetings on evaluation was held over three months. These meetings were the main vehicles for participation in the process and for key decision-making on what should be evaluated and how. Participants appreciated the opportunity that the meetings offered to gain an overview of the project, to exchange views with other groups and to reflect in this setting on the project’s progress. This illustrates the use of evaluation to develop skills, participation and collaboration, not merely to collect data. Group interviews were held over a six-month period with representatives of various groups within the project, complemented by individual interviews with a selection of participants. To enable community health volunteers to tell their own stories, case studies were prepared with them throughout May and June 1992.

Participants employed a range of creative methods to share the lessons of the evaluation experience. These included a report and video recording the ex-
perience of undertaking a participatory approach to community health needs assessment, in which some of the people who subsequently became community health volunteers in the project had participated. A group art project designed a tree symbol for the Drumchapel project. The symbol became the cornerstone of an exhibition on the project that was widely used in teaching and presentations. It has since taken permanent form in a tile mosaic in the area’s new health centre, where the project is now based. Drama was another vehicle that expressed participants’ experiences. A volunteer wrote a play about her experience, which was performed by a group of volunteers at open days and other community events. To look at one aspect of the project’s outreach, community health volunteers, with support from project staff, carried out a publicity survey to investigate the profile of the project in the community. Finally, a follow-up questionnaire was administered among project participants to ascertain their level of participation in evaluation and any changes in their attitudes and skills that they could identify as a result of the experience.

The most popular methods of evaluation were creative, informal and non-threatening, and allowed different groups within the project to exchange views. The group meetings and exercises such as the creation of the tree symbol were excellent ways of helping participants to see and appreciate the project as a whole, rather than just from their own vantage points. For evaluation to be a participative activity, a range of approaches should be adopted to maximize the chance of appealing to as many project participants as possible. Videos, exhibitions and drama are imaginative and attractive alternatives to the written word for both the participants in and the ultimate consumers of evaluation. Further, putting together a video or performing a play tends to be a collective activity in a way that writing or reading a report is not.

The evaluators decided as little as possible in advance, so that the evaluation process was free to evolve in negotiation with participants. This process helped the participants to develop new insights into the project, to clarify and refine its organizational structure and direction, and to identify weaknesses and strategies to rectify them. The questionnaires administered before and after the evaluation demonstrated a significant shift in attitudes, with the original fear disappearing almost completely and all categories of participants placing a very high value on evaluation. The only, repeatedly expressed concern was that time not be spent on evaluation to the detriment of sustaining practice. Capacity building for evaluation was a key feature of the process and has allowed a more outcome-focused approach to the next stage. Project participants no longer fear evaluation and have the skills and confidence to ensure its integration with practice.

**Conclusion**
These examples of Healthy Cities evaluation have illustrated the city-wide policy process and participant involvement in the community level. While the examples come from different cities, the two levels are connected. While the city policy process in Liverpool had not yet established very open channels of
communication with communities, policy implementation was to depend partly on partnerships in local areas. The Drumchapel project aimed both to benefit local residents and to model participatory and collaborative work to agencies throughout the city to influence the wider structures and processes that affected health in Drumchapel.

In addition, both these evaluation accounts are connected to the development of Healthy Cities as an international network and to the expectations for evaluation within it. The city health plan was a requirement for participation in the international project. Because of their relationships to the wider health for all movement, the evaluators in both Liverpool and Glasgow were concerned to find appropriate ways to evaluate collaborative and participatory work and to test methods for feeding the results of evaluation into knowledge development for policy and practice.

Conclusions
Overview
The evaluation of Healthy Cities initiatives is under development, as is the implementation of the Healthy Cities concept. Only recently has the whole issue of evaluation been addressed; in the past, evaluation has often been after the fact, rather than integral to the process. The third phase of the WHO project includes evaluation in its conditions for involvement, and for the first time seeks consensus on the evaluation questions before the start of the phase. Experience in Canada and the United States demonstrates that a knowledge development approach is consistent with both the movement’s ideals and the process of innovation diffusion. What is required now is general acceptance throughout the movement of the value of evaluation in influencing change, so that sufficient resources can be devoted to ensure it takes place in an effective, efficient and imaginative way. New methodologies need to be developed to identify the synergistic effect of different processes leading to key outcomes.

Guideline and recommendations
Any attempt at evaluating Healthy Cities is likely to demand lots of time and other resources. The first nostrum to emerge from this chapter is that those involved need to have confidence in applying core Healthy Cities principles to evaluation activities, as even large-scale evaluations can prove ineffective if they are not appropriate to the kinds of changes sought by Healthy Cities. The evaluation of Healthy Cities, like the movement itself, cannot be addressed by one set of stakeholders alone, for the resultant framework (and results) will inevitably be too narrow. Given the wide diversity of projects in resources, form, style and activity, there seems no alternative to a negotiated form of evaluation in which cities themselves identify appropriate subjects of inquiry and evaluation, and common links are then formed between cities and research resources, topics, methods and questions across the agenda so formulated. Any approach must be collaborative, entailing cooperation not only across disci-
plines but with researchers and project participants in different countries, who can share literature, adapt common research instruments and tools, and facilitate cooperation in their countries.

Project cities cannot afford to prove everything, or they risk demonstrating nothing. Evaluation should concentrate on evaluating what Healthy Cities is about. This may mean choosing to focus on the goals a particular city has set itself; this will facilitate the identification of appropriate questions, approaches and resources to support the evaluation. This does not mean that evaluations should focus only on areas where impact can be demonstrated. On the contrary, within a learning framework, stories and explanations of setbacks and failures may prove at least as important as accounts of success. Further, this approach does not imply that evaluating what is common to Healthy Cities initiatives is impossible. Rather, an understanding of which approaches may be more widely applicable is more likely to emerge from detailed accounts that take account of the context of local opportunities and obstacles than from summaries that are too general to be sensitive to local differences.

This chapter has urged extreme caution in using apparently scientific (but often actually technological) means to answer the complex questions posed by Healthy Cities evaluation. As illustrated by the search for indicators, attempts to achieve robust measurement tools may prove disappointing and fail to capture the processes actually at work. The developmental phase in Healthy Cities evaluation is the most important. If evaluators try to make the setting of aims a collaborative and participative process, involving all the appropriate stakeholders, then the subsequent work is much more likely to be true to the nature of the project and to be supported and sustained. Who makes the decisions about evaluation is ultimately more important than which methods are adopted. The justification for evaluation in Healthy Cities is that it should contribute to knowledge and policy development in an iterative and continuing way. For this to happen, the people who make and are affected by decisions about Healthy Cities developments need to be involved at all stages of the process.

The evaluation process can contribute to goal clarification, capacity building, collaboration and skills sharing. This requires that evaluators pay attention to the impact of approaches used on those involved in the evaluation process. Question formulation and information can be integrated with patterns of meetings, group work or other activities with which people are already familiar. Imaginative new approaches, such as those involving art or drama, can provide opportunities to demystify the process and to use and develop skills among those involved. Feedback is an essential and non-negotiable responsibility of those engaging in Healthy Cities evaluation. Without it, participation and commitment will soon dwindle, and the process of knowledge development will be aborted. This in turn implies that the resources needed to support an evaluation process be adequately analysed, to ensure that evaluation repays those who have given their time and skills. The potential tensions for Healthy Cities initiatives that can result from conflicting evaluation agendas and those who es-
pose the philosophies underlying different evaluation approaches cannot be understated. Participants need to understand the political implications of selecting an outcome-focused or a more process-oriented approach, for example.

Scientific methodologies do not necessarily hold the key to clarifying cause-and-effect relationships in the messy worlds of policy development and city politics. Despite the complexity of the issues, therefore, evaluation offers real scope for supporting Healthy Cities participants to elucidate the theory behind their actions, the lessons of their experience and the stories that illuminate the consequences of attempts to improve the urban environment. Such accounts, particularly if focused on key urban problems, may be more effective in starting dialogue with other sectors and showing the possibilities for collaboration than academic discourses have proved to be. This is not to reject the value of sophisticated analytic skills for supporting the evaluation process, but to urge that these resources be devoted to exploring models that participants recognize as salient and accurate representations of their concerns. We recommend that the people evaluating Healthy Cities initiatives listen to and reflect on the theorizing of community action and participation, follow principles that are likely to lead to open processes of learning and use these principles to seek negotiated decisions on process and method.
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Part 4
Policies and systems
Introduction

David V. McQueen and Jane Springett

This part of the book emphasizes and reinforces one of the central characteristics of health promotion – complexity. Researchers in this field must remember that health promotion is multidisciplinary and intersectoral, presents difficult challenges for evaluation and seeks a sound theoretical base. Attempts to understand and evaluate policies and systems illustrate all of these features particularly well. Thus, we are not surprised that evaluation and its underpinning concepts at this system level are less well understood or at least less well established than evaluation of interventions on behaviour within fairly confined settings. In this field of action, policies and systems, the nature of evidence becomes even more complicated; the randomized controlled trial and the experimental approach appear even more distant from the needs of evaluation. The chapters in Part 4 reflect the complexity of evaluation of policies and systems, while presenting innovative and imaginative efforts to understand how evaluation can be relevant.

Health, as the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion says, is created in everyday life. It is also created and promoted through interaction between many different factors at a number of levels. Thus, although much can be learned from demonstration projects, where there is some degree of control over the environment in which a health promotion intervention is delivered, most health promotion activity is embedded in complex, dynamic systems. Success, no matter how defined, therefore depends on the synergy between multiple interventions at different levels. While a setting is just a system whose boundaries have been artificially delimited for the purpose of an intervention, most people operate in systems that are open and vary considerably in size and context. All the chapters in Part 4 show that methodologies to evaluate complex interacting systems are very much in their infancy. Equally clear is the frustration of all the authors with the constraints imposed by the dominant paradigm of the health sciences, whose methodologies are inadequate for assessing anything more than single interventions in controlled environments. This has resulted in both too narrow a focus on outcomes at the expense of process (so people often are left with no clear understanding of what worked and why) and a failure to appreciate the importance of context and relationships.

Rütten’s chapter on evaluating healthy public policies in a region of Germany clearly shows an appreciation of context. Chapter 15 puts forward a comprehensive schema for assessing how a policy built around the notion of investment in health can be implemented in a community and a region. The particularly noteworthy feature of the development of this project is the role
for evaluation throughout the initiative. The project is concerned with the impact, measurement and assessment of a model of investment developed and outlined by the WHO Regional Office for Europe and detailed in Chapter 22. Further, the evaluation of the planning process for the project takes seriously an evaluation approach that is both process oriented and participatory, thus presenting a model for evaluation in this type of work that meets many of the design problems posed throughout this book.

In Chapter 16, Milio provides an overview of the kind of issues that must be considered in the evaluation of health promotion policies. A prominent researcher in this field, she uses the eye of experience to identify the key questions an evaluator should ask. She notes that policy evaluation takes place in a political environment and thus by implication is a political process. This raises issues concerning the nature of the relationship between the evaluators and the various stakeholders and the extent to which this can be made explicit. The dynamic dimension of health promotion policy and the inherent complexities of an evaluation strategy for policy may help to explain why this area of health promotion evaluation is less developed than others.

In Chapter 17, Warren et al. illustrate the need to adopt a participatory approach to the development of an evaluation framework and indicators with an example from Canada. They show that stakeholders’ involvement in making key decisions is as necessary for large-scale, multilevel programmes as for community projects. They document the experience of evaluating the Canadian federal health promotion programme, started in 1978, and the experience gained. They also examine the more structured approach to evaluation of the Ontario Tobacco Strategy, which has adopted a user-driven monitoring approach that is neither bottom up nor top down. In particular, the authors stress the need to generate consensus-based judgments on programme efficacy, rather than relying totally on expert assessment, and actively to involve participants in the dissemination of information through feedback. This creates commitment to continuing improvement. They emphasize the value of the logic model in defining the goals of a programme, the links between the different elements and the goals of the evaluation. Two key themes emerge. First, the dynamic context for evaluation means that programmes, policies and interventions change, so that evaluation is effectively the tracking of a moving target. Second, evaluation should have an array of information sets and use a range of methods from management science and systems analysis, as well as conventional evaluation research concepts, methods and techniques. In Chapter 18, for example, Frankish et al. discuss health impact assessment as one means of measuring the impact of systems and policies on health.

In Chapter 19, Kreuter et al. point to the importance of social and political context for the success of community-based health promotion interventions. They see social capital as a relational term, not an object. Individualistic societies largely ignore social capital because the benefits accruing to each individual are small; for the common good, however, the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. Kreuter et al. define social capital in terms of four key con-
structs: trust, civic involvement, social engagement and reciprocity. They explore the various potential ways of measuring them, emphasizing the need for measurement at both the community and individual levels. They then outline a project that has analysed social capital as an independent variable in the United States. They mention the problem of cultural specificity in defining and measuring these concepts, and their potential for identifying the extent to which health promotion can create social capital. (Chapter 11 provides another discussion of this capacity-building aspect of health promotion evaluation.)

Although health is created largely outside the health sector, health care systems see health promotion or, more specifically, disease prevention as within their domain. Most interventions in the health sector, however, tend to be based on individual transactions between a health care professional and a client. While the clinical approach to evaluation may be appropriate in such a context, interventions with comprehensive approaches and multiple outcomes require a very different approach. Literature on the evaluation of such programmes, however, is scarce. In Chapter 20, Stachenko contributes to making good this shortfall by describing the evaluation of the Canadian Heart Health Initiative, which is a good example of a well researched, well planned initiative working at multiple levels to build capacity for the prevention of coronary heart disease. The evaluation strategy included reflective and qualitative elements and established tracking systems at each of the levels, but left sufficient scope for an appropriate mix of different components. The process and outcome indicators were developed over two years in a participatory manner. The evaluation focused on the acquisition of practical knowledge to implement integrated approaches to health promotion and disease prevention, but also identified gaps in existing methodologies.

Communication is a key relational component of a human system, and Freimuth et al. focus on health communication campaigns in Chapter 21. Such campaigns are a traditional feature of health promotion intervention at the national level. They use multilevel strategies with multiple messages and multiple channels in trying to inform individual and community decisions in order to change behaviour. Campaigns have evolved well defined and well developed frameworks for evaluation. Ideally, formative evaluation – to identify the best mix for a given audience and the audience segmentation and profile – should underpin such campaigns. As well as traditional summative evaluation, process evaluation should be carried out to provide information on how to act. As in the other chapters, the authors argue that an explicit understanding of the underlying theory of action should inform the evaluation framework, and they echo some of key concerns running through the whole book, such as the inappropriate use of certain qualitative and quantitative methods and the failure to use a range of different qualitative approaches. In general, Freimuth et al. feel the constraining environment of health science research has led to a failure to employ a range of methods from other fields, particularly advertising, that health science has rejected as unscientific. This has reduced the potential for real understanding of what is effective.
Ziglio et al. discuss the WHO Regional Office for Europe’s approach to health promotion as an investment for health. Rather than putting forward an evaluation strategy, Chapter 22 suggests elements of an evaluation that focuses on examining the impact of a range of public policies on social and economic development for health. The authors argue that evaluation must employ multi-faceted appraisal. They also argue that, because the investment for health approach is so new, it requires a profound rethinking of evaluation in terms of both the theory underpinning health promotion and the evaluation strategy or approach itself. The evaluation strategy must await the development of the investment-for-health strategy.

The chapters on policies and systems bring readers full circle in the debates over evaluation. Ways to evaluate in health promotion seem innumerable. Even some strategies in health promotion, such as investment in health, become their own evaluation strategies. We are left to conclude that initiatives at all levels, but especially at the macro levels, reveal the complexity and dynamism of health promotion. Evaluation that does not take account of these characteristics, despite the pitfalls and uncertainties, will always leave unanswered questions.
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Evaluating healthy public policies in community and regional contexts

Alfred Rütten

Key issues in evaluating healthy public policies

Evaluation approaches must suit the field to which they are applied. Owing to both the complexity and specificity of health promotion and especially the making of healthy public policy, traditional evaluation concepts and methods, based on rather simple and generalized input–output models, are increasingly recognized to be inappropriate for this field (see chapters 1 and 22). Saying so, however, seems much easier than defining and putting in practice a comprehensive model of the complex phenomena under investigation (1). In particular, gaps in knowledge for evaluating the impact of healthy public policies need to be addressed (2–5). To specify an evaluation framework for healthy public policies, this chapter discusses five key questions.

1. What is meant by healthy public policies in the context of health promotion?
2. What generic contextual factors should be taken into account?
3. How can a strategy for healthy public policies work?
4. What is the impact of healthy public policies?
5. How can their impact be measured?

Defining healthy public policies

The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (6) specifies building healthy public policies as a core strategy of health promotion action. It aims to put health on the agenda of policy-makers in all sectors and at all levels. It emphasizes the combination of multiple approaches with coordinated joint action that contributes to healthier goods, services and environments, and fosters equity. It also considers the requirement to identify obstacles to the adoption of healthy public policies in non-health sectors, and ways of removing them.

In line with this general concept, this chapter focuses mainly on making healthy public policies outside the health sector, and intersectoral policy-making processes in particular. It demonstrates diverse but complementary methods of building alliances to promote healthy public policies, and outlines both concrete structural constraints and strategies to deal with them. Nevertheless, it begins and ends with the premise that scientific investigation of healthy
public policies should move beyond the Ottawa Charter. Such investigations need a more specific focus on policy analysis and must be informed by theory on the structure and dynamic of the policy-making process. For the evaluation of healthy public policies, theory-driven approaches are needed that can guide research in very complex circumstances (7–10).

This chapter uses such an approach to the logic of policy-making (1,11) as a conceptual frame of reference. This approach helps to investigate the limited chances for success of healthy public policy initiatives. Such initiatives must not only struggle with the “bounded rationality” (12) of policy-makers, who usually prefer to stay with what has worked in the past (12–14), but also face the selective perceptions of established policy-issue networks and advocacy coalitions, which strongly adhere to their core concepts (15–17). Moreover, they must deal with policy arenas and other institutional arrangements that foster competition instead of cooperation, or hinder new players or new policies from entering the arena (18,19). Even if a healthy public policy initiative is included in a public policy agenda (20) and survives all further steps in the policy-making process, in the end it may vanish in a labyrinth of bureaucracy within the administrative structure (21–23). Thus, healthy public policy initiatives often need both a complex perspective and a multidimensional intervention strategy to overcome the multilevel obstacles of established policy environments. This is precisely the reason for developing a multidimensional concept of policy evaluation.

**Generic contextual factors**

Although the Ottawa Charter (6) has outlined a general concept of healthy public policy, making such policy faces certain generic challenges in developed countries. Countries that are developing or in transition, such as the countries of central and eastern Europe and the newly independent states of the former USSR, may face different challenges and structures. Policy-making must take account of particular cultural and political contexts (24,25) and contextual factors at the local level that differ from those at the national or international level. For example, the issue of community participation seems especially important at the local level, where citizens’ knowledge and perspectives are crucial for shaping healthy public policies.

Thus, on the one hand, evaluations of healthy public policies must be highly aware of context (26). On the other hand, to develop theory in health promotion and to elaborate theory-driven evaluation in this field, they should search for generalizable contextual features and for programme success stories that might be adopted in similar contexts (27). This chapter deals primarily with the context and specific problems related to the transition in eastern Germany. Within this setting, I focus on implementing and evaluating healthy public policies at the local and regional levels, but discuss the interrelationship between the contexts of healthy regional development and public policies on other levels, as well as the generalizability of an example.
Making a strategy for healthy public policies work

To achieve real policy impact, health promotion approaches must develop a “responsibility for implementation” (28). This chapter deals with implementation as a core concept. It raises a crucial issue for both the implementation and the evaluation of health promotion approaches: how to define and structure the implementation process. For example, interventions may be organized from the top down or the bottom up, at a multiplicity of intervention levels, by various agencies and with distinct measures applied to different issues.

The example outlined in this chapter demonstrates different ways of implementing healthy public policies. At the local level, a cooperative planning approach served as an intersectoral and participatory method of building healthy public policies. Here, a regional research centre took the primary responsibility for implementation. Further, a group of key stakeholders from different sectors and communities was formed to develop new alliances and partnerships to create health and to secure sustainable investment. An international group of experts, a project team from the WHO Regional Office for Europe, played a crucial role as facilitator.

Defining impact

The implementation process in health promotion is related to basic elements at the policy-making level and the population level (11,11). Assessing the impact of healthy public policies means carefully investigating these elements. Basic elements at the policy-making level are the specific institutional arrangements and events that form a particular policy arena, as well as the political interactions and administrative processes related to it. Variables on this level are constitutional rules, formal legislative and administrative procedures, policy issue networks, advocacy coalitions and forms of bureaucratic procedures and organization (see also Chapter 22). Basic elements at the population level are related to specific lifestyle patterns that reflect behaviour, social networks and resources. Variables on this level are health behaviour and attitudes, personal capacities and obligations, and social, economic and physical living conditions. This chapter gives some examples of healthy public policies’ impact, focusing on how such policies may influence policy-making processes at the local and other levels.

Of course, the input of health promotion implementation is rather diverse and has to be clarified for evaluation purposes. On the one hand, health promotion is used as an umbrella term for a wide variety of strategies and issues, including in some countries screening for disease, preventing risk factors, promoting healthy lifestyles and protecting the environment. On the other hand, the Ottawa Charter (6) has defined health promotion as a strategic concept to overcome the insufficiencies of previous approaches, particularly those focusing merely on individual health status and behaviour, and thus emphasizes building healthy public policies and creating healthy environments.

The expected outcomes of health promotion initiatives are as diverse as the meanings of health promotion. While the traditional public health perspective
still tends to focus on reducing mortality and morbidity rates or controlling health care costs, the new public health expects improvements in the quality of life and the convergence of healthy public policy, socioeconomic development and population health. The example below definitely favoured the latter approach.

**Measuring impact**
Research in health promotion must be particularly careful to avoid ideological prejudice (29). One way of dealing with the research problems caused by the hidden values of methodologies, methods and measurement is to be explicit about these values (30–32). The approaches to evaluation measures described in this chapter are heavily based on participatory action research methods (33–40) (see Chapter 4). In particular, they emphasize the participation of science in building healthy public policies and of key stakeholders in evaluating them. Thus, the processes of knowledge construction and use are strongly interrelated.

The value of traditional survey methods must not be underestimated, but they are not an end in themselves. The present approach uses various survey methods at a series of intervention levels for collecting additional data to inform the evaluation processes and the different stakeholders involved in these processes.

**Options for responding to the evaluation issues: example**
To show concrete options for responding to the evaluation issues outlined above, I concentrate on the WHO demonstration project on investment for health in West Saxony (a region of the Free State of Saxony, a German Land), first sketching the policy environment and major contextual factors, then outlining the logic and concrete strategies of the demonstration project to influence current policies, and finally describing the evaluation processes, design and measures.

**Policy environment**
The generalizability of the West Saxony example discussed in this chapter may appear debatable. One could argue that the major financial investment in eastern Germany created an artificial environment that is not likely to be replicated elsewhere. This investment, however, not only did good but also created a number of problems, including health problems, that seem to be typical for other societies in transition, such as:

- increasing sectoral divergence caused by investment policies that concentrate on narrow-scope, market-oriented economic development and show rather low awareness of the social and cultural concerns of the population;
- increasing inequalities in society, with important evidence of negative public health impact (41);
• high and rising unemployment, decreasing social support, a decreasing sense of coherence and increasing uncertainty and psychosocial stress; and
• recent changes in traditional public health indicators such as life expectancy and morbidity and mortality rates (42).

The changes in indicators in eastern Germany seem to resemble those in other European countries in transition. For example, recent analysis of the “mortality crisis” in eastern Germany shows evidence of negative health and mortality effects that can “now be claimed to be causally related to the transition” (43).

The divergence within the policy environment in West Saxony, primarily caused by rapid and unsustainable economic investment strategies, was observable within sectors, between sectors and between levels. For example, major investment in the development of commercial areas outside cities contradicted policies to revitalize the inner cities. Economic development policies to support the development of new small and medium-sized businesses contradicted unemployment policies that encouraged new businesses based on a state-funded second labour market. In addition, public and private investment policies that favoured competition among communities led to increasing regional discrepancies between winner and loser communities, and counteracted policies to support regional adjustment and overcome structural inequalities. The unintended consequences of this policy environment were crucial:

• in economic terms, wasting resources and working ineffectively and inefficiently;
• in social terms, possibly sowing the seeds of social and political disorder; and
• in health terms, providing a good example of an unhealthy policy environment needing to be tackled by policy-oriented health promotion strategy.

Logic of intervention for healthy public policy

In 1994, the Technical University of Chemnitz initiated a project to use WHO thinking about investment for health (see Chapter 22) to create an intersectoral strategy for regional development. The project, which continued into 2000, was intended to support changes in the policies of public institutions and communities, as well as private businesses and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), to make them more conducive to the health of the population. In particular, the project supported the development of policies that could improve living and working conditions and empower the local community. Two kinds of benefit were expected from such policies: direct health gains for the population and help in overcoming the current divergence in policies, with its negative health impact, with indirect benefits to the health of the population.

As a first step, a network was developed that included communities, private enterprises, unions, several social, cultural and ecological institutions, and various scientific disciplines. In 1995, local projects were planned and discussed at a conference. In February 1996, the Research Centre for Regional Health
Promotion was founded in West Saxony to support the implementation of the projects.

Based on the actual problems of the region, the projects addressed, for example, town development, new management of industrial wasteland and the development of sustainable tourism in rural areas. While the projects varied in objectives, all worked for health gain and shared the same planning and implementation approach, based on intersectoral collaboration.

For each local project a cooperative planning group was founded that integrated the perspectives of the citizens affected, policy-makers, scientists and expert professionals. The groups integrated specific knowledge from each, and the mutual learning process supported the development of shared values and common understanding. The planning groups tackled three interrelated challenges:

- applied science: bridging the gap between science and public policy
- policy orientation: a particular focus on implementation
- empowerment: ensuring participation by and acceptability to the citizens affected.

The planning and implementation approach integrated top-down and bottom-up interventions, provided for organizational development, and created intersectoral networking and a sustainable infrastructure for the implementation of health promotion.

The Research Centre was responsible for organizing the planning processes. It employed, trained and supervised teams to organize and evaluate cooperative planning, provided external knowledge and expertise and links with other partners, such as external political structures and financing sources, and was responsible for public relations.

As a second step, the West Saxony region adopted the WHO Regional Office for Europe strategy for investment for health (3) as an appropriate vehicle for looking at the local projects in a unified manner. With the cooperation of the region, the WHO project team focused on interproject dynamics, communication and synergy; it helped to bridge the gap between policy-makers and project managers, and to identify the health implications of the various projects, so that health could become an investment resource for the social and economic development of the region. WHO also provided the opportunity to increase the visibility of the demonstration project.

Central to cooperation at the regional level was the formation and work of the Umbrella Group. It included one or two people responsible for the design and management of each of the local projects, and representatives of the different stakeholder groups involved. A major task of the Umbrella Group was to unite the projects into a cohesive programme to put health at the centre of regional development. This gave strength in negotiating with other interests. The prime purpose of the WHO project team was to support the Umbrella Group. The Research Centre ensured day-to-day coordination within the region.
Evaluating healthy public policies at the local level

I use one of the local projects of the WHO demonstration project on investment for health in West Saxony – Space Pro Motion, for the development of an integrated infrastructure for recreation and sport in Limbach-Oberfrohna – to illustrate options for evaluating healthy public policies at the local level. This section defines the basic elements of the implementation model, describes their use in the project and discusses methods of measuring and evaluating the different processes and outcomes.

Health promotion issues

As outlined in Fig. 15.1 (box 1), the WHO demonstration project on investment for health in West Saxony aimed to implement four health promotion principles: creating health, community engagement, building alliances and securing investment.

**Fig. 15.1. Key elements of an implementation structure for healthy public policies at the local level**

- **Principles**
  - Creating health
  - Community engagement
  - Building alliances
  - Securing investments

- **Levels**
  - Local policies
  - Local politics
  - Local policy arenas

- **Outcomes**
  - Health promotion agendas and issue networks
  - Healthy public policies
  - Investments for health promotion

- **Cooperative planning**

- **Outcomes defined by the cooperative planning group and by the planning method**

- **Health lifestyles of the local population**
- Social, economic, physical environments

- **Active lifestyles and community participation**
- Social networks
- Health-enhancing infrastructures

Socioeconomic development and health promotion are interdependent. For example, creating health through supportive environments means investing in both the quality of life and socioeconomic factors. Moreover, it supports the convergences of the different sectors (3). In the Space Pro Motion project, action on this issue worked to improve the city’s infrastructure for recreation and physical activity.
Second, the specific knowledge and support of the community needs to be integrated in the development of healthy public policies. Within the local project, this meant empowering the community to take responsibility for the recreational infrastructure of their city, and, of course, preventing policy-makers from discouraging the community from doing so.

Third, building alliances means intersectoral collaboration in the community and the local policy-making processes, among different levels of public policy (regional, state, national and international) and between the public and private sectors. In the Space Pro Motion project, building alliances was related to the cooperation of public health and other sectors (such as sport and recreation, and city planning) and to negotiation between the providers and users of sports and recreation facilities and programmes. Further, building alliances among different communities at the regional level was important for the development of a health-enhancing recreational infrastructure.

Securing investment is closely related to the other three issues and building alliances seems to be a crucial prerequisite. Of course, a major focus is the allocation of funds from public budgets at the national or state level. To secure sustainable development, however, programmes should consider seeking investment from the private and voluntary sectors, as well as communities. Building or rebuilding facilities for health-enhancing physical activity may need financial support from the public sector, a private investor or a voluntary organization.

Implementation process
As shown in Fig. 15.1 (box 2), cooperative planning is a key intervention strategy to address health promotion issues. In the Space Pro Motion project, the cooperative planning group included: community stakeholders and representatives of sports organizations, local policy-makers (legislative, executive level), sports and health scientists and city planners and architects. The planning process started with a brainstorming session, continued with setting priorities and ended with a concrete list of measures to be implemented. In the second phase, the planning group supervised the step-by-step implementation of the measures.

Policy-making level
A key issue pertaining to the implementation process was how the work of the cooperative planning group interacted with the corresponding policy-making processes at the local level. As shown in Fig. 15.1 (box 3), the planning group had to pay attention to the decisions, programmes and measures developed by local authorities or private organizations. Moreover, the group had to be sensitive to the composition of local policy arenas. Was there a parliamentary committee responsible for sports and recreation? To what extent did the policy agenda consider health-enhancing physical activities? What stakeholder groups had the most powerful influence? What role did the mass media play?
While setting up an implementation infrastructure, the planning group might be influenced by the strategies of local political parties, interest groups and policy networks. Beyond this, policies at other levels have major influences on both local policy-making and the implementation process. For example, local actors can use state policies or private approaches to promote health-enhancing physical activities to build new alliances and secure investment.

**Population level**

One important part of creating health is to improve the health of the population, and supporting the development of healthier lifestyles is a major way to reach this goal (see Fig. 15.1, box 4). Sedentary lifestyles are related to a number of health risks and diseases that the promotion of physical activity may help to prevent. The local environment may be conducive to physical activity because the population has access to a nearby sports and recreational infrastructure and a variety of programmes. In another case, the facilities available might be limited to competitive events or expensive private fitness centres. The environment also refers to the community. Who is allowed or able to use the facilities? Who is affected by the activities, both positively and negatively (by, for example, the noise of sporting events)?

Thus, a crucial part of the implementation process in the Space Pro Motion project was the improvement of the local population’s opportunities to participate in health-enhancing physical activities (see Fig. 15.1, box 4).

**Health promotion outcomes**

According to the three levels of the implementation structure (cooperative planning, policy-making and the population), the local project was expected to have three kinds of health promotion outcome (see Fig. 15.1, boxes 5–7). One was related to the cooperative planning process and implied the implementation of concrete measures defined by the cooperative planning group (to create health and secure investment) and action towards the basic goals of the planning method (to build alliances and improve community participation in the planning group). At the policy-making level, outcomes were related to the structural issues and processes mentioned above, such as new policy agendas focusing on the development of an integrated infrastructure for physical activity and recreation, or new policy-issue networks that support this development. On the population level, outcomes were related to patterns of behaviour (such as more health-enhancing physical activity), social networks and community participation (such as more social contact and events facilitated by new opportunities for and forms of physical activity) and health-enhancing infrastructures (such as family-friendly sports facilities).

**Evaluation design**

The evaluation design of the local projects followed the implementation model as outlined in Fig. 15.1. In particular, the evaluation process (Fig. 15.2) focused on the implementation structure, referring to the internal cooperative
planning process and to the external elements, structures and actors, at the policy-making and the population levels, that were related to the planning process.

**Fig. 15.2. Design for an evaluation of healthy public policies at the local level**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation process</th>
<th>Evaluation process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative planning</td>
<td>Internal evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting the planning group members</td>
<td>Evaluating group dynamics Feedback to the planning group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming Defining guidelines and concrete goals Setting priorities</td>
<td>Evaluating outcomes of group dynamics Evaluating external outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining measures</td>
<td>Assessing evaluability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing measures</td>
<td>Evaluating measures/outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In evaluating cooperative planning, the form and content of the process are important. On the one hand, the evaluation team observes, for example, how members participate in the planning group’s discussions, deal with the principles of the planning process (such as equity) and communicate with each other. On the other hand, the evaluation investigates the steps taken in developing the measures to be implemented. In both cases, the evaluation approach was process oriented and participatory. The evaluation team feeds back its observations to the organization team and the planning group. The team and group discuss how to optimize the group dynamics and improve their capacity for self-regulation (for example, by self-evaluation). In addition, the evaluation team interacts with the planning group by assessing the evaluability of the measures defined by the group. For example, the team and group jointly define both indicators for implementation and outcome measures. Thus, the final outcome evaluation was related to the measures and outcomes defined by the cooperative planning group. Beyond this, an outcome analysis of group dynamics (such as new alliances built during the planning process) helped to evaluate the effectiveness of the cooperative planning method.

The stakeholders who became members of the cooperative planning group comprised one source of information for evaluating external structures and
changes in both local public policies and lifestyles (Fig. 15.2). Another source was surveys, such as those conducted by the Research Centre. The planning group also interacted with target groups or the whole local population by organizing group discussions and social events and using the mass media. These data were collected, not as an end in themselves, but for use in a process-oriented and participatory way. In addition, the cooperative planning process was linked to evaluating policy and lifestyle dynamics. For example, planning group discussions could deliver information for discussion by focus groups at the policy-making and population levels.

**Use of quantitative data**
Following an action research approach, communication is crucial for measuring the impact of healthy public policies. Methods and data sources can differ significantly, but must be accepted as valid and reliable by both researchers and stakeholders.

In the Space Pro Motion project, survey data from the Research Centre on the health behaviour and physical activity patterns of the population in Saxony were used to inform both the cooperative planning group and focus group discussions at the local level. Questions raised by local stakeholders had already been integrated in the development of this survey. In a similar way, data derived from analyses of policy processes at the local and other levels were used to inform the planning and decision-making processes within the local project and the WHO demonstration project as a whole.

At the end of the first phase of the cooperative planning process, a major outcome evaluation took place in each local project, to determine what had been achieved so far. All members of the planning group were interviewed. Questions focused particularly on how they assessed the impact of the work on policy, society and health. For example, the perceived involvement of local policy-makers and success in securing public resources were used as indicators for policy impact; the development of new partnerships and the impact on other social contexts (style of communication with neighbours, co-workers and business partners) were indicators of social impact, and different measures of psychosocial wellbeing were indicators of health impact. The results of the outcome evaluation were fed back into planning group discussions and stimulated decisions on the specification of goals and measures for the subsequent implementation process in particular communities (including concrete indicators of impact) and of those that need concrete support from all participating communities to be implemented. As outlined below, the latter provided crucial information for the work of the Umbrella Group.

**Evaluating healthy public policies outside the local level**
To demonstrate options for evaluating healthy public policies outside the local level, the following deals with the WHO demonstration project on investment for health in West Saxony as a whole. This section concentrates on the con-
straints on implementing the key health promotion principles of the project in West Saxony, the strategies for healthy public policy developed to deal with these constraints and the evaluation designs developed to assess the impact of these strategies.

Implementation process
Identifying obstacles to the development of healthy public policies and ways of removing them is still a basic requirement of health promotion implementation. As the West Saxony example shows, this is especially important for societies in transition. For example, the President of Saxony and the State Cabinet were informed about the WHO demonstration project at an early stage, and their first reactions were quite positive. Because of the sectoral organization of state ministries and funding programmes (Fig. 15.3), however, getting any financial support from the state government proved very difficult. Similarly, the regional administration (Regierungspräsidium), although designed as an intermediary institution with specific tasks in intersectoral coordination, actually increased bureaucratic control to some degree.

**Fig. 15.3. Current policy implementation structure**

As outlined in Fig. 15.3, the policy implementation structure was not conducive to the growth of healthy public policies. Decision-making and resource allocation at the state, regional and local levels mainly followed a top-down model. This structure tended to discourage community engagement, alliance building and sustainable investment (45,46). It had already led to divergence among different sectors, regions and communities, and nurtured competition
and distrust among various stakeholders. Thus, a crucial challenge to the WHO demonstration project was to try to modify this implementation structure.

The new interorganizational structure proposed by the project (Fig. 15.4) had three interrelated fora of intersectoral collaboration. As already noted, local cooperative planning groups ensured community involvement and the growth of new alliances to overcome the sectoral top-down approaches that had previously dominated policy-making at the community level. At the regional level, the Umbrella Group helped to overcome the intercommunity rivalries of the past, linked private and public partners and strengthened the corporate identity of the region. In addition, the project tried to establish an Audit Group at the state level, both to monitor the health impact of current state policies and to increase the capacity of the state government to develop healthy public policies.

Fig. 15.4. Desired implementation structure for healthy public policies

Of course, any organizational development remains a utopian idea, if it is not built on the strong commitment of key stakeholders to changing the current situation. The desire of key local decision-makers (who already had experienced the negative effects of increasing sectoral divergence) to develop a more integrated strategy for their communities was crucial to the successful development of the local projects. Similarly, community representatives’ and business leaders’ conviction that improving regional cooperation would serve their own interests was fundamental for the constitution of the Umbrella Group.
Further, the development of an Audit Group at the state level could be linked to current efforts of the State Cabinet to overcome sectoral divergence among ministries, especially in funding programmes, and to encourage the mutual adjustment of development strategies within the regions.

Nevertheless, turning wishes or duties into action requires appropriate opportunities, as well as capacity and knowledge. In this context, intermediaries that functioned as facilitators were crucial for the development of healthy public policies. Within the WHO demonstration project, the Technical University of Chemnitz and its Research Centre for Regional Health Promotion initially served in this capacity with increasing support from regional and international partners, especially from the WHO project team. Their major challenge was not just to facilitate cooperative learning within the different groups but to mediate between the local, regional, state and international levels.

**Evaluation design**
The demonstration project developed its own strategies for evaluating healthy public policies at the local and other levels. They were a major instrument of organizational learning within the Umbrella Group.

**Phase 1. Case–consultancy approach**
The regional Umbrella Group worked on the interface of the private and public sectors. Decision-makers and stakeholders from various sectors were involved. In particular, key representatives of different communities of the region had to cooperate in this context. In the first working phase of the Umbrella Group, a case–consultancy approach was applied to organize an intersectoral evaluation and learning process, to develop the corporate identity of the demonstration project and to reap the maximum benefit from WHO involvement.

As shown in Fig. 15.5, the case–consultancy approach applied the available experience and expertise to generic problems identified from one of the local projects. This included local expertise, that of the Umbrella Group and the WHO project team, and that derived from WHO case work and networks.

The case–consultancy approach is especially appropriate in evaluating healthy public policies within the context of action research, because it combines evaluation and action learning processes in mixed groups of stakeholders and experts. Focusing on one local project as a case study, the Umbrella Group worked collaboratively on the problems faced by individual projects, not only helping to solve them but also developing secondary problem-solving skills, as everyone involved carried the solution back home and applied it to their problems. This approach is an especially powerful learning device for senior managers and policy-makers. Working on real problems improves the individual learning process, facilitates joint work and encourages the development of integrated strategy.

Action learning via case–consultancy closely relates knowledge construction to knowledge use within the evaluation process. This has an especially
important impact on external policy-making. A “utility test” plays a crucial role in policy-makers’ evaluation of alternative strategies, such as those for healthy public policy (47). Thus, the key stakeholders involved in the Umbrella Group wanted to find out whether the lessons learned in their work could be applied to the real problems that faced them. In addition, as studies on the use of new concepts and insights in policy-making show (48,49), these lessons had to be compatible with policy-makers’ existing stock of knowledge and attitudes.

In some organizational or political contexts, single stakeholders and policy-makers may not find it rational immediately to transform new options into action. Especially in bureaucracies, where actors have developed a precise balance of power in a firmly established frame of institutional rules, innovation is often experienced as a threat (22,23). The learning processes of individual stakeholders were closely related to issues of organizational capacity and development.

**Phase 2. Measuring the impact of alliance building**

Evaluating the impact of healthy public policies implies the assessment of both intra- and interorganizational processes. New networks, alliances and partnerships, as well as new institutional links among organizations, are important indicators of change in organizational structures. In particular, such intersectoral organizational adjustments and joint coordinated actions may help to over-
come the negative impact of sectoral divergence and bureaucratic organization (50–53).

After the first year of collaboration at multiple levels, the Umbrella Group, WHO project team and Research Centre reviewed their work. They decided:

- to emphasize implementation and concentrate on securing investment for health through alliance building;
- to strengthen existing relationships through further organizational development; and
- further to elaborate the principles under which the demonstration project operated to strengthen corporate identity and to identify specific criteria for both the review of existing local projects and the selection of new projects.

Moreover, to evaluate the impact of alliance building on securing sustainable investment for healthy regional development, the WHO project team and the Research Centre helped to establish cooperation between the demonstration project and The Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum in the United Kingdom. One of the results was the inclusion of the demonstration project in the Forum’s action research programme on measuring impact (54,55).

In the second working phase of the Umbrella Group, the evaluation process included three major steps. First, following the first outcome evaluation of the local projects, the Umbrella Group dealt with the lists of local goals and measures (formulated by the cooperative planning groups) that required concrete support from all participating communities for implementation. The Group used these lists as input for formulating its own programme, and defined how to measure concrete progress by this programme. This built-in assessment of evaluability was crucial. For example, getting a private company to invest in a particular local project or getting public funding for another project could be used as an indicator of impact; other indicators might reflect concrete influences on regional and state policies (such as becoming part of a specific regional development plan that allocates funding from the state budget). The same procedure of defining concrete goals and measures and assessing their evaluability applied to further conceptual and organizational development.

Second, a process evaluation accompanied this phase of the Umbrella Group’s work. In this context, the participatory evaluation measures to optimize the learning process (see Fig. 15.2 and 15.5) were completed by a reciprocal evaluation by local and regional agencies. Once the Umbrella Group decided on its programme, it fed back the overall list of goals and measures to the cooperative planning groups. After their review, the cycle began again. Thus, cooperation and particularly mutual monitoring between local and regional agencies became much more intensive.

Third, an outcome evaluation at the end of the second working phase of the Umbrella Group built on the evaluability assessment. Measures applied to the
outcome evaluation of the first working phase could be reapplied to determine what had been accomplished thus far and to orient further work. Finally, as a crucial part of WHO work within the project, the WHO project team, along with the Research Centre, planned to help to identify the health outcomes of the new policy impacts reached by the Umbrella Group. In conclusion, these evaluations can demonstrate that alliance building is an important investment strategy.

**Use of quantitative data**

Within the demonstration project, the Research Centre and the WHO project team used quantitative data primarily to inform group discussions at different levels. For policy-making processes outside the local level, the “collective monitoring” (44) of various data sets by the regional Umbrella Group was of major importance. These data sets included important information about conditions for the population in West Saxony. For example, data on and analysis of the “mortality crisis” in eastern Germany (43) are used to discuss the context for economic, social and health development.

Other quantitative data were directly related to the work of the Umbrella Group. First, the members of the Umbrella Group were interviewed at the beginning of phase 1, to identify the core elements and problems of the various local projects. The results of this initial survey were used to define and evaluate the core principles of the demonstration project, and provided crucial input for the concrete design of the case-consultancy approach. Second, data were collected as part of a specific outcome evaluation. As with the evaluation of the local projects, questions focused on how the members of the Umbrella Group evaluated the impact on policy, society and health of the work done thus far. The results of the outcome evaluation, fed back into the group discussions, helped to stimulate decisions and to specify the goals and concrete measures of further work.

**Audit of health impact of state public policies**

The evaluation of intersectoral learning processes outside the local level has been related to the internal alliance building of the Umbrella Group and the development of a new partnership between the region and the Free State of Saxony. An additional assessment of the health impact of current state policies could complete the overall puzzle of an intra- and interlevel structure of interrelated policy elements (see Fig. 15.4). Participatory evaluation at this level could help to involve state representatives and other stakeholders from outside the region more actively in the WHO demonstration project.

Although one should be aware of the differences between evaluation and audit (56), auditing may be an appropriate strategy for evaluating public policies (see Chapter 8). The WHO Regional Office for Europe has developed an audit approach focusing on public policies, and applied it to two countries in transition: Hungary and Slovenia (57). Each used WHO expertise to assess its
resources for health promotion and infrastructures supporting policy, the efficacy of intersectoral collaboration and the options for decision-making. Parliament, rather than any particular sector, proved to be an appropriate counter-part. Plans were made to apply this audit approach to West Saxony.

Again, an action research approach emphasizing cooperation appeared to be an appropriate framework within which to organize learning processes. For example, an audit group, including key stakeholders from different sectors and both government organizations and NGOs could give stakeholders an opportunity to provide input, increase their understanding of the audit’s purpose and thus increase support. Representatives of the Umbrella Group could participate in the audit group to ensure communication among the key implementation agencies at the local level. In linking these agencies, the demonstration project could contribute synergistically to building capacity for healthy public policies at the local, regional and state levels in Saxony.

**Conclusion: towards a framework for evaluating healthy public policy**

Of the crucial terms used in the WHO demonstration project on investment for health in West Saxony – *health promotion, evaluation and policy* – the last appears to be least well defined and remains rather unclear. For example, in a recent attempt to define these key terms, Rootman (44) refers to a definition of policies as “broad plans of action which set the direction for detailed planning”; while this definition can be applicable to “any level, from international to the day-to-day work of a health promoter”, it does not appropriately respond to the need for developing theory-driven approaches to policy analysis and evaluation in health promotion. Of course, other books and articles, particularly in the policy sciences, give more specific and sophisticated definitions of policy (12,58–61). Nevertheless, each research agenda must specify the framework for its particular topic.

The WHO demonstration project in West Saxony showed how the concept of healthy public policy could be implemented. At the local level, cooperative planning groups developed and implemented joint coordinated actions, using multiple approaches to put health investment on the agenda of local policy-making processes. An intersectoral Umbrella Group performed this task in even more comprehensive policy settings. The West Saxony example also showed how to define relevant issues in healthy public policy, key elements at the policy-making and the population levels and relevant policy outcomes. It demonstrated how to assess changes at the different intervention levels and how to use quantitative data in these contexts. As a general feature, the policy evaluation concept strongly emphasized process and participatory evaluation. It showed how evaluative assessment could be integrated into cooperative learning processes and how survey data could be used for collaborative moni-
toring. The results also provided some evidence for a complementary use of qualitative and quantitative methods (31, 62, 63).

For both further research and the development of policy evaluation methodology, one can debate whether evaluation approaches can keep pace with the increasing complexity of health promotion interventions. An alternative strategy might be to concentrate on a single, clearly defined healthy public policy and evaluate its impact. This is doubtless a complex endeavour, even when the implementation and evaluation frameworks discussed above are used. For example, a policy for sustainable development formulated by a ministry may focus especially on empowering local communities, and so act on a core aim of health promotion: enabling people to increase control over conditions that influence their health. This policy may particularly stress the need for community participation in the implementation process. An evaluation of the impact of such a policy in the context of health promotion research should take account of at least three levels of investigation.

First, the local policy environment can build a crucial intervening implementation structure. Important contextual factors at this level include the commitment of top local policy-makers and other stakeholders, the structure of relevant policy arenas, supportive issue networks and advocacy coalitions, and local political culture, history and administrative infrastructures.

Second, if the local policy environment is truly supportive in implementing a participatory policy, the next level of investigation is related to the receptiveness and sensitivity of the community. Here, further clarification will be needed on what participation actually means and how to measure it. For example, is it more closely related to involving community representatives or the whole local population?

Third, the health outcomes of the implemented policy must be investigated. In seeking health gain, the investigation could focus on psychosocial indicators, such as self-esteem, sense of control and a feeling of affiliation with the community, which are directly related to the health and wellbeing of the population.

Concentration on a single healthy public policy does not preclude a general, process-oriented, participatory design for the evaluation approach. On the contrary, a narrower focus and reduced complexity may help participating policy-makers and other stakeholders to follow the evaluation process. Nevertheless, health promotion practice, particularly when it is related to intersectoral alliance building, often transcends the focus of single policies, so appropriate evaluation must widen its focus, too. Policy evaluation within the health promotion context must avoid both becoming lost in the forest and missing the forest for the trees.

Finally, the need for elaborating policy analysis frameworks has a strategic dimension. Policy evaluation is neither a “neutral management tool” (23) nor a “referee within the political games that give life to public policies” (64). In a political context, evaluation inevitably becomes part of the game (65). Thus, policy evaluators should have in-depth knowledge about the rules of the game,
the teams that are playing and their strategies and tactics in order to investigate at least the role that they and their work are expected to play. Moreover, “contra-intuitive effects” (65) are quite common in complex organizational and political contexts. Public policies designed to improve joint action and intersectoral networking may end by strengthening sectoral bureaucracies; in the same way, approaches using evaluation as a core instrument of policy development may contribute in the end to the fragmentation of evaluation as a discipline (64). A careful recognition of the reciprocity of policy evaluation will help evaluators at least to understand these processes and avoid this danger.
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Evaluation of health promotion policies: tracking a moving target

Nancy Milio

Introduction

An essential aspect of health promotion is public policy to foster conditions under which people can be healthy: healthful places and ways to live, work, learn, play and participate in community and public life (1,2). The long-term health benefits and cost–effectiveness of policies that create healthier environments and lifestyle options have been demonstrated (3–8).

Most health policy analyses focus on the substance of a policy: its costs, potential efficacy and effectiveness. For example, will higher tobacco taxes prevent cigarette smoking in young people? These studies are important in the repertoire of health promotion practitioners, although health promotion researchers rarely conduct them. A literature review of school health promotion studies illustrates the emphasis of evaluations (9); of more than 500 studies conducted in the 1980s and 1990s, 85 involved interventions, of which 4 dealt with organization-based policy changes. These evaluations focused on descriptions of the policies and on clients’ behavioural outcomes. The review suggests both the paucity of policy-oriented health promotion efforts and the limited types of evaluation assessing them.

Even when policy analyses show health benefits, many crucial questions remain for both the practitioner and the analyst. For example, if raising tobacco taxes benefits health, how might a tax policy be initiated, adopted and fully implemented locally or nationally? These are strategic questions that are as amenable to analysis and evaluation in a real-world setting as are the health effects and costs of policies. Because a policy is shaped by the processes that form and maintain it, strategic analyses of policy-making are needed (10). They can tell practitioners what is the process in the empirical world, who affects it and how, how to teach and use such hands-on knowledge and how to measure all of these.

This chapter focuses on such strategic questions as the development and use of policy evaluation to support health policy action by health promotion advocates. The first section models policy-making processes to denote important variables and demonstrate how one might plan to evaluate an instance of policy development, illustrated with the case of tobacco-control policy. Then follows a discussion on general issues in policy evaluation.
**Policy evaluation**

Policy evaluation studies seek to assess the gaps between what is and what ought to be in policy objectives and results: gaps between goals and population effects or outcomes, action plans and actual progress, and means and ends (11). This is a multidisciplinary and applied field intended to address real-world issues in timely ways. It is a pragmatic exercise, and must be user-friendly and available in the short term to be most useful. Its audiences include an array of non-science groups, such as policy-makers in legislatures and administrative bodies, advocacy groups and organizations’ governing bodies (12).

**Some basic questions**

**Process**

An evaluation focus on policy-making suggests some of the specific questions that might be asked.

- How is the policy problem defined?
- What alternative goals and means are explored?
- Why and how were particular ones chosen?
- What kinds and amounts of resources were provided for implementation, monitoring and enforcement?
- What kind of strategic management unit, if any, was involved?

This approach explores the interplay of stakeholder organizations while analysing their interests (who gains and who loses), the strategic activities of groups attempting to influence the final policy, and the compromise reached through bargaining between groups throughout the policy-making process.

**Effects**

Questions can be asked about any part of the policy-making process: initiation (before a policy is formally placed on the agenda of the relevant legislative or executive authority), adoption, implementation, monitoring and enforcement, evaluation and disposition (revision, retrenchment or repeal). Questions might address some of the effects of a policy: positive and negative, direct and indirect, intended and unintended effects (favourable or not). They may affect organizations (for example, in fiscal and programme structure) and populations (for example, health and social characteristics). Finally, the potential sustainability of a policy may be assessed through analysis of the plans of and resource changes in the implementing organizations or policy authorities: organizational change. Such issues, of course, are relevant to local, national or organizational policy development.

Knowledge obtained from this kind of evaluation can then be used to inform policy actions in organizations, and to guide change in the original public policy. Its purpose is therefore strategic. Gleanings from policy evaluation should help health promotion proponents undertake the task of influencing policy-making. Understanding the ingredients in successes and failures in
policy development can guide strategic planning to influence policy in favour of healthier populations: to select and use means that can increase the odds for reaching health-supporting policy goals.

A framework for health promotion policy-making

Evaluation: concept, problem and purpose

An evaluation model is a pair of glasses, a conceptual framework to guide the collection of data, develop indicators of change, analyse information and draw useful implications to inform future activity. An explicit framework is outlined below. It has been used previously and was developed to support strategic uses (13–16).

The basic purpose of evaluation is to address whether and how health promotion practitioners can affect any or all phases of policy development to bring about healthful changes in the real world. Evaluation focuses on the sentinel policy, the changes it undergoes during development processes and the influences that mould it. A policy is, in effect, a moving, evolving target, propelled by the actions of interested parties through formal and informal processes. The aim of evaluators is to track it empirically, attempting to account for each progressive movement, detour or reverse. The interested parties, as organized entities, are also objects of analysis to learn their purposes, resource base and strategies in pursuit of their interests in promoting, deterring or modifying the targeted policy.

Overview of the framework

Public policy: purpose and environment

Public policy is a guide to government action to alter what would otherwise occur. It guides coherent activity across public and private institutional systems. A policy has no clear beginning or end; its creation is continuous and non-linear, sometimes recursive. It never merely happens, but is determined by organized groups in and outside of government. Thus, policy-making can be monitored, measured and understood well enough to support health-supporting policy efforts. Organization policy is that of a single (for example, health department) or type of organization (for example, public schools), either public or private (for example, churches, childcare centres and corporations) and is closely tied to changes in government policy.

The purpose of policy-making is to shape the course and pace of change in a preferred direction by modifying current patterns of action. It is not to change the behaviour of every individual, each of whom is free to follow a policy or not, albeit with possible personal consequences. Rather, policy-making aims to change the decisions of organizations about their use of resources. This, in turn, will change the activities of managers and staff, clients and customers from former patterns towards new patterns in various settings, such as government agencies, nonprofit and commercial organizations, regulatory agencies, schools, clinics, construction firms or eating places.
Fig. 16.1. Health organizations and policy-making
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As indicated in Fig. 16.1, the policy environment or context includes the demographic and epidemiological characteristics of the population, the socio-economic and ethnic makeup of communities, the economy and technology, distribution of resources, political parties’ agendas, organizational hierarchies and sudden disasters. All affect whether and how policy-making proceeds, regardless of the type of policy in question; the players, and therefore policy analysts, must take them into account to some extent. In addition, organized activity surrounding any specific policy is embedded in a historical context deriving from experience with similar issues and societal assumptions about the role of government. Evaluation of this environment indicates whether the social context, the climate, at a particular time enables or restricts the development of a sentinel policy (17).

Actors
Policies develop through the actions of the players and their relationships as they shape decisions about who pays and who gets how much of the determinants of health, such as housing, jobs and health care. The players or stakeholders are the organized groups whose interests are affected by current and prospective policies. They include political parties, the mass media, bureaucracies, voluntary and commercial organizations, and public interest groups (Fig. 16.2).

Fig. 16.2. Media and policy-making processes

Organizations are social inventions for processing resources obtained from the environment, and turning them into services, products and information that
feed back into the environment. Whether governmental or private, organizations are both the makers and targets of policies and always potential active participants in policy-making processes. Private commercial or non-profit organizations make policy covering their own resources. Their policies, however, are subordinate to and often made in response to public (government) policies, which are made by legislative, executive or regulatory organizations (Fig. 16.1).

The media hold a unique position among organizations. They are conduits of information, but also create and shape issues (2). As large profit-making corporations, they seek to attract audiences and advertisers. Other players in the policy arena actively attempt to use the media for strategic purposes. Organized interest groups indirectly reach policy-makers and the public through heavy use of the media (18,19) (Fig. 16.2).

The public, in this framework, comprises several populations affected by policy-makers’ decisions. Policy choices set the parameters for health in the form of prices, taxes and access to services, products, processes and information. Most members of the public are not active members of interest groups. The continuing outcomes of policy-making, among other things, shape the conditions for the health of populations, particularly disadvantaged subgroups.

**Types of policies**

For comparative purposes in evaluation, health promotion policies may be categorized according to their main intervention strategy (that is, informational/educational, behavioural or clinical regulatory and environmental policies) and the primary focus or target of the intervention (that is, individual or organizational change), as shown in Table 16.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention strategy</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual-directed, information-mediated change</td>
<td>Homes and communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organization settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization-directed change</td>
<td>Policy bodies:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• legislative bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Independent regulatory agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• government administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific organizations:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• government bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• other organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The typical approach focuses on individual change through some form of information or education delivered in homes (through print or computers) and communities (through, for example, media campaigns and health fairs) or in health facilities, schools or workplaces (through, for example, counselling and small-group work with consumers, students or practitioners). A second ap-
A case in point: tobacco-control legislation

This section applies this model to a recent policy-making situation further to define and illustrate how a policy may be evaluated, dealing with the evaluation issues often encountered and noting how strategic guidance for future advocacy efforts may be derived and disseminated from the findings. The example involves the development of antismoking policy in several of the United States in the 1980s, based primarily on a recent descriptive report and related literature (8,20). Studies compared states where strong laws were passed with those that enacted weaker legislation. Differences in policy-making effectiveness involved legislative leadership, coalition strength and support by top public health and public administration officials.

The kinds of data sources that can be used for addressing evaluation questions include the scientific literature, public secondary data, public reports, media coverage, opinion polls, internal documents of the players and the perceptions of players as proponents and opponents, competitors and collaborators, obtained through semi-structured interviews or surveys.

Environmental context: why there and then?

The basic evaluation question about context is, why there and then? What impelled tobacco-control initiatives at a particular time, or what environmental conditions enabled policy action?

Which components of the social ecology were more important to the outcome of the process? Relevant contextual data in the anti-tobacco case in the United States, for example, are the decline in the tobacco market and increase in costly legal challenges to the tobacco industry. This impelled manufacturers to seek overseas markets, facilitated by freer world trade policies. The offshore shift divided interests and weakened the once-firm alliance between cigarette manufacturers and tobacco growers who, because of policy-supported farm consolidations, represent a shrinking political constituency. Taken together, these and other components of the environment make the industry increasingly vulnerable and present an opening for action by health promotion advocates.

From the viewpoint of health promotion, times of rapid environmental change may induce policy-makers to explore new approaches. The resulting turbulence impels organizations to re-examine what they do and revise their objectives in ways that help ensure their future. Alternatively, change and uncertainty could result in retrenchment, freezing new action. Successful policy-
making activity is sensitive to the times; proposals must fit the circumstances of the day (21). This implies that health proponents must be aware of current circumstances.

**Policy frame and setting: how and where was the policy issue defined and legitimized?**

How an issue or problem is framed affects whether it is regarded as a legitimate issue for government action, its priority on the public agenda and the kinds of policy solutions to be considered (21). Several questions could be asked:

- How was the issue defined: as, for example, an individual, behavioural problem of young smokers or an organization-level problem related to tobacco production and marketing?
- What solutions were proposed (for example, youth education or market control)?
- Was the issue framed in the health interests of the public: as, for example, an environmental and child health issue or one of smokers’ right to take personal risks in using a legal product?
- How did players resolve these early issues, if at all?

Many policy initiatives, of course, come to an end at their initiation. Stronger tobacco-control policies came about from framing the issues as a broad public concern about health, the market and young people’s future.

**The forum**

Public fora can affect public opinion about the nature of the problem and enhance support for change.

Where did discussion occur, under whose sponsorship and initiative? How public was the debate?

Were the venues and communication channels favourable to proponents or the opposition? Tobacco-control advocates were more successful when they used the open arenas of legislatures or the public referendum process, and sought news media coverage to amplify their position, in contrast to the highly paid, behind-the-scenes activities and television advertising of the industry.

At what level of government did the policy action begin? For some anti-tobacco campaigns, local ordinances may be more readily enacted than state law, in spite of the narrower public health impact at local levels. Sufficient community-level action can be a learning laboratory and create political conditions for stronger statewide policy action.

**Design, instruments and financing: what were the policy goals, tools and resources?**

In addition to a policy’s goals, its design usually includes the means to reach the goals. Goals as measurable objectives and the strength (or absence) of
means significantly affect a policy’s potential to benefit health. Without measurable objectives, progress towards health goals becomes contentious; without sound means and resources, little programme action is likely to occur, even though a weak policy is often more readily adopted.

Policy instruments
The means to achieve policy goals involve a limited list of instruments that are used by most governments and can be useful to evaluators for case comparisons. The instruments include economic incentives (such as tax breaks and subsidies) for businesses, governments and taxpayers; mandates and regulation; and the development and provision of information, education, training and services. Others are modelling, creating exemplars (for example, by forbidding smoking in government facilities) and market power and market management (22).

Inflation-adjusted tobacco taxes are an example of an economic disincentive to smoking, especially for young people on limited incomes. Prohibition of smoking in public places is an example of a low-cost and effective use of regulation. Market management and market power are used when, for example, government offices redesign their vending machine policies around health promotion goals, such as prohibiting cigarettes and requiring healthy food items. Such changes require commercial suppliers to establish new practices and seek healthier products, which may in turn affect other buyers in the market.

Economic and regulatory instruments are more effective on a population basis than information and education (10). The more effective means, however, tend to be the most difficult to put in place because they have a higher political cost; that is, offending tobacco interests by using economic instruments is riskier than simply informing the public of health risks through warning labels on cigarettes. The following, then, are important evaluation questions.

• What instruments were chosen?
• What groups advocated which instruments?
• What trade-offs among competing groups were made?
• What financing, if any, was attached to the instruments of choice?

Some of the states that passed weak anti-tobacco laws used less politically costly policy tools: narrow regulation and information/education to encourage compliance, with only minor penalties for infractions. The states with strong laws chose wide-reaching regulation with heavy penalties, along with information/education, as policy instruments.

Organizations: who were the players?
Interests
A policy issue draws the attention of public and private groups (stakeholders) that view a policy change as important to their interests. Stakeholders’ inter-
ests include finances, facilities, staff, authority, control, status, legitimacy and image. These resources affect a group’s bargaining power. Thus, stakeholders include elected or other officials as heads of committees, parties and bureaus; and commercial, scientific, medical and non-profit entities, including public interest groups (23,24).

When organizations believe their interests are at stake, they attempt to influence the direction of change to strengthen them. They usually make an initial situation assessment, determining the importance of the issue (new tobacco-control policy) for the organization, and whether it is a legitimate one for action. More specifically, elected and other officials weigh political risk; they want assurances of political support. Voluntary organizations must please their boards and donors; commercial groups seek safe and expanding markets; advocacy groups must satisfy their current and potential supporters: boards, funding sources and members (12,25,26).

**Bottom-line judgments**

The involvement of major health-related organizations in tobacco policy illustrates these calculations and accounts for their peripheral role. State health departments, public health associations, medical societies and large voluntary organizations did nothing more than lend their names to the anti-tobacco coalitions. Each of these mainline organizations had competing priorities (such as fears of budget cuts from opposition lawmakers, and lack of staff or legal restrictions in some local health departments). The medical societies chose to use their political capital to seek better clinical payment rates, and the large non-profit groups feared a backlash from some donors. These organizational decisions about public health advocacy were strategic choices that took account of trade-offs in resources for each group and its purposes. Similar risk protection was required before a state chapter of the American Cancer Society agreed to lead a tobacco taxation campaign.

**Identifying stakeholders**

Major players in a policy-making situation can usually be identified from relevant public legislative and administrative documents, the press, advocacy groups and voluntary societies. Communication with these organizations can yield additional group names in a kind of snowball sampling.

**Organization indicators**

After the major stakeholders are identified, each group can be characterized by indicators that denote its interests as the policy in question affects them: most usefully, its resource base. The size and sources of an organization’s financing and its network of organizations in and outside of government are major indicators of its potential policy influence. Its funding sources also help identify its constituency: the groups that it must satisfy to retain their support. The most important constituents are usually the organization’s governing body, such as a board of directors, or, in the case of a government agency, a higher adminis-
tative authority or legislative oversight committee. Another resource-related indicator of a group’s policy influence is its allocation of staff and/or funds to the effort.

The question of values
An organization’s values, always difficult to define, are not a useful variable for accounting for action. They are not measurable and can only be denoted by statements on mission or purpose. They are effective in practice only to the extent that resources are invested in functions that the organization attributes to them. One may well identify a group’s values in practice by determining what activities, populations and localities receive larger shares of its resources. Basic questions to evaluate the impact of each stakeholder’s participation in the policy-making process include the following.

- Why and to what extent did it seek participation in the process?
- What interests were at stake?
- What resources did it commit to the activities?

Interorganizational relations: how were players interlinked?
The interplay among organized entities—groups, coalitions, committees, companies and bureaux—determines whether, to what extent and in what form each stakeholder advances its agenda. To pursue their interests, organizations may link to each other in a variety of ways to influence policy development in any policy-making phase, including implementation.

Joint efforts
Alliances are more reliable when they are secured by written agreements, agreed rules or intense resource exchange (2). Collaboration can be distinguished from cooperation by the exchange of tangible assets in the former, in contrast with cursory and verbal support in the latter. Looser ties augur a shorter-term or less effective relationship. To be capable of influencing decision-makers in competition with well financed large-scale commercial interests, as in tobacco control, effective health policy work requires strategic planning and management and joint efforts, in spite of the difficulties of coalition formation (8,27).

Definitions of coalitions in the health promotion lexicon seem to reflect differences concerning individual versus organizational strategies. One definition views coalitions as organizations of individuals representing different organizations, while a polar view defines them as organizations of diverse interest groups (2). The latter concept is the one most suited to the evaluation framework used here, where organizational indicators are used instead of the member characteristics used in the individual concept.

Issues to explore
Relevant intergroup issues for evaluation are whether and how organizations
with similar goals engaged in joint action, their previous relations, the resource base for joint efforts and policy success.

**Organizations’ strategies: what action did players take?**

**Types of strategic action**

The most effective policy-making activities in the United States, demanding the most resources, include lobbying legislative or bureaucratic policy-makers directly or through their constituents, ensuring the election or appointment of supportive political leaders and engaging in litigation. Less effective means, often used by small groups, involve developing publicity through the media and organizing demonstrations, conferences and public education programmes (28). To assess the adequacy of policy activity, one can explore the type, timing, cost and success of each strategy for single groups or alliances.

**Bargaining**

The central strategic activity for influencing policies and moving them through the phases of policy-making is negotiation, which always involves compromise. Effective bargaining requires taking account of the interests of governments and other stakeholders and being willing and able to trade away some valued interests to gain others in the foreseeable future (see Chapter 22).

As often occurs with the tobacco industry, opponents may offer sham compromise proposals to confuse and diffuse the issue for the public. These require public clarification and rebuttal from health proponents.

To give sound endorsement, elected and bureaucratic officials must have assurances of external support based on credible evidence. This involves developing information on group support for proponents’ policy preferences from opinion polls, written endorsements by important groups or the promise of future support for a policy-maker’s agenda.

In tobacco-control policy, the aim is not to win a scientific battle; this has long been done. Victory in the social, economic and political battle remains to be achieved. This effort has involved persuasion by reinterpreting available health, economic and political data for important political, community and professional constituencies. Such information, tailored to these groups’ interests, can lower the political costs of their support if it can show how they will not lose, and may gain, status or resources. Group mobilization issues were illustrated in the anti-tobacco case by some organizations’ reluctance to be actively and publicly involved. Before it would take the lead public role, the board of one large anti-cancer organization demanded evidence of external support from a special public poll, the approval of its local units and the formation of a coalition with adequate financial resources to support a policy campaign.

Basic evaluation questions about intergroup bargaining concern types and uses of information: rationales, counterarguments and evidence. These can be assessed and compared for contending stakeholders in relation to their policy success.
Information in policy-making: what types of information were used and how?

Regardless of the strategies used by policy participants, information is the medium of exchange. Even in the dubious instances when gifts are traded, information about such inducements is critical in policy negotiations. Information may be used passively, to monitor, analyse, evaluate, report or critique an issue, or more actively, to inform, educate, persuade, mediate, activate or mobilize others to act (29).

The strategic problem for proponents of health-supporting policy is to use selected types of information to convince target groups that their policy position is economically feasible (to its supporters and users), politically acceptable (to the more powerful groups affected by it), socially doable within the milieu in which it is to operate and administratively and technologically possible (30). Over recent decades, tobacco-control advocates have increasingly actively used ever more complex information in terse, timely and targeted ways.

Designing policy

For evaluation of policy-making, one can think of information as having two types, each having two purposes. Science-based information is mainly used for substantive policy purposes: for example, identifying problems and solutions, including the efficacy, effectiveness, and economic costs and benefits of a policy, as in defining strong or weak anti-tobacco policies. The primary and traditional purpose is to educate policy constituencies and inform the early design of a policy.

Other, less systematically verifiable information, from stakeholders’ informed judgments and personal experience, often influences substantive policy issues. For example, tobacco-control proponents may call an emphysema patient as witness in a legislative hearing. The main purpose is to persuade, to promote the public legitimacy of an issue and to justify a place for it on the policy agenda (21).

Enacting policy

Both types of information, properly translated, also have potential strategic uses: to promote proponents’ policy choices and to persuade potential allied groups, policy-makers, the public and the press to support enactment. Policy-makers may use selected scientific findings to justify choices that have been made on a political, negotiated basis with major stakeholders (11). Knowledge gained from policy evaluations that explore the forms, formats, information and channels for reaching and persuading policy-makers can be applied proactively to promote health-sustaining policies.

Media information and influence: how were media involved?

Information is conveyed directly or through various channels, interpersonal and technological. All such conduits select and shape the information they pass on according to their own priorities. The new media mix includes net-
work, cable and satellite television, videotapes, CD-ROMs, film and the print media, all merging on the Internet. This rapidly sprouting web has implications for both policy development activities and traditional health information/education.

**Effects on policy-making**

The electronic world has vastly widened the political arena, raising new issues, proposing solutions and establishing the legitimacy of individuals and groups, and is influencing political choices (31). This offers the possibility of reframing public issues – such as smokers’ rights versus others’ right to breathe clean air – in health promoting ways. Issues, however, can be too simply defined, solutions made too superficial and legitimacy conferred only on groups selected by the media because of market criteria (19, 32).

People necessarily use what they directly experience and what they learn through other routes to view and form opinions about reality. The media as businesses depend on advertisers, and select content and target audiences in the interests of sponsors (33). News, programming and advertising can amplify or minimize public issues and help shape interpretations in public fora, opinion polls and the political risk assessments made by policy-makers (34). In tobacco-control campaigns, short-term changes in public opinion on local policy proposals have tended to follow the amount of media advertising money spent by contending groups. The ultimate effectiveness of the campaigns depends on the balance and intensity of local groups’ and policy-makers’ leadership on the issue.

**Useful queries**

Questions about the interplay between information and the media in policymaking arenas are virtually essential for evaluations that can guide health advocates.

- Did public opinion change over time?
- What sorts of information (substantive or strategic) were conveyed to the public, by whom, through which channels and at what cost?
- Did changes in opinion, if any, affect policy-making?
- What was media opinion, as reflected in news coverage of the issue, editorials and opinion columns?

**Implementation: did policy become reality?**

The central question in policy implementation is: so what? Any health-supporting policy, successfully guided to adoption, can have no health impact unless it is also implemented in effective and sustainable ways. Most health promotion evaluations of this phase focus on individual health outcomes. Yet individual or population health benefits cannot be extensive if, as in the case of tobacco control, restrictions on smoking in public places are not put into practice, enforced or, as in one state, properly funded (8).
Implementation means changes in the workplaces and public spaces that organizations control. It requires reallocation of their resources. There are two relevant questions.

- What changes in fiscal, administrative, programme staff or training support, if any, were made in the accountable organizations?
- How were these changes managed?

Comparisons between organizations in a given situation can then suggest the conditions that promoted implementation to bring the policy into full effect (or not), and thereby assist health promotion practitioners in the future. The bigger the fund of understanding that evaluations of policy-making can build of generic policy processes – seen as the interplay of interested parties to gain in the allocation and reallocation of resources as they chart the course of change – the more effectively health advocates can engage in and influence these processes.

**Policy evaluation issues**

**The environment of policy evaluation**

Policy evaluation takes place in a political environment that may be less comfortable for researchers than that of traditional academic studies (35). Groups with diverse interests often have stakes in the findings of a policy evaluation. Opponents may charge that findings are tenuous on methodological grounds, and may challenge interpretations as biased or based on insufficient evidence. In addition, during rapid and continuing policy changes, the moving target of a specific policy becomes ever more difficult to follow.

**Units of analysis**

**Individual indicators**

Health promotion evaluations typically use the individual as the unit of analysis, measuring personal changes in knowledge, attitudes, practices and sometimes risk-factor reduction. Policy-making evaluations focus on strategies, actions and organizational changes that contribute to or result from policy development.

Reviews of the most widely known, large-scale evaluations of community health promotion trials concluded that health benefits, especially over the long term, were meagre relative to effort (36,37). Researchers recommended that future programmes include public policy initiatives and the social factors that influence the distribution of risk, using qualitative measures of individuals, organizations and environments (38–40). The implication is that health promotion will become sustainable when institutionalized in policies and the organizations that promote and implement them. Second, evaluations should encompass this policy–organization–population web to learn what actions work and how they are accomplished.
The relatively few studies that evaluate organizational change also use measures of individuals, such as clients’ records, participants’ perceptions of benefits and costs, individuals’ leadership characteristics and members’ characteristics (41, 42).

Measuring change in individuals poses a problem for drawing inferences to guide strategic action by policy proponents. That is, individual-level measures can suggest only that individuals in the organization must change – of necessity, a repetitive process with staff turnover. They do not illuminate what in the organization’s structure, with its explicit and tacit incentives, produces certain patterns of behaviour in staff, clients or external relations.

For example, one well planned evaluation in a large community health promotion trial measured the impact on the health services delivery system by outputs (such as numbers of health promotion activities) and organization structure (defined as, for example, the existence of committees and coalitions). These were not anchored to the organization’s core mission or budget. The measures did not have the potential to indicate long-term organizational change. Such process measures, like committee activities, do not address the longer-term interests of organizations, which are far more likely to explain decision-making about resource changes in health promoting directions. Health promotion evaluators concluded that institutionalization might be more likely to occur in organizations whose “current needs and interests fit the goals of the intervention activity”, rather than as a result of anything a health promotion project does to encourage sustainability (43). This is useful strategic information for practitioners. It suggests the necessity to assess organizational interests as an element of long-term organizational change.

**Organization indicators**

When viewed as the creators and targets of policy-making processes, organizations become the units of analysis in local or national policy arenas. They may be measured and assessed for their effectiveness in achieving both their strategic and health objectives. This task is best served by empirical organizational indicators, supplemented by information drawn from the perceptions of key organization members.

Stakeholder interests and resource changes are critical factors in policy-making processes. The appropriate unit of analysis becomes the organization, or a subunit of the organization that has sufficient discretion to control decisions over a portion of the operating funds and other resources. Organization-level indicators are needed for policy evaluation. The most important are those that suggest the potential influence and power of organizations, including their:

- mission and specific objectives;
- age, connoting long-term relationships with economic resources and decision-makers;
- governance (for example, appointed or elected board or superior administrative unit);
• source of authority (such as law or community support); and
• size, implying actual or potential influence (for example, size of budget,
  staff and facilities; stability of funding sources, such as taxes, donations,
  member fees or sales revenues; and access to expert information, policy-
  makers and the media).

The impact made by organizations on policies or vice versa is evident from
organization-derived measures of before-and-after changes in resource alloca-
tion in the administrative or strategic planning structure, the fiscal system and
programmes, services or product systems, such as shifts in:

• budget priorities
• sources of financing
• personnel assignments
• clientele or market
• sites, products and services
• information types, uses and technologies.

Changes may also include spin-off effects on other organizations and environ-
ments, and public opinion about the organization and the issues it promotes
(44) (Fig. 16.1).

Dissemination and use of evaluations
Only in recent years have public health workers again become aware of the
importance of working more closely with policy-makers and the public to
implement their findings in policy arenas (45). Accordingly, the final step in
the evaluation process should focus on dissemination: planned ways to convey
applicable lessons, working hypotheses or rules of thumb, for the health com-
community.

Findings must be translated into the organizational or political priorities of
potential users (11). They may have an influence early in policy development
(before interest groups have developed around a substantive policy issue) or
very much later (after the social environment has become favourable). Studies
may stimulate new ways to conceive policy problems and solutions; more
rarely, they may be incorporated into policy development, or simply be applied
in an immediate, narrow setting, such as a particular organization, rather than
across similar relevant organizations (46).

In the past, the issue of dissemination of findings was discussed in the
framework of diffusion studies. Newer forms of this discussion emphasize
dissemination processes, implying a more purposeful set of actions (47).
Sustained dissemination and use of evaluations requires the commitment of
resources for, for example, designated staff, continuing intergroup ties, prior
involvement with prospective users, technical assistance or training funds for
policy-makers, their aides, the press, relevant community groups or health
promotion advocates as potential users.
Evaluation studies rarely include funds for planned dissemination of the policy implications outside professional circles: a disincentive to timely, user-friendly distribution. An exception here is some advocacy groups that employ staff to search for such studies and promote the distribution of their own studies in a variety of formats. Resources for knowledge transfer could support a range of channels, such as debriefing meetings, seminars, customized reports or talking points, public meetings and press conferences.

Conclusions
When the purpose of health promotion policy evaluation is to provide lessons applicable to policy and organizational changes that sustain health, a guiding conceptual framework can support this strategic goal. The policy-making framework illustrated here identifies processes and organizational players, their interests, strategies and effects. No matter what framework evaluators use, operational definitions of conceptual components are needed to guide data collection and methodologies and produce credible results for potential user groups.

Evaluations may be done of one or more phases of policy development, ranging from early initiation of the idea to adoption, implementation, assessment and reformulation, in any jurisdiction or among any set of organizations. Such knowledge can indicate how organizations can most effectively apply what is already known to be capable of promoting health, how they can work intersectorally toward these ends and how they can work in public and organizational policy-making arenas to encourage changes that will promote health.

As an applied field, evaluation studies can usefully include planned dissemination as a part of the process. Involving a wide range of public and private stakeholders in the process of formulating questions and discussing results will improve the timeliness and usefulness of such studies. This approach would answer the calls for practice-relevant research and policy intervention research to determine the conditions for policy successes and failures (48). A number of changes in the bodies that train, develop, fund and communicate evaluations could encourage these new foci: academic institutions, research funding bodies, national and regional departments funding health programmes, and journal publishers.
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Evaluation of countrywide health promotion policies: the Canadian experience
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Introduction
This chapter examines a variety of issues, constraints and complexities inherent in evaluating countrywide health promotion policies. Previous research has done an excellent job of identifying many of the major complexities involved in evaluating large, relatively controlled demonstration projects, such as those of the WHO countrywide integrated noncommunicable disease intervention (CINDI) programme, heart health programmes in the United States and the COMMIT smoking cessation initiative in Canada and the United States (1–3). These problems are heightened considerably in evaluating national policies, of which large-scale demonstration projects constitute only one of many interrelated components.

We present our current approach to the evaluation and monitoring of countrywide health promotion policies, which attempts to address some of these limitations. This approach involves the implementation of dynamic evaluation and monitoring processes, the active participation of programme participants in developing performance indicators, the development of low-cost, targeted and integrated information systems, the implementation of practical, utilization-driven information collection and dissemination procedures, and the establishment of consensus-based assessments of programme performance.

Canada’s health promotion programme
In 1978, Canada became one of the first countries in the world to establish a health promotion programme, as a response to a government discussion paper (4). The federal health promotion programme focused heavily on a set of key health issues that were predominantly behavioural in nature, including alcohol, tobacco and drug use, nutrition and safety. It developed and delivered interventions, and supported community programmes linking these issues to a series of target groups, such as children, young people, women and elderly people. Programme delivery often took the form of delivery through key set-
tings, such as homes, schools, workplaces and communities. The programme has been repositioned as a programme for population health in Health Canada.

The need for evaluation was recognized early in the development of this programme, and led to the development of a framework for evaluating it (5). An evaluation of the programme, drawing information from the system that was established on the basis of the framework and from other sources, was conducted in 1989.

Information collection was extensive throughout the life of the health promotion programme. This included relatively detailed monitoring of inputs and expenditure; activities undertaken and outputs produced and/or delivered; a host of evaluation studies on programme delivery and short-term effects (including media tracking studies); in-depth outcome evaluation of selected key projects (such as the peer-assisted smoking prevention project); and a range of national surveys to monitor progress related to the key issues, target groups and settings. In fact, over the period in question, well over Can $10 million was devoted to monitoring and evaluation activities within the Health Promotion Directorate.

Nevertheless, these relatively extensive and proactive information collection activities fell far short of providing definitive evidence about the effectiveness of the federal health promotion programme. Although much information was collected and used as part of the evaluation process, the final evaluation required additional information, such as assessments by key informants and an expert panel, to ascertain programme effectiveness.

The study team for the 1989 evaluation employed:

- a general literature review;
- reviews of project evaluations carried out by the Health Promotion Directorate and of the programme’s operations and implementation;
- surveys of 50 key informants (mainly provincial and nongovernmental representatives), 70 experts in the field of health promotion and 100 community groups receiving Health Canada funds and sponsoring health promotion projects; and
- an expert panel of seven people.

Given the relatively large-scale information collection already undertaken, it seems curious that the final evaluation project was forced to rely so heavily on qualitative data and the subjective judgements of partners, stakeholders, grant recipients and the expert panel to derive its final conclusions and recommendations. Some of the reasons for this are described below.

**Evaluating Canada’s health promotion programme: challenges and barriers**

**The administrative context**

The 1989 evaluation was designed to evaluate the federal, not the national,
health promotion programme. It largely focused on outcomes attributable to federal expenditure and related activities. In contrast, the national health promotion programme is the summation of all health promotion activities undertaken at all levels in Canada (federally, provincially and locally); federal activities constitute only one component. Assessing the extent to which federal activities contribute to the goals of the national programme is functionally impossible without evaluating the latter. Attributing results to specific programme components is difficult in view of the large number of intermediaries involved in programme delivery. Unfortunately, no agency has the cross-jurisdictional responsibility for undertaking such an evaluation. Future evaluations should ensure that processes are in place to monitor the larger national programme. This would, of course, require carefully negotiated agreements with partners, stakeholders and programmers.

The Canadian Public Health Association recognized the long-standing need for continuing monitoring of progress towards national health promotion goals in its Action statement on health promotion (6). This document articulates a series of priorities for action that are firmly rooted in and derived from a vision statement and a clearly articulated set of core values. As a final note, the Association articulates its commitment “to working with a variety of organizational and community partners to facilitate action on the ideas presented in this statement and to monitor and report on our progress” (6).

The political context: roles and responsibilities, and shifting priorities
One critical issue in Canada, and possibly in other countries with federal systems, is the importance of regional and local programming in the causal chain for intermediate and long-term outcomes. Constitutional and jurisdictional constraints dictate that programme implementation resides primarily at the provincial and local levels. Consequently, the federal programme was intended to consult with and obtain the agreement of government at other levels on mutual goals and the design of programmes. The attribution of outcomes tends to focus on questions about consultation and strategies, so the contributions of federal efforts to national health promotion objectives (particularly long-term behavioural change) were difficult to assess.

In addition, neither the provinces nor many of the other key players had direct reporting or accountability relationships with the federal Government. This rendered coordinated information collection an excessively complex undertaking. Future evaluations will require carefully negotiated partnerships and protocols for information sharing.

Further, political priorities change constantly, particularly with changes of government, and, more recently, with a renewed emphasis on expenditure reduction. Both affected the health promotion programme and its evaluation. During the course of the programme, a number of major, well funded national strategies were introduced to tackle alcohol and drug abuse, tobacco control, driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, and child and family health, while cuts in expenditure continued to reduce the resources available to ad-
dress other issues. As a consequence, the emphasis of the programme changed markedly between the initial design and the evaluation. This raised a number of fundamental questions. In particular, should the indicators of accomplishment be based upon the programme as it was initially designed and implemented or as it had evolved? In this context, evaluation appears to need to evolve a more dynamic set of methods and procedures to reflect changes in the programme.

The socioeconomic context
As in much of the western industrialized world, the period covered by the national evaluation saw continued growth in per capita incomes and education levels in Canada, as well as important demographic shifts. Canada experienced some extremely positive shifts in relation to key health promotion outcomes (such as tobacco use, driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs and physical inactivity). Several other countries with rising education and income levels, however, also showed such progress. The initial evaluation design made no provision for incorporating the broader determinants of health into the information collection processes. As a result, it could not ascertain whether any desirable changes resulted from the programme or from broader socioeconomic and demographic changes. Comparisons with other countries have been made from time to time, but there is little logical or rational justification for using other countries as control groups, given their vast cultural, historical, sociopolitical and other differences.

Evolution of health promotion
From the start of the programme (1978) to its evaluation (1989), the field of health promotion evolved considerably. Several key events had a major influence on the evolution of the programme. These included the government paper on achieving health for all (7), the adoption of the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (8) and the WHO conference on healthy public policy (9). By 1989, the health promotion programme had evolved dramatically, to keep pace with current thinking in the field.

Differing resources and capacities
The resources and capacities to implement sophisticated evaluation studies or even rudimentary, continuing data collection vary dramatically between provinces and within communities. Within that context, the demand for evaluation studies and the burden of supplying information on a continuing basis must often compete with the demands of programme delivery. Resources are often devoted to monitoring and evaluation at the expense of enhanced programme delivery (opportunity cost). Consequently, information collection at the local level must often take a lowest-common-denominator approach, which is sensitive to the resource constraints of the least well equipped partner. Data collected by communities often comprise narrative descriptions of events or processes. If data are provided or available, analytical capacity is
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limited at best. Communities and, for that matter, voluntary NGOs or others rarely have the resources required to implement textbook evaluations. Impact evaluation studies at all levels are not usually available, or are available only for selected interventions.

Nevertheless, information generated from the continuing evaluation of specific health promotion projects remains the single most important input into monitoring and evaluation of a health promotion programme. Such information provides the critical linkage that allows the mapping and attribution of the contribution of programme activities (projects) to goal attainment. Much greater effort must therefore be devoted to enhancing community capacities in these areas if future monitoring and evaluation efforts are to succeed.

**Coordination and integration**

Information was collected at the federal, provincial and local levels, but there were little coordination across jurisdictional boundaries and little vertical flow of information. Administrators routinely collected considerable amounts of information on programme inputs, activities and outputs. These efforts are usually designed to meet administrative requirements; rarely are they sensitive to the need for such information as an input to programme monitoring and evaluation. Although programmes were often developed using a partnership approach, information flows tended to reflect the accountability requirements at each level of the system, rather than an organized, collaborative and comprehensive undertaking.

In addition, horizontal coordination and integration between researchers, programmers, policy-makers and administrators seemed to be lacking. The research conducted rarely addressed needs for national monitoring and evaluation information. For example, at one time four different national surveys and several provincial and local surveys were measuring smoking behaviour. Each employed different research designs and methodologies, and asked questions on smoking behaviour that were not comparable either between studies or over time. To be sure, the principal intent of these surveys was not to monitor or evaluate the tobacco component of the health promotion programme; with greater horizontal coordination and integration, however, these surveys could have made a much greater contribution in that regard.

**Lack of control conditions**

For a wide range of legal, administrative, technical and conceptual reasons, the lack of suitable control groups frequently hinders the evaluation of national programmes. Even when some semblance of control is feasible, it is difficult to protect against contamination resulting from the rapid movement and flow of ideas, information and people in modern societies. Even if some semblance of control of aspects of information could be introduced, national policy measures must of necessity be inclusive and comprehensive.

This lack of controls necessitated reliance upon key informants’ judg-ments and expert panels to set standards for programme performance. While
such evaluation criteria are useful, their value and their legitimacy would be much greater if they were established at the outset of the process (rather than afterwards) and based on programme participants’ consensus on what constitutes acceptable performance.

**Timeliness**
By the completion of the evaluation in 1989, the federal health promotion programme had changed so fundamentally that many of the results of the evaluation were irrelevant to the programme as it had evolved. The continuing provision of information on the programme must constitute a central element of future evaluations.

**Seeking convergence from multiple sources**
Over the course of ten years of activities evaluating the health promotion programme, a massive database was assembled. This included background theoretical and applied literature reviews relating to best practice; needs assessments and feasibility studies; administrative records relating to expenditure, inputs and outputs; studies of programme implementation, delivery and receipt; studies of the long- and short-term effects of specific projects or programme components (such as media campaigns); and a range of national surveys. Each of these information streams provided key aspects of the information required to inform judgements about the effectiveness of the programme, but also had important limitations that rendered it less than satisfactory. Thus, the final assessments of programme effectiveness were assigned to a panel of experts whose task was to review the body of evidence, and to seek convergence through triangulation.

The key lesson from this experience is that no single study or set of studies is likely to provide a sufficient basis for assessing the effectiveness of health promotion activities. Different research approaches are required, each of which provides different types of information characterized by strengths and limitations endemic to studies of that genre. Ultimately, different genres have complementary strengths and weaknesses. The triangulation of information sets reduces the level of uncertainty in judgements of programme effectiveness.

This is not unusual. To cite a specific example, there appears to be a reasoned consensus that some progress has been made to reduce deaths in Canada due to driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs. This did not result from a single study or genre of scientific inquiry, but from a multiplicity of studies using convergent methodologies and approaches, including: clinical research, driver simulations, a host of evaluation studies of specific initiatives (including behavioural and policy interventions), assessment of the experience of multiple jurisdictions, studies in real-world settings (including hospitals and crash sites), studies in psychopharmacology, toxicology and forensic sciences, and a wide range of surveys, longitudinal databases and related information sets.
Indeed, one can argue that many of the verdicts on the effectiveness of health promotion interventions have been based on consensus judgements arising from the triangulation of broad and disparate, but potentially complementary information sources, using a wide array of approaches, techniques and methodologies.

The Canadian experience: lessons learned

Our experience in evaluating Canada’s health promotion programme has provided a number of lessons applicable to the evaluation of other countrywide health promotion initiatives. For example, such evaluations should:

- establish a robust information base, using a wide range of methodologies and approaches, as a basis for reducing uncertainties about the effectiveness of health promotion projects and programmes;
- take account of the political and sociocultural context within which large-scale health promotion programmes are implemented and evolve;
- develop partnerships to overcome administrative and jurisdictional barriers to the flow of information;
- develop dynamic procedures that are capable of monitoring and evaluating an evolving programme on a continuing basis;
- develop user-driven approaches to evaluation and in particular involve partners, stakeholders and other potential users at all stages of the process, especially in developing, adapting and reporting on performance indicators; and
- develop and nurture programme evaluation and monitoring capacities within various nodes of the programme delivery infrastructure.

In addition, there are needs for:

- greater coordination and integration of existing information systems for both collection and dissemination;
- more cost-effective use of research funds, through greater coordination, integration and involvement of stakeholders and other users;
- more timely access to relevant data on programme performance on a continuing basis;
- more utilization-driven approaches to the collection, analysis and dissemination of information about the programme; and
- stronger mechanisms to judge programme effectiveness, on the basis of triangulation of multiple information sets.

Many of these needs are intrinsic to the evaluation of health promotion programmes in real-world settings. Taken together, they indicate that a definitive evaluation of the effectiveness of health promotion programmes (conforming to classical evaluation research methods, techniques and criteria) seems un-
likely (see chapters 1–3). Much of the evidence on effectiveness may have to be accumulated through triangulation. Key questions arise, however, about what information is needed, who should participate in such processes and how such judgements should be rendered in order to minimize uncertainty and to enhance credibility and perceived legitimacy.

The next section describes one approach to the generation of consensus-based judgements of programme efficacy. We illustrate this approach with examples drawn from the monitoring and evaluation of the Ontario Tobacco Strategy. An annual monitoring report produced by the Ontario Tobacco Research Unit (10) gives a relatively concise description of one application of this monitoring and evaluation process and its related outputs, and we use it to provide some practical examples of our approach.

**Applying the lessons learned**

The approach that we have adopted for monitoring health promotion programmes in Ontario is predicated on partnership with and full participation by stakeholders. The methodology is a hybrid of management science, systems analysis and evaluation research concepts, methods and techniques. It focuses on goal attainment, implementation and the consolidation and communication of available information from a wide variety of sources to produce an accurate assessment of outcomes at all levels, on a continuing basis and in a timely manner. It emphasizes consultation and partnerships with participants in identifying key indicators and providing relevant information. A unique aspect of the approach is that it is neither top down nor bottom up, but collaborative, participatory and voluntary.

The process draws heavily on the coordination and integration of information from a wide variety of sources. Massive amounts of information are already generated routinely, including administrative records; records of outputs produced, disseminated and received; formative, process and intermediate evaluation studies; periodic, in-depth, long-term outcome evaluations; demonstration projects with related evaluations; and a host of special studies, surveys and corollary information sets. Such information would appear to provide the ideal basis for the development of an inexpensive yet effective monitoring and evaluation system. We are attempting to coordinate, integrate and rationalize the various sources in the hope of eliminating redundant collection efforts, consolidating information from a wide variety of sources and making it readily available to a broad spectrum of users in a timely and cost-effective manner. This approach seeks to capitalize on the information already collected, to coordinate and integrate collection systems and to supplement them with information from special studies and corollary information collection systems. The approach reflects a number of key strategies:

1. implementing a user-driven approach
2. obtaining agreement on basic operating principles
3. building and nurturing partnerships
4. forging consensus on programme activities, outputs and intended effects
5. establishing criteria for accountability
6. involving users in the collection and interpretation of information
7. producing an annual monitoring report
8. disseminating and using the information
9. making a commitment to continuing improvement.

**A user-driven approach**

The general approach that we have used to monitor health promotion programming in Ontario is user driven. It proceeds from the notion that participants and users at all levels (administrators, policy-makers, programme designers and staff, and community practitioners) should be directly involved at all stages of the process. As such, the general approach draws heavily upon participatory action research (111) (see Chapter 4), transposing it from a local-level to a large-scale general monitoring and evaluation model, and using information not just for these purposes but also as an input into environmental scanning, strategic planning and programme development. Emphasis must be placed on determining what information users need. The information needs of a policy-maker who is attempting to decide whether to invest in health promotion may differ widely from those of a community programme staff person who is dealing with a pressing local health promotion issue, a programme administrator who must justify resource allocation decisions or a journalist who wishes to provide information to the general public.

The community of partners should influence decisions on all aspects of information collection and dissemination, including:

- what research is funded (through determining how research outputs are packaged);
- how availability is promoted; and
- how information is distributed, disseminated and used.

In particular, users must be directly involved in any discussion of accountability, including how standards are set, what performance indicators are meaningful and appropriate, and how the resulting information will be collected, analysed, interpreted and disseminated.

**Agreement on basic operating principles**

A series of operating principles has been integrated into the monitoring and evaluation methodology:

- ensuring that information is collected and communicated in a manner that is sensitive and responsive to the needs, requirements and values of a diversity of stakeholders;
• identifying core information requirements, with emphasis on collecting information not available from any other source;
• rationalizing existing information collection to minimize the response burden;
• ensuring the information is meaningful and useful at the local and provincial levels;
• ensuring the integration of existing information sources (to eliminate redundancy in data collection);
• enhancing the capacity of partners to participate in the monitoring and evaluation process; and
• identifying key information gaps and stimulating targeted research projects and evaluation studies to fill them.

**Partnerships**
Mechanisms are needed to promote and to nurture partnerships between researchers, programmer designers and staff, administrators, policy-makers, practitioners, communication specialists and user communities. The main features of this approach are:

• establishing and following the information collection principles identified above;
• clearly identifying information needs in close collaboration with programme participants;
• integrating with existing information sources;
• focusing new research on filling gaps left by existing information systems;
• ensuring the involvement of information users at all stages of the process;
• minimizing response burdens in the information collection process; and
• forming partnerships for collecting information and developing evaluation and monitoring frameworks.

**Consensus on programme activities, outputs and intended effects**
Users are involved in identifying the key components of the programme, including activities, outputs and expected effects. This enables all programme stakeholders to agree on the overall goals of the programme, and to situate their specific activities within it. Typically, this involves:

• developing a monitoring and evaluation framework in close consultation with stakeholders, users and participants (including narrative descriptions of objectives, activities, outputs, desired effects and indicators);
• defining all aspects of the programme through the use of logic models or a similar mapping procedure; and
• consulting and building consensus on the framework and/or logic model as an accurate description of programme operations.
Criteria for accountability

Stakeholders and practitioners are directly involved in building consensus on programme performance and accountability requirements. In that sense, the participants themselves decide the evaluation criteria against which their activities and those of the programme as a whole will be measured. They also are directly involved in deciding how, by whom, how often, in what formats and to whom this information will be collected and reported. This typically involves four tasks.

The first is standardizing information collection processes around identified needs and indicators. Those involved define and agree on these needs and indicators during the consultations on the monitoring framework and the logic model, and during independent consultation on standards for accountability. Second, they map current monitoring-related information collection, including what is being collected, by whom and in what formats.

Third is negotiating continuing arrangements for information collection and sharing. This focuses on ensuring the provision of needed raw data from existing and modified organizational or project information systems. Where feasible, this process seeks to coordinate the requirements for continuing administrative reporting with those for programme evaluation and monitoring to minimize the response burden. It also includes identifying evaluation studies required, completed or in progress, as well as appropriate data sources for secondary analysis and the procedures for obtaining access to them.

Fourth, specific evaluation research projects, monitoring surveys and special studies are conducted to address information needs identified in the framework and not suitably addressed by existing sources and systems. External funding and researchers are mobilized to reduce these information gaps.

Involving users in information collection and interpretation

Stakeholders are directly involved in interpreting the diverse sources of information, with special emphasis on the information sets most familiar to them, whether these be administrative records, evaluation studies, special studies, surveys or other sources. The participation of a variety of stakeholders with a broad range of expertise aids greatly in the triangulation of information from these multiple data sets, and gives further credibility and legitimacy to the inferences made. It further ensures that any assessment of effectiveness takes account of a rich diversity of perspectives.

Annual monitoring report

Stakeholders are directly involved in all stages of the production of an annual monitoring report on the programme. This and appropriate summary reports are produced to assist programme implementation and planning. They also provide an objective and agreed-on measure of progress. Mandatory cyclical evaluation reports are completed using all available information resulting from this process. To be sure, a host of other monitoring and evaluation publications are produced that focus on individual projects, components, strategies or goals.
These special reports provide the information base for the comprehensive annual report on the programme.

Users are involved in deciding what key issues and questions the monitoring reports are to address, providing data on their activities, interpreting the results of convergent sets of information on the collective effects of the programme, assessing the implications of these findings and making recommendations for further action. Thus, the stakeholders constitute not only an integral part of report production but also a key element of peer review. This lends not only credibility and legitimacy to the report but also commitment to follow up any recommendations. Typically, an annual monitoring report addresses at least the following sets of topics and issues, for both the programme as a whole and the projects or activities that comprise it:

1. what the project/programme is attempting to do (goals and objectives);
2. what key activities have been undertaken to date (activities, resources and functions);
3. what outputs and/or products have been produced (outputs);
4. how they have been used, by whom, etc. (receipt of intervention);
5. what effects have been obtained;
6. whether there has been progress towards the stated goals (goal attainment), and what sources of evidence are used to determine this; and
7. what has been the specific contribution of individual projects, components and/or strategies to the attainment of the programme’ objectives, and what sources of evidence are used to determine this.

**Disseminating and using the information**

A chronic problem in health promotion is a lack of clear evidence of programme effectiveness. This is not surprising, given the barriers to conclusive evaluation outlined above. In the absence of conclusive evidence of effectiveness, the key requirement becomes the accumulation of evidence (ideally through triangulation from several independent sources). Fortunately, considerable evidence of this type is available. The long-term viability of health promotion, however, depends not only on evidence of its effectiveness but also on who has access to this information and the extent to which it meets their standards for acceptable performance. Accordingly, the requirements of decision-makers must play an important role in the establishment of evaluation and monitoring criteria, and this information must be communicated to them and other stakeholders as rapidly as it becomes available, and in a manner consistent with and responsive to their needs, expectations and values.

As such, stakeholders participate directly in the dissemination and utilization of the results of the annual monitoring report in two important ways. First, as key intermediaries, they disseminate the results to constituent or client groups, either directly or through repackaging the information in a manner that suits the needs of their audiences. Client groups include programme planners, managers and participants; administrators; community groups; local councils;
the media; health ministers and/or other decision-makers; and the general public.

Second, as key users, stakeholders use the information to change and improve the programme. The types of uses range from environmental scanning and strategic planning; programme planning, modification and design; accountability and justification processes; and organizational review to the generation of political and public support for continued health promotion activities as a central element of public policy.

Continuing improvement
All participants have a commitment to the continuous improvement of the quality, quantity, timeliness and relevance of the information produced as a result of the collective monitoring effort. Thus, on an annual basis, they make explicit efforts to enhance the information base referable to programme monitoring. Since this is a voluntary process from which participants stand to benefit, initial resistance to participation has dissipated considerably; users have actively suggested improvements to the product and the process.

Towards implementation: the Ontario Tobacco Strategy
The Ontario Tobacco Strategy is a comprehensive province-wide programme focusing on smoking prevention and cessation and the protection of the public from environmental tobacco smoke. Key components include: interministerial coordination; legislation; public information, awareness and education; community programmes; resource centres; and research. The implementation of the Strategy has required eight steps. The first was creating an independent, arm’s-length agency to monitor and to report on programme performance. Recognizing this need, the designers of the Strategy created the Ontario Tobacco Research Unit. The agency funding such strategies requires independent monitoring, and continuing brokerage between the competing interests of various groups and partners.

Second, a wide range of stakeholders was involved in establishing the goals, objectives, key components and activity structures for the Strategy. This process produced clear consensus on and broad acceptance of the key aspects of the Strategy. Third, stakeholders also took part in establishing accountability standards and procedures for the Strategy as a whole and particularly aspects for which key stakeholder groups have accepted responsibility. As a result, the rate of participation in providing information referable to these standards of accountability has been extremely high.

Researchers and Strategy participants took the next three steps in partnership. They strengthened participants’ capacities for information collection by working with stakeholders to identify core information needs, identifying and rationalizing existing collection efforts to reduce the response burden and strengthening skills. In many instances this has resulted in both a net reduction of the response burden and an extremely high rate of reporting, accom-
panied by continuing efforts to improve the quality of the information generated.

Next, they identified key information gaps, and focused resources on filling them. This has involved working with stakeholders to identify information requirements not currently met through existing information collection systems, and encouraging special studies and/or the establishment of appropriate data systems to address these needs.

Then they involved users in the collection and interpretation of the information. The assessment of programme effectiveness inevitably involves the triangulation and synthesis of a wide range of information sources. Involving the generators of information in its interpretation brings a broad array of expertise and experience to the process. This diversity of expertise is required to ensure serious consideration of alternative interpretations of the information from these sources. It lends credibility and legitimacy to subsequent interpretations, since these judgements reflect a consensus of the community of stakeholders.

The seventh step is producing, disseminating and using the results. This is accomplished in several ways, including: integrating the results into strategic planning processes, continuing the assessment of the Strategy’s goals and activities, strengthening these activities by focusing attention on emerging needs, communicating with policy-makers through internal and external processes, and communicating through the media or other intermediaries with the broader community.

Eighth, in the same fashion that stakeholders agreed to standards of accountability, a team conducts regular evaluations of the monitoring processes and outputs to solicit advice on prospective improvements in the system. This ensures that the monitoring and evaluation system is accountable to partners and stakeholders.

**Limitations of the process**

This approach, like all others, has a number of limitations that must be considered. These include: voluntarism, self-report, so-called resistance to negative findings and, most important in our experience, issues of power and control. A reliance on voluntarism can cause problems for a number of reasons. Most partners and stakeholders already have a variety of reporting requirements and are reluctant to agree to further information collection demands. We have attempted to address this through the fourth step in Strategy implementation. Since the inception of the Strategy, both the quality and quantity of voluntarily provided information have continued to increase.

The obvious human tendency to focus upon positive results may raise problems with the reliance on self-report. This has been overcome in large measure by the agreements on accountability standards and reporting requirements. In addition, most Strategy partners carry out externally funded evaluations, and are accountable to their own advisory committees, boards, institutions and
funding agencies. The clarification and streamlining of these accountability requirements has resulted in high rates of open participation.

While there is always resistance to negative findings, the involvement of a broad array of stakeholders and partners in the interpretation and triangulation of results ensures that the reports on the project reflect the diversity of viewpoints and expertise. Again, the objective is not to render unassailable judgements on effectiveness, but to reflect the diversity of community viewpoints and alternative explanations of the results. Thus, there may well be a community consensus that the programme is effective; equally plausible, however, would be a community consensus that such judgements are premature and further research is required.

Issues of power and control continue to be extremely multifaceted and complex, and one of the major barriers to monitoring. At the root of these issues, however, lies a fundamental debate on the identity and thus the methods of the final arbiters of the effectiveness of health promotion interventions. Should they be expert researchers, using criteria set outside the programme, or should they be the people involved in programme delivery, whose intended effects may be more difficult to measure quantitatively, and may need to be supplemented at least in part by qualitative research, administrative data sets and other data? While such tensions and debates can have benefits, their resolution is essential to any discussion of the fundamental issue of the effectiveness of health promotion interventions. In that regard, the advantages and limitations of an arm’s-length research agency must inevitably be counterbalanced by some semblance of community control and involvement.

Conclusions
Our review of the 1989 evaluation of the Canadian federal health promotion programme and the application of lessons learned in the development of participatory monitoring and evaluation approaches in Ontario lead us to the following conclusions.

Health promotion evaluation requires the recognition of the need to emphasize the continuous collection of consistent and relevant information on programme performance to satisfy the information needs of a diverse group of stakeholders on a continuing basis and in a timely manner. The identification of these information needs and the concomitant early identification and integration of existing information collection and research processes in the design of an evaluation and monitoring system are essential to ensuring satisfactory outcomes. The emphasis is placed on consolidating and organizing all information collection activities at the start of the programme, with provision for continuing adaptation and continuous quality improvement.

The evaluation of countrywide health promotion programmes is a complex undertaking. Traditional approaches are expensive and have a low probability for success, unless complemented by a broad array of information sources, derived using a broad array of methodologies and approaches. The approach out-
lined here offers a new, cost-effective way to organize information and provide
continuous monitoring data to assist programme planning, implementation
and modification.

The continuing utilization of all existing information and research should
be adopted as a prerequisite for the monitoring and evaluation of large-scale
health promotion programmes. Detailed, specialized collection processes and
extensive experimental processes remain useful in the evaluation of individual
projects, strategies and/or specialized model projects and demonstrations.
Thus, these studies remain an important contribution to the monitoring and
evaluation of health promotion programmes, but other sources remain equally
important and useful, including administrative records, records of outputs pro-
duced, disseminated and received, secondary data sources, large-scale and/or
local health surveys, and special studies. They are most powerful and have
great appeal to an extremely broad constituency when they are used in a com-
plementary fashion.

Information on the expenditure of public resources, including what outputs
were produced and disseminated, who received and benefited from them and
how, and demonstrable evidence of value for money must be delivered to
stakeholders and programme sponsors on a continuing and timely basis. In
particular, the continuing provision of information on progress towards objec-
tives (purportedly the prerequisite for continued funding) and the efficiency
and effectiveness of implementation processes is now essential to the survival
of health promotion programmes.

To the degree feasible, conclusions on programme effectiveness must be
based on a broad array of information sets, considered within an equally broad
context of community participation, including researchers, practitioners,
stakeholders, partners, funding agencies and affected communities. To the de-
gree feasible, these conclusions should reflect a consensus of the community
(or the lack of it).

The new environment of economic constraint and political (public) ac-
countability demands that evaluation itself become increasingly cost-effective.
It seems reasonable to assume that demands to maximize the return on public
investment in information collection, research and evaluation related to health
promotion will continually increase.
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Health impact assessment as a tool for health promotion and population health
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Introduction

Government activities, policies and programmes seek to solve public problems and to serve the public good. With intractable debt and budgetary deficits, the public, perhaps more than ever, demands accountability and wants to know that policies and programmes fulfil their objectives. Such evaluation is not easy, however, when the relevant outcomes may result from numerous factors (related or unrelated to government activity) and the relevant programmes and policies may amass numerous outcomes, some undesired or unintended.

Pal (1) identifies four concepts of policy impact that may be included in an evaluation: direct, economic, social and political. A policy can be examined in relation to its intended target, the balance between its costs and benefits, its effect on the texture of social life and the government’s political interests (re-election chances). These four concepts have underpinned most policy analysis debates.

Health advocates have recognized relatively recently that conventional policy analyses and evaluations have disregarded or neglected the impact of government policies on the population’s health. The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2) urges that the health of a population should be of concern to all policy-makers; regardless of their sector, they should be aware of the health consequences of their decisions. Saying this, however, is the easy part. The challenges are to determine how to realize this goal and then to do it. What procedures or methods must be in place to judge a policy or programme in the health sector for the effect(s) it may have on the population’s health status?

There was a time when public health could easily track the impact of its programmes or its neglect of programmes. Systems for reporting communicable diseases and monitoring outbreaks provided a warning whenever a controlled disease threatened to become uncontrolled. The short incubation period
between infection and symptoms meant that cases could be traced quickly back to the probable source of infection, which could then be controlled.

Today’s focus on population health is complicated by the facts of multicausality and long latency periods (sometimes decades) between the causes, sources or determinants of health and their effects. Health impact today becomes a matter of tracing single diseases, disabilities or deaths back to genetic factors, past or present living conditions or early environmental exposure. A further complication is that most of the leading causes of disease, disability and death are no longer discretely detected at a point in time. Chronic and degenerative diseases creep up on individuals and populations over long periods. They are not detectable or isolatable as outbreaks.

Criteria for the evaluation of health, social, environmental and economic policies and programmes are changing. This is particularly true in the health sector, as many governments are adopting an understanding of health that includes a focus on social and environmental determinants and the quality of life. They recognize that societal structures, attitudes and behaviour influence health profoundly, and that prevention is both better (or at least more timely) than cure and a way to reduce disability and social dependence. Consequently, how social, environmental and economic policies influence health and the prevention or production of ill health needs systematic monitoring at all levels of government.

Collins (3) noted that the mood for reform had enveloped the health sector in Canada; this was coupled with considerable interest in shifting emphasis from health care to disease prevention and health promotion, to address the determinants of health and illness (4). Collins (3) argued that health reform, in the absence of an explicit conceptual model of health, can focus only on parts of the problem, with little overall benefit. Further, models of health, without an explicit supporting text detailing their implications for policy, can be misunderstood and misused. In today’s climate of fiscal restraint, they may be used to justify cutting costs.

Increasing official commitment to decentralization and community participation in decision-making and growing consideration of the social determinants of health leave some ambiguity and perhaps controversy about what impact on health this new perspective will have, what strategies will work to achieve beneficial outcomes, what criteria should be applied to judge health impact, how health impact assessment (HIA) can work to produce better decisions and what its ultimate influence on policies and programme decisions may be. Most calls for evidence-based decision-making offer little indication of how the use of HIA can lead to better health decisions. Without tools and methods to assess the health impact of policies and programmes, these questions cannot be answered, and health impact cannot be known. Developing healthy public policy requires concrete activities, particularly those that address the development of tools for HIA.

This chapter is based on a report for the Canadian Government (5) on a situational analysis of HIA strategies for public policy development and popu-
lation health promotion in the 1990s. The overall objective was to report on the status of HIA, internationally, nationally, provincially and locally. We use regional, local and national examples of health impact assessment from Canada and other countries to identify key issues and challenges in undertaking HIAs.

This chapter defines key concepts and terms, considers the historical context of HIA and reviews current approaches to related forms of impact assessment, emphasizing the situation in Canada. This review leads to consideration of conceptual, methodological and analytic issues related to the measurement of the impact of public policy. Finally, we discuss the development of health objectives, goals and targets as a key strategy for HIA.

**Key concepts and terms**

The topic must be clear before debate can begin. Issues of definition are essential for the conceptual domains of health, health promotion, healthy public policy and HIA. The definitions and scope of these terms determine what constitutes challenges to human health and what solutions ought to be sought.

**Health**

Consistent with the work of Rootman & Raeburn (6), we define health from a health promotion perspective. That is, health is a multidimensional concept that goes far beyond the mere absence of disease or the effects of lifestyle and behaviour. It involves subjective and objective components, and environmental and policy components, as well as those that related to the individual, and must be assessed in qualitative as well as quantitative terms. Rootman & Raeburn (6) offer the following definition:

Health ... has to do with the bodily, mental, and social quality of life of people as determined in particular by psychological, societal, cultural, and policy dimensions. Health is ... to be enhanced by sensible lifestyles and the equitable use of public and private resources to permit people to use their initiative individually and collectively to maintain and improve their own well-being, however they may define it.

More succinctly and specifically, we define health as the capacity of people to adapt to, respond to or control life’s challenges and changes.

Our definition may seem considerably narrower than those in some health promotion documents, official and unofficial. For example, many rely on the WHO definition: “Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (7) or tautological definitions similar to that used by O’Donnell (8): “Optimal health ... [is] a balance of physical, emotional, social, spiritual and intellectual health”.

Such definitions have been judged to be too idealistic at best, and inoperable, impractical and unattainable at worst. They tend to obfuscate distinctions between health and social development, conceptualize virtually all human
activity as health related and associate all human and social values with health (9–11). They place no boundaries on the health field and what it contains. Other sectors may interpret this as a form of professional imperialism or, at best, expansionism by the health sector. With no parameters for health planning, policy, expenditure, practice or science, the health field and therefore its expenditure are unbounded (6,12).

Other definitions of health that encompass the determinants of health – such as education, income or lifestyle – mix cause and effect, making it difficult to use that concept of health as a dependent or outcome variable in HIA. This confounds health with its determinants and makes it immeasurable as the outcome of those determinants. Authorities that choose to use a broader or narrower definition of health will need to adjust their approach to HIA accordingly.

Quality of life
We make important distinctions between the quality of life and health. While discussions of wellness, wellbeing and the multidimensionality of health, including intellectual, spiritual and social pursuits, are more closely related to matters of quality of life, we view health as one of its many determinants (see Chapter 6). That is, health is an instrumental value rather than an end in itself (13). As stated in the Ottawa Charter (2): “Health is … seen as a resource for everyday life, not the objective of living”. We agree that health is a resource for achieving an acceptable quality of life, but for HIA the concepts must be held apart.

Health impact versus health outcome
A distinction must be made between impact and outcome. The methods (and indicators) one would employ in an HIA depend on whether one is truly interested in impact, rather than outcome. A dictionary (14) defines impact as “an effect or influence, esp. when strong” and outcome as “a result”, making the two terms indistinguishable. As Green & Kreuter (13) point out, however, usage varies among disciplines and professions; that of people in the health field is diametrically opposed to that of people conducting evaluations in other fields.

Impact, then, refers in the health field to the immediate effect of a health programme, process or policy, while outcome refers to the distant or ultimate effect. This issue becomes important when one realizes that those who coined the term HIA borrowed from the field of environmental impact assessment without acknowledging that the latter defines impact differently than the health field. We conform to current practice by using the term with the understanding that the impacts to which we refer are usually thought of as health outcomes.

Healthy public policy
Evans & Stoddard (15) criticize the WHO definition of health on the grounds that it is “difficult to use as the basis for health policy, because implicitly it includes all policy as health policy”. For many proponents of health promotion, however, this seems to be precisely the point. Trevor Hancock (16–18), a well known Canadian public health physician, coined the term healthy public policy
to describe policy enacted by the various levels of government that is characterized by explicit concern for health and equity, and by accountability for health impact (19–21). If equity is to be accommodated in HIA as an objective of health policy, it must be seen as equity in health, or reductions in health gaps between social groups, not the reduction of other inequities that cause or result from health problems.

HIA
We define HIA as any combination of procedures or methods by which a proposed policy or programme may be judged as to the effect(s) it may have on the health of a population.

Policies or programmes of any nature may affect the health of a population directly or indirectly by altering, influencing or affecting the determinants of health, and consequently will affect the quality of life. Fig. 18.1 shows these relationships. We acknowledge that the health impacts of such policies or programmes are only one of the many consequent effects. Such policies or programmes may also be found to have economic, social or environmental impacts (Fig. 18.2).

Fig. 18.1. Influences of policies and programmes on health
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Fig. 18.2. Potential impact of policies and programmes
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We limit our approach to HIA to the study of the outcomes that can be shown to be of a health nature, as defined above. In recognizing the complexity and potentially far-reaching effects of many policies and programmes, however, we note that, where such activities may potentially have impact beyond the health field, desirable assessments would involve intersectoral cooperation and collaboration.

We also limit our treatment of HIA to considerations of population health. Many policies and programmes potentially affect the delivery of health care services. Assessments of these may require indicators of, for example, medical, surgical and nursing outcome, quality assurance and service utilization. We have not included such considerations in our discussion of HIA.

Historical context

Healthy public policy

In its earliest manifestations, healthy public policy served as the heading for target 13 of the 1984 targets for health for all in the WHO European Region
(22–26), and was identified as the first of five key action areas for health promotion delineated in the 1986 Ottawa Charter (2). The coordination of healthy public policy was conceived as a strategy to implement health promotion mechanisms. The notion is intended to imply that all public policies, regardless of their intended audience, should be examined for their impact on health; “policies which have a major impact on health are not limited to the delivery of health care services or even public health services” (23). Rachlis & Kushner (27,28) define healthy public policy as “any policy that creates and encourages a context for health”.

WHO and health promotion agencies use the concept to emphasize the need for governments to acknowledge and address the connections between health and the social, physical and economic environments (29). In Canada, Epp’s report Achieving health for all: a framework for health promotion (30) called for the coordination of all policies that have a bearing on the population’s health, including those on income security, employment, education, housing, business, agriculture, transportation, justice and technology.

The concept, although widely accepted as a key component of health promotion, has not been operationalized in any appreciable way. Hancock (31,32) decried the lack of progress towards developing healthy public policy at the national level in Canada. At the provincial level, he found some evidence that healthy public policy was valued and that the need for evaluation was recognized, yet the extent to which the idea had been operationalized remained unclear. He noted that, in the province of Manitoba, a supportive structure was in place and a commitment was articulated in a document (33): “Every major action and policy of government will be evaluated in terms of its implications for the health of Manitobans”.

Hancock also noted a commitment to healthy public policy in the province of British Columbia, where the Royal Commission on Health Care and Costs (34) recommended that a set of measurable indicators be established that would be suitable for the planning and evaluation of public policies related to health, as well as for the evaluation of possible health effects of all proposed provincial programmes and legislation. The intent was to ensure that decision-makers considered health and wellbeing in policy-making based on the broad determinants of health, including economic, social and physical influences. In 1993, a new format for submissions to the Government was released that required ministries to discuss the health impact of policy and programme options as part of the process. An HIA tool was developed to assist ministries with this function, and HIA tools and processes in the province were revised to align evaluation better with recently developed population health goals (35–37).

Hancock (31) suggested that the most likely place to witness healthy public policy was at the municipal level, for several possible reasons.

• The social networks and scale of operations within communities created stronger ties between policy-makers and those affected.
• Policy-makers lived where they worked; they were identifiable as well as affected by their own policies.
• The bureaucracies of communities were relatively small and there was a greater chance of intersectoral cooperation.

Further, healthy public policy may be more suited to regional application and implementation where multiple communities share geographic and population characteristics and a history of working together. A notable example comes from Catalonia, Spain; its health plan served as the instrument for healthy public policy, setting out goals, objectives and indicators for health and proposing strategies to meet them. The use of objectives and targets to monitor health in Catalonia demonstrated improvements in a number of the priority areas outlined in the plan, including maternal and infant mortality rates, chronic disease, cervical and breast cancer screening, and accident prevention (38).

Why, then, was the progress in the operationalization of healthy public policy so limited? Many factors may have hindered its development. These fell broadly under two categories: political and technical challenges. Political challenges included a lack of political will; a long tradition of minimal public participation, and underdeveloped mechanisms and incentives; lack of cooperation among departments and jurisdictions; and competing interests. Technical challenges included insufficient knowledge and expertise, underdeveloped science, underdeveloped measurement of health-related phenomena, uncertainties about the relative influence of some determinants of health and insufficient structures for managing relevant information and systems. Political schedules and cycles perpetuated both types of challenge.

Given the problems associated with recent concepts of health, everyone may not have recognized many existing policies as falling within the health domain. A publication from the health ministry of British Columbia included speed limits, seat-belt legislation, penalties for drink-driving, no-smoking by-laws, bans on cigarette and alcohol advertising, and rules requiring labelling of dangerous products as healthy public policies (21). These were perhaps the most obvious choices, but the document also included such policies as building codes that enhanced access by the disabled, federal child tax credits that provided support to poor children, literacy programmes, land-banking for affordable housing and economic policies that promoted full employment and equal opportunity. These may not have been conceived as health policies. Indeed, rather than simply fail to recognize such policies as pertinent to health, some sectors may have actively or passively resisted what they perceived as encroachment by the health sector.

Health field concept
In addition to the experience of the national, provincial and local authorities that applied various forms of HIA, a few theory- and research-derived models of planning emphasized health impact as part of their frameworks and pro-
cedures. Such models provided guidance to local, provincial and sometimes national health planners in developing programmes and policies, or in suggesting guidelines for others within their jurisdictions to set priorities and to develop proposals for grant funding.

The essential feature of such models was their suggestion of a particular order and direction of cause-and-effect relationships, linking programmes, policies and regulatory activities to processes of change and then to health outcomes. Without denying the circularity and feedback loops of cause-and-effect chains, they emphasized the order of relationships that leads most directly from input to health outcomes. The degree of detail they offered in the intermediate steps determined the types of users who apply these models and the extent of their use in planning.

Notable among such models was one presented in 1973 by H.L. Laframboise, then Director-General of the Long Range Health Planning Branch of Health and Welfare Canada. This simple model sought only to break health policy “down into more manageable segments” (39), but led in the following year to the landmark policy paper now called the Lalonde report (40). Laframboise laid out four primary divisions of influence on health: lifestyle, environment, health care organization and basic human biology. In his 1973 paper, he concluded that (39):

The challenge, in the health field in Canada, is to maintain the present high level of health care and medical research, while bringing our efforts up to a similar level in the areas of lifestyle and environment, where our principal problems now appear to lie. If the conceptual approach proposed in this paper takes anyone even one step further along the path to a balanced view of the health field it will have served its purpose.

This simple delineation of the four main categories of factors influencing health outcomes had a momentous impact on Australian, Canadian, European and United States health planning in the years that followed its popularization in the Lalonde report. In all, new thinking increasingly focused on the neglected dimensions of lifestyle and the environment, although expenditure remained predominantly (over 90%) in the health care organization category. Events in the United States led over the next five years to the publication of the first Surgeon General’s report on health promotion and disease prevention (41), which was the first major volley in the Healthy People initiative described below.

The elegant simplicity of Laframboise’s health field concept was lost in the Canadian debate that followed the issuing of the Lalonde report. No significant shift in lifestyle and environmental determinants was made the aim of policy; no major shift in federal health resources followed the report, and little change in programme support for health promotion from the federal level was sustained beyond the development of the Health Promotion Directorate. Lavada Pinder (42) attributes this largely to the failure of both the Lalonde report (40)
and its successor, the Epp framework (30), to engage Health and Welfare Canada and other sectors of the federal Government in a substantial consultation or goal-setting process similar to the one used in the United States with the development of the objectives for the nation in disease prevention and health promotion (42).

Changes of government and ministers left the internationally acclaimed concepts of both reports largely unsupported by policy or sustained programme funding. In short, the health field concept set in motion a train of subsequent policy documents and conceptual frameworks for planning or coordinating health programmes and public policy, but most of these lacked continuous funding and did not cause policy changes.

**Health promotion, population health and population health promotion**

Downplaying lifestyle as the pivotal point of the causal chain between programmes or policies and health impact, the Epp framework (30) added for all to health to emphasize attaining equity in health. The causal links to health were then arrayed in three tiers: health challenges (reducing inequities, increasing prevention and enhancing coping), health promotion mechanisms (self-care, mutual aid and healthy environments) and implementation strategies (fostering public participation, strengthening community health services and coordinating healthy public policy).

The Ottawa Charter (2) promulgates the most widely adopted definition of health promotion as essentially a statement of its goal of enabling people to gain control over and to improve their health (see Chapter 1). Its emphasis on empowerment shifted the spotlight away from health care services and towards other determinants of health in the environment and in living conditions and lifestyles. As mentioned, the Charter (2) also helped position health in this implicit causal chain as “a resource for living”, referring to other qualities of life for which health is to be seen as a determinant.

As efforts to give the Ottawa Charter greater practicability, the Epp framework (30) and subsequent definitions placed more emphasis on the strategies and methods by which policy and practice from the national to local levels might achieve the Charter’s goal. One methodologically and procedurally oriented definition of health promotion fit with the causal chain implied by the Ottawa Charter and the Epp framework: “the combination of educational and environmental supports for actions and conditions of living conducive to health” (13). The Epp framework, subsequent formulations of health promotion and the Ottawa Charter detailed the actions implied here as both individual coping and actions by people themselves and a range of organizational, community and societal action related to policy, the environment and health services.

The health promotion perspectives described above were combined with the population health perspective adopted by federal, provincial and territorial health ministers (43) to outline strategies for action on the full range of health determinants at all levels, from individual to societal. Hamilton & Bhatti (44) formulated an integrated model of population health and health promotion that
combined the foregoing formulations to suggest a framework that could guide actions to improve health. They suggested a three-dimensional model for policy and practice (Fig. 18.3) that indicated an intersection of each of the determinants of health named above with each of the levels of population, and

**Fig. 18.3. Model for population health promotion**
their intersections with the five strategies for health promotion of the Ottawa Charter and Epp framework. This model made more explicit the ecological perspective that has been a foundation of public health and health promotion from their earliest articulations (45,46), but was only partially operationalized in most health promotion projects funded by federal and provincial agencies in Canada (47). The three dimensions address the questions of who, what and how. The intersections of each set of three questions, or levels of population, determinants and strategies, ideally lend themselves to the formulation of goals and objectives.

**Determinants of health**

Emphasis on population health has given further attention to the delineation and documentation of evidence on the determinants of health (48–50). The Canadian Federal, Provincial and Territorial Advisory Committee on Population Health (51) adopted these determinants as the targets for refocused national and provincial strategies for population health:

- **Income and social status**: not the amount of wealth but its relative distribution, together with the control it gives people over their life circumstances and capacity to take action.
- **Social support networks**: the help and encouragement people get (or know they can tap if needed) to cope with difficult situations and to maintain their sense of efficacy in dealing with life circumstances.
- **Education**: the combination of relevant and meaningful information with skills that equip people to cope with daily challenges and enable them to participate in their community through opportunities for employment and voluntary activities.
- **Employment and working conditions**: the conditions of meaningful employment, economic stability, and a work environment conducive to health.
- **Physical environment**: air, water, soil, housing, and food protection, combined with other conditions for safe living in communities.
- **Biology and genetic endowment**: the physiological, anatomical and mental capacities with which people are born and which naturally develop and decline over the life cycle.
- **Personal health practices and coping skills**: those actions by which individuals can prevent diseases and promote self-care, cope with challenges, and develop self-reliance, solve problems and make choices that enhance health.
- **Healthy child development**: positive prenatal and early childhood experiences.
- **Health services**: the linking of accessible preventive and primary care services, including well baby, immunization and health education programs.

**Approaches to impact assessment**

**Environmental Impact assessment**

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is a tool to examine the environmental and social implications of proposed development projects, and is required
by legislation in most of the provinces of Canada. EIAs that address health issues are a special case of HIA in that they are tools used to evaluate the health impact of planned developments. In 1992, Australia developed a national framework for HIA in EIA, which designates policy areas and types of development projects that are subject to HIA. In the Australian model, HIA and environmental HIA are twin elements of a single process. In many cases, consultation with health authorities is mandatory for planned development projects.

The HIA process parallels the standard EIA process, which includes screening for relevance, assessing the range of potential factors, profiling for baseline data, assessing and managing risks, implementation and decision-making, and monitoring and evaluation. Public participation, workforce training and accreditation for the implementation of HIA are key components of the Australian approach (52).

It is generally recommended that, when a proposed project may cause potentially significant health effects, the EIA should include an assessment of the risks to human health in its assessment of the potential environmental risks. In a report for the Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council, Simon (53) acknowledged that EIA had the potential to assess the health impacts of proposed projects, and that, to some extent, such assessments were already being conducted in several countries, including Canada. Simon concluded that most Canadian provincial governments and federal ministries addressed health issues in EIAs sporadically, and lacked sufficient procedures and mechanisms to ensure their consistent and adequate consideration. She further concluded that most statutes and policies that formed the basis of the EIA mandates failed to require the consideration of health impact. She noted that weak links between environment and health ministries led to the allocation of insufficient resources to enable health professionals to participate in EIAs, and that, while some EIAs addressed human health risks, the proportion with health studies was low, and most of those were limited to qualitative analysis.

The health components usually addressed in the EIAs conducted in Canada include the impact of the proposed project on critical subpopulations, future generations, residents and workers during plant construction and operation; positive health effects; cumulative exposure; and impact on health care facilities, waste disposal methods and so forth. Simon (53) noted marked variations between the provinces and the federal Government. While Quebec had a mechanism for formal cooperation between its environment, health and social services ministries to ensure consultation, arrangements in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island were less formal. In the latter, EIAs were conducted on an ad hoc basis as part of permitting or licensing procedures, and health was rarely identified as a concern. Simon’s definition of health impact is narrower than ours, which includes the determinants of health. She noted that Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island paid greater attention to issues such as unemployment and the welfare of the fishing industry, factors that could be viewed as important determinants of health.
At the federal level, Simon (53) was critical of the lack of formal links between the ministries for the environment, health and welfare, and labour, and pointed to a lack of political will, personnel and financial resources to ensure and formalize communication between them. Additionally, the Canadian public, unlike that of the United States, cannot take government departments to court for poor performance. Simon suggested that public oversight ensures that EIA's in the United States are comprehensive; one cannot know the extent to which the lack of public accountability in Canada has limited the likelihood of health being considered in EIA's.

Simon’s report (53) made a number of recommendations to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council to improve the extent of HIA in EIA processes. These recommendations included:

- the development of a policy agreement between health and environment ministries requiring the consideration of health issues in EIAs when relevant;
- conducting a federal–provincial workshop to develop definitions of human health, human health impact and HIA;
- establishing a task group or sponsoring research projects to develop guidelines on screening, methodologies, HIA and industry-specific health issues, standards and objectives; and
- conducting research to identify agency procedures other than EIA (regulatory, licensing and permitting procedures) in which health components are already addressed.

Davies (54), also for the Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council, conducted a study to identify the factors that determined whether health was considered as a part of an EIA, and what typically comprised an HIA. She concluded that, although HIAs were usually conducted when there was a health concern, EIA legislation rarely required such assessments, so there were no guidelines to assist government reviewers in decision-making. Neither were there guidelines to determine the factors or indicators that should be included in HIAs, or the methods by which they should be made. Apart from these limitations, Davies (54) noted some common themes.

- HIAs were most likely to be done when the proposed development was near human settlements; southern urban centres were more likely than northern rural or remote areas to have HIAs completed.
- Developments with longer estimated lifetimes were more likely to have HIAs completed than those with relatively short estimated lifetimes; for example, oil and gas explorations planned to last 100–150 days were not likely to be assessed.
- The nature of the project was likely to be the strongest determinant of whether an HIA would be completed; if perceived or actual health impacts were likely, so was an HIA.
Further, Davies noted several barriers to the consideration of health in EIA, including: a shortage of knowledgeable health professionals familiar with EIA, inadequate communication between different departments and levels of government, and insufficient or conflicting scientific literature. Despite the limitations of the EIA approach to HIA, much of the current expertise in Canada rests within the environmental health sector.

**Health risk assessment**
Risk is a reality of everyday life. Determining how risks affect health and the quality of life is a central mandate of governments (55–58). In this vein, health risk research, with a focus on disease prevention, is important for the development of rational and cost-effective health and regulatory policies (59,60). Health risk assessment has been defined as “the qualitative or quantitative estimation of the likelihood of adverse effects from exposure to specified health hazards or from the absence of beneficial influences” (58). Typically, health risk assessment involves four main steps: hazard identification, hazard characterization, exposure assessment and risk characterization.

Considerable progress has been made in integrating risk-related concerns into mainstream government policies and planning (61). Progress has been much more rapid in EIA than in HIA, even though the rationale for environmental improvement is often ultimately related to human health and wellbeing (62). Nevertheless, there remains considerable debate on risk assessment practices for estimating the impact of policies or programmes, rather than proposed projects (63). Implicit in all risk assessment schemes is the need to extrapolate from high-exposure studies to low-exposure situations and from known to probable risks. Many schemes accommodate such uncertainty by incorporating arbitrary safety factors or other default approaches. Such factors are most often not experimentally derived, so they may over- or underestimate actual risks. Analogous procedures to estimate health impact have not been developed.

HIA can be distinguished from risk-related assessment in a number of ways. First, such assessment is most often concerned with minimizing the negative or harmful impact of specific activities on health, either directly or indirectly, as through environmental protection efforts. At best, many risk control efforts seek first to do no harm. In contrast, HIA is more concerned with maximizing the potential benefit to be gained from a given policy or programme.

Risk-related assessment is often tied to discrete projects, developments or activities (56,57), while HIA may be associated with broader government initiatives. The scope of such policies or programmes makes it difficult to calculate the risk or benefit that can be directly linked to specific interventions (64). Finally, work for risk reduction or control is often driven by efforts to improve the fairness of reimbursement or to provide risk-related adjustments for monitoring the outcomes of care. Given its focus on population health, rather than on health care, HIA cannot be driven by a bottom-line mentality that seeks first or only to reduce the costs of care.
Local environmental health programmes in Europe and North America face several related challenges. These include the need to demonstrate their effectiveness in improving the health status of the community they serve (65, 66). Using traditional health status measures to evaluate the impact of local environmental health programmes has serious limitations, including the long lag between many hazardous environmental exposures and ill health, and the lack of response to programme interventions of many environment-related diseases (37).

In the face of these challenges, many Canadian authorities have attempted to develop models and delivery systems to meet environmental health objectives. In Alberta, a systematic framework was constructed to develop objectives for use by local environmental health programmes (66). The Alberta framework involved the sequential development of process and structure objectives for health status and risk reduction. The intent was that local environmental health programmes would adapt a comprehensive provincial package of objectives to their own circumstances, and use the package to direct and monitor the effectiveness of their activities.

There is growing recognition that accurate and reliable exposure-related information is essential for informed decisions about protecting and promoting public health (67). Approaches for undertaking exposure surveillance such as the National Human Exposure Assessment Survey (NHEXAS) in the United States have been suggested. NHEXAS has three purposes:

1. to establish a core set of approaches, methods and data;
2. to develop a strong and direct connection between science and policy decisions about assessment, management and communication of health risks; and
3. to create a connected group of researchers and regulators.

An information management tool was presented for the Assessment Protocol for Excellence in Public Health (68): a software package (CDC-AIM) that could also be used to help provincial and local health departments work with communities to establish health programmes based on mortality, morbidity and risk factor data. McDonald et al. (69) discussed the process used to develop an environmental health addendum to the Assessment Protocol. The addendum included environmental exposure indicators as well as health status indicators. Similarly, strategies such as Oregon’s Public Health Improvement Plan (70) defined specific standards for risk reduction, outcomes for improved health and performance measures for assuring accountability.

Finally, a presidential and congressional commission in the United States provided a new framework for risk assessment and risk management in regulatory decision-making (71). Although this approach was limited in its focus on environmental issues and related regulatory processes, it provided a highly useful discussion of more general issues related to HIA. More important, the commission’s process and framework highlighted the need for a collaborative,
participatory to approach to the framing and implementation of impact assessments.

**Status of HIA in Canada**

We discuss the Canadian experience as an example of the development of HIA. The application of HIA was highly variable across provinces, using no single process or model. Most of the provinces developed their own unique approaches, paying little or no attention to the others’ initiatives. Some linked HIA to cabinet submissions and the policy development process; others coupled it with provincial health goals, and several considered it in the context of EIA. The following summarizes the situations in provinces.

In British Columbia, ministries required an HIA as part of the cabinet submission process. All proposed policies, regardless of the ministry of origin, must be reviewed for potential impact upon the health of British Columbians. HIA tools and guidelines were developed for policy-makers and programme developers. The tools were adjusted to converge with recently developed health goals.

Alberta linked HIA to healthy public policy, sustainable development and provincial health goals. *The rainbow report* (72) recommended that policies be reviewed and legislation, regulations and procedures introduced to ensure that the health of Albertans was given full and equal consideration in matters of economic development, diversification and job creation, and in determining the impact of environmental policies. Another report (73) outlined nine broad health goals and related objectives and strategies for improvement. The goals supported decision-making for resource investment in health.

*Working together toward wellness* (74) proposed a strategy for health reform that included a vision, principles and goals for wellness in Saskatchewan. Population health goals and measurable objectives were established. The Provincial Health Council recommended the adoption of an HIA process and tool to assist policy-makers in decision-making on health care. Applying HIA to proposed policies ensured that the Government’s policies and programmes contributed to the ideals captured by the health goals for Saskatchewan.

The Manitoba action plan (33) outlines a strategy for health that includes a comprehensive system of health measurement within a framework of healthy public policy. A set of shared goals and objectives was developed to track the health status of Manitobans. All government programmes are being reviewed for their contribution to health, and every major action and policy of the Government is evaluated for its implications for people’s health.

In Ontario, a process begun in 1987 led to the definition of five broad health goals in 1989 (75). From 1991 to 1993, working groups of invited experts developed objectives and targets for each of the health goals. The objectives and targets were used to evaluate provincial health reform initiatives. In terms of HIA, the goals and targets influenced the direction and development process of policy in the province.
The policy in Quebec (76) outlined five general goals and ten specific objectives (related to four life-cycle stages) for health improvement. The goals were developed through a process in alignment with that described in the 1979 report of the US Surgeon General on health promotion and disease prevention (42). The regions of Quebec were expected to translate provincial goals into regional plans, with an emphasis on health needs of citizens versus health services and resources.

The New Brunswick health strategy (77) defined health goals for the province and encouraged ministries, health care providers, community groups and consumers to transform the goals into objectives, targets and action strategies. A parallel initiative for the public health service (78) established goals by priority areas as a means to track and monitor people’s health.

Health goals were developed as part of the comprehensive health policy of Nova Scotia. A discussion paper (79) presented health goals as a means to guide planning and policy decisions for improved health of Nova Scotians. As recommended by the Royal Commission on Health Care (80), all initiatives proposed by the Government were considered for their impact on the health of Nova Scotians.

Newfoundland integrated HIA with community health. Communities assessed the potential impact of government policies against defining community characteristics, including: population groups, employment, economic conditions, social support, health services, basic services (for water, waste disposal, transportation and housing) and community resources (such as consumer organizations, voluntary organizations and clubs). Newfoundland also developed health goals as part of its provincial strategy for health (81).

In Prince Edward Island, a health policy council, comprising community and professional representatives, was responsible for the development and monitoring of measurable health goals and objectives for the province. It developed a set of five broad goals to track and monitor people’s health status.

Further, Canadian territories are setting goals. A Northwest Territories document outlined priority areas for health and supported the development of goals and objectives. Two earlier initiatives in the Yukon Territory, the Health status report (82) and the Yukon health promotion survey, served as the basis for goal development.

Measuring the impact of public policy: what is needed?

Health indicators

In a review of healthy public policy, Pederson et al. (83) identified a need for health indicators that could clarify the relationship between healthy public policy and health status. They stressed the significance of conspicuous indicators such as morbidity and mortality rates, as well as measures of health and wellbeing, which are more difficult to quantify. Most important, they claimed that indicators of events that are not always identified as health related but are
causally linked to health, must be developed for policy and programme analysis. To this end, the recommendations of the 2nd International Conference on Health Promotion, in Adelaide, South Australia (19) called for the development of health information systems.

Relating this recommendation to HIA, we see such systems as useful in providing performance measures to be associated with health impact measures available from existing vital statistics systems, discharge records and billing systems for medical care, pharmacy record systems, tumour and other registers, and periodic population surveys. Indicators of the determinants of health can and should be used as benchmarks of progress towards improving health, but they cannot be taken as equivalent to health impact without stretching the definition of health beyond the credibility and tolerance of other sectors.

In 1984, the international Beyond Health Care Conference, on healthy public policy, was held in Toronto. Afterwards, a one-day workshop, called Healthy Toronto 2000, was held to examine how the broad themes of healthy public policy could be applied at the municipal level. So began the Healthy Cities movement in Canada (29,84), where the Canadian Healthy Communities Project aimed to ensure that health was a “primary factor in political, social and economic decision making” at the municipal level (84).

The Project had great promise, but a short life. Manson-Singer (84) gave many reasons for its failure, including inexperience, lack of resources, definitional problems, competition with other social movements and poor relationships with funding agencies. The problem most relevant to this discussion was the difficulty of arriving at a suitable definition of healthy communities. This problem parallels our caveats about defining health too broadly. In making a broad definition, the Project steering committee believed it was being inclusive, but people at the municipal level were concerned that the federal Government was passing on its constitutional responsibility for health to municipalities, and those providing federal health funding had difficulty justifying or defending the broad definitions as focusing sufficiently on health.

Rootman (85) examined whether indicators were required within the Project. His observations seem relevant to the broader notion of HIs of all public policy and the search for appropriate indicators. First, he asked how one could know what indicators mean in the absence of a conceptual framework or theory to locate and explain them. Then he pointed to some methodological issues in identifying and developing appropriate indicators.

- Indicators are not currently available for the positive dimensions of health (those other than reductions in morbidity and mortality).
- It is difficult to develop holistic measures that combine objective and subjective dimensions of health.
- It is unclear how one would capture the contextual factors related to health status, and no indicators are targeted at the community level; they are based on the aggregation of individual measures.
The Healthy Communities strategy was played out in many communities in British Columbia, which created their own vision of a healthy community, developed community profiles that highlighted both needs and strengths, and forged coalitions and partnerships committed to improving the health of citizens. The British Columbia health ministry encouraged communities to develop indicators as a means to define and track progress towards improved health for people and communities. Using indicators to measure community health is a means by which communities can influence decision-makers and participate in the planning of programmes and development of policies that affect them (35–37).

Debate on the selection of suitable indicators has most often taken place within the forum of the Healthy Cities movement. Even there, knowledgeable and dedicated people seemed to be unable to develop an agreed set of indicators. The WHO Healthy Cities project sponsored a meeting in March 1987 to achieve consensus on what could and should be measured (86). The selection criteria chosen required indicators to be: relatively simple to collect and use; sensitive to short-term change; capable of analysis at the small-area level; related to health, the WHO policy for health for all, health promotion and the Healthy Cities project; able to carry social and political punch; limited to about 30 in number; concerned with all aspects of city life; and both subjective and objective (87).

In response to the meeting, a guide to assessing project cities (87) was developed. As O’Neill (86) noted, however, the plan could not be carried out because of its massive size; it included knowing everything from the geography of a city (including its topography, climate, natural resources, biological ecosystem and “urban form”) to its history, demography, political structure (including jurisdiction and governance), economy, social issues and the influence of religion and the churches. This appears to be another instance of mixing performance indicators and background data with the need for health impact indicators. At a subsequent meeting on Healthy Cities evaluation, none of the reports presented offered concrete indicators for HIA (88).

The Healthy Cities and Shires Project in Australia, like the WHO Healthy Cities project, is a means to achieve health for all. Under the Australian Project, municipal governments develop a vision for their cities, identify needs, set priorities, define measurable health goals and targets, and monitor and evaluate progress towards them. In 1993, the Project was pilot-tested in three cities in the state of Queensland (89).

The WHO European Healthy Cities project seems to have altered its approach, acknowledging the pitfalls of seeking uniform or systematized indicators (see Chapter 14). Attempts made in other places, and reviewed by O’Neill and Cardinal (90,91), seem to have led to the same conclusion. There is no simple and uniform way to assess cities’ health.

The mayors of Canada’s 14 largest municipalities recommended that a quality-of-life index be developed to assess the effects of federal and provincial spending cuts on the liveability of cities. The proposed index would con-
sider such factors as the proportion of people living under the poverty line, the numbers on welfare, food bank usage and the types of community services offered (92). This mix of impact indicators did not include morbidity, disability or mortality, but it would amount to a combination of determinants and consequences of changes in health.

**Determinants of health**

As described earlier, the Lalonde report (40) introduced Laframboise’s health field concept (39) in the first major policy document seeking to reorient the emphasis of government health policy from medical care to three other major determinants of health: lifestyle, the environment and human biology. The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (93), building on the work of others who provided evidence for the importance of the other determinants of health relative to medical care (94–99), separated the environment into social and physical components, and human biology into genetic endowment as a primary determinant, and biological response to the environmental and genetic determinants as part of individual response, along with behavioural response as a secondary or more proximal determinant of health. The Institute further separated health into health and function, disease as immediate effects of these determinants, and wellbeing as a longer-term or secondary effect.

With more direct relevance to HIA, the Institute’s formulation of population health determinants clearly disaggregates the concept of health. In search of more practical alternatives to “the all-encompassing definition of WHO, almost a Platonic ideal of ‘the good’”, Evans & Stoddardt (49) separated biological responses (which could be equated with physiological risk factors) from functional limitations, and health as capacity, from illness or disease and from wellbeing. They concluded that (49):

> There are no sharply drawn boundaries between the various concepts of health in such a continuum, but that does not prevent us from recognizing their differences. Different concepts are neither right nor wrong; they simply have different purposes and fields of application.

Whatever the level of the definition of health employed, however, it should be distinguished from the question of the determinants of (that definition of) health.

These important distinctions by the progenitors of the population health model driving the current interest in HIA supports our conclusion that health impact must be assessed on the basis of measurable outcomes on this continuum of health and cannot be equated with impact on determinants or the presumed consequences of health (such as medical care and wellbeing, respectively).

**Assessing the policy environment**

In addition to the development of indicators to assess the health impact of policies, Pederson et al. (83) called for the development of specific indicators to
measure the presence of healthy public policy. In this way, researchers could
track the various phases of policy-making, including: the identification of so-
cial organizations and institutions involved, the identification of processes and
outcomes, a description of policy directions and an analysis of past, present,
and future trends. This suggestion is consistent with the report of the Adelaide
Conference (100), which recommended facilitating healthy public policy
through analyses of physical, social and economic factors, and political prior-
ities and commitment. These analyses are important indicators of determinants
and performance, but they cannot stand alone as HIA.

**Health objectives, goals and targets as a strategy for HIA**

One way to avoid the pitfalls associated with the adoption of expanded defini-
tions of health and the confusion of determinants and outcomes is to articulate
a health strategy or, more specifically, to specify health goals and objectives
for a country and/or regions. This provides a framework for identifying rele-
vant indicators or outcomes for the HIA process. While general policy direc-
tions are important, the setting of measurable objectives, with deadlines, is an
important motivator for action. Such objectives obviate the need to assess the
effectiveness of previous actions and the feasibility of future proposals (101).
In the absence of achievable objectives and targets for health, agreed on as
policy, the relative potential health impact of other proposed policies can be
argued endlessly. Goals and objectives provide the essential yardstick for
assessment.

**Goals and objectives in Canada**

Although Canadian provinces have developed or are developing health goals,
national goals have been elusive. Pinder (39) showed that different stakehold-
ers have called in publications and speeches for the setting of national goals
(40,102–105).

At the national level, objective setting has been limited to priority areas
such as tobacco and drug use, child health and injury control. For example, a
symposium was held in May 1991 to establish a national strategy and to at-
tempt to establish national objectives for injury prevention, based on the
framework of the Healthy People initiative in the United States (106). The
symposium brought together representatives of government, public interest
groups, professional associations, academia, standard-setting organizations,
workers, employers, injury survivors and the general public, who developed
injury control objectives for Canada in four settings: home and community, oc-
cupational health and safety, sport and recreation, and transport. A fifth group
was convened to examine the feasibility of setting objectives related to violent
and abusive behaviour. Setting injury control objectives is one of the few ex-
amples of a Canadian approach to setting targets by health priority area (55).

Another notable example of national goal setting in Canada is *The
national strategy to reduce tobacco use* (107), whose goals are to help
nonsmokers to avoid tobacco use (prevention), to help smokers quit (cessation) and to protect the health and rights of nonsmokers (protection). The strategy outlines seven strategic directions to meet these goals, including legislation, access to information, availability of services and programmes, support for citizen action, message promotion, research and intersectoral policy coordination. The strategy is a collaborative initiative between the federal and provincial/territorial governments and various national health organizations, including the Canadian Council on Smoking and Health, the Lung Association, the Heart and Stroke Foundation and the Canadian Public Health Association.

Similarly, national goals have been developed for cardiovascular diseases in Canada. The Canadian Heart Health Initiative (see Chapter 20) links the federal health authority with all ten provincial/territorial health ministries and with communities where demonstration projects are conducted (108). There is a national network of initiatives, characterized by shared responsibility among government jurisdictions. The national jurisdiction is responsible for technical support, the establishment of a national database on heart health risk factors and the provision of matching research funds for surveys and demonstration projects. Provincial governments are responsible for conducting baseline surveys of risk factors, developing action plans, and implementing and evaluating community-based demonstration projects.

The management-by-objectives approach to planning has been practised with increasing regularity across countries, and under WHO auspices and encouragement. The essential logic of this approach is that goals, objectives and targets can be specified with levels of achievement and deadlines projected from a current or recent starting point. This provides a clear road map for a policy or programme, indicating its expected pace of progress and health outcomes. A health objective takes the form of a single sentence that states who (usually expressed as a population group) will achieve how much (usually expressed as a morbidity or mortality rate or percentage target) of what change (usually expressed as the health problem or need) by when (usually expressed as a year within a ten-year time frame).

The process of developing health goals, objectives and targets will determine the extent of their support from various levels of government, sectors and organizations. The wider the participation in developing and ratifying the objectives, the greater can be the acceptance and active dedication of resources to their achievement by potential organizational partners at all levels in all relevant sectors.

**Healthy People initiative in the United States**
The most systematic and sustained process of HIA by a government in guiding health promotion and disease prevention policy has been the planning-by-objectives process that the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion of the US Department of Health and Human Services has led since 1979. As a contribution to national and state health policy and programmes
in the United States, it is monumental among the federal Government’s efforts. Its contribution to the changes in the population’s health status can be debated, because so much else has happened in this period, but the 1995 review and revision reported measurable and undeniable progress (106). Setting goals, objectives and targets as a strategy for HIA is the cornerstone of the Healthy People initiative. New goals and objectives for 2010 were launched in January 2000 (http://www.health.gov/healthypeople, accessed 21 February 2001).

How much credit can work on planning, policy-making, and programme and data development take for progress in reducing morbidity, disability and mortality? How much of the progress can be attributed to improved planning and policies at the national level, and how much to the secondary influence of improved planning and policies at the state and local levels? These questions will be debated for decades to come. At the very least, these debates can use the history documented by the midcourse reviews of 1985 and 1995 (106). They are unsurpassed in rich detail on the historical linkages between policies, goals, objectives, programmes and services for health promotion and disease prevention, and the consequent risk reductions for the population and improvements in environmental and health outcomes.

The Healthy People initiative directly influenced or provided a model for action at the state and local levels, and in other countries. The diffusion effect from the national level in the United States stands out in some of the volumes documenting the Healthy People initiative (109,110). One of the objectives for the year 2000, for example, was to increase to at least 90% the proportion of people served by a local health department carrying out the core functions of public health. The bottom-up influence from local and state constituencies in formulating the Healthy People 2000 objectives was impressive. The ripple effect outward to other countries counts as an additional, international contribution.

The success of the Healthy People initiative suggests some lessons for the content and particularly the development process of the documents that accompany a national initiative in HIA and policy. Central to the experience in the United States have been the work to build consensus, ensure wide-ranging consultation and build coalitions and, following each of these efforts, a willingness to revise and improve the objectives. The subtitle of the 1995 review (106) expresses the spirit and the substantive essence of the continuing process of needs assessment and planning by objectives: it is self-correcting and constantly improving in targeting efforts where they are needed most and demonstrating health impact.

**WHO and country initiatives**

The WHO policy for health for all, adopted in 1981, includes the setting of goals and targets. The WHO Regional Office for Europe issued a set of targets in 1985, updated them in 1991 and revised its policy for the year 2000 (24–26), based on broad consultation with and among European Member States.
Setting national goals for health has become a feature of the United Kingdom. In England, The health of the nation (111) selected five priority areas for action, set national objectives and targets in the priority areas, outlined the action needed to achieve the targets, proposed implementation strategies and offered a framework for continuing monitoring and review. In setting health targets, an estimate of future trends was combined with an assessment of the potential impact of interventions, programmes or policies on the health of the population. Consequences for health were integrated into the policy formulation process. National goals and targets in England have been translated into regional and local goals, targets and action plans. Similar initiatives have been completed or are underway in Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

Australia published its first national goals and targets for population health in 1988 (112). Similarly to experience in the United States, goal setting at the national level in Australia influenced the development of goals and objectives for health promotion at the state level. Healthy Victorians 2000 (113) is an outgrowth of the Australian national strategy. It is a joint initiative between the Victorian Health Promotion Foundation and the Department of Health and Community Services, with the central aim of developing goals and targets for the population of Victoria. This is expected to increase the accountability if the health system and to improve the ability of decision-makers to assess the impact of programmes upon the health of its people. Four of the eight Australian states and territories have created health promotion foundations whose central function is to set state goals and targets to monitor and assess the impact of programmes on health.

Nutbeam and his colleagues at the University of Sydney (114) outlined the history and development of further goals and targets for the year 2000 and beyond in Australia, giving due credit to the model provided by the United States objectives. Reflecting on the Australian experience in setting national health goals and targets, Harris & Wise (115), ascribed its significant impact on health policy to its:

- focusing the attention of the health system on the outcomes that it achieved, rather than the services it provided;
- providing an information base against which progress could be measured;
- highlighting the differences between the health outcomes of different groups within the community; and
- providing a way of thinking about what needed to be done if the health of Australians was to be improved and health inequality reduced, including the integral importance of health literacy and skills, and health promoting environments.

The national strategy in Australia defined goals and targets for four priority areas, including heart disease, cancer, mental health and injury. Strategies to achieve targets have been developed at the state and territorial level, and encompass all aspects of care, including health promotion and disease preven-
tion, early intervention, treatment, rehabilitation, extended care and research. States and territories establish standards and systems for best practice and performance monitoring that facilitate regular reporting to the national Government. The framework for goals and targets was incorporated into the 1992 Medicare Agreement, which determines the health funding arrangements between the Commonwealth of Australia and the states and territories, and requires all states to participate in the goal-setting process.

The New Zealand experience presents a contrasting history in terms of the staying power of health policy and objectives promulgated at the national level (116). The New Zealand Health Charter and model contract made area health boards accountable to the national Government for achieving objectives to justify their budgets. The United States and Australian approaches have been less directive, giving states and communities autonomy in deciding whether to adopt or adapt the national objectives in their own policies and plans. With the change in government in 1990, New Zealand abandoned the goals and targets; in contrast, the Healthy People process and objectives in the United States have been carried out through four presidents and six secretaries of health and human services without changing course. Although the White House made some notable modifications of the draft objectives for Healthy People 2000, each Government has honoured the process and the goals and targets.

**Conclusion**

Throughout the world, health reform is occurring at an unprecedented rate, and in an evolving context shaped by large-scale social trends that include greater demand for community control, diminishing resources, an aging population and recognition that health care delivery alone does not bring about health. We believe that such reform should not proceed in the absence of a conceptual or organizing framework that provides the requisite signposts: at a minimum, population health goals. Such goals ought to be operationalized in concrete, measurable objectives.

HIA offers an innovative approach to ensuring that governments’ programme and policy initiatives align or are congruent with agreed health goals. It suggests that policies and programmes, regardless of the sectors from which they originate, should be assessed for their influence on health and the quality of life. Setting national health objectives and targets, and conducting HIAs in relation to them, requires the involvement of all sectors of government. The ideal role of the health sector is not only to take action but also to influence, enable and mediate partnerships for intersectoral collaboration.
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Social capital: evaluation implications for community health promotion

Marshall W. Kreuter, Nicole A. Lezin, Laura Young and Adam N. Koplan

Introduction
The terms community and community-based have become virtual shorthand for a number of basic tenets of health promotion. Grounded in principles of collaboration and participation, community-based health promotion places primary emphasis on the health of populations and, in so doing, implicitly acknowledges that the physical and social infrastructure of daily life strongly influences individual health behaviour (1). Even the most casual examination of the health issues so often addressed by a community-based approach – such as infant mortality rates, HIV infection, and smoking and unplanned pregnancy in teenagers – quickly reveals the complexity of and connections between health problems and their social determinants – poverty, housing, and education – which tend to cluster by neighbourhood or community (2,3).

Community health promotion: the conundrum of mixed results
Research providing evidence that community-based health promotion programmes can yield positive effects supports their compelling philosophical and intuitive appeal (4–10). Accounts of intervention strategies applied in these

5 We gratefully acknowledge the contributions of colleagues who reviewed drafts of this chapter and struggled with us to make potential measures of social capital more concrete and measurable. We are indebted to: Beth Baker, St Louis University School of Public Health, United States; David Cotton, Macro International, United States; Robert Goodman, Wake Forest University, United States; Larry Green, University of British Columbia, Canada; Pamela Gillies and Moira Kelly, HEA, United Kingdom; Donna Higgins and David McQueen, CDC, United States; Richard Levinson, Emory University, United States; Irving Rootman, University of Toronto, Canada; and Gerry Veenstra, McMaster University, Canada. We also thank Nathan Jones and Lisa Powell, Health 2000 Inc., United States, for their diligent efforts in tracking down existing social capital indicators and references.
studies also support the assumption that much is known about the theory, process and methods required to implement community-based health promotion programmes that work (11). We use the phrase *programmes that work* rather than *efficacy*, because in public health parlance the latter implies a precise level of outcome that is often unrealistic for community-based interventions. In spite of this evidence, however, findings from research aimed at assessing the effectiveness of community-based health promotion are mixed and somewhat equivocal, even when appropriate standards for planning and implementation have been applied (12,13). A community-based health promotion strategy meets such standards when it:

1. adheres to sound theories of community engagement and participation;
2. employs methods that are grounded in sound theory and have been shown effective in similar settings;
3. addresses the sociopolitical system, as well as environmental and behavioural forces that influence health;
4. is managed by capable, competent staff;
5. has adequate financial, administrative and organizational support; and
6. is deemed appropriate for the problem, circumstances and audience in question.

**The measurement challenge**
One possible explanation for this inconsistency may lie in the complexity of the measurement challenge. Measuring the effectiveness of community-based health promotion has been widely debated in the literature. Several authors (14–16) provide thoughtful commentary. McKinley (17) has argued that much greater consideration needs to be given to the matter of the appropriateness of health promotion research methodology:

> The appropriateness of any research methodology, to the extent that it is important, is a function of the phenomenon under study, its magnitude, the setting, the current state of theory and knowledge, the availability of valid measurement tools, and the appropriate uses of the information to be gathered. The utility of any methodological approach is, in large part, a function of the load you are asking it to carry, and who it’s being delivered to.

The issue of appropriateness often surfaces in discussions about the designs used for assessing the effectiveness of community-based health promotion. For example, while the randomized clinical trial has been the gold standard for determining the effectiveness of public health interventions, several scholars, including Pearce (18), have questioned its application in ecological community studies (see also chapters 1, 10 and 11):

> ... the randomized clinical trial may be an appropriate paradigm in many epidemiologic studies of specific risk factors, but it often is inappropriate in studies
that require a consideration of the historical and social context. The danger is that attempting to eliminate the influence of all other causes of diseases – in an attempt to control confounding – strips away the essential historical and social context, as well as the multiple moderating influences that constitute true causation. Thus, the tendency to only study factors that fit the clinical trial paradigm should be resisted, and appropriate study designs should be chosen (or developed) to fit the public health question that is being addressed.

Mediating factors
Clearly, academics and practitioners should give priority to reaching some consensus on what constitutes an appropriate and coherent methodology for assessing the impact and effectiveness of community-based health promotion strategies. Unlike vaccines, which are developed to act on biological properties that are predictable and consistent, community-based health promotion interventions are expected to have an effect in spite of the dynamic social, cultural, and political factors that are idiosyncratic to that community. Strong social, cultural and political forces operate within but vary between communities. As discussed in Chapter 1, the failure to take account of social and political context is a major factor in making community health interventions particularly difficult to evaluate.

Thus, another possible explanation for the lack of reported effectiveness of community-based health promotion may lie in the inherent, often hidden complexities of community life. In reviewing 20 years’ experience of community-based cardiovascular disease prevention in Finland, Puska and his colleagues (19,20) concluded that even programmes employing the best methods and practices, and managed by the most capable practitioners, face substantial resistance in the absence of community participation and collaboration. The notion that the willingness and capacity to collaborate may mediate the effectiveness of a health promotion programme is supported by studies investigating community competence (21), community readiness (22,23), empowerment (24) and participatory research (25).

Purpose and assumptions
The theory of social capital suggests that levels of trust, civic participation and organizational cooperation mediate collective action requiring collaborative effort. Since such participation and cooperation are key aspects of community health promotion programmes, it seems appropriate to ask whether variations in the levels of social capital mediate the effects of these programmes. Addressing this question requires the asking of three prior questions.

1. Can social capital be feasibly measured at the community level?
2. If so, is there any evidence that variance in levels of social capital is associated with the effectiveness of health promotion programmes?
3. If social capital can be measured and is found to be associated with health promotion effectiveness, can it be created or modified?
This chapter raises and discusses some of the salient challenges that researchers and evaluators are likely to address as they pursue answers to these questions.

**Social capital: an overview**

**The concept**

In the context of community-based health promotion, *social capital* refers to those specific processes among people and organizations, working collaboratively in an atmosphere of trust, that lead to accomplishing a goal of mutual social benefit. This interpretation incorporates James Coleman’s emphasis on social relations within and among organizations and structures that people build themselves (26). It also highlights Robert Putnam’s notion of mutual interest (27). Social capital does not refer to individuals, the implements of production or the physical infrastructure, but is a relational term that connotes interaction among people through systems that enhance and support that interaction.

In the United States, social capital has recently been catapulted from its somewhat obscure academic origins to much broader discussion and dissent in the mainstream media, notably through the popular interpretation of Putnam’s research on the evolutionary patterns of local government in Italy (28) and his related inquiry in the United States. Over two decades, Putnam studied the performance of regional governments in Italy and, not surprisingly, discovered that some performed better than others. More importantly, Putnam concluded that the regions with superior governance had more social capital, as manifested by citizens’ public spirit, higher levels of civic engagement and tendency to form collaborative, often non-political, associations. Putnam also suggested that the core elements of social capital – trust and cooperation – could develop over time from the repeated interaction of people involved in long-term relationships that are supported by community institutions. As such, these core elements are learned behaviour.

Coleman, generally recognized as the scholar who formally introduced the term into social theory, argued that social capital has the potential to produce a stronger social fabric because it builds bonds of information, trust and solidarity between people, most often as by-products of other activities (29). Trust is an especially salient factor in virtually all conceptualizations of social capital. Figuratively speaking, one can see trust in the making of a judgement that a particular event will occur, when relationships with others could put that event at risk. A statement such as “I feel safe in this neighbourhood because I know the people here and have a good relationship with them” is an example of trust.

As a construct of social capital, especially in the context of community health promotion, the perception of trust should be assessed at the level of institutions and organizations, as well as individuals. For example, selecting and buying food are easier when people trust the private and public institutions
responsible for food safety. Outbreaks of foodborne disease or the erosion of confidence in government, however, can compromise that trust.

Robert Wuthnow at Princeton University (personal communication, July 1998) describes trust as fundamental to the effectiveness of democratic societies in so far as the fate of those societies lies in the hands of the people. He points out that conditional levels of trust are more consistent with most theories of democracy than overly optimistic, blind, universal ideals of trust that may encourage faith in totalitarian leaders and not ensure the operation of effective checks and balances. These subtleties increase the complexity of the challenge to measure trust.

Putnam’s assertion that key elements of social capital are learned behaviour provides hope that social capital can be created. According to Coleman, however, increases in social capital do not come easily. Paradoxically, the property that distinguishes social capital from other forms of capital – a commitment to public good – may act as a barrier for some. Because social capital implicitly constitutes an investment, Coleman notes that many individual actors (as either individuals or members of organizations) who invest in the betterment of the whole community personally capture only a small portion of the benefits. For some, the realization of this fact can lead to underinvestment in social capital (30). Scholars generally agree that social capital increases when people spend it – the more they use, the more they produce (31). In this sense, social capital functions much as wisely invested financial capital does – by generating further production.

The production of social capital appears to be related to reciprocity: the act of making arrangements, establishing relations or initiating exchanges for the purpose of cooperation or some form of sharing. According to Taylor (32), reciprocity is:

usually characterized by a combination of short-term altruism and long-term self interest: I help you now in the (possibly vague, uncertain and uncalculating) expectation that you will help me out in the future.

Reciprocity is made up of a series of acts, each of which is short-run altruistic (benefitting others at a cost to the altruist) but which together typically make every participant better off.

The notion of reciprocity is especially relevant to the interactions and exchanges among the multiple organizations that are inevitably called on to cooperate for the promotion of public policy and programmes to address such tasks as preventing alcohol and drug use, injuries and teenage pregnancy, and ensuring immunization and child safety and welfare.

**Popularization of social capital**

In the United States, Putnam’s application of social capital to contemporary life triggered mainstream attention to the concept and, in its wake, criticism of his methods and conclusions. In Putnam’s original work on regional differences in
Italian political and civic life, his central thesis was that “good government in Italy is a by-product of singing groups and soccer clubs” (28). Turning his attention to the United States, Putnam suggested that citizens’ participation in such groups had declined, and that the civic and political fabric had suffered as a result. This thesis has yielded three main areas of disagreement:

1. a methodological disagreement that Putnam’s measures do not accurately reflect social capital;
2. a related disagreement with his conclusion that social capital is in decline; and
3. a sense that, whether or not social capital is in decline, little can be done about it.

The article that moved social capital from academia to People magazine was called “Bowling alone” (33). Its title and that of the book developing its theme (34) are derived from Putnam’s observation that, although the number of individual bowlers in the United States rose by 10% between 1980 and 1993, league bowling (bowling in groups) declined by 40%. Putnam also offered a number of other measures to bolster the argument that an increasingly atomized, isolated public was retreating from the civic social bonds that fueled “the vibrancy of American civil society” and its participatory democratic traditions. These include declines in voter turnout, church attendance, membership in everything from unions to volunteer organizations, and overall trust in government.

Critics have asserted that these measures do not reflect a true picture of civic connections. Bowling alone instead of in a league, for example, does not necessarily imply that solitary bowlers fill the bowling alleys. Instead, bowling continues as a more informal social event; people still bowl in groups, but the sport perhaps takes a back seat to general camaraderie. Further, while membership has decreased in the organizations Putnam cites, it has increased dramatically in others (such as young people’s soccer teams) (35).

Some critics have also protested that all types of membership should not be counted equally. For example, trust and collaboration related to governance may be more likely (or more profound) by-products for organizations devoted to solving some type of community problem, such as substance abuse coalitions, rather than more social or recreational groups (36).

In addition, membership alone may not reflect the intensity of civic activity. For example, some individuals’ church membership may in fact reflect a high degree and variety of voluntarism through a variety of church-sponsored events (such as building houses through Habitat for Humanity), which are not reflected accurately in the single count of one individual’s church affiliation. Similarly, membership in associations does not necessarily translate into interaction that benefits the broader community. Extremist groups, for example, may exhibit high levels of social connectedness within their ranks, but their actions may be destructive to outsiders.
Measuring social capital in a public health context

The constructs or components of social capital (trust, civic participation, social engagement and reciprocity) have been independently measured in several health-related studies. For example, using selected data from the 1990 United States census and state-level population surveys to examine the relationships among income inequity, mortality and social capital, Kawachi et al. (37) concluded that income inequality leads to increased mortality through the reduction of social capital. An important implication of this study is its assertion that positive reserves of social connectedness – an ecological, health promoting force – can exist in communities where economic capital appears to be low or depleted.

Sampson et al. (38) studied the relationship between “collective efficacy” and evidence of violence in young people as measured by crime rates in multiple neighbourhoods of inner-city Chicago. They used two dimensions of social capital: trust and social engagement. They measured social engagement by asking neighbourhood residents to declare their willingness to intervene if they observed children in any of the following circumstances: not attending school, engaged in spray-painting graffiti on property, being disrespectful to an adult or fighting. The study revealed that neighbourhoods demonstrating higher levels of collective efficacy had the lowest levels of crime and violence.

In a study of over 600 children aged 2–5 years and their care givers (all of whom were participants in a longitudinal study of child abuse and neglect), Runyan et al. (39) found that only 13% of the children were classified as “doing well”, based on measures from the Battelle Developmental Inventory and the Child Behaviour Checklist. Their analysis revealed that the factors that best discriminated between a child who functioned well and those not doing well were: church attendance, mother’s perception of personal social support and support within the community.

Project Northland is a community-wide demonstration research project designed to be conducted in multiple school districts in Minnesota (40). Perry and her colleagues designed the Project to determine whether active coordination of a theoretically sound school curriculum, parental involvement and community task force support could affect young people’s alcohol consumption. Differences between the intervention and control districts after three years reveal that Project Northland was effective in reducing alcohol use. In an editorial independently critiquing Project Northland, Wechsler & Weitzman (41) called attention to the possible role of social capital – manifested by patterns of trust, mutual obligation and supportive informal and formal social networks – in this success. They hypothesize “that it is the accrual and expenditure of social capital through sharing responsibility, resources, and roles to achieve reductions in youth substance use that will, in the end, achieve sustained reductions in the extent of use and the progression to abuse” (41).

Higgins (42) conducted a study to determine how individual perceptions of social capital were associated with selected actions taken by low-income, vol-
unteer peer educators working in HIV prevention projects in Denver, Colorado and New York City. She found that those with high scores in social capital also had higher involvement in the community, were more apt to seek screening themselves and had enlarged their social networks through participation in the project. Interestingly, the study findings also provide some modest evidence that participation in a community-based intervention may itself further or foster social capital.

**Measurement caveats and clues**

The literature offers some important cautionary notes for those attempting to measure social capital at the community level. For example, some scholars have observed that the assessment of social capital runs the risk of being tautological – that is, identifying the success or failure of a given community *a posteriori* with the presence or absence of social capital. For example, Portes & Landolt (43) imply that Putnam was tautological in his comparisons of well governed communities in the north of Italy versus the poorly governed ones in the south:

In [Putnam’s] words “Civic communities value solidarity, civic participation and integrity, and here democracy works. At the other pole are uncivic regions like Calabria and Sicily, aptly characterized by the French term *incivisme*. The very concept of citizenship is stunted here.” If your town is “civic,” it does civic things; if it is “uncivic,” it does not.

Nevertheless, the literature offers some important clues on how to approach the task of ascertaining which constructs or indicators would provide a valid indication of the degree to which social capital is operational in a community. For example, Carr (44) suggests that social capital appears in three forms:

1. dense horizontal networks and associations of community involvement;
2. high levels of information about the trustworthiness of individuals involved in the networks; and
3. effective norms and sanctions (shared values) built up through past successes in collaboration to achieve common goals.

Goodman, in exploring ways to assess the capacity of communities to implement complex community-based programmes, has identified ten general domains for assessing community capacity. One is called “rich social networks” and is characterized by several factors, including (45):

- reciprocal links throughout the community network
- frequent supportive interactions
- the ability to form new associations
- trust and cooperation
• more horizontal than vertical ties and relationships
• cooperative decision-making processes
• the existence of similar network properties within and between organizations and groups.

Some community-level measures have been obtained from surveys that assess levels of intersectoral collaboration towards a common benefit and similar indicators under the rubric of civic engagement. For example, under contract from the California Center for Health Improvement, Louis Harris and Associates conducted 1338 telephone interviews with California residents aged 18 and older to determine how citizens want to lend their energies and apply their voting power toward improving the health of their communities (44). The survey addressed the following topics:

• ratings of communities as places to live, and possible improvements to them;
• views on the overall health of people in a community and ratings on a variety of factors that contribute to health and quality of life;
• community involvement, voluntary work and the experience gained from it, voting participation and attitudes to improving community health;
• attitudes towards the role of the mass media in community involvement;
• views on the power and control of state and local government; and
• ratings of local health organizations, businesses and employers.

Designing a measurement protocol for social capital
The pursuit of a valid community-level measure of social capital raises several formidable design and measurement challenges, many of which are familiar to evaluators of community interventions. This section describes the challenges we encountered in carrying out a pilot project to develop a valid process to assess social capital in small communities. Our general tasks included:

• determining the measurable constructs within the theory of social capital;
• addressing the question of community size;
• determining the appropriate units of measurement (individual and/or organizational);
• developing and applying a protocol to estimate existing levels of social capital, and selecting comparison sites;
• developing a protocol and instruments for a qualitative assessment to verify or reject estimated levels of social capital; and
• developing and administering a questionnaire on social capital to a random sample of residents in the two comparison sites.

Each is described below.
**Measurable constructs**

Constructs are the concepts that collectively provide a causal explanation or underlying theory. For example, “perceived susceptibility” is one of several constructs in the Health Belief Model (46) and “precontemplation” is a construct in the Stages of Change Model (47). To develop an instrument to measure social capital, we identified and defined four constructs: trust, civic involvement, social engagement and reciprocity.

Trust is the belief that an individual, group or organization can be relied on to act in a consistent, fair, rational and predictable manner – criteria that are of course shaped by the individual’s values and beliefs. As used here, trust is defined not as a general sentiment, but rather as a specific trust in something or someone, such as the government, family members or friends, the educational system, etc.

Civic involvement comprises participation in activities that directly or indirectly contribute to a community’s overall wellbeing. These include solitary activities such as voting or reading newspapers, as well as interactive activities such as joining organizations that have civic improvement agendas. An informed, active population that contributes time and effort to activities benefiting the entire community would reflect high levels of civic involvement or engagement. A related subcategory might be civic consciousness, expressed in activities that are altruistic and take account of the common good. Markers of civic consciousness would include cleaning up after one’s dog during walks in the neighbourhood or supporting recycling efforts.

Social engagement refers to the interactions that foster connections among community members or organizations. These connections include not only the organized groups that characterize many types of civic involvement but also informal connections that have no organized or defined purpose. Knowing or socializing with one’s neighbours is one example of social engagement.

Reciprocity refers to the expectation of a return on one’s investment: the faith that one’s good deeds will be returned in some form. The exchange of resources, good deeds or support need not be immediate or perfectly matched in order to be mutually satisfactory. In fact, a defined exchange may not occur. Indeed, reciprocity may not be an explicit motivator for a person’s generous actions. Rather, the expectation that such an exchange would occur if necessary is the important (and measurable) feature of reciprocity. This expectation can be based on one-time or repeated previous experience, or can be a by-product of trust – a belief that a specific individual or organization will act honourably.

**Community size**

Community health promotion practitioners are familiar with the problems of defining communities. The most natural definition relies on geographical boundaries – post codes, neighbourhoods, school districts and political precincts – that vary in size and homogeneity. In an extensive discourse defining the characteristics of community, Taylor (32) observes:
If community is characterized by shared values and beliefs, direct and many-sided relations, and the practice of reciprocity, then it is clear that communities must be relatively small and stable. In a large and changing mass of people, few relations between individuals can be direct or many-sided, and reciprocity cannot flourish on a wide scale, since its continuation for any length of time requires some actual reciprocation, which in turn requires stable relations with known individuals.

Taylor seems to be saying that, if smaller is not better, it is certainly more feasible. Since feasibility was a key factor in this exploratory pilot study, we sought to work with smaller communities with populations of about 20 000.

Units of measurement
Social capital’s definition carries within it one of the methodological hurdles for evaluation: the processes among individuals that foster mutual benefit. From an evaluation perspective, this opens a Pandora’s box of measurement problems. For example, at what point does individual action yield a measurable outcome at the community level? How do these two measures interact? What is the role of institutions and social networks in generating social capital? From a community health standpoint, each of these – individuals, communities, institutions and social networks – is important to the success of health promotion efforts. As the literature in social capital emphasizes the dual importance of individual and organizational perceptions of social capital, we concluded that exploring measurement strategies for both domains was critical.

Estimating existing levels of social capital
To estimate existing levels of social capital within potential target communities, we tested the following procedure as part of this protocol. We contacted senior officials in a Midwestern health department, and they agreed to be participants and facilitators in the study. They reviewed the theory of social capital and its operational constructs, and were then asked to designate communities that were either high or low in social capital. When the matter of common demographic characteristics was taken into account, two communities were left in the cluster with high social capital, and four remained in the low cluster. We considered this judgement to represent what we call prima facie social capital. The local health officers in each of the remaining six communities were asked to ascertain their communities’ willingness to participate in a research project to measure social capital. All agreed. Ultimately two communities with similar demographic characteristics were chosen, one with high and one with low prima facie social capital.

Verifying the estimates
In an effort to confirm the prima facie estimate of social capital, we triangulated data from three sources: structured interviews with key informants and leaders in each community, structured interviews with ten county cooperative
extension agents (people employed by a county to provide grassroots technical assistance to local organizations and businesses on agricultural, business and health matters), who served as external observers, and a content analysis assessing the constructs of social capital reported in selected newspapers in the two communities.

We conducted face-to-face, structured interviews with 25 stakeholders in each community. Identified by the directors of the local health departments, the stakeholders were people recognized as community leaders representing the following sectors: business, health, news media, religion, social and health services (private, public and voluntary) and local government. The Appendix lists the general questions used. In addition, most of the questions in the structured interview guide were also asked of five cooperative extension agents from the two counties in which the communities were located.

The content analysis was purely quantitative. Front-page and editorial articles were read and coded according to the presence or absence of mentions of the four social capital constructs and code counts were generated for each construct in each paper.

We analysed the data generated from these three assessments to ascertain whether the selected communities varied in their levels of social capital in the direction predicted by the *prima facie* estimates.

**Designing a questionnaire**

To assess individual levels of social capital, a quantitative questionnaire was designed using a modification of the protocol recommended by Windsor et al. (48). First, a pool of 40 questions was created. These questions were linked conceptually to the four constructs of social capital and were based either on previous questionnaires or on theoretical assumptions underlying social capital. Measurement examples frequently cited in the literature included: voter turnout; newspaper readership; the number of social action groups, youth groups and day-care centres in a community; perceptions of trust in institutions and people; personal commitment to the common good; and the perceived strength of social networks in families.

We convened a panel of international experts in behavioural science and health promotion to review and critique the questions, and used the panel’s recommendations to make additions, deletions and revisions. These collective steps provided a level of content validity for the questionnaire (49).

The scale was field-tested in the two selected communities. Random-digit dialling was used to contact 400 respondents (18 years or older) in each community.

Fig. 19.1 provides a schematic outline of the research design used in this study. The triangles marked A and B represent the combined findings through triangulation from the structured interviews and the newspaper content analysis in the two study towns. Findings from telephone surveys in the two communities are labelled C and D. A comparison of data from A and B addresses the first research question, verifying differing levels of *prima facie* social capital.
It also reveals perceptions of social capital at the organizational level in the two communities. Comparison of A with C and of B with D addressed the second research question: whether the population-level measure of social capital reflected the *prima facie* and organization-level assessments of social capital.

**Fig. 19.1. Measuring social capital in two Midwestern communities**

**Findings and implications**

In general, the data triangulation used to verify the estimates of social capital confirmed the hypothesized difference between the communities. Interview data provided the strongest confirmatory evidence. Although evidence from the newspaper content analysis was less confirmatory, there was a statistically significant difference confirming the estimate for one construct of social capital: trust.

Comparison of findings from the data triangulation and the telephone survey was the primary method used to assess the survey’s validity. This comparison was inconclusive in that the results of the survey did not reflect the differences shown by the interview data.

**Notes on content analysis**

The newspaper content analysis confirmed the estimates for trust, but not for the other three constructs of social capital. While the analysis provided some useful insights, its overall value for assessing social capital at the community level remains in question. Because the constructs are inherently complex and difficult to define, reliability between coders, an essential aspect of any valid content analysis, was difficult to establish.

Further, we discovered that newspapers rarely report on certain constructs, such as social engagement and reciprocity. This reduces the validity of content
analysis as a method to assess them. Finally, newspapers as data sources are especially prone to historical effects. The time period of sampling can lead to a biased data pool. These factors made it difficult to use content analysis for a valid assessment of social capital levels in this study.

**Explaining the results of the telephone survey**

One of the central questions explored in this study was, if the level of social capital in a given community were known, whether the mean responses to a valid questionnaire, administered to a random sample of a community’s population, would serve as a proxy indicator of this level. As stated earlier, the differences revealed by the structured interviews with community leaders were not reflected in the telephone surveys assessing the attitudes of community members. Among several possible explanations for this finding, we highlight two.

First, the population questionnaire might have consisted of items that were not sufficiently discriminating. Item selection was based on three criteria: content validity confirmed by the expert panel, adaptation of most of the items from previously published and tested instruments, and confirmation by those administering the telephone interviews that the process was going smoothly with no indication of confusion among interviewers or respondents. In retrospect, these criteria may have been insufficient. More extensive pre-testing of the instrument might have eliminated this problem before survey administration.

Observations by Tourangeau & Rasinski (50) provide added perspective on this issue. They note that, when people are asked to respond to attitude questions using a framework that they rarely use or that is not strongly formed, strong context effects and measurement error are introduced. The towns selected for this study are well defined, stable communities with rich cultural histories. Visitors frequenting local shops and restaurants would discover the residents to be friendly, pleasant and engaging; they would probably notice nothing unusual about either community. From a pragmatic perspective, residents of these two towns are not likely to consider issues of trust, reciprocity, etc. on a daily basis. Thus, they probably have not made fully formed judgements on these issues; this makes their responses more context sensitive. In contrast, community leaders, actively involved in the day-to-day operation of community organizations and government, must continually adjust their attitudes about social capital according to their experiences interacting with other leaders and their respective organizations. Thus, their responses may be less prone to context effects, as their judgements are more readily used and more strongly formed.

Measures of social capital at the population level may require that questions be framed within the context of a specific issue, rather than the more general approach used in our study. For example, Sampson et al. (38) examined the association between a dimension of social capital (community efficacy) in a neighbourhood setting with a specific dependent variable: violence by young people. At a minimum, this raises concerns about the universality of social capital constructs.
A second possible explanation for the lack of association between the interview and the survey results is that organization- and population-level social capital are interdependent parts of a larger model of social capital. Temkin & Rohe (51) propose a model of neighbourhood change that highlights two operational levels of social capital: sociocultural milieu and institutional infrastructure. They define sociocultural milieu as the manifestation of three characteristics: residents’ identity with their neighbourhood, neighbours’ degree of social interaction and residents’ links with people outside the neighbourhood. Institutional infrastructure is defined as the degree to which local organizations work to benefit the neighbourhood. In our study, findings revealing differences between perceptions of social capital at the organizational and population levels can be interpreted in a model similar to that described by Temkin & Rohe.

Fig. 19.2 presents a social capital model for community-based health initiatives extrapolated from the empirical observations made in our study. Several assumptions were made in constructing this model.

1. The ultimate outcome (indicator of success) of community-based health promotion programmes is evidence of improvement in health and the quality of life in the community.
2. The presence of high trust and cooperation between organizations strengthens the probability that a community-based health promotion programme will succeed.
4. The population’s perceptions of social capital vary across communities.

**Fig. 19.2. A social capital model of community change**
The flow of the model (Fig. 19.2) follows these assumptions in reverse. It begins with the notion that the level of a community’s social capital, as perceived by the residents, may be high or low. In either case, that perception is affected by the extent to which the community’s institutional infrastructure (its public, private and voluntary organizations) shows trust and cooperation in efforts to address issues of mutual interest. The model suggests that, when the community’s perception of social capital is positive and the organizational infrastructure is cooperative (as in the left side of the chart), the probability for successful implementation of a community-based initiative is substantially increased. It follows that well planned community initiatives ultimately enhance the quality of residents’ lives.

If the community’s perception of social capital is positive and the organizational infrastructure is less cooperative, however, the dissonance creates a level of frustration that, if not addressed, can hamper programmes, making them struggle, fail to reach their goals or do little to improve the quality of life. Thus, community-based initiatives are at risk in the absence of either a positive perception of social capital or a cooperative organizational infrastructure (centre or right side of the chart). Communities capable of acknowledging low reserves of social capital can take the planning and organizational steps needed to make positive changes.

Conclusions
Our practical and research experience with community-based public health interventions, combined with our understanding of social capital theory, lead us to the following interrelated conclusions.

1. Community-based intervention is an inherently interdependent concept; that is, theoretically sound intervention methods and tactics, properly administered, will be effective to the extent that the community has organizational entities and systems supportive of the enterprise and that those entities and systems are activated.

2. This activation depends in part on the extent to which relevant community entities and systems trust and collaborate with one another and to which the community (individuals and organizations) is aware of, values and trusts the proposed intervention.

3. Because the notions of activated organizational entities and trust are fundamental constructs of social capital theory, measures of social capital within the context of community-based intervention may reveal important insights into questions of the feasibility, timing, methodology and effectiveness of intervention.

Intuitively, trust, civic involvement, social engagement and reciprocity are principles common to both community health promotion and social capital. Although the measurement of these constructs must be adapted to the cultural
nuances of a given region, the principles of social capital appear to operate irrespective of geography, culture, language or socioeconomic status. This may in part explain the emergence of a cross-national agenda for social capital research manifested by preliminary studies of the relationships between social capital and community health strategies that are now underway in Australia, Canada, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States. We have made contact and started collaboration with scholars and practitioners in all these countries.

From an evaluation research perspective, the pilot study described above focuses on the notion of social capital primarily as an independent variable: that is, exploring the extent to which it may influence the effectiveness of community health promotion programmes. One could, however, investigate social capital as a dependent variable; that is, examining the extent to which action for health promotion promotes, enhances or creates social capital as a legitimate outcome. Regardless of the tack one takes, measurement is the critical task at this stage.

**Measuring social capital: policy implications**

Globally, most of the funding to support the application of community-based health promotion strategies continues to be tied to a specific health category: heart disease, asthma, tobacco, HIV/AIDS, domestic violence, etc. In these instances, with the notable exception of forming coalitions and organizational partnerships, the implicit funding policy is that resources are justifiable to the extent that they will be spent on action directly linked to the resolution of the health problem in question. In spite of the extensive literature pointing to the social, economic and political determinants of contemporary health problems, resources are rarely earmarked for building or strengthening the community capacity that appears to be so crucial to the effective implementation of community health promotion. This is somewhat akin to the label “batteries not included”: selling a functional product without the energy source essential to its use.

Two possible explanations for this situation come to mind. Funding agencies either are not aware or do not believe that such capacity is needed, or believe that such activity is inappropriate for health funding. If valid measurement can show that social capital or some aspect of community capacity is clearly linked to the effective application of community-based public health programmes, funding agencies would have valuable information justifying a re-examination of current policies. Specifically, public, private and philanthropic funding agencies would be able to make more informed decisions about the most productive ways to contribute health-related funding to a given community – either to bolster the capacity required for successful interventions or to move directly to the interventions themselves.
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Appendix. Community key informant structured interview: general

Make appropriate introduction.

We are conducting a study to help us better understand how people and organizations in communities work together and ________ is one of the study communities. Because of your position or reputation as someone whose opinion is important in this community, we are interested in your insights about the institutions and people in ________.

The information we obtain from these interviews will not be coded by your name. Once we complete approximately 25 interviews, we will aggregate the information and report it as the general perspective “key informant leaders in the community”.

Before any data are formally presented for academic purposes, we will report our findings back to leaders in ________ in a meeting with community members.

Interview questions

1. First I’d like to get your thoughts on children growing up in ________.
   What would you say are the best things about this area for raising kids?
   PROBE UP TO THREE: (Is there anything else?)

2. What would you say are the worst things about ________ for raising kids?
   PROBE UP TO THREE: (Is there anything else?)

To what extent do you agree or disagree to the following statements?

3. The faith community (religious organizations) in ________ is really active in providing programs and offering support for youth in trouble and helping those in need.
   SA  A  NS  DA  SDA
   [SA = strongly agree, A = agree, NS = not sure, DA = disagree, SDA = strongly disagree]
   Comment?

4. There is really no problem getting people to do volunteer work in ________.
   SA  A  NS  DA  SDA
   Comment?
Now I am going to ask about contacts you may have had with some officials in _______ during the last year, that is, from about February 1997 to now. For each position I ask you about, please tell me if you have had direct contact with any person holding that position during the last year. I’m interested in contact you’ve had “officially” – as a member of one organization to another, and related to some aspect of community life in _______ . By direct contact we mean contact by telephone, in writing, or in person.

5. A school principal?
   YES  NO  DON’T KNOW  REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

6. A chair of a local school board?
   YES  NO  DON’T KNOW  REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

7. During the last year, have you had any direct contact with a director of a neighborhood business association or local Chamber of Commerce in _______ ? Again, by direct contact we mean contact by telephone, in writing, or in-person.
   YES  NO  DON’T KNOW  REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

8. An owner or manager of a realty company in _______ ?
   YES  NO  DON’T KNOW  REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

9. An officer of a bank or savings and loan?
   YES  NO  DON’T KNOW  REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

10. The editors of either of the papers in _______ ?
    YES  NO  DON’T KNOW  REFUSED
    If yes, nature of contact? Results?

11. A director of a hospital or medical clinic?
    YES  NO  DON’T KNOW  REFUSED
    If yes, nature of contact? Results?
12. The director of a social service agency or organization?
   YES   NO   DON’T KNOW   REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

13. The mayor (or city manager) himself or herself or a high-ranking mayoral staff member?
   YES   NO   DON’T KNOW   REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

14. The local Chief of Police or another high-ranking Police Department official?
   YES   NO   DON’T KNOW   REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

15. During the last year, have you had any direct contact with an official from the ________ County Health Department?
   YES   NO   DON’T KNOW   REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

16. A state representative or legislator from ________?
   YES   NO   DON’T KNOW   REFUSED
   If yes, nature of contact? Results?

17. Throughout history we have used many different indicators to assess the quality of life of the places where we live. For example, the mortality rate, maternal mortality rate, percent of people who are employed, access to health services, levels of pollution, quality of the weather, and so on.

   Let’s say we added another indicator that measured the three factors: (1) the level of trust people had in one another, (2) the level of trust people have in their community institutions, and (3) the willingness of people to work collaboratively to get things done for the mutual benefit of the community.

   A. On a scale of 1–5 where 5 = a high level of trust among people, and 1 = a low level of trust, what number would you assign for ________? ________

   B. On a scale of 1–5 where 5 = a high level of trust people have for their community institutions, and 1 = a low level of trust for those institutions, what number would you assign for ________? ________

   C. On a scale of 1–5 where 5 = a high level of willingness to work collaboratively, and 1 = a low level willingness to work collaboratively, what number would you assign for ________? ________
18. To what extent do people in _______ trust local government to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very much</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. respond to community needs</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1 R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. be free from corruption</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1 R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. try to be fair</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1 R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. keep citizens informed</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1 R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. With respect to news and “goings on” in _______ , how accurate is the coverage by the _______ ?

   VA  SA   NVA  R
   (VA = very accurate; S = somewhat accurate; NVA = not very accurate; R = refused)

20. Now I am going to describe a hypothetical community called Roseville.
   “In Roseville, folks may not always agree with one another but, when there’s an important issue or problem facing the town, community organizations and the people are willing to pitch in and get the job done.”
   To what extent do you agree with the following statement?

   “_______ is a lot like Roseville.”  SA  A  NS  D  SD

   **Note to Interviewer:** Score 5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = not sure; 2 = disagree; and 1 = strongly disagree. If response is a “4” or “5”, ask 20A and 20B. If response is less than “4”, skip to 20C.

20A. Please give an example of how _______ is like the hypothetical community of Roseville:

20B. Why do you think the people of _______ are so willing to pitch in and work collaboratively on a problem of mutual concern?

20C. What do you think it might take to enable you to respond a higher number?
Case study: the Canadian Heart Health Initiative

Sylvie Stachenko

Introduction
This chapter provides a practical evaluative description of a multilevel, multi-component health promotion strategy to prevent cardiovascular diseases (CVD) in Canada. The context of the evaluation is the Canadian Heart Health Initiative, initiated in 1988 as a systematic, organized approach to CVD prevention that links policy, implementation, research and action to build capacity among numerous partners: the federal and provincial departments of health; voluntary, professional and academic organizations; and the private sector. The aim was to implement a national CVD prevention policy through a combination of:

- research to develop practical knowledge in health promotion through implementing community-based health demonstration programmes;
- work to build capacity for implementation in provinces and communities.

CVD are the main cause of mortality and health care costs in Canada (1), and present an opportunity to make major health gains through organized community prevention initiatives (2). The Canadian approach to CVD prevention follows a public health or population health model (3), and has been built into the existing health system. In this sense, the design of the Initiative differs from demonstration projects for CVD prevention implemented in other countries in the late 1970s and 1980s (4-7). Most of these projects were intended to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of community intervention to prevent CVD, based in universities and funded to support extensive outcome and process evaluations. In contrast, the provincial heart health projects in the Canadian Heart Health Initiative were set up in the public health branches of provincial departments of health, with links to university departments; the evaluation focused on the process of implementing the five-year demonstration programme.

The account of the evaluation process given here refers to the demonstration phase of the federal and provincial heart health programmes, which was completed in 1997. The decentralized management approach and the diversity
of provincial heart health protocols presented special methodological challenges, as well as opening avenues of implementation research on health promotion programmes on other topics. The current phase of the Canadian Heart Health Initiative focuses on the dissemination and deployment of successful interventions.

The Canadian Heart Health Initiative

The hallmark of CVD is their multifactorial nature; lifestyles, socioeconomic environment and genetic–environmental interactions influence the major risk factors: smoking, high blood pressure, dyslipidaemias, obesity, diabetes and physical inactivity. This has two key implications for policy development. First, dealing with CVD, whether at the individual or at the population level, requires attention to the various risk factors and their determinants. Second, mounting interventions that address the lifestyle and environmental determinants and provide access to preventive health services requires action by both the health and non-health sectors. For these reasons, heart health exemplifies a challenge that needs to be addressed by combining health promotion and disease prevention.

The Initiative systematically implements a multilevel (national, provincial and community) strategy to build capacity to prevent CVD. It may be described as a linkage system that relates the national, provincial and community levels (8,9). It was conceived in five phases, from policy development to dissemination and deployment, over a period of 15 years. The Initiative is co-funded by Health Canada, through the National Health Research Development Program, and by the ten provincial departments of health. The Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada and its provincial affiliates are key partners. The Initiative aims to exploit the synergies between the health promotion and disease prevention approaches that are most useful in reducing CVD risk and its determinants (10).

Policy consensus

The Initiative originated in the commissioning in 1986, by the Provincial Conference of Deputy Ministers of Health, of a strategy for CVD prevention and control. Contrary to some policy development exercises, which focus on the writing of a report (sometimes by a consultant), in this case the Federal–Provincial Working Group on Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and Control consulted extensively across the country. Its membership represented Health Canada, three provincial departments of health and the Heart and Stroke Foundation. During 1986 and 1987 the Group visited all provincial and territorial capitals and elicited comments on the issues to be addressed and strategies to be followed, using as a backdrop a presentation on the epidemiology of CVD, the case for prevention, potential strategies and potential stakeholders. During the consultation period, the Group met with representatives of over 100 stakeholder health agencies and organizations in the private and public sectors. On
the basis of this work, the Group prepared the report *Promoting heart health in Canada (1)*, which was approved by the Conference of Deputy Ministers of Health. In a sense, the consultation process pre-sold the key recommendations to the stakeholders that had been involved.

**CVD risk factor database**
The federal–provincial partnership enabled the implementation of standardized provincial heart health surveys, leading to the Canadian Heart Health Database on CVD risk factors. In 1985, Nova Scotia became the first province to carry out the survey (12). The protocol from this survey was made available to other provinces, and public health personnel from Nova Scotia helped to support their surveys. The key, consistent finding from each province was that about two thirds of adults had one or more of the risk factors for CVD. This provided a scientific base for the proposition that CVD prevention ought to be considered a public health matter that primarily needed a health promotion approach. Obviously, an issue affecting most of the population could not be addressed through a clinical preventive approach alone; hence the strong community orientation of the provincial demonstration programmes for heart health that followed (13).

**Commitment of the public health system**
The implementation of the provincial heart health surveys by the public health system was significant for policy and subsequent partnership development. The public health nurses who were trained to carry out the surveys acquired practical knowledge about heart health, and were sensitized to prevention issues. Many of them later championed the programme in the demonstration phase. Because provincial departments of health carried out their surveys with limited coordination from Health Canada, provinces took ownership of the results and ran with the ball, so to speak. The survey results were submitted for public review by independent scientific panels that built bridges between health care practitioners and the scientific community. After the surveys were completed, heart health demonstration programmes were launched with much publicity in all provinces. Thus, the surveys’ implementation methods, their results and the review process strengthened the consensus on a public health approach to CVD prevention, facilitated the development of partnerships for heart health and created commitment in the public health system to the prevention of chronic disease, in addition to traditional programmes to control communicable diseases.

All the provinces had completed the provincial surveys by 1992; the results were subsequently integrated into the Canadian Heart Health Database in the Department of Community Health at Memorial University, in St John’s, Newfoundland. The data were published in 1992 (14). Federal–provincial cooperation had made possible the creation of a national database in a way that linked policy, epidemiological research and political support to follow through with intervention programmes.
The demonstration phase and development of partnerships

The provincial heart health demonstration programmes, co-funded by the federal and provincial departments of health, were the key instrument for translating policy into practice. The demonstration phase spanned the years 1989–1997, and provinces joined at different times. The provincial programmes built on the good will and epidemiological information base created by the provincial surveys. The federal and provincial departments of health established the following conditions for funding the provincial programmes:

- a focus on a public health approach;
- the setting up of provincial intersectoral coalitions to support programme development and implementation;
- evaluation of the process of intervention as an essential component; and
- review of the intervention and the evaluation protocols by a scientific team in site visits arranged by the National Health Research and Development Program of Health Canada.

In retrospect, the decision to put limited but concrete financial resources on the table to follow through on Promoting heart health in Canada (11) seems to have been instrumental in ensuring that the policy document did not gather dust, but served as a catalyst for provincial action. In addition, the provinces’ freedom to join the Initiative when they deemed it appropriate was significant for the quality of the partnerships built. The co-funding arrangements and flexibility in the definition of the project intervention mix of the provincial programmes contributed to the good functioning of the national coalitions. The Conference of Principal Investigators of Heart Health is one such coalition, which also includes representatives of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada. Typical components of the various provincial heart health programmes have been documented, and include strategies for public education, community mobilization, healthy public policy and preventive services (13).

The conditions for funding had two important implications for implementation. First, they created focal points with clear responsibility for the continued development and implementation of the heart health policy: the provincial departments of health. Second, they encouraged the process of partnership development from the beginning. While the terms and conditions for the provincial coalitions varied, the partnership approach became the modus operandi of heart health programmes in the provincial and the community demonstration areas.

Evaluation approach

The main aim of the Initiative is to develop provincial- and community-level capacity to address CVD prevention through health promotion. Accordingly, the provincial heart health demonstration programmes concentrated on fea-
sibility and capacity building. Following a model proposed by Nutbeam (15), the evaluation of the Canadian Hearth Health Initiative focused on process, rather than on outcome, an approach endorsed by others working for CVD prevention in communities (16, 17). Evaluation took place at both the national and provincial levels.

**Provincial evaluation protocols and information gathering**
The principal investigators of the provincial programmes jointly adopted process guidelines for evaluation, with some coordination from the national level and technical consultation of academic experts as needed (18). The guidelines proposed goals for health, as well as health systems, and served as a basis for the preparation of the provincial evaluation protocols that were reviewed in site visits by Canadian and foreign scientists. The guidelines offered a menu of process indicators for the key strategies that had been identified in *Promoting heart health in Canada* (11).

The guidelines were structured as goals of various types (for health, environmental change and the health system). A key tenet was to keep the evaluation practical and affordable: no more than 3–6 indicators for any one project were envisaged to be tackled. While this was to be the norm for most projects, the guidelines recognized that the provincial programmes might wish to conduct evaluation research on certain projects. Thus, a two-tier system was adopted that provided for in-depth evaluation of some projects and a simpler tracking system for most.

Consistent with the guidelines (18), each of the provincial heart health programmes developed its own evaluation plans, typically involving stakeholders in defining the indicators for the projects that were subject to review by scientific teams. While following the guidelines, the provincial programmes collected information for process evaluation according to different schemes and sets of indicators. Nevertheless, provinces shared considerable information on approaches to evaluation. This resulted in the selection of a range of common indicators to document and track the projects in the Initiative.

The evaluation information for provincial and community projects came from a variety of sources: instruments designed *ad hoc*, minutes of meetings, quarterly reports, informant interviews, surveys (to track social marketing campaigns, for example) and administrative and financial records. Some provinces established computerized databases to handle qualitative information, a development that added considerable capacity for generating reports and providing quick feedback to communities and stakeholders. In addition to project-related process indicators data, the provincial programmes carried out a series of provincial and community needs assessments and community resource inventories. These were used to identify contextual factors and to determine changes in the social and policy environments of the programmes.

**Core evaluation: Canadian process evaluation database**
With a decentralized process evaluation of the provincial heart health pro-
grammes for the demonstration phase, the challenge was to aggregate the information gathered at the provincial level so as to create a national picture of the Initiative as a whole. The provincial programmes adopted different sets of process evaluation indicators, as their protocols had different intervention mixes. This necessitated the retrospective identification of core indicators, common to all provinces, to establish a basis for documenting the type, extent and nature of the projects implemented by the provincial programmes.

In a consensual, participatory two-year process, the principal investigators agreed on a set of core process indicators that were meaningful in describing inputs, processes and intermediate outcomes (outputs). All the provinces collected data on them. Training manuals were prepared and training sessions were offered to all the provincial heart health coordinators who served as information collectors. The core process evaluation data were collected between 1994 and 1996, and the period for which activities were documented and information obtained was 1989–1995.

The data were collected, verified and assembled in a qualitative evaluation database located at Memorial University. The database contains information on inputs and processes, and selected impact indicators such as programme outreach. Programme inputs included: information on project costs (direct and indirect) and types (financial and in-kind) and sources of contributions (public, private and voluntary sectors; health and non-health sectors). The information obtained on process indicators was categorized according to the strategies used: public education, enhancing access to appropriate health services, community mobilization, public health system leadership and healthy public policy.

In addition to the core process indicators, the principal investigators were asked to reflect on various aspects of the implementation. In consultation with their teams, they prepared written responses on the following topics:

- contextual influences, such as political climate, economy and health care reform;
- resources, including volunteers, staff and resource mobilization;
- organization and management, including leadership and functioning of coalitions;
- processes, including the selection of demonstration communities, integration of strategies, linkage with other health issues, strategic and operational planning, and partnership development;
- evaluation, including experience with process evaluation in provinces and communities;
- technical support;
- perceptions of success and barriers to implementation, and reference to the most and least successful projects; and
- the legacy of the demonstration projects.

Telephone interviews were conducted with the principal investigators to clarify the written submissions.
Analysis of the process evaluation information
While the data gathered at the national, provincial and community levels were being analysed, a preliminary report was presented at the 4th International Conference on Preventive Cardiology in 1997 for the core indicators gathered from 302 projects between 1989 and 1995. It identified public education and community mobilization as the most commonly used strategies, and noted that the projects overwhelmingly focused on determinants of behavioural risk factors (such as poor diet and physical inactivity) rather than biological risk factors (such as hypertension and diabetes).

Projects set goals for both behaviour and systems; the latter included the establishment of coalitions, implementation, organizational capacity, infrastructure, sustainability and the dissemination and institutionalization of interventions. The vast majority of the projects involved action on more than one risk factor and had more than two partners, attesting to the integrated approach that heart health is supposed to bring to risk reduction and to the intersectoral and partnership model for implementation.

The resource inputs indicated that provincial departments of health contributed 44% of the resources (financial or in-kind); Health Canada, 26% (mostly financial); and voluntary agencies and the private sector, the remaining 30%. Of the total funds allocated to the Canadian Heart Health Initiative, 30% was directed to evaluation.

The qualitative database has been analysed, but no report has yet been made. The treatment of the information in the database, however, proved to be a challenge that showed the need to acquire capacity to analyse and aggregate qualitative information from process evaluation.

Conclusions
The Canadian Heart Health Initiative has followed a participatory model of evaluation, focusing on process and the acquisition of practical knowledge to implement integrated approaches to health promotion and disease prevention.

The multilevel organization of the Initiative, made possible by the federal–provincial partnership, has provided a context for policy-makers, health professionals and community coalitions to work together on the systematic implementation of the cardiovascular health policy. Coalitions and networks have proved to be a significant asset in obtaining policy support, access to target populations and resources from various sectors.

There is evidence that the linkage of the provincial heart health programmes to the provincial public health systems supports the sustainability and institutionalization of interventions. The maintenance of the co-funding arrangements by the provincial departments of health, over ten years after their inception and despite economic constraints, reflects the value that the departments place on the Initiative as an instrument to enhance capacity in health promotion.
While the long-term impact of the Initiative cannot be foreseen, some factors have favoured the development and implementation of the policy and attendant partnerships.

1. A broad consensus on health policy was developing in Canada in 1986, when consultation on the CVD policy started. The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (19) and the framework for achieving health for all in Canada (20) were published at that time, and set the scene for the type of intersectoral approaches needed to implement the CVD population strategy.

2. CVD are an entry point to demonstrate the value of joint work by health promotion and disease prevention. The scientific basis for CVD prevention, at the clinical and population levels, is strong. Descriptive and interventional epidemiology in CVD supports evidence-based decision-making.

3. The consultative approach followed in the development of Promoting heart health in Canada (11) built consensus among and commitment in all public health departments that participated in the heart health surveys and in the subsequent demonstration and dissemination phases of the Initiative.

4. The federal initiative to allocate some financial resources, to follow up this report, was probably a key factor in the provincial buy-in and will continue to be crucial in ensuring sustainability.

5. The development of a national database through individual provincial surveys gave ownership of the Initiative to the provinces, and facilitated the follow-up demonstration phase in each province.

6. Partnership became the modus operandi of the Initiative at the national, provincial and community levels. Partnerships have also been developed at the international level.

7. The flexibility offered to the provinces in designing the demonstration and dissemination programmes has provided a rich variety of interventions, which are being analysed and should provide a valuable knowledge base to support health promotion interventions. The Initiative now serves as a platform for dissemination research.

8. The decentralization and flat organizational structure of the Initiative have minimized administrative barriers and enabled flexibility in and rapid transfers of knowledge across provincial heart health programmes.

9. A most important component has been the attention given to technology transfer through site visits by and consultations with Canadian and other scientists.

10. The co-funding arrangements have ensured commitment to and the sustainability of the partnerships, and considerably enhanced the resources available.

11. The core evaluation of the Initiative has shown a dearth of literature on the evaluation of multilevel initiatives that combine health promotion and disease prevention strategies. Methodology needs to be developed to study
linkage systems, the sustainability of partnerships and the dissemination of interventions and implementation processes.

The provincial heart health programmes have entered the dissemination research phase, in keeping with the prevalent policy view that knowledge of CVD is sufficient for prevention and that the challenge is implementation (21) and making use of best practices (22). The dissemination phase of the Initiative was launched in 1995, at the time of the first Canadian conference on dissemination research. Dissemination research was defined as the study of variables and processes that mediate the uptake of heart health programmes by jurisdictions, organizations and communities (23). The study of processes of capacity building figures prominently in the dissemination protocols; other issues for study are:

1. the economics of delivery of interventions;
2. the development of models and interventions that can be widely deployed at reasonable cost; and
3. the identification of the organizational configurations that best support wide implementation of good health promotion practices (24–27).

The research platform built by the Initiative provides a context for pursuing the study of the implementation, dissemination and deployment of health promotion and disease prevention interventions.
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Issues in evaluating mass-media health communication campaigns

Vicki Freimuth, Galen Cole and Susan D. Kirby

Introduction
Most premature deaths in developed countries can be linked to the action or inaction of individuals and/or communities (1). As a result, public health practitioners have developed interventions to promote healthful attitudes and actions and to suppress harmful ones. Health communication, which we define as the study and use of strategies to inform and influence individual and community decisions that improve health, plays an increasingly central role in these interventions.

Communication may play a dominant or a supporting role in an intervention. Some roles may include communication strategies such as public relations, whose objective is to get a health issue on the public agenda; entertainment education, in which an entertainment programme models desired behaviour; and media advocacy, which entails using the mass media as an advocacy tool to achieve policy change. All of these strategies may include a range of communication activities at the individual, small-group or mass-media level. This chapter addresses only the last category and, more specifically, the issues surrounding the evaluation of the development, implementation and effects of mass-media health communication campaigns. We discuss these evaluation issues under the commonly known headings of formative, process and summative evaluation.

Health communication campaigns
Rogers & Storey (2) maintain that health communication campaigns have four defining characteristics. They strive to generate specific outcomes or effects in a relatively large number of people, usually within a specified period of time and through an organized set of communication activities. Health communication campaigns that rely on mass-media outlets frequently consist of a series of television and radio public service announcements (PSAs), or paid commercials with collateral print materials such as posters, booklets and brochures.

6 We thank Carole Craft and Linda Cockrill, CDC, United States for editing this text.
Most health communicators would agree that a common set of variables is considered in the development of a mass-media campaign and that one can expect a common set of outcomes as a result of a communication experience. Communication development or independent variables can be categorized into four broad areas:

- the psychosocial attributes of the receiver;
- the source or spokesperson;
- the settings, channels, activities and materials used to disseminate the message; and
- the message itself, including content, tone, type of appeal, audio characteristics and visual attributes.

Taken together, any combination of these independent variables constitutes what we call the communication strategy (3–10). The outcomes or dependent variables of a mass health communication effort may be categorized into six broad areas: exposure, attention, comprehension, yielding, attitude change and behaviour (4, 5, 11, 12). These outcomes are not exhaustive, and we do not mean to imply that they progress in a linear way. We believe, however, that these terms provide a common language pertinent to this discussion.

**Formative research and evaluation issues**

The research carried out before the implementation of a health communication campaign in the mass media is often called formative research or evaluation. It assists planners of interventions in understanding and developing effective communication strategies and tactics to mitigate or eliminate problems (6, 9, 13–15).

This section discusses issues related to the formative research and evaluations carried out during the developmental stages of mass communication strategies and tactics. These issues pertain to the data required to understand and profile the receiver characteristics of target audiences, and the evaluation or testing of strategies and tactics before their implementation.

**Data issues**

The strategic development of a health communication campaign targeting an entire society requires descriptive and analytic epidemiological data to understand the nature and extent of the health problem addressed as a basis for determining: whether mass communication is an appropriate intervention, which audiences are the most appropriate targets of such intervention and what the overall goal of the communication should be. In addition to relying on traditional epidemiological data, health communicators also need data required to characterize potential audiences according to the independent variables that have the most bearing on how one communicates with them (6, 9, 13, 14). This includes data on the four independent variables listed above. These data allow
the communicator to disaggregate the population of interest into homogeneous subgroups or audience segments. Health-related audience segments are usually defined as being alike in one of two ways: predictors of behaviour (such as similar levels of self-efficacy, social norms or knowledge) or factors in communication strategy (for example, motivation by a fear-based message or a preference for a lay person to communicate the message).

Despite the number of sources of data on health and on consumers (used for marketing purposes), to our knowledge only one (14) provides national data generated in the United States that combine health behaviour predictors with communication variables. The lack of data forces communication planners to collect primary data, merge or retrofit epidemiological and marketing data, or plan interventions without a clear understanding of possible communication-relevant differences in their target populations. Obviously, if adequate time and other resources are available, the first option is preferred. People working on a short deadline with a limited budget, however, would find multivariate data sets (16–24) a helpful source of information on salient health-related and communication variables. Thus, we recommend that researchers take steps systematically to link or create databases that provide:

- the etiological data required to understand health behaviour incidence and prevalence, such as those from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Study (25), which can help communicators understand what drives health problems that can be addressed by mass communication interventions; and
- the communication data that can help planners understand how to tailor mass communication strategies to the receiver characteristics of homogeneous segments of the population.

**Pre-testing communication strategies and tactics**

Once an audience is segmented into groups sharing similar characteristics that are important to the communication process, specific communication strategies and tactics can be crafted for each segment. Providing those responsible for developing such a strategy with a creative brief – a profile of the health-relevant knowledge, attitudes, actions and communication-related characteristics of each target audience – facilitates their task. While existing research may provide much guidance on each variable in the communication strategy at this point in the communication planning process, research on how to put those variables together most effectively for a particular audience segment is rare. Thus, health communication planners rely on a type of formative evaluation called pre-testing.

In short, pre-testing is a process for systematically determining which combination of options represented by each communication variable (that is, communication strategy) tends to be most effective in achieving the communication objectives. This type of formative research resembles both process and summative research in that it can be designed to examine both the simulated
delivery and the effects of a communication strategy and its tactics. At the same time, pre-testing differs from such evaluation research in that it is carried out before the final production and execution of a communication strategy, to determine whether each element in the mix helps achieve the communication objectives of the project and meets the information needs of the intended audience (26,27). Because directly attributing changes in individuals to a mass communication intervention is so difficult, pre-testing a strategy should have high priority. It can ensure that the strategy is feasible, produces intended cognitive effects in a sample of individuals representative of each target audience and does no harm.

While pre-testing is considered an indispensable formative evaluation method, there are some questions about its implementation: namely, the rigour of the research methods employed and comparison data for decision-making. This is particularly true with focus group interviews, which have steadily increased in the non-profit and health community (28). A simple search of MEDLINE® indicated a 266% growth in reported focus group studies, from 45 in 1988–1991 to 165 in 1992–1995. Although all research methods have inherent advantages and disadvantages, the potentially inappropriate use of focus groups can pose problems.

This method comprises conducting discussions with small groups from the intended audience segment. A series of groups is recommended because the unit of analysis is the group itself, not its members. Owing to various constraints, programme planners often address too few groups for each segment of interest. This tendency can result in conducting only one session for each segment type (for example, one group each of black women, white women and Asian women), which is inadequate for drawing research conclusions and particularly for finding any differences between groups (28). Another problem in using focus groups is the temptation to quantify participants’ answers (for example, by asking for a show of hands on agreement), which leads others to believe that the data may adhere to the rules for quantitative data integrity, such as independent observation or central limit theorem. Authors have long cautioned practitioners not to quantify such results (28–30) because it misleads readers and destroys the true value of qualitative research, which is to gain a richer and deeper understanding of a topic, not a more precise or accurate measurement. Health communication planners need to be able to use focus groups to their best advantage while maintaining a high level of confidence in the findings. Focus groups, not to be confused with group interviewing, should not be used for pre-testing messages, except to explore answers to quantitative questions.

Researchers can use several other qualitative research methods, along with quantitative methods, to gather information when pre-testing messages. These include case studies, one-on-one interviews and record abstraction (31–33). In most instances, we prefer one-on-one interviews (or central intercept interviews, as they are often called in communication research) to test messages. They offer several advantages:
• easier connections with harder-to-reach respondents in locations convenient and comfortable for them;
• access to an increased number of respondents within the intended population if an appropriate location is selected;
• cost-effective and relatively speedy data collection; and
• use of a larger sample size than focus groups, and a tendency to eliminate the group bias that is possible in focus groups.

Finally, once formative researchers have some pre-test data in hand, few comparison data are available to help decide whether the pre-tested materials performed well enough to create change in the real world. Aside from the Health Message Testing Service (34), few health communication programmes have conducted quantitative message pre-testing, published their findings or related pre-testing data to outcome evaluation data. Without knowledge of pre-testing data and actual communication outcomes, health communication planners cannot forecast how well a communication strategy will help reach objectives. The advertising world, which refers to message pre-testing as copytesting, may have some useful models that can be adopted to help overcome this lack of data.

Most advertising agencies employ some method of copytesting (35) and have established marketing surveillance systems for the consistent collection, analysis, and cataloguing of the data generated by the copytesting process. The 1982 Positioning Advertising Copytesting (PACT) agreement (36), prepared by 21 leading advertising agencies, demonstrates the rigour and systematic collection of these data. The PACT document (36) articulates nine principles that target multiple measures, representative samples, reliability and validity. Since the agreement was published, a plethora of research firms has been established to help deliver on these principles (37). These firms research, track, and collect copytesting data for primary purchasing and reselling to retail organizations. These data help identify the most effective and efficient communication strategy for the marketing communication dollar.

While outcomes such as consumer recall and purchase data are easily assessed and collected in the world of retail marketing, the cognitive and behavioural outcomes of health communication activities are not as easily assessed. Thus, health communication campaigns that rely on mass-media outlets are usually challenged with making formative decisions based on relatively little data and, even in the best conditions, without up-to-date information or comparison data. As noted above, however, health communication planners need timely comparison data systems, not unlike those established by the private sector, to identify and improve weak and inadequate programmes before implementation, if they are to bring the best messages to the prevention marketplace to attack the causes of today’s health problems.
Process evaluation issues
In general, process evaluation determines whether a programme is delivered as planned (27): in this case, how well and under what conditions a mass-media health communication campaign was implemented, and the size of the audience exposed to the message. The planning and implementation of such an evaluation should address a number of issues, including the utility of the evaluation, theoretical considerations and attributions of cause and effect, and whether to change an intervention during the course of an evaluation.

Utility
Stakeholders’ clamour for data on the intended effects of campaigns has led many evaluators to become preoccupied with programme outcomes (38–40), and thus to rely heavily on controlled experimental methods (see chapters 1–3). An enticing feature of these methods is that they can be used to estimate a campaign’s net effects without an understanding of how the campaign works (41). Thus, evaluators can satisfy the demand for effects without carefully considering, through process evaluation, the programme mechanisms that produce them.

The disadvantage of working this way is that stakeholders receive very little information on which to act (38). That is, even though an experimental evaluation may demonstrate that an intervention produces intended effects, if a formal process evaluation does not account for the implementation processes, there is very little basis for action to improve a programme because stakeholders lack information about what produced the observed outcomes (38). For example, if an evaluation of a PSA campaign to increase moderate physical activity among adults in a particular community does not include surveillance to determine what proportion of the target audience is exposed to the PSA, it is impossible to attribute observed effects to the intervention. Weiss (42) makes this point:

Does it make any difference ... whether the program is using rote drill, psychoanalysis, or black magic? There are evaluators who are sympathetic to such an approach. They see the program as a “black box,” the contents of which do not concern them; they are charged with discovering effects. But, if the evaluator has no idea of what the program really is, s/he may fail to ask the right questions.

Without process evaluation, one cannot differentiate between a bad campaign and a poorly implemented one. This is particularly true if one is trying to improve effects through modifying, enhancing and, if necessary, eliminating campaign processes. In sum, the best evaluation considers both processes and effects.

Theoretical considerations and attributions of cause and effect
Although many recognize the importance of both process and summative
evaluation, these assessments are sometimes conducted independently, as if they had no connection. This results in a post hoc cut-and-paste job: after collecting data on both process and outcome markers, the evaluators attempt to link effects with specific processes. To prevent this, evaluators should clearly delineate, in advance, linkages between programme processes and intended outcomes. Explaining the importance of this, Patton (38), Weiss (40) and Chen (41) state that evaluators should define a campaign’s theory of action before initiating evaluation. Before beginning an evaluation, evaluators should explicitly link each important intervention process (independent variable) with each desired outcome (dependent variable). This approach is often called theory-based evaluation (41) (see Chapter 4).

In theory-based evaluation, the standard for comparison is the programme’s theory, or subtheories, if the evaluation is aimed at examining subcomponents of the programme. Thus, the first phase in such evaluation is theory construction. This requires an understanding of what programme theories are and how best to develop them. If one wants to know about different subcomponents – domains of the programme theory, as Chen (41) calls them – such as its development, delivery, cost or effects, a separate subtheory must be constructed for each programme domain to be evaluated. Chen (41) notes that programme theory domains can be considered independently (as basic types) or in some combination (as composite types). In short, the evaluator must construct a separate theory for each basic and/or composite domain selected for a theory-based evaluation, with each theory serving as a standard of comparison.

The idea of comparing what should happen to what does happen, in terms of programme, and/or comparing a theory of a problem against the reality discovered by a theory-based evaluation is rather simple. Less straightforward is determining how to construct a problem theory or an expected programme theory of action (the standard of comparison) that accurately reflects how a programme is supposed to perform and the nature of the problem(s) it is designed to overcome. Fortunately, various strategies have been developed to assist with this process (40,43,44). They help users systematically to construct theories and subtheories of programme development, implementation and cause–effect relationships that serve as standards against which evaluation data can be compared to identify the extent of discrepancy or congruence between how the campaign activities are supposed to bring about intended effects and what actually happens (44).

**Changing an intervention during the evaluation**

Evaluation is an iterative process designed to enable to stakeholders to make decisions to improve a programme. The implicit assumption is that, if this feedback dictates the need for change, the programme should be changed, particularly social marketing programmes, which aim to respond rapidly to feedback. Changing a programme, however, contradicts the scientific maxim to standardize or keep an intervention constant throughout the course of an evaluation.
To resolve this dilemma, evaluators and programme implementation staff should agree, from the outset, to make a schedule for reporting feedback and, if appropriate, to make changes in the programme. Threats to the validity of the findings can be minimized by ensuring that: changes in the campaign processes are documented, process evaluation tracking protocols are modified to account for these changes and measurements are taken on key outcome variables both before and after important changes in the implementation process. This will ensure the consistency needed to pick up effects that may result from changes in the campaign processes, while allowing planners to use timely and relevant feedback to improve the programme.

**Summative evaluation issues**

Summative evaluation assesses whether a mass-media health communication programme reached the intended audience and achieved its impact and outcome objectives to the satisfaction of the stakeholders. This section discusses issues around both of these aspects.

**Issues in assessing reach**

For a message to have a desired influence, receivers must first attend to it (5). Thus, a summative evaluation must seek an early effect of communication: whether the intended audience paid attention to the desired message. Even if a programme is implemented as planned and desired effects result, these effects cannot be attributed to the intervention without evidence that the campaign reached the intended audience.

A necessary first step in answering this question is to determine whether and how many times a message is aired. This is greatly simplified if one can afford paid advertising, because the time, place and frequency of airing can be controlled. For a number of reasons, however, particularly cost, public-sector health communicators seldom use paid advertising.

When paid advertising is not an option, health communicators often rely on PSAs, which are aired at no cost to the producer. Unfortunately, PSAs are aired in the United States at the discretion of public service directors at the various television and radio stations, making the tracking of airing difficult. Attempts to overcome these difficulties have included relying on services that monitor commercials and PSAs. For example, one media service operates an electronic tracking service that detects the airing of PSAs in over 1100 broadcast stations (including 40 Spanish-language stations) in all 211 designated market areas of the United States, plus 28 national cable networks. This service ascertains the number of times a PSA plays, the market(s) where it played, the station call letters, air date and air time. This monitoring goes on 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

To get some idea about the extended reach of broadcast and print media that may have been triggered by our CDC mass-media campaigns, we consistently track both. We use one service to track broadcast media and another for
print. The first monitors news and public affairs programming in 46 of the top media markets, including 300 local television stations and 50 network and cable channels. It also monitors selected news radio programming generated by 60 radio stations in 15 of the top media markets. The second service continually updates and maintains a regional news library consisting of a combination of news sources grouped together by geographical area. It contains more than 125 full-text regional news sources in the United States, selected documents, abstracts from two newspapers in different cities and material from a wire service.

Together, these three services allow us to estimate the overall reach of both broadcast and print media. Although these data satisfy the need to determine whether, when and where a PSA is aired, along with the extended reach of collateral media that the campaign may have triggered, these services and the data they generate do not show who attended to, comprehended and yielded to the key messages of a campaign. This requires further audience research.

In the United States, to determine who was watching or whether those who were watching were attending to a central message broadcast on television as a part of a national health communication campaign, one can rely on services such as the Nielson Station Index, which generates information on the viewing behaviour of individuals (over 100 000) living in randomly selected households in each television market. The Index characterizes viewers demographically by their age and gender. Participants keep diaries for each television in their homes, recording the programmes they watch and for how long, the station on which the programme was aired, and the date and time of airing. Data from set meters that electronically capture household viewing events in a sample of television markets are used to verify and adjust the diary data.

To further characterize the audiences who may have viewed a particular message, Index data can be merged with geographical and psychographic data aggregated into neighbourhood clusters that represent demographic and/or psychographic profiles of people living in different neighbourhoods in various locations across the United States. Merging these data with Index data allows for the indirect approximation of the psychographic characteristics of those who view a message in question. For example, through a cluster analysis system, a corporation – perhaps the most prominent vendor of geo-psychographic data clusters – provides information on households categorized to 1 of 62 neighbourhood audience segments based on 6 criterion factors: social rank, household composition, residential mobility, ethnicity, urbanization and types of housing. This database also includes information on media habits, patterns of small and large purchases, political beliefs, geographic location and demographic factors. Merging a variety of data sets allows for an indirect approximation of who is watching what and when.

What is still unknown, however, is whether these audiences attended to and comprehended the messages. Some approaches to determining this include: conducting a general population survey to determine audience awareness of a
campaign, adding specific relevant questions to an omnibus survey, relying on data collected in national probability sample surveys and/or adding tags to a televised message that is designed to motivate viewers to call a particular number for more information, on the assumption that a burst of calls just after the airing of a tagged message almost certainly indicates that the audience attended to it. Questions directed at those who call can help further to determine whether those who attended to the message actually understood it. CDC has used all of these summative evaluation approaches in attempts to monitor the reach of our HIV/AIDS health communication efforts, which were carried out by what was the National AIDS Information and Education Program at CDC (45).

As with tracking electronic media, one must be highly creative in determining who is exposed to messages in newspapers or magazines, particularly with collateral materials such as brochures, flyers, posters and billboards. This often entails high financial and labour costs.

Assessing intended effects
Flay & Cook (46) have identified three models used to conduct summative evaluations of the effects of health communication programmes: advertising, impact monitoring and experimental. The first is the most frequently used and consists of a baseline survey, before the programme is implemented, and another survey at the end of the programme. The evaluation of the Cancer Prevention Awareness Campaign (47) is a representative example of this approach. National probability surveys were conducted before the launch of a multichannel cancer prevention campaign and a year later, after it was implemented. Materials included booklets, radio and television PSAs, and special events. The evaluation compared knowledge of risk factors and concern about cancer before and after the campaign. This evaluation model is simple, and often criticized because the lack of a control group prohibits establishing a direct cause-and-effect relationship between the campaign and its outcomes.

The impact-monitoring model uses routinely collected data from a management information system to monitor the effects and outcomes of a health communication campaign. For example, as part of its evaluation of the campaign against AIDS in the United States, CDC examined knowledge, attitude and behaviour measures from its annual national health interview surveys. This method is easy and cost-effective, but it usually measures behavioural outcomes only and often fails to provide information that can explain successes and failures.

The experimental model contrasts two or more equivalent groups, one of which is a control group. An antismoking campaign, designed to recruit women cigarette smokers with young children to call for information on quitting, used this evaluation model (48). The campaign included a mix of professionally produced broadcast and print materials encouraging mothers who were smokers to call the National Cancer Institute’s Cancer Information Service for information on quitting. The use of paid advertising enabled the
careful placement of media messages. Fourteen media markets in the states of Delaware, New York and Pennsylvania were paired off according to size, and one of each pair was randomly assigned to the experimental and control groups. Response to the campaign was gauged by monitoring calls to the area offices of the Cancer Information Service from smokers residing in the media markets. This model is usually considered the most rigorous, but has been challenged as inappropriate for evaluating what is essentially a messy social process (49).

The choice of an appropriate model of evaluation depends on an understanding of the way health communication campaigns work. Hornick (49) presents a compelling argument against the randomized controlled experimental design. He contrasts the limited effects attributed to such well known community-based health promotion efforts as the Stanford three- and five-city studies, the Minnesota and Pawtucket heart health programmes and COMMIT with the impressive evidence of behavioural change from the National High Blood Pressure Education and Control Program, the original campaign of smoking counter-advertising televised between 1967 and 1970, the public communication about the AIDS epidemic in the United States and an antismoking campaign underway in California. He attributed this surprising contrast in effectiveness to the constraints imposed by the research design itself. Thinking that no background communication on a health issue occurs in control communities is quite misleading; treatment communities may have only slightly more exposure to messages about these issues. Stanford, for example, claimed that it provided 25 hours of exposure on average to heart disease messages over 5 years in its treatment communities. This estimate suggests that most people only received one hour of messages per year on each of the five types of behaviour promoted. Hornick (49) contrasts this limited exposure to the more intense scale of the National High Blood Pressure Education and Control Program, which represents the complex social diffusion process: deliberate communication messages, the conversations that ensue, the coverage by other media sources and the resulting demands on institutions, which then respond. Health institutions offer different advice and treatments. Businesses provide new products and advertise different benefits. Political institutions change public policy to support health behaviour. Hornick argues that communication is a social process, not a pill, and should be evaluated as such.

Hornick’s reasoning also reinforces the difficulty in disentangling communication effects from those of other intervention components or disentangling the effects of several communication activities. Assuming that a complex process of social change has occurred, one must either develop more sophisticated tools for measuring this diffusion process and disentangling its separate components, or be content with assessing overall effects without attribution to individual components of the intervention. It may be reasonable to expect practitioners to do only the latter in routine evaluations of campaigns, but to ask health communication researchers to design studies to capture this
complex social diffusion process and discover how individual communication components contribute to it.

Above all, one must resist the effort to design rigorous, controlled experimental studies that strive to compare the effects of individual communication products such as pamphlets, PSAs and posters with the goal of discovering which product is the most effective to use in all situations. That kind of evaluation is inconsistent with the research and practice literature, which recommends multiple messages and channels, and cautions that formative research, conducted early in campaign development, is the best way to find the right channels to reach the right audiences with the right messages, delivered by the right sources at the right times.

Even after an appropriate evaluation design is selected, summative evaluations of health communication campaigns face some serious methodological issues. Measuring and sampling problems are the most common.

**Measurement problems**
The health communication components of interventions often have several objectives. One of the most critical measurement problems involves determining which effects to measure. Does the evaluator measure comprehension, attitude change or behaviour change? One might argue that, the further along this chain the measurement takes place, the more important the effects. As one measures further along the chain, however, the potential effects of the messages and the ability to control for extraneous variables decrease. For example, is it realistic to assume that the direct cause of a smoker quitting is an antismoking PSA? Undoubtedly, the causal chain is more complicated than that. In addition, many behavioural changes advocated in health messages are impossible to observe directly. For example, how can hypertensives’ use of medication or a woman’s breast self-examination be observed? In such cases, self-reported behaviour is measured. Such measurement is subject to error because of the tendency to overreport socially desirable behaviour. Some evaluations can validate self-report measures with behavioural or physiological data. For example, smoking cessation studies often validate a percentage of their self-report measures with saliva cotinine testing and proxy data from people who are willing to observe the smoking behaviour of participants in the cessation programme.

Most summative evaluations of health communication programmes attempt to measure exposure to messages by asking respondents what they recall of the messages. Unaided recall generally produces an artificially low estimate of audience exposure. Most evaluators use some form of aided recall: providing the respondent with some information about the message and then asking if the respondent remembers hearing or seeing it. With the use of aided recall, however, some overreporting of exposure occurs because respondents acquiesce or try to help by giving what they think is the desired answer. In an attempt to avoid overreporting, evaluators often request verbatim descriptions of the messages. Only respondents whose descriptions can be clearly tied to
the message are identified as having been exposed. This approach requires rig-
orous coding procedures to classify the respondents.

We suggest a measurement compromise: the use of unaided questions
followed by a series of aided questions. Estimates of the magnitude of error
due to overreporting can be calculated based on measurement of (spurious)
reported awareness among respondents not exposed to the ads (in a control
condition) or on reported awareness to bogus messages.

**Sampling problems**
While most mass-media health communication campaigns target a specific
segment of the audience, the evaluation frequently is not limited to that
segment. When sampling for a post-campaign evaluation, how does one find
women who have not had a mammogram, people who do not take their hyper-
tension medication regularly or drivers who do not wear seat belts? At best,
some demographic data are available, but these are far from perfectly descrip-
tive of the target group. Low exposure to many of these messages (often as low
as 10%) compounds the difficulty in identifying the target group. Con-
sequently, every random sample of 1000 may only yield 100 people who
remember seeing the message, among whom, for example, there are even
fewer women who have not had a mammogram but recall seeing messages
recommending them. Most surveys used to measure the effectiveness of health
messages need to screen respondents carefully, a time-consuming and costly
process.

**Discussion**
Communication’s varied roles in public health interventions raise a number of
issues in evaluating health communication campaigns. This chapter has high-
lighted these issues and provided a number of ways to resolve them through
formative, process and summative evaluation.

Formative evaluation of health communication campaigns helps to develop
the most effective communication strategies and then test them to forecast
their effectiveness. This entails breaking the audience into homogeneous
segments and then characterizing or profiling them to tailor campaign mes-
sages and implementation more closely. These profiles can best be made with
the benefit of data sets that include both etiological data on the distribution and
determinants of health problems that may be mitigated by mass commu-
ication, and information on variables that allows planners to understand how to
best communicate with each audience targeted by the communication strategy
(50).

Formative evaluation before implementation helps to ensure that a commu-
nication strategy is feasible, produces the intended effects in each target audi-
ence and does no harm. While pre-testing is indispensable, there are some
questions about its use: which research methods should be employed and how.
We recommend that formative evaluators judiciously select the quantitative
and qualitative methods that are best suited to pre-testing and that employ them in a technically acceptable manner.

Once a mass-media health communication campaign is underway, process evaluation begins to assess how the programme is working. Without this knowledge, one cannot determine whether the programme brought about the desired effects, and thus what aspects, if any, should be changed or eliminated. We recommend applying the principles of theory-based evaluation to construct models that explicitly state how the programme will bring about intended effects, to provide a basis for comparison with actual performance. Further, health communication researchers should design studies to capture the complex social diffusion process that occurs in and around a mass-media campaign. This can help them systematically to discover how individual communication components contribute to the campaign process as a basis for explaining and replicating those that work.

Process evaluation can be used to determine a programme’s effectiveness while it is underway. This allows for changes to be made midstream to increase the likelihood of desired outcomes. The implementers and evaluators of a programme should agree from the outset on a schedule for reporting feedback and making informed changes to ensure maximum relevance, efficiency and effectiveness.

Summative evaluation determines whether a mass-media health communication campaign reached the intended audience and achieved its objectives. Several factors, however, complicate this type of evaluation.

First, while one can monitor whether messages were disseminated, assessing audience exposure and attendance to them is more difficult. In the case of PSAs in a national media campaign, for example, a broadcast verification company can help determine exposure to the messages. Finding out whether the audience attended to those messages often requires conducting surveys, relying on data collected in national probability sample surveys or using tags on PSAs that are designed to motivate viewers to call a particular number for more information.

One can employ the advertising, impact-monitoring or experimental models to determine whether the campaign messages had the intended effects. The advertising model, with its two surveys, is the most frequently used, but draws criticism for lacking a control group. The impact-monitoring model uses routinely collected data from a management information system to monitor behavioural effects. This method, while easy and cost-effective, fails to provide information that explains success or failure. The experimental model contrasts two or more equivalent experimental and control groups. This method is imperfect because it assumes that no background communication is going on in control communities, a belief that is unrealistic.

Even after a summative evaluation design is selected, a number of concerns arise. When using surveys, overreporting can result, especially when dealing with socially desirable behaviour. For example, will drivers who say they saw PSAs on safety belts admit not using them? There is also difficulty in identify-
ing the target audience after the campaign. Exposure may be low; many people may have forgotten seeing a message, and some may not admit seeing a message if they have not adopted the encouraged behaviour.

We have identified and discussed issues that are important to consider in the conduct of formative, process and summative evaluations of mass-media health communication campaigns. These issues and our recommendations on their resolution should provide a basis for further improvements in conceptualizing, planning, implementing and reporting feedback on evaluations aimed at improving mass-media health communication campaigns to promote health-enhancing behaviour and environments.
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Investment for health: developing a multifaceted appraisal approach
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Introduction
A sound and credible strategy for health promotion requires the concerted efforts of a variety of players at all levels of government. The concept and principles of health promotion must influence sectors such as health care, social services, education, the environment and economic and social development. Public and private offices, the mass media, NGOs and all other institutional arrangements crucial to social cohesion, social justice and human rights must be involved (1–4). With so many interests visibly involved, the strategy required to implement health promoting programmes and policies is bound to be intersectoral, involve multiple levels of policy-making in economic and social development (local, regional, national and in several instances supranational) and use a wide range of measures (educational, legislative, fiscal, etc.).

We believe this multifaceted strategy can be implemented through investment for health: the explicit dedication of resources to the production of health. Thus, multifaceted approaches are required to evaluate policy decisions influencing economic and social development and their effect on a population’s health.

This chapter describes a new service of the WHO Regional Office for Europe to its Member States – appraisal of investment for health – which has been developed, tested and refined since 1995. Working at the national or subnational level, it:

- assesses a country’s, region’s or locality’s current efforts, both within and outside the health sector, to promote the health of its population; and
- advises on the construction of a strategy that strengthens population health through selective investment (both within and outside the health sector) while supporting the country’s key economic and social priorities.

This chapter examines the rationale for and development of investment for health, reviews the learning process of appraising investment for health, describes how the task has been carried out so far and concludes with some reflections on experience to date.
The changed context

The modern era of public health in Europe and North America is barely a century old. To a large extent, it began when the one-on-one clinical experience of medicine was applied to the community as a whole (5–8). By the 1940s, the inclusion of epidemiological principles strengthened this approach and, for the first time, provided a basis for rational planning of both local programmes and national policies (9). In many instances, the public health enterprise developed a sophisticated operational infrastructure at local, regional, national and international levels.

Until quite recently, evidence drawn from classical epidemiology has almost exclusively guided public health practice, including the range and selection of interventions (2,4). Little attention was given to the effect of economic and social development on a population’s health. The notion that public health decisions must be profoundly linked to wider social and economic goals to ensure sustainable benefits is, in many cases, still not well appreciated. An expanding literature is making a powerful case for the relationship between health and economic development (10–20).

In modern societies, the public health enterprise must lose its isolation and become a full partner in economic and social development (21–23). Public health brings unique analytic capacities to social and economic development, but must accommodate economic development strategies calling on the skills and responsibilities of other disciplines (policy analysis, organization and management) and subject areas normally outside the purview of public health (transport, housing, income maintenance, tourism, agriculture, etc.) (24–26).

Rationale for investment for health

Investment for health is an approach for improving population health, with its roots in the observations, theories and commentaries on health, social welfare, and economic and social development published in the last 20 years. Many authors (8,12,13,24,27–35) have put forward a common thesis: social, demographic and economic factors and public policies, well beyond the traditional remit of medicine or public health, by and large determine population health (3,36,37). Together, these studies and commentaries provide a coherent framework that compels a reassessment of the role of traditional public health. The Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2) provides a framework for organizing public health priorities and refocusing its strategies to promote population health. Investment for health is instrumental in implementing such a reorientation (38).

In May 1998, the World Health Assembly affirmed its will to promote health by addressing the basic determinants and prerequisites for health (39). The ultimate aim of economic and social development is people’s health and wellbeing, and health targets, such as those set for the WHO European Region (22), must be viewed within their economic and social contexts. Health
is a crucial social and personal resource that needs nurturing, that needs investment. If government invests in securing health and wellbeing, it also contributes to economic and social benefits for the whole society (38). Not all economic and social investments promote health (22); the key is to identify those that do.

Investment for health is a deliberate attempt to strengthen the main causes of health in a credible, effective and ethical manner (38). The approach develops strategies that are based on and address key determinants of health. Such determinants are mainly linked to economic and social factors. Thus, life conditions heavily influence the patterns of behaviour that determine lifestyles.

A credible approach to promoting health involves a pragmatic framework for implementing health promotion, including programmes on behaviour and lifestyle resting on a foundation of policies on settings and life conditions. For robust implementation, a health promotion strategy needs to be based on a good balance of programmes and policies that constitute an investment portfolio (Table 22.1). Some of the biggest returns will come from adopting a strategy that, in addition to benefiting a population’s health, contributes to healthy economic and social returns for society in a sustainable and equitable way. This message is embodied in the Jakarta Declaration on Leading Health Promotion into the 21st Century, adopted at the Fourth International Conference on Health Promotion, in Jakarta in 1997, (4) and has found its place in HEALTH21, the health for all policy framework for the WHO European Region (22).

Table 22.1. Relevant types and areas of investment for health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of investment</th>
<th>Life conditions</th>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>Lifestyles</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public/Private development measures</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual measures</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kickbusch (26) argues that at least three key questions need to be addressed in developing a strong and credible health promotion strategy:

- Where is health promoted and maintained in a given population?
- Which investments and strategies produce the largest population health gains?
- Which investments and strategies help reduce health inequities and are in line with human rights?

These questions are at the heart of investment for health (40). The approach also poses and seeks to answer a fourth question. Which investments contribute to economic and social development in an equitable and sustainable manner and result in high health returns for the overall population (38)?
Very few of the health-sector reforms underway in many countries address these four questions (40,41). Investment for health is a practical attempt to tackle them by: identifying relevant policy attributes, considering factors that may encourage or inhibit policy change, assessing options that benefit both health and a specific policy sector, and planning the political process of achieving the necessary legislative, regulatory, financial, organizational or educational changes (38). Optimizing the health promoting effects of development involves various government and private-sector initiatives in policy sectors such as education, labour, income maintenance, health care, housing, agriculture, tourism and transport.

Clearly, investment for health is not a new concept. It is a powerful approach for implementing a robust health promotion strategy. When different policy sectors achieve mutual benefits, population health becomes a socially useful value, rather than an isolated goal. Investment for health can therefore attract and hold a variety of political allies whose agendas are compatible with promoting the public’s health. Indeed, this mutuality is a factor in sustaining collaborative public policies that strengthen overall economic and social development.

The challenges of appraising of investment for health

Public health’s role in working with multiple public and private policy sectors is new. Pressure is mounting for public health entities to work with sectors that are involved in economic and social development and affect public health. Housing policy needs to be adjusted to the factors that affect the health of residents. Pension planners need help to create progressive support programmes that reduce poverty among elderly people. Tourism authorities are concerned with tourists’ effects on public-health-related infrastructures. Agriculturists seek input into effective alternatives to chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Communication bodies need advice on the validity of and access to health information. Each of these policy areas might be willing to develop strategies that would support public health, if these strategies would not adversely affect the policy areas’ primary aims.

Investment for health is in an early stage of development. There is no sign-post pointing to an optimum operating strategy for public health’s role in inter-sectoral investment. How should this new role be developed? What are the conceptual, strategic, tactical and logistical barriers? What criteria of success should be applied, and how? Given the lack of precedent, appraising investment for health is easier said than done. Common sense would argue that evidence of impact should include:

- legislative initiatives or specific regulatory adjustments;
- the creation or adaptation of planning and implementation infrastructures;
- the secondary consequences – positive and negative – of a change in investment patterns; and
- the benefits to client groups directly affected by specific policies.
The last item is, of course, the most difficult to assess because public policies tend to have long-term and diffuse effects on client groups and because these effects become particularly complex if the group is affected by several policy areas. We are not discussing the simple input–throughput–output model of organizational productivity, and no possibility exists for applying experimental designs.

Evaluation schemes appropriately applied to situations where independent and dependent variables are clearly defined simply do not fit the circumstances of health investments in public policies and private-sector initiatives linked to economic and social development. In general, standard systems analysis methodology or traditional health impact methods are not appropriate to appraise investment for health. Most existing methods need to be adapted to this approach, rather than inflexibly applied. The work to be done is more that of a craftsman than a laboratory scientist or clinical epidemiologist.

As part of a group of experts, we have had to design and test a rather eclectic appraisal scheme suitable to investment for health and its outcomes. The group has borrowed some evaluative tools from anthropology (participant observation), economics (fiscal feasibility and cost–benefit and cost–effectiveness ratios) operations research (management by objectives), systems engineering (monitoring) and business (investment analysis, portfolio balancing and market analysis). Our task is not to reinvent established methodologies that can be useful in enhancing the health gains from public policies, but to test new applications of them. The group cannot simply theorize how these new applications may be achieved; they must be undertaken in the messy realities of a country’s, region’s or local area’s economic, social and political environment.

The appraisal of investment for health is necessarily both systems based and all encompassing. The appraisal team takes account of the full range of available evaluation techniques (systems), most of which are discussed in this book, but also focuses on a country’s economic, social and health development as a whole. It treats the roles of health and other sectors as a single system, and systematically assesses the integrity, power and potential of that system (42). The appraisal team, with the participation of stakeholders, constructs recommendations – educational, fiscal, regulatory, managerial, organizational and legislative – on future strategy, investment characteristics and supportive infrastructures. The team also advises on measures to support the recommended investment-for-health strategy. This work links the recommended investment-for-health strategy to the overall economic and social development agenda of the country.

**Appraisal tools and methodologies**

Most communities can agree on the major issues affecting their health and sense of wellbeing. Employment, education, financial and physical security and housing will usually top the list, with transportation, urban cleanliness and
access to health care following closely. Moving from general agreement on issues to operational strategies, however, is seldom simple.

Investment for health constitutes a complex independent variable whose integrity is damaged by separating its essential elements. For example, various changes in transportation policy (reducing fares for off-peak hours, redesigning vehicles to accommodate elderly and disabled people and changing transport mode (from buses to minivans) to allow greater access to remote dwellings) can reduce the isolation of elderly people. Each change links to other elements of the transport policy so that the effect of changes in one domain is evaluated in terms of the effect on other domains. Similarly, the effect of health investment on transport policy must be measured against its effect on other policy areas, which may complement the change in transport policy. Finally, one must account for how the investments in health gain contribute to community development in broader social and perhaps even economic terms. An evaluation of such impact requires continuous monitoring and sensible criteria to avoid becoming enmeshed in tracking trace elements of effect.

One can assume that all policy areas influence, to some degree, a population’s health and welfare. The impact of public policy on health must be assessed both qualitatively and quantitatively. A map of health gain or other inventory of the impact of public policies, private initiatives, regulations and programmes could form a baseline as well as a continuing accounting system (43,44). Table 22.2 comprises a sample; more or different groups and sectors could be covered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population groups</th>
<th>Health services</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Social care</th>
<th>Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>✓✓✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓✓✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22.2. Sample map of health gain

Various methodologies can be used to create a map of health gain for a particular community or geographical area. These include typical HIA methods (45,46) (see Chapter 18), policy analysis (47–50) and simulations (51). Important information can be gathered by involving the community in the appraisal. Nominal group techniques, focus groups and other methods have proven valuable here (52,53).

These techniques, along with decision analysis (54–57), sensitivity analysis (55,58) and multiattribute value analysis (59–61), are particularly useful in identifying the potential contribution to health of various policy sectors in a health-gain matrix. This matrix is used when different investment-for-health
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options have to be weighed according to a number of criteria. Fig. 22.1 shows a health gain matrix with four criteria (C1–C4) that have been agreed for appraising the options. These criteria could be, for example: equity, sustainability, empowerment and the overall resources needed.

The above-mentioned techniques are helpful in weighing the relative importance attributed to these criteria by various segments of the community, policy-makers and other stakeholders. Sensitivity analysis, in particular, can be useful in appraising the degree of variation in the weights given to the various criteria and how this affects the final selection of the investment-for-health option.

**Fig. 22.1. A health gain matrix (including criteria)**

Policy sectors are not waiting to be reformed or even advised by health experts (62). Motivation for strengthening the health impact of a policy area must exist or be fostered to be sufficient to encourage the sharing of data and exploration of options that fit a sector’s culture. In addition, the proposed strategy should try to avoid negative consequences (such as additional cost, loss of jobs or jurisdictional conflicts).

The appraisal team learned these lessons in a demonstration project carried out in southern Spain by the WHO Regional Office for Europe in cooperation with the Institute for Public Health of Valencia (63). The main goal of the demonstration was to explore the possibility of developing investment-for-health alliances with sectors crucial to the economic, social and health development
of the Valencian Community: health, tourism (which represents a major proportion of the region’s gross domestic product – GDP) and agriculture (historically a very important sector for both culture and productivity and still one of the largest economic domains).

The demonstration identified shared goals and policy decisions among the three sectors (area D in Fig. 22.2) that would result in gains for all three. The common agenda for investment for health could be achieved only through negotiated prioritization and a search for win–win solutions. Decisions on this agenda often need to be placed within a bargaining policy environment. Thus, the health sector would be prepared to support win–win decisions for agriculture and tourism (area B, with no effect on health) as long as the agriculture sector was prepared to support win–win decisions for health and tourism (area A) and the tourism sector was willing to support win–win decisions for agriculture and health (area C).

![Fig. 22.2. Goals and policy decisions shared by three sectors in the Valencian Community](image-url)

Policy sectors can use many tools and techniques when they revisit their development priorities and establish new and shared ones, thereby setting a common agenda for investment for health. These tools include opportunity appraisals, conflict assessment analysis, multiattribute modeling, stakeholder analysis and behavioural and organizational simulations (61). Theories of institutional change, such as Malinowski’s seven notions of value exchange, may contribute to this bargaining process, but concrete case studies and anecdotal material remain the most helpful guidance (64). We hope that a larger number of practical applications of investment for health will culminate in a body of experience-based observation sufficient to form a validating framework for assessing future effects in health investment (65).
A more immediate option for applying investment for health and concomitantly developing a useful evaluation scheme would be to approach investments that minimize the negative health effects of public policies. Literature on the issue and methods of HIA is already substantial (see Chapter 18) (45,46). In contrast to health-enhancement investments that require substantial analysis of health promoting options and weighing of their relative benefits, a pre-emptive focus on first doing no harm seeks policy compliance with a set of prescribed values and specific protections for health. This focus is comparable to the well tested environmental impact statements that accompany various public laws and policies that do or may affect the environment (66). Another example is the social clause; if adopted by international trade negotiators, this would require specific protections for the health and welfare of vulnerable groups in the developing world (62). Appraisal of investment-for-health action taken in these circumstances would focus on each point (or directive) in the policy that prohibits any action that could be detrimental to the health of a vulnerable population. In this approach, both the independent and dependent variables are clear. Measures of these variables would be proxies for measures of ultimate benefits for population health, on the hypothetical grounds of a strong and predictable association between a given legislative initiative to avoid a harmful practice and a specific health benefit to the population.

Clearly, much remains to be learned about the efficacy of the investment-for-health process and the composition of an appropriate menu of factors to be appraised (38). Only through actual field trials can one begin to identify and order the variables that contribute to effective processes and outcomes of health investment. Living laboratories are needed, where the flow of the investment process can be observed and appropriate adjustments made in policy targets, administrative and logistical support, and action strategies. These trials are of particular importance when the aim is maximizing community health assets, rather than minimizing or alleviating the negative impact of public- and private-sector policies and programmes.

**Maximizing health assets: learning to appraise investment for health**

The WHO Regional Office for Europe has, since 1995, undertaken a series of advisory service activities at the request of several Member States in the spirit of mutual learning about how health investments can be decided, implemented and evaluated (23,42,67). The experience has shown the necessity of taking account of the whole of a country’s health promoting assets to locate the increments of development needed, whether substantial policy investments, regulatory changes, nurturing of nongovernmental resources and programme initiatives, strengthening of health promoting infrastructures and decision-making, refocusing on research, training in requisite health promotion skills or environmental improvement.
Indeed, the identification and strengthening of assets are at the heart of investment for health. Such assets can be operationalized according to the priorities and unique opportunities of a given country, region or community. They could include a community’s willingness to change and improve its living conditions, the beauty of the physical environment, the level of social capital (see Chapter 19) or any other collective resource that could be used to promote and gain more control over the determinants of population health.

Thinking in terms of assets for health does not come naturally. Most appraisals focus on the needs or problems of a population. Although appraisals take account of health needs, need reduction is not the primary objective of implementing investment for health. The main focus is the status and potential of health assets (resources) (Fig. 22.3).

Fig. 22.3. Needs and assets for health

If one assumes that a community’s level of need is A on the need axis, the type of strategy for investment for health depends on the community’s level of
assets: low (B) or high (C). If the chosen strategy has no effect on need (for example, from B to B\textsuperscript{1}), traditional epidemiological or other need-based indicators would suggest that health promotion has no effect at all, when in fact the strategy increases the community’s assets for health. Similarly, if the initial condition of a community is C and, as a result of a given strategy that community moves to C\textsuperscript{1}, according to conventional need-based evaluation there is no effect, but in practice C\textsuperscript{1} is worse than the initial C overall. Further, if a community moves from C to D, D is not necessarily a better condition, because the reduction in need comes with a drop in assets for health.

Appraisal of investment for health involves accounting and searching for asset maximization, not only need reduction. Further, appraisal helps identify different health promotion strategies when a country, region or community belongs to different quadrants in the need–assets grid (see Fig. 22.3). Assets for health can be appraised using the same community participation techniques as those mentioned earlier for the health gain map.

In investment-for-health appraisals (see Appendix), one must take a whole-systems approach to enable policy-makers to comprehend the big picture, identify priorities for investment and create the most appropriate infrastructure and decision-making process to sustain effective investment. Only this all-encompassing approach can optimally deploy the battery of evaluative approaches cited in other chapters of this book. The multitude of factors – economic, social, cultural and political – that interact and form the context for the appraisal of a given health investment at the policy level substantially muddy the waters for evaluators who are used to more orderly traditions of measuring the impact of behaviour change/interventions (see Chapter 16).

WHO has also focused attention on the nature of the direct and indirect contributions of investment for health to economic and social development. These contributions are not a trivial issue in the appraisal plan. At both the government and parliamentary levels, priority-setting values are geared to favour proposals and programmes that will clearly improve the general quality of life and economic prosperity. These goals are more than indications of economic growth; they are indicators of economic development. Economic development implies sustainable growth, the equitable distribution of benefits, quality of life and conservation of resources, both human and environmental.

Health is both a product of and a resource for economic and social development. This relationship is self-evident, but policy-makers do not always act on it. Links between health investment and economic development must be forged. Accounting for these links is a major aspect of evaluating health investments.

A closely related issue is parsimony. Like financial investments, health investing usually seeks the minimum necessary outlay of resources for the largest proportionate benefit. Thus, investments that blend well into existing legislation, cause little or no displacement of resources and have a long shelf-life before requiring revision are favoured. Health investments ideally complement, not supplement, the central thrust of the public policy involved.
That is, they contribute to the central policy goals while achieving health benefits.

In some circumstances, however, investment for health will require substantial policy change, possibly involving major financial, institutional, regulatory or educational efforts. Managing these changes is a key part of investment for health.

**Brief reflections on experience to date**

Evaluating the health investment process is a formidable task. To be useful, evaluation requires a dedicated and continuing centre for development. The expertise needed may not be available in most countries, even those whose expenditure on health services forms a substantial percentage of GDP. Using appropriate expertise to carry out and sustain an investment-for-health appraisal is a key challenge for implementing the concept and principles of health promotion effectively and credibly.

Investment for health, with its sectoral and intersectoral components, can become a powerful tool for modern public health practice. The technology required for its effective growth, however, is far from fully formed. A general sense of what is required is now emerging through the field consultations and services of the programme on health promotion at the WHO Regional Office for Europe.

Early reviews of the usefulness of investment for health have been positive and suggest exciting new options for improving population health equitably and sustainably, often without additional stress on national budgets. Indeed, such investments are often consistent with announced economic and social goals.

We invite scholars and practitioners in health promotion and allied disciplines to contribute their expertise and experience in applying and testing the efficacy of the Ottawa Charter’s challenge to build healthy public policy, create supportive environments, strengthen community action, develop personal skills and reorient health services (2). We strongly believe that these goals can be met pragmatically and effectively through investment for health.
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Appendix. The appraisal process

Here we outline the process of the investment-for-health appraisal service developed by the WHO Regional Office for Europe. This process necessarily differs from those used in the demonstration projects mentioned above. The appraisal of investment for health, as so far practised, has operated at a country level, and been initiated by a WHO Member State’s national parliament and supported by the health ministry. The process comprises: initiation, preparation, team briefing, fieldwork, report writing and submission, and longer-term follow-up.

Initiation

Typically, parliamentary, government, professional or other officials of a Member State will initiate discussions with Regional Office staff about policy-making, organizational or other aspects of their health promotion arrangements that cause them concern. Such discussions often evoke the possibility of WHO’s offering assistance through the new service for appraisal of investment for health. Its applicability to a Member State’s situation is normally judged by the following criteria.

1. The Member State has already taken some important steps in developing health promotion.
2. Before drafting a service agreement with WHO, relevant officials understand the investment appraisal service and its implications for government decision-makers.
3. The service is provided at the joint invitation of the government and parliament.
4. The Member State demonstrates its commitment to the service by agreeing to provide some of the necessary resources for its operation.
5. Senior officials are assigned responsibility for ensuring that terms of the service agreement are fulfilled, including commitment to longer-term follow-through work with the WHO Regional Office for Europe.

The Member State’s priority statement and the intended response of the appraisal service comprise the heart of the service agreement. Typical examples of priority statements include:

- increasing understanding of some of the opportunities to strengthen health, taking into account relevant economic, social, cultural and psychological factors;
- strengthening integration of existing health promotion activities;

---

creating greater awareness in government and parliament of the importance of health promotion and the need to take appropriate action; and

strengthening the basis for sound decision-making and choice of priorities, in the light of current economic circumstances, to optimize the return on investment.

The appraisal service provides an expert international team, experienced in the priority areas raised by the Member State, to appraise and report to both the health ministry and parliament on:

- the strategy needed to improve the health status of the population
- the potential for investment for health in the country
- the infrastructure needed to build, support and sustain investment for health.

**Preparation**

When the Regional Office for Europe and the Member State have made an agreement to proceed with the appraisal service, a detailed service planning process begins. The senior officials named in the service agreement and the expert appraisal team leader and secretariat (from the Regional Office) do this planning in the country. This preparatory phase includes:

1. briefing the health minister and senior representatives of parliament;
2. briefing all parties involved in the organizational arrangements for the service and assigning them specific tasks;
3. agreeing on dates for fieldwork by the appraisal team;
4. considering the range of skills and experience the team will need, which the team leader should take into account in selecting members;
5. meeting and briefing members of a multidisciplinary local resource group, appointed by the country, to provide technical assistance to the team;
6. preparing specific analyses of a wide range of policy sectors;
7. agreeing on a schedule and location for interviews and for individual and group meetings of team members with key representatives of relevant organizations and with other people within and outside the health sector;
8. before the fieldwork, planning the content and assembly of a resource pack to brief team members, and preparing a written presentation of the appraisal process for all parties involved; and
9. developing a process within which the tasks described above can be fulfilled in a participatory and transparent manner involving a wide range of the country’s institutions, professionals, nongovernmental organizations, lay community representatives and others.

**Team briefing**

At least four weeks before the fieldwork is due to start, team members receive their resource packs. These packs include documents about the country’s:
• history and geography
• constitution and governance system
• laws most directly affecting health
• key economic and health-related budgetary data
• demographic, social, health and morbidity/mortality data
• relevant structural, organizational and institutional information, including nongovernmental resources affecting health.

Having read the resource packs, team members assemble in the Member State for 2–3 days of detailed briefing, analysis and fieldwork planning.

**Fieldwork**

Fieldwork usually extends over two weeks, and has five purposes:

• to recognize the potential contribution of different elements in the country to promoting health and identify the practical steps for activating these elements (accomplished through interviews and semistructured discussions with key individuals and groups, both government and nongovernmental);
• to assess and analyse the country’s economic, social, institutional, legislative and other potential strengths and weaknesses as these may affect the promotion of health;
• to begin formulating conclusions and an outline of the main elements of a potential investment-for-health strategy, including proposals for the essential development and reform of legislative, institutional, organizational and professional arrangements and processes;
• to stimulate and sustain learning by and political consensus on aims, methods and strategy among leaders whose future day-to-day collaboration will be essential for successful investment for health; and
• to provide an outline to the country’s government and parliament of the main elements of an investment for health strategy for their country.

**Report writing and submission**

As fieldwork draws to a close, the appraisal team increasingly directs its attention to the construction of its report to the country’s relevant minister (usually the health minister) and parliament. The appraisal team’s leader and rapporteur facilitate the work by agreeing on the report’s overall structure, broad conclusions and recommendations. Then the full team reviews their work. The local resource group has a major role at this stage: acting as a sounding board before the main elements of the report are discussed with the minister and parliament.

The rapporteur is responsible for writing, consulting with the other team members and clearing a draft report with the team leader within four weeks. The team submits the draft report to the minister and parliament for comments and the verification of facts. With these, the rapporteur completes the report, and the team leader formally submits it.
In doing so, the team leader aligns the report with the central aim of the investment-for-health appraisal process by pointing out that the report, itself the result of a wide-ranging and participatory process, has assembled the results in a format to be used to enhance discussion, foster consensus, stimulate synergy and direct the action of both government and parliament. Thus, the report is not a static document, but an important instrument to facilitate progress in formulating, implementing and sustaining an innovative and effective investment strategy for promoting the population’s health.

The WHO Regional Office for Europe offers its support to the country in acting on the recommendations. This support has taken the forms of participation in parliamentary discussions, advice about implementation and structured capacity-building activities.

**Presenting the appraisal report**

The team’s appraisal has three parts:

1. the overall situation in the country;
2. sector-by-sector analysis (industry and commerce as a whole; financial services; tourism and catering; agriculture horticulture, and the food industry; transport; education; health care; and the mass media) and policy options for intersectoral consideration; and
3. structural, organizational, intersectoral and institutional issues.

The appraisal of the first and second items identifies the perceived strengths and weaknesses in policy development of current investment-for-health practice, followed by an assessment of future opportunities and threats. The third part addresses issues related to both sectoral and intersectoral development. Each part of the appraisal identifies the opportunities to promote health more effectively through key policy features of economic and social development and through the corresponding opportunities to strengthen such development through investment for health.

The third part of the appraisal requires a little more discussion. Reporting on structural, organizational, intersectoral and institutional issues focuses on the extent to which the policy environment is sufficiently conducive to investment for health. The policy environment must be able to develop and sustain:

1. consensual policy-making (favouring sustainable medium- and long-term commitments from government) and consistent, well informed support from parliament and other policy-making bodies for the approach and implications of investment for health;
2. a fully coherent and enabling infrastructure to assist policy formulation and ensure its implementation;
3. an appropriate focus and sufficient capacity at national and subnational levels;
4. evidence-based local health promotion practices;
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5. incentives for alliance building at all levels;
6. skilled survey, research and evaluation practice;
7. education and training for all aspects of health promotion practice, especially advocacy, mediation, and community participation and empowerment; and
8. long-term resources and their flexible and sustainable use.

The appraisal team presents practical recommendations on fundamental issues, and offers WHO advice and assistance with implementation. Typically, the team’s presentation includes:

1. advice to the government and parliament for drawing up an investment-for-health strategy;
2. recommendations identifying specific deficiencies in the current health promotion infrastructure and the steps needed to repair them;
3. procedures to establish secure and robust long-term funding of investment for health; and
4. plans to devise and implement robust measures for the development and deployment of sufficient numbers of the appropriately skilled personnel necessary for successful investment for health.

In focusing on an overall systems view of the task, the recommendations on infrastructure call for structural changes based on sound functional analyses, adapting and modifying wherever possible. They suggest new structures only if adaptation is impossible.
Part 5
Synthesis and conclusion
Evaluation in health promotion: synthesis and recommendations

Michael S. Goodstadt, Brian Hyndman, David V. McQueen, Louise Potvin, Irving Rootman and Jane Springett

From its inception, a clear and specific goal has guided the development of this book (1):

To stimulate and support innovative approaches to the evaluation and practice of health promotion, by reviewing the theory and best practice of evaluation and by producing guidelines and recommendations for health promotion policy-makers and practitioners concerning evaluation of health promotion approaches.

This chapter revisits and examines the work of the WHO European Working Group on Health Promotion Evaluation from two perspectives. First, the Group can ask how well it has accomplished the specific tasks set in its two objectives: examining the current range of quantitative and qualitative evaluation methods and providing guidance to policy-makers and practitioners. Success is essential to fostering the use of appropriate methods for health promotion evaluation and increasing the quality of such evaluations (1).

An examination of the Group’s work suggests that it has achieved its objectives. The chapters of this book comprise an extensive compilation and discussion of the theory, methodologies and practice of evaluating health promotion initiatives. Further, the document Health promotion evaluation: recommendations to policy-makers (1) provides general but seminal recommendations to guide policy-makers and others involved in decisions that affect the evaluation of health promotion practice. To this extent, the Working Group is confident that its work will have a positive impact on the quantity and quality of health promotion evaluation. Nevertheless, it must assess its work more critically. The Working Group has much to gain from examining its fidelity to the original conceptual framework (see Chapter 1) by synthesizing what it has learned, probing unanswered questions and outstanding issues, and suggesting an action plan for improving the future evaluation of health promotion.

Revisiting a framework for health promotion evaluation
Chapter 1 has two objectives: attempting to capture the Working Group’s initial
perspectives on the evaluation of health promotion and acting as a reference point for the development of the project and the remaining chapters. As to its first objective, after clarifying the understanding of health promotion and evaluation, Chapter 1 presents three distinct, interrelated dimensions of the Group’s thinking about health promotion evaluation. First, it identifies five overriding issues that are fundamental to, though often left latent in, any discussion of health promotion evaluation: social programming; knowledge construction, valuing and use; and evaluation itself. Then it discusses eight challenges faced in evaluating health promotion: philosophical (including epistemological) issues; conceptual ones related specifically to health promotion (empowerment, capacity building and control); issues related to the role of theory in health promotion and its evaluation and to the appropriateness of methodologies; and ethical, political and other types of issues related to evaluating health promotion. Last, it provides a more specific framework that outlines the principles and the seven steps involved in undertaking health promotion evaluation.

A book of this kind cannot be expected to meet the needs of all readers: a single volume cannot do justice to the range and depth of issues associated with health promotion evaluation. An examination of the topics covered, as well as the manner in which issues are discussed, suggests that the book possesses both strengths and weaknesses, depending on the reader’s point of view.

This volume has many strengths. It covers a wide range of both general and specific topics related to the evaluation of health promotion. At the more general level, most of the chapters comprising Part 2 (and especially Chapter 3) deal with generic issues related to the nature and meaning of evidence in evaluating health promotion initiatives, and how this evidence can/should be obtained. Other chapters address issues of general relevance to health promotion evaluation, such as qualitative versus experimental methodologies, and participatory research and evaluation (see chapters 2 and 5).

Dealing with more specific issues, the present volume makes a strong contribution by providing detailed discussions of and guidance on health promotion evaluation in the community in general and three settings in particular: schools, the workplace and urban areas (chapters 10–14). In addition, chapters 15–18 deal with issues in evaluating policies in general or those intended to promote health or support other health initiatives at the community, national and international levels. Chapters 19–21 provide insights into issues related specifically to the evaluation of health communication, health systems and the emerging field of social capital’s contributions to the development and maintenance of health in communities. In summary, the Working Group feels justified in concluding that its attention to many of the general and specific issues involved in evaluation both makes a contribution to the field of health promotion and is faithful to the discussion of the five fundamental issues set out in Chapter 1.

While many readers may benefit from this book’s guidance on these issues, some might be less satisfied with the level of detail and direction it provides on
how to conduct evaluations of health promotion initiatives. Early in the life of the project, however, the Working Group decided that the creation of a recipe book for evaluation should not be the priority. It had two reasons for this decision. First, a vast library of manuals can provide step-by-step guidance on how to conduct evaluations. The challenges faced by health promotion emanate from the goals, values, principles and strategies that are particularly characteristic of health promotion practice, such as those set out in the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2). At each step of the evaluation process, such as the seven steps set out in Chapter 1, practitioners must ask what innovative evaluation methodologies or modifications to standard procedures are required to address the unique issues and challenges involved in evaluating health promotion initiatives.

Second, until those in health promotion have developed a clear scientific foundation, and dealt with broad, often difficult and sometimes value-laden questions, evaluation will remain ad hoc and sometimes incoherent and unconvincing. The authors have therefore struggled with and, they hope, clarified the larger questions about the nature of the phenomena to evaluate (that is, the ontological question), what knowledge means with respect to the effectiveness of health promotion (the epistemological question) and how this knowledge might be acquired through evaluation of health promotion (see Chapter 3).

By way of conclusion, this final chapter addresses three questions.

1. What has been learned about the evaluation of health promotion?
2. What issues and questions still need resolution?
3. What is needed to foster more appropriate evaluations of health promotion?

A detailed analysis of how the chapters in this volume might answer these questions indicates that the three are closely related; for example, outstanding issues relate both to what those in health promotion have learned and to what they need to do in the future. For simplicity and clarity, the next two sections give a detailed analysis of the first two questions and then focus on recommendations for the future of health promotion evaluation. The chapter concludes by presenting a generic model to assist in planning and evaluating health promotion initiatives.

**Lessons about the evaluation of health promotion**

The Working Group has identified at least nine important principles; evaluation in health promotion:

1. is an evolving field
2. can make a major contribution to practice
3. suffers from a shortage of evidence on the effectiveness of initiatives
4. involves a wide range of approaches and models
5. offers legitimate roles for both qualitative and quantitative methodologies
6. employs a wide range of social science disciplines and approaches
7. builds on a range of planning models
8. requires theory and other conceptualizations to be effective
9. offers many potential roles to evaluators/researchers.

An evolving field
The discussion contained in many chapters shows that health promotion is an evolving field. Paradoxically, while people have been doing health promotion for many years, if not centuries, only in the last few decades have health promotion practitioners begun to identify a coherent set of values, goals, principles, strategies and practices that offers a more comprehensive and potentially more effective approach to health-related problems in communities. Although many of the approaches taken by previous generations to prevent health problems and strengthen health are compatible with recent developments in health promotion, the principles and strategies — as set out in documents such as the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2) and the Jakarta Declaration on Leading Health Promotion into the 21st Century (3) — reflect a rapid development in the understanding of health, the broad set of social, environmental and individual factors that affect it, and the complex array of approaches required for effective action (see Chapter 22).

Not surprisingly, however, the evolving nature of health promotion presents many challenges. First, the conceptual challenge is to provide a clear, coherent and convincing statement of what constitutes health promotion. The second challenge is to identify and conceptually organize the full range of approaches, strategies and interventions (programmes, policies and services) that constitute health promotion’s repertoire of activities. The third challenge is to select and implement the coordinated subset of strategies most likely to have the desired effect. The final challenge is to address issues and problems involved in evaluation, as discussed in this book.

Increasing pressure for evaluation is another feature of the developing field of health promotion. This has several origins, resulting in evaluation’s taking several forms. First, health promotion practitioners and stakeholders often experience self-imposed internal pressure. Professional and other stakeholders frequently have a strong personal investment in their health promotion interventions, resulting in a natural desire to know whether their time, energy and other resources are well spent. They often want to know not only whether their efforts have had a positive effect (outcome or impact evaluation) but also the reasons why (process evaluation). A second and increasing demand for evaluation of health promotion has its roots in the external pressure imposed by government and nongovernmental funding agencies’ demand for accountability (see Chapter 8). Understandably, they want reassurance that their increasingly scarce financial resources are being appropriately used. Funding agencies most commonly require:
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• evidence of effectiveness and particularly cost-related effectiveness (cost–
effectiveness, cost–benefit or cost–utility analyses); and/or
• evidence that interventions have been, or are being, implemented as origi-
nally intended.

While not wanting to appear defensive about the state of health promotion
and health promotion evaluation, the Working Group could argue that an
emerging field is not expected to be as sophisticated as those with longer his-
tories. In addition, health promotion reflects the state of development in the
many disciplines from which it draws. That is, the challenges faced in evaluat-
ing health promotion initiatives are similar, if not identical, to those faced in
the evaluation of initiatives in related fields, including education, social work,
psychology, sociology, urban planning and public health. As these disciplines
develop and evaluate programmes and policies that address the needs of com-
munities, they face the same four challenges as health promotion. The Work-
ing Group therefore expects that health promotion in general and its evaluation
in particular will continue to evolve, and that the latter will continue to benefit
from developments in its parent disciplines.

**Major contribution to practice**
One of the most powerful conclusions drawn from the chapters in this publica-
tion is the special value of evaluation to health promotion practice. Many
authors deal at length with the multiple approaches to and benefits of evalu-
ation. In summary, evaluation can increase the quality and effectiveness of any
initiative by contributing to the processes of its planning, development and im-
plementation. Several chapters argue that appropriate evaluation procedures
contribute to health promotion in two general ways. First, they can help to de-
develop knowledge valuable at the local level and can be applicable to initiatives
in other settings and circumstances. Second, procedures can contribute to the
central mechanism of health promotion – the empowerment of individual and
community stakeholders to exercise control over the factors affecting their
health – by:

1. providing the knowledge base that allows stakeholders to exercise control
   in identifying issues and making informed decisions on actions that affect
   their wellbeing;
2. promoting appropriate expectations for responsibility and accountability
   among partners; and
3. strengthening the capacity of marginalized groups to understand and con-
   trol their own affairs.

**Shortage of evidence on effectiveness**
Relatively few evaluations of health promotion have been undertaken, at least
as shown by the published literature; systematic reviews of health promotion
are in particularly short supply. The paucity of evaluations is less dishearten-
ing, however, when one understands the difficulties in undertaking and publishing them, and compares the state of evaluation in health promotion and other fields.

Various chapters identify three groups of factors that contribute to the lack of access to evaluations of health promotion. First, some factors relate to the ability to undertake health promotion evaluations. These include the inherent difficulty of evaluating complex interventions that involve multilevel, multi-strategy interventions, have an extended time frame and have poor control over the implementation of health promotion initiatives. In addition, funding for appropriate kinds of evaluation is limited; relatively few resources have historically been invested in the evaluation of the complex interventions that characterize health promotion. A second set of factors relates to the criteria for assessing effectiveness. This challenge has two aspects: the great debate over appropriate methodologies, variables, measures and criteria for evaluating individual initiatives, and the considerable disagreement about appropriate methods (for example, randomized controlled trials versus community stories – analysing narratives provided by the people involved in or affected by an issue) for synthesizing the evidence on the effectiveness of health promotion in general. The influence of evidence-based medicine creates pressure to measure effectiveness against the so-called gold standard of randomized controlled trials, which are held to be a prerequisite criterion for inclusion in reviews of the literature. Finally, some factors limit the ability to know about (and learn from) the evaluations that are undertaken, including the limited outlets for publishing health promotion evaluations and the difficulty of identifying the grey or fugitive evaluations that are not published in accessible journals and books.

As discussed, the low number and methodological limitations of health promotion evaluations reflect the current phase in the evolution of both health promotion and evaluation. Again, one should recognize that many related fields face the same evaluation challenges, with similar meagre outcomes. For example, reviews of the literature on the effectiveness of initiatives related to nutrition, drug use, physical activity and teenage pregnancy have identified few well conducted evaluations or consistent findings. The Working Group hopes that health promotion evaluations will continue to grow in quantity and quality, with a corresponding increase in the number of comprehensive reviews of the health promotion literature.

**Use of a wide range of approaches and models**

Many in the health promotion community question traditional assumptions about evaluation goals and research paradigms, methodologies, designs and methods. At the same time, they are uncertain or confused about the utility and appropriateness of the alternatives. This debate has many aspects, including: the appropriateness of traditional evaluation methodologies based on a positivistic research paradigm, the identification and/or development of alternative approaches and the possible dominance of a limited subset of professional fields (and their particular areas and methods of research) in health promotion
research and evaluation (in particular, the weight given to epidemiological and biomedical research).

**Legitimate roles for qualitative and quantitative methodologies**

A recurring, highly contentious issue encountered in many chapters relates to the appropriateness of quantitative and qualitative approaches. Four questions need to be asked about the latter.

1. What is qualitative research in health promotion terms?
2. How appropriate is it to the evaluation of health promotion initiatives?
3. How useful is it in such evaluations?
4. What do evaluators need to know about applying qualitative research methods in such evaluations?

The chapter authors generally agree that qualitative research is useful and appropriate in the evaluation of most health promotion initiatives, except in economic evaluation. They also appear to agree that such evaluations require the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods.

The authors seem to be less united, however, in defining qualitative research in health promotion terms, using *qualitative* to refer to an evaluation approach or design, the type of data collected, data-collection techniques or a form of analysis. *Qualitative research* can therefore be considered a paradigm, a methodology and/or a method. These different perspectives raise a number of issues, including: which paradigm is best for health promotion, which methodology is most consistent with the chosen paradigm and which specific methods, qualitative or otherwise, are best suited to answer the questions posed by an evaluation in particular circumstances and a particular context.

Finally, while a great deal is known about the use of qualitative research in health promotion evaluation, more skill and knowledge are required. Examples of areas requiring further exploration include: how to combine qualitative with quantitative research methods, what procedures to follow to ensure confidence in the results, how best to provide further training and education for health promotion evaluators in the use of qualitative research and how to address ethical issues.

**Use of a wide range of social science disciplines and approaches**

As already indicated, health promotion frequently involves multistrategy interventions in complex community settings that do not lend themselves to the kind of (and standards for) control favoured by traditional research and evaluation methodologies. In addition, health promotion is ideologically committed
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8 This section summarizes the conclusions of an analysis by Barbara Kahan (*The role of qualitative research in the evaluation of health promotion initiatives: an examination of a collection of papers written for WHO*. Toronto, University of Toronto, 1998 (document)).
to promoting empowerment and community ownership of all aspects of an intervention’s development and evaluation. For these reasons, the range of approaches available to evaluators must be broad enough to permit the selection of methodologies that are appropriate to the breadth of issues and settings in which they will be used.

In addition, health promotion initiatives are typically complex responses to problems or issues that have been identified through a variety of data sources (such as community stories) and epidemiology and population surveys. These responses depend for their effectiveness on the use of a broad array of social sciences, such as psychology, sociology, political science, anthropology and economics. The evaluation of health promotion initiatives should therefore pay attention to the psychosocial and cultural factors and theoretical variables underlying initiatives, rather than merely assessing initiatives’ impact on outcomes such as the incidence or prevalence of health problems.

**Use of a range of planning models**

Many have observed that the process of evaluation is integrally related to the process of planning. The two can be seen as mirror images; planning, implementation and evaluation are often portrayed as components of an iterative cycle, whereby planning leads to implementation, which leads to evaluation, which in turn can lead to a further development in planning, etc. Not surprisingly, therefore, several chapters discuss the planning and implementation of health promotion initiatives. Part of this discussion elaborates a number of models. Issues particularly relevant for health promotion evaluation include: the differences between community and other health promotion programmes (especially in their complexity and extended time frames), large- versus small-scale community programmes, the influence of environment on programme impact and the differing functions of evaluation as a programme progresses through development, implementation and conclusion. Each of these stages poses different evaluation questions.

**Role of theory and other conceptualizations in effective evaluation**

Many chapters emphasize the important contributions made by theory and related conceptualizations to the processes of evaluation. Theory, as well as more limited concepts and assumptions, contributes to evaluation in two important ways; they provide a framework for planning and implementing evaluation and are essential to understanding why and how an initiative succeeds or fails to produce its desired effects. Although whether there is a theory of health promotion is not yet clear (just as it is not clear that theories of public health or education exist), theory can contribute to health promotion practice in a number of ways. For example, theories and concepts help to describe and explain the nature and etiology of issues. Abundant theories and concepts drawn from the social sciences help in developing and implementing effective ways of responding to issues. In addition, health promotion concepts incorporated into frameworks such as the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2) provide
a foundation and process for developing these responses. Finally, evaluation is always embedded in the theoretical and conceptual perspectives of evaluators; hence the importance of a careful and critical analysis of evaluators’ values and interests.

**Roles of evaluators/researchers**
In addition to evaluators and researchers’ obvious role in assessing the effectiveness of initiatives, this book identifies their other important contributions to health promotion in general (see chapters 4, 10 and 11). Evaluators can provide added value through two particular aspects of their work. In their primary role as knowledge developers, evaluators are in a powerful position to reduce barriers and resistance to knowledge development, to encourage the sharing of knowledge among all stakeholders and to foster the use of evaluation results. In fostering the principle of participatory evaluation, evaluators are able to promote stakeholders’ participation in all elements and stages of the health promotion initiative, and to increase their capacity to plan and carry out evaluations and to identify and make use of their implications.

**Recommendations to foster more appropriate evaluations of health promotion**
All chapters make recommendations on what is needed to improve health promotion evaluation. A detailed analysis of these recommendations clustered them into three major categories: philosophical and conceptual needs, methodological needs and other practical, political and ethical needs. Not surprisingly, these categories and their constituent recommendations closely correspond to the conclusions and recommendations for policy-makers developed by the WHO European Working Group on Health Promotion Evaluation (1). For reasons of coherence and symmetry, the authors of this chapter summarize this book’s recommendations within the context of the recommendations to policy-makers. The recommendations given here provide the basis for a comprehensive plan of action to foster more appropriate evaluations of health promotion. While some of the tasks listed would fall to other groups, policy-makers would be responsible for enabling them to be accomplished.
1. Policy-makers should “encourage the adoption of participatory approaches to evaluation that provide meaningful opportunities for involvement by all of those with a direct interest in health promotion initiatives” (1) by:

   - increasing public and private stakeholders’ participation in evaluations, to increase timeliness and usefulness;
   - studying the impact of community participation on the validity of the research;
   - identifying local assets; and
   - identifying and working with new partners, such as economists.
2. Policy-makers should “require that a minimum of ten percent of the total financial resources for a health promotion initiative be allocated to evaluation” (1); they should provide funds to support participatory evaluation and to disseminate reports of policy implications outside professional circles.

3. Policy-makers should “ensure that a mixture of process and outcome information is used to evaluate all health promotion initiatives” (1) by:

- widening definitions of outcome to include the processes and outcomes identified or implied in the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2);
- designing outcome measures that are practical, while capturing the full impact of health promotion interventions;
- using indicators at various levels, including the community level;
- providing a full account of proximal and distal outcomes;
- judging each project against its own aims and objectives;
- articulating specific national and regional health goals and objectives;
- developing indicators that could clarify the relationship between healthy public policy and health status;
- using indicators of important determinants of health as benchmarks of progress;
- developing methods for process evaluation to assess partnerships, and tools for monitoring the long-term sustainability of collective action;
- emphasizing the continuous collection of consistent and relevant information on programme performance;
- assessing health impact using measurable outcomes based on a continuum of health; and
- adding quality assurance to discussions of effectiveness and efficiency.

4. Policy-makers should “support the use of multiple methods to evaluate health promotion initiatives” and “further research into the development of appropriate approaches to evaluating health promotion initiatives” (1). To address philosophical and conceptual needs, they should:

- redefine rigour in evaluation;
- question randomization and the randomized controlled trial as requirements for adequate evaluation;
- develop appropriate theory and methods of evaluation;
- develop and use an interdisciplinary science of population health;
- understand both qualitative and quantitative approaches;
- make explicit the theoretical links related to initiatives;
- increase the transparency of conflicting interests and give greater attention to epistemology;
- articulate the purposes underlying projects and activities;
- accept that participatory evaluation is political; and
- place more emphasis on concepts such as quality of life and social capital.
As to evaluation and research designs and methodologies, they should:

- make evaluation an internal part of every programme;
- develop and use a wider range of designs;
- employ multiparadigm designs;
- encourage the use of alternative methodologies;
- adapt methods from other disciplines;
- use an action research approach;
- develop a more dynamic set of methods and procedures to reflect changes in a programme over time;
- strengthen mechanisms that triangulate multiple information sets;
- use strategically oriented analyses of the policy-making process;
- focus on policy analysis that is theoretically informed about the structure and dynamics of the policy-making process;
- complement economic evaluations with other kinds;
- incorporate less formal economic appraisals into the planning process;
- use more partial evaluations;
- critically analyse the use of auditing methods in international health promotion partnerships.

5. Policy-makers should “support the establishment of a training and education infrastructure to develop expertise in the evaluation of health promotion initiatives” (I) by:

- making changes in bodies that train, develop, fund and disseminate evaluations to encourage a new focus on policy evaluation;
- providing skills training for researchers and practitioners, including the use of both qualitative and quantitative research methods;
- enhancing community capacities by mapping them and identifying the connection between them and the attainment of programme goals;
- increasing the number of skilled researchers available; and
- incorporating an understanding and appreciation of health communication research methods into graduate training (of epidemiologists and health professionals, for example).

6. Policy-makers should “create and support opportunities for sharing information on evaluation methods in health promotion through conferences, workshops, networks and other means” (I) by:

- facilitating the alignment of evaluation findings with the priorities of the organizations with which potential users are associated;
- disseminating information in a planned and systematic fashion;
- strengthening countries’ information on health and risk factors by providing reports from different sectors; and
• identifying and using innovative examples of more effective ways of communication through conventional and electronic media.

7. Policy-makers should also build a strong infrastructure for evaluation by ensuring funding, training, organizational development and networking to support:

• determining how information on risk factors can best be compiled, assessed and synthesized;
• identifying information needs and organizing information collection activities from the beginning of a programme;
• creating national data sets that provide information on the most effective audience segments to address for the wide variety of public health issues;
• encouraging efforts to evaluate community health promotion programmes;
• ensuring that stakeholders’ needs and expectations are met in a timely and cost-efficient way;
• increasing research into the quality of international cooperation;
• launching international research on global cooperation in health promotion training and research;
• undertaking studies designed to capture the complete social diffusion process of mass-media campaigns; and
• providing better descriptions of interventions.

Generic model for planning and evaluating health promotion
A number of models, differing in purpose and content, have relevance to the evaluation of health promotion initiatives. Some models, the prime example of which is the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2), are largely conceptual in nature and recommend broad goals, values, principles and general strategies for health promotion. Others, such as PATCH (4,5) and MATCH (the multilevel approach to community health (5)), have been developed to assist in the operational planning of initiatives. Few, if any, of these models, however, address the planning of initiatives under the guidance of the goals, values, principles and strategies contained in frameworks such as the Ottawa Charter. The general evaluation literature is replete with a third group of models, which suggest structures and flow for evaluation processes; similarly, however, few of these address the issues and challenges of evaluating initiatives grounded in the Ottawa Charter or similar frameworks. A fourth group focuses on the interrelationships between conceptual, planning and evaluation elements, such as PRECEDE/PROCEED (5), but they are not grounded in health promotion principles as reflected in the Ottawa Charter and similar frameworks.
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Thus, a model needs to be developed that incorporates three elements:

- the principles and strategies in the Ottawa Charter;
- a structure and sequence of components that can be used in planning health promotion initiatives and that are consistent with the Ottawa Charter; and
- a corresponding structure and sequence of steps that can be used in evaluating the effectiveness of initiatives that have conceptual and operational roots in the Ottawa Charter.

For this purpose, this chapter presents the generic model shown in Fig. 23.1.

**Components**

The upper portion of Fig. 23.1 identifies the key elements of the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2). In particular, according to this model, health promotion initiatives should:

1. have goals that extend beyond reducing and preventing ill health to include improving health and wellbeing;
2. focus on positive health, holistic health, social justice, equity and participation;
3. use empowerment as a core mechanism;
4. address the determinants of (or prerequisites for) health: macro-level factors that include those shown in Fig. 23.1; and
5. take action in the areas given priority by the Ottawa Charter: strengthening community action, building healthy public policy, creating supportive environments, developing personal skills and reorienting health services.

These principles and elements suggest that the objectives of health promotion might be stated as: empowerment and the development and fostering of institutional and physical environments that support the goals, values, principles and strategies identified above.

The lower portion of Fig. 23.1 identifies and lists examples of the elements involved in the operational planning of health promotion initiatives. This planning includes decisions related to:

1. the objectives, processes and outcomes that are instrumental in achieving the goals and objectives of health promotion;
2. the strategy or combination of strategies needed, which are not unique to health promotion but originate in other disciplines such as education, psychology, sociology and political science; and
3. the activities, products, outputs, etc. that result from using the selected strategies and will be instrumental in achieving the identified health promotion goals and objectives.
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Health promotion is likely to be more effective if planning and evaluation incorporate understanding of how one might influence these (by prevention, for example) the nature and origins of health issues/problems of concern, and the underlying causes. As suggested by this discussion, the planning of health promotion initiatives should reflect the conceptual framework that underlies the understanding of health promotion.

**Fig. 23.1.** Generic logic model for planning and evaluating health promotion.
within the context of an explicitly stated framework such as the Ottawa Charter.

**Implications of the model for evaluation**

The proposed generic model has several important implications for the evaluation of health promotion. First, evaluation is inextricably related to and depends on both a clear understanding of the conceptual framework underlying the initiative and the processes and elements involved in planning it. It is not an exaggeration to state that the evaluation of health promotion initiatives will only be as good as the preceding planning. Again, planning, implementation and evaluation are often portrayed as equally important parts of an iterative cycle, a relationship shown by the evaluation loop included in Fig. 23.1.

Second, evaluation involves an assessment of each of the elements emanating from the various planning steps. In this way, evaluation should examine an initiative with respect to:

1. its success in achieving the goals and objectives identified in planning, which requires paying attention to the achievement of all levels of goals and objectives, including the overall health promotion goals, as well as the instrumental objectives, processes, outcomes, products and other outputs;
2. the extent to which the initiative employed/reflected the values identified as its guiding principles;
3. its success in implementing the core mechanism of health promotion: individual and community empowerment;
4. its success in addressing the determinants of health, identified through the planning process as being relevant to the issue/problem of concern (such as employment opportunities and economics-based access issues); and
5. the way in which the initiative worked in one or more of the general health promotion action areas and used the strategies identified in planning.

Evaluation can include an assessment of the range of action areas and strategies employed, the appropriateness of the strategies included or excluded, and the synergy or mutual support among strategies.

Third, evaluation involves retracing the steps taken in planning, usually in reverse order: that is, assessing first the most specific activities and components, then the intermediate or instrumental effects and finally the overall outcomes and impact. This temporal approach to evaluation offers three advantages: it systematizes and simplifies the evaluation process, and goes beyond a simple description of the intervention and its effects to an understanding of the reasons for success or failure.

Fourth, the logic underlying this evaluation model is that each step in both implementing and evaluating a planned initiative builds on the contributions of the previous steps. For this reason, in addition to assessing an initiative’s success in achieving its planned effects (as discussed above), evaluation of health promotion initiatives should include an assessment of the contributions made
by each element to the achievement of the higher-order elements of the initiative. For example, in addition to assessing success in achieving tangible outcomes, evaluation should also examine the contributions these make (or fail to make) to the achievement of the initiative’s instrumental and intermediate objectives. Similarly, in addition to assessing an initiative’s success in addressing poverty as a determinant of health, evaluation should also examine how the initiative contributed (or failed to contribute) to improvements in health.

Finally, the proposed model implies that evaluations of health promotion:

- can serve a number of functions, including assisting in the formative development and implementation of initiatives, and in assessing an initiative’s outcomes and summative impact;
- can and probably should employ a variety of methodologies and procedures, depending on their purposes;
- should give attention to the assessment of processes, as well as outcomes and impacts;
- should focus on a variety of variables, which are related to goals, mechanisms, instrumental objectives, activities and outputs; and
- should occur at a variety of levels related to the sequence or hierarchy of elements included in the planning process.

In conclusion

This book has taken three perspectives in examining the issues related to the evaluation of health promotion. It includes a retrospective examination of the evolution of health promotion evaluation; this provides the context for assessing and understanding its current state. Finally, the many recommendations provide a look into the future.

The WHO European Working Group on Health Promotion Evaluation and the other contributors to this book believe that, in spite of the many ideological and practical challenges it faces, the field of health promotion is in a period of accelerated development. This development is spurred and fostered by a growing understanding that most of the world’s health and social problems have their roots in an array of social and economic conditions, and that these broad determinants of health cannot be effectively addressed through interventions focused narrowly on individual lifestyles. Recent evidence indicates that policy-makers, professionals of all kinds and the general public are increasingly aware that poverty and wealth inequity, among other factors, are particularly important health determinants, but their willingness to tackle these problems or their effects on health is not yet clear. This book provides a solid foundation for understanding how to respond to these challenges. More particularly, it indicates how a health promotion approach, as set out in the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (2), offers a comprehensive framework for planning and implementing the interventions that are more likely to be effective in addressing today’s major health-related problems.
In addition to making the case for taking a health promotion approach, the contributors to this book hope that their work and the voluminous literature and experience on which it is based make the case for a more concerted and intensive investment in the evaluation of health promotion. In this volume, authors have not been shy in identifying the collective and individual weaknesses of previous health promotion efforts; they have given special attention to the challenges of increasing the quantity and quality of evaluations. In response to these challenges, they have provided a wealth of guidance on how to undertake appropriate evaluations of health promotion initiatives. Perhaps their greatest contribution, however, lies in the case they make for the added value that good evaluation brings to the field of health promotion, and the achievement of the goals to which it aspires.

Finally, the reader should recognize that this book represents only one of many current attempts to address the issue of evidence on the effectiveness of health promotion. Moreover, being an early attempt to bring together the issues involved in the evaluation of health promotion, its chapters represent work in progress, rather than a definitive end-point in the evolution of the field. The contributors hope that their work will stimulate policy-makers and practitioners to invest in and undertake good evaluation of good health promotion. This is their commitment; they hope that readers share it.
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